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Surname Andersen 

First name Asha 

Organisation Position 

Project / Main topic FN2100 Submission - Support Flora & Fauna (Asha Andersen) 

Notes Refer to submission Response ID: 3418857 

Additional supporting 
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Which ward do you live in? Various 

ID Number IBS86 

Date 6/04/2021 
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Far North 2100 - A District Strategy

Submission date: 23 March 2021, 3:46PM

Receipt number: 14

Related form version: 5

Vision, purpose and place (p.2-6)

Do you support the vision He Whenua Rangatira - a

district of sustainable prosperity?

Yes

Do you support the purpose of Far North 2100 to set

the strategic direction for the District that will enable the

Far North to navigate the challenges and opportunities

ahead?

Yes

Do you think we've got "Our Place" right? Unsure

Would you like to add more about the context of Far

North 2100?

If we are going to reach for a clean, green, sustainable
future - it must be genuine, not greenwash. In it's
current form, horticulture in the Far North for example
is dirty and relies on chemical inputs. This is NOT
sustainable. So, let's reach higher and be genuine in
our vision of a truly sustainable Far North. Let's be
leaders for all other districts.

Where we are now and where we are going (p7-8)

In principle do you support the alignment of community

wellbeing with the strategic objectives?

Yes

Do you support the objective about Growth? Yes
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Have you got views about how we should think about

growth?

The idea of endless growth is a flawed ideal, our
growth should be in creativity, wisdom and our
connection to the natural world. We need to focus on
regenerating our natural environment - but not in a top
down model, it must be from the ground up. Support
growth in communities, support real sustainable
enterprise, clean, green, organic and not toxic more
industry.

Do you support the objective about stewardship Yes

Have you got views about how we should think about

stewardship?

How can the FNDC and the NRC propose this brilliant
ideal of stewardship, yet still carry out their own toxic
entrenched practices? Roadside spraying, polluting
waterways, more toxic horticulture zones etc. Where
is the integrity and authenticity in our stewardship?

Do you support the objective about communities of

care?

Yes

Have you got views about how we should think about

communities of care?

If we care - let's REALLY care. Right now, I don't think
the FNDC cares at all. In fact so many things that the
FNDC does indicates that it doesn't care. How are you
going to change that?

Drivers of change (p.12-22)

Do you support the first driver of change about

wellbeing?

Yes

What else do you think we should consider under the

first driver of change?

Firstly, we each decide our own well-being status. It's
a great idea to write this into the plan, but will it be
genuine? There are many things that are being done
by the FNDC currently that are in conflict with
people's well-being. 
I think the next driver should be the quality well-being
of our environment. Are our rivers, streams, harbours
toxic and polluted? Are our soils polluted? Is our air
polluted?
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Do you support the second driver of change about

resilient economies?

Yes

What else do you think we should consider under the

second driver of change?

We do NOT need or WANT more toxic industry in the
Far North. Many people living next to horticultural
properties suffer from the toxic cocktail of chemicals
routinely used on produce. Let's get away from toxic
horticulture and invite only ORGANIC horticultural
zones. Financial prosperity should not cost our health
and environment.

Do you support the third driver of change about an

active response to climate change?

Unsure

What else do you think we should consider under the

third driver of change?

Pesticides, herbicides, insecticides, fungicides and so
on are fossil fuel based and require fossil fuels to
apply. They are destroying our soils and
contaminating our waterways. We need to be thinking
about our health and environment from the microbes
up... not ignoring agrochemicals which are a major
driver of climate change and environmental
destruction.

Do you support the fourth driver of change about

connecting people, businesses and places?

Yes

We else do you think we should consider under the

fourth driver of change?

We need more cycle ways and pathways for people to
bike and walk. Also, regular electric bus services.

Do you support the fifth driver of change about

protecting the natural environment?

What else do you think we should consider under the

fifth drive of change?

Rates reduction should go to people who are
stewards of SNAs and for people who create SNAs.

Implementation (p.24-29)

Do you support the implementation plan for the first

driver of change?

Unsure
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What else would you expect to see in the

implementation plan relating to the wellbeing of

communities and people?

Switching from toxic harmful practices to non-toxic
sustainable eco friendly practices in all areas.

Do you support the implementation plan for the second

driver of change?

Unsure

What else would you expect to see in the

implementation plan relating to the promotion of resilient

economic growth for sustainable prosperity?

ORGANIC HORTICULTURE and AGRICULTURE
ZONES - be leaders, get rid of the toxic horticulture
and agriculture. Phase it out and create special zones
for non-toxic healthy food systems to be developed.

Do you support the implementation plan for the third

driver of change?

Unsure

What else would you expect to see in the

implementation plan relating to an active response to

climate change?

Listen to communities wants and needs, do not come
with a heavy top down know it all approach. People
on the ground in our communities have been working
on these issues for decades - let's work together for
the benefit of the district. Canvas the communities
you serve rather than dictate central government
directives.

Do you support the implementation plan for the fourth

driver of change?

Yes

What else would you expect to see in the

implementation plan relating to connecting people,

businesses and places?

Local community hubs in towns and rural
communities. Cycle ways, pathways and support for
sustainable transport options.

Do you support the implementation plan for the fifth

driver of change?

Yes

What else would you expect to see in the

implementation plan relating to the protection of the

natural environment for future generations?

A pesticde (toxic chemical) reduction plan. A
complete transition of Council services that use toxic
chemicals to non-toxic sustainable means.

A district strategy

When you read the draft Far North 2100 District

Strategy did you think it would be useful for your

organisation, agency or business?

Definitely!
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Can you tell us why you chose the answer you did? It's beautiful in its aspiration, but not clear about how
you/we the FNDC will achieve it.

Far North 2100 is a draft strategy. Would your

organisation like to be involved in the process of

developing it further?

Yes

Do you have anything else to add? Yes, lots to add, but we have been unable to attend
consultation due to work commitments.

Democratic Wellbeing

Do you support Council introducing a democratic

wellbeing as a measure of Council’s performance?

Yes

Would you like to elaborate on your answer about

introducing democratic wellbeing?

We need local solutions to global problems. The first
step is to speak with and listen to our communities.
Yes, we support a more localised approach, regular
engagement of communities and respect for
communities wishes.

Do you feel you have the opportunity now to participate

in shaping the direction of the Far North District Council?

No

Would you like to tell us more about your answer? While I can see the FNDC have tried to make an effort
with consultation, there is little time for people to deal
with all the different consultations happening now.
Including the Climate Change Commission Report, the
Three Waters, RMA etc... it's too much and needs to
be staged.

How would like to see improved participation in Council

activity and decision-making? What does that look like

More online engagement, (not just yes/no answers)
and more contact with FNDC staff and policy writers.
Longer consultation periods. Direct contact with
communities - can we invite council to speak with us
at a meeting?
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What would be a sign of a high level of democratic

wellbeing in the Far North District? Can you describe an

example?

Council decisions reflecting community wishes - not
business, not central govt, not beaurecrats. Get rid of
the old-boys club, you rub my back, I'll rub yours
mentality that still exists... Use the Sea Change
Checklist developed for Council decision making:
http://www.seachange.kiwi/Home/#Checklist

About you

First name Asha

Last name Andersen

Organisation (if applicable)

Position in organisation (if applicable)

Your email

Phone

Which ward do you live in? Bay of Islands-Whangaroa (East)

Would you like to be informed about future

consultations?

Yes

Anyone is invited to give feedback using this form, either

online or written. Feedback can be from an individual or

on behalf of an organisation. Your personal information

will not used for any purpose other than updating you on

outcome of this consultation, unless you have indicated

you wish to be informed about future consultations. Your

personal information is handled according to the

principles of the Privacy Act 1993.

I have read the terms of this public consultation
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Surname Antschak-Brown 

First name Kevin 

Organisation Position 

Project / Main topic Rates Suggestion 

Notes As a rate payer I am appalled at the suggestions that: 
1) I pay for others to benefit, so they can have cheaper town
water and sewage. I have had to install extra water tanks so I don’t
run out of water in the summer and pay exorbitant fees for water
and I have to pay regularly for my septic tank to be checked etc. So
no I don’t even remotely think it reasonable that I should pay for
others so they can have a cheaper access to something I can not
have. If you feel you need more money for this area, put us all on
the services or charge those that benefit more.
2) As soon as business is happy to give me a suitable
percentage decrease in their charges I’ll be happy to subsidise their
profits and help them with their rates. Until that day of
communism utopia, the idea of me paying more so businesses can
pay less and make a bigger profit is totally nuts. Either you are
hiring idiots or they are being ‘financially encouraged’  by business
to come up with this and similar corrupt ideas. Simply insane
3) The projection for 2021/22 rates seems to imply a 10-33%
rates rise. In the current supposed low inflation environment that
again is simply insane. Do your people live in the real world like
most of us, where rates are a SIGNIFICANT part of expendable
income?
This is my feed back as a rates payer.
Leave the rates as they are. Let user pays be the norm as it has for
30 +years.
Resolve the huge traffic problem in Kerikeri. Rather than think of
daft ways to share rate payers more than a fair increase for
inflation.
Make developers pick up the infrastrutcher  costs to stop Kerikeri
becoming a gridlocked nightmare that it is on its way to being.
Kudos to the idiots who let Kerikeri expand beyond it’s
infrastructure capacity before thinking about upgrades. Bolting the
barn door after the horse has escaped comes to mind. Grade A
stupidity in my humble opinion.
I was hoping the council were there for the benefit of it’s residents,
but this sort of stuff makes me lean towards those more cynical
soles view.
Kevin Antschak-Brown
537A Kerikeri Rd

Additional supporting 
information 

Which ward do you live in? Bay of Islands-Whangaroa 

ID Number IBS19 

Date 1/04/2021 
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Surname Bailey 

First name Dwight 

Organisation  Position  

Project / Main topic Long Term Plan Submission 

Notes To all Councilors and policy influencers: 
I do not believe the rating system should be changed and I fail to 
see how your proposed new system is fairer or simpler. Regarding 
the general rates and roading charges. They seem fair and logical 
because everyone uses these services regardless of their income, 
property value, etc. and should pay a fair share of these costs. Land 
is something all ratepayers have and seems to be a reasonable to 
base the rates on this value. To change to a capital rating system, 
you are moving to a system of taxing people on their life style 
choices. Someone who invests their time and energies into their 
house and property will pay much higher rates then someone who 
has the same ability to pay but chooses to invest their income into 
ventures travel, big boats or fancy cars. This is supposed to be a 
“user pays economy and we should all contribute based on our 
share of the costs - not on our lifestyle choices or perceived ability 
to pay. While I can see that those in lower income areas will benefit 
from a reduction in their rates, I believe you have lost sight on the 
impact the increase will have on many families in Kerikeri and 
surrounds who are assumed to have ability to pay higher rates but 
are actually struggling just as much as those families on other areas 
due to the higher mortgage, insurance and rate charges they would 
be paying in Kerikeri. There also is no consideration for older 
residents on fixed income who have spent their lives becoming 
freehold only to discover that they are unable to pay their rates. 
While the commercial rates have been dropped, it seems that they 
have just been transferred on to the residential ratepayer. The 
commercial properties generally are income generating and can 
take the rates as a business expense. Residential ratepayers to not 
have that luxury and it only further reduces the amount of money 
they can spend in the community with effects everyone. Rates are 
a continual complaint for most people I am familiar with. They are 
quite high and continually rise. In our particular family, they are our 
biggest monthly expense. No one should be taxed out of their 
home and it is important that Council take a realistic look at rates 
across the district and make a concerted effort to cut costs and 
limit borrowing so it is not necessary to have such large yearly 
increases. Northland is a lovely place but there is a point that 
people will be forced to move to more affordable areas. 
Long Term & District Plan Submission  
As both the Long Term and District plans are entwined and impact 
one another, my submission covers both. 
In general, both the long term and district plans submitted lack 
vision, innovation, and long term planning for growth and in my 
opinion are unsustainable. 
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1) Debt levels of $333M by 2031 will create an unsustainable debt 
burden on rate payers if and when interest rates increase. The 
mechanism that interest payments cannot exceed 10% of revenue 
cannot be guaranteed in a rising interest rate environment and 
debt cannot be reduced overnight. I understand Councils get 
special rates via the Government however Reserve Bank interest 
rates have averaged 7% since 1985. The only way to reduce debt if 
interest rates rise is an extreme increase to rate payers or a Central 
Government bailout. Potentially allocating 10% of income to 
interest repayment on an on-going basis is not a smart policy and 
does now allow for debt capacity in the future when required. 
2) By 2031 the average residential rate payer in Kerikeri will be 
paying well in excess of $100 per week in rates including connected 
services but not including the NRC levy, no matter what rates 
model is used going forward. This will be unaffordable for many, 
not just in Kerikeri or Russell but even in lower rateable areas. We 
cannot have continued increases in rates that far exceed the rate of 
inflation and on the current inflation rate would be more than 
double. 
3) The Far North, like much of the country has a major 
infrastructure deficit and the Plans are looking to address this 
partially by increasing debt and rates substantially to fund 
increases in financing costs, infrastructure spending and increased 
operational costs. I understand this creates a conundrum, how do 
we pay for infrastructure and increased costs without dramatically 
increasing debt and income. i.e. rates? 
The answer is twofold: 
a) Greater efficiency operationally. The FNDC operational budget 
has ballooned in recent years and this needs to be curbed. 
Efficiencies need to be found and operational costs reduced. I am 
sure the Council thinks it already does this as a matter of course, 
but the evidence strongly suggests otherwise. 
b) Central Government funding. As you are no doubt aware NZ has 
one of the lowest central government redistributions to regions in 
the OECD by some margin. This has to change and its only if the 
Local Governments around the country stand together can this be 
altered. The current model of bidding / competing for funds and 
not having known infrastructure budget or reliable funding from 
Central Government needs to be challenged and needs to be done 
as a combined voice from all Councils. There has been for decades 
a divide and conquer strategy from Central Government so 
Councils scrap to obtain their fair share and this funding has in the 
past been a political hot potato, with areas that are marginal seats 
receiving more funding than others. Northland’s recent change in 
the political landscape is a perfect example of this. Regional 
infrastructure or Local Body government funding should be 
apolitical. I realise this is not just a Far North but a nationwide 
issue, but it needs to be addressed and start somewhere. There is 
$3.8Bln up for grabs right now; per capita the Far North should be 
entitled to at least $60M of this. Ensure we at least get that. 
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4) The LTP is also impacted by the DP and this is where 
considerable changes to the DP can positively impact the outcomes 
for the LTP. Kerikeri being the growth engine of the Far North 
needs far more land rezoned for residential development close to 
town. The south side of Waipapa Road between Rainbow Falls road 
and Waipapa needs to rezoned to rural living from rural 
production. This area is already compromised and also backs onto 
the land holding the Council has purchased for the new Waipapa 
Sports Hub. By rezoning this area it will create more land supply 
close to town and also an opportunity for the Council to develop 
their own subdivision with the surplus land not required for the 
Sports Hub. This could be a substantial revenue earner for the 
FNDC. The area of benefit for the Kerikeri sewerage scheme needs 
to be expanded immediately. In the LTP it is scheduled for 2029 at 
an estimated cost of $35M. If this was brought forward creating 
1000+ new connections not only would there be a significant saving 
in inflationary costs the large increase in the rate payer base would 
largely pay for the capital cost within 10 years. It would also create 
more supply of land / housing close to town, something we need as 
a town, a region and as a country. 
5) Within the capital works program in the LTP I cannot see any 
budget for the change to the Kerikeri one way system or to create a 
bypass. Nor any other major roading projects such as the long 
mooted road from SH10 Bulls Gorge connecting Maraenui, Hall 
roads and through to Mill Lane. This is a long term plan is it not? 
Kerikeri is one of the fastest growing small towns in New Zealand 
and yet as far as I can see there is no substantial investment in new 
roads to divert traffic from the CBD. It’s quite incredible! Where is 
the planning for growth? 
6)  I am confused whether a developer contribution levy will be re-
introduced in the LTP? It’s not clear one way or the other. In the 
past developer contributions were too high in relation to property 
values, however they should never have been scrapped altogether, 
rather the contribution should be a percentage of around 3% of the 
developed value or and paid once the development is completed 
from the sale proceeds. 
7)  Largely we have moved away from septic tanks to bio-systems 
for sewerage in areas not connected to the sewerage system. This 
has created quite a substantial cost to any build and on-going 
maintenance required and yet there has been no revision of lot 
sizes with this advance in technology. Do we still need minimum 
3,000m² sections to cater for sewer drainage when using a bio 
system? In the 1980s sections much smaller than that were 
approved in coastal zones and are still on septic systems. We 
obviously don’t want to revert to that however what work has 
gone into calculating the land size required when utilising a bio-
system versus an old fashioned septic system? Efficiency of land 
use in the right areas for housing is critical and can be one 
component, of many to help with housing affordability. 
In summary, unfortunately the plans submitted for consultation fall 
far short of the ambition and innovation required. It’s a difficult 
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position for Councils where there has been a large underspend on 
infrastructure for decades and the funding from Central 
Government has and still is inadequate. But there is no use just 
carrying on the same old unsustainable way and old ideas. 
Methods need to be challenged as does Central Government. 

Additional supporting 
information 

 

Which ward do you live in? Bay of Islands-Whangaroa 

 

ID Number IBS32 

Date  5/04/2021 
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Surname Bainbridge 

First name Sheryl (Te Hiku Community Board) 

Organisation Position 

Project / Main topic LTP Submission 

Notes Refer to Submission document 

Additional supporting 
information 

Which ward do you live in? Te Hiku 

ID Number IBS57 

Date 6/04/2021 

See attachments next page
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TE HIKU COMMUNITY BOARD SUBMISSION TO THE FAR NORTH DISTRICT COUNCIL LONG TERM 

PLAN 2021/2031 

At its meeting of 6 October 2020, the Board adopted its strategic plan along with costed concept plans 

for Allen Bell Park, Awanui Playground, Korora Park Ahipara and Unahi Wharf in the expectation that 

it would inform the council of community aspirations via the Long Term Plan, therefore supports these 

plans being included. 

Maritime development at Mangonui including associated vehicle and boat trailer parking is not 

reflected in the LTP. The Board requests that these projects are included, as well as shared 

footpaths/walkways at Ahipara-Kaitaia-Awanui and Pukenui (Appendix 1). As a means of funding 

towards these projects the Board suggests that the rates dollar for roading increases from 17c to 19c 

in the dollar ($1,940,000.00 on a rate take of $97 million), the footpath allocation of 1c ($970,000.00) 

is reinstated and the recreation allocation is raised to 7c from 5c ($1,940,000.00). This is in line with 

the allocations for 2018/2019 when future planning was allocated 8c; a still high but more palatable 

figure than the 12c allocated in 2020/21 and set to continue in 2021-2031. 

Customer Services – Information Services: The Mangonui Information Centre provides invaluable 

services to the community and visitors in the Te Hiku ward. Graphs of visitor numbers in Appendix 2 

clearly demonstrate that Doubtless Bay, a destination in itself, services as many and sometimes more 

customers than the Kaitaia i-site does with no associated staff, computer and rent costs. Although the 

Mangonui Information Centre prefers to retain its voluntary status, it requests that its contribution to 

the economy of the district is acknowledged by way of an annual grant. Due to its main fundraiser,the 

Waterfront Festival, being cancelled by Covid this year, an operating grant of $15,000 is requested, 

with grants of $10,000 per annum made in the following two years. The information centre’s position 

means it is able to refer customers to attractions further north including the museum at Te Ahu, 

beaches etc. Letters of support are attached (Appendices 2a and 2b) While the Board is aware that 

an i-site policy is to be developed, this has been in the pipeline for quite some time without gaining 

any traction. 

Customer Services – Community Buildings: The Board strongly requests the council to approve an 

annual grant of $50,000 to Te Ahu Charitable Trust for the following reasons: the facility exists for the 

community, offering venues for hire, caretakers and cleaners and free use of the facility (meeting 

rooms, community hall) by the council. When the facility was built, proceeds from the sale of the old 

i-site, council service centre and the library which no longer met national standards were to have

contributed to the cost of Te Ahu. This did not occur. It is noted that more than $9,000,000 has been

allocated towards a civic hub in Kaikohe.

Bay of Islands-Whangaroa has 3 service centres, one i-site and 4 libraries. Kaikohe-Hokianga 

has 2 service centres, 2 libraries and 1 i-site. Te Hiku, with the second largest area and one of 

the fastest areas of development (Houhora and Doubtless Bay) has 1 service centre, 1 library 

and 1 i-site. The i-site is based in Te Ahu. In terms of equity the efforts of both Mangonui i-

site and Te Ahu both complement the services that the council provides in the other wards. 

The Board strongly recommends therefore that both of these organisations are financially 

supported. 

District Facilities – Rangitoto Recreation Reserve: Rangitoto Reserve requires a management plan. 

Please see Appendix 3 and allocate funding in the Long Term Plan to enable this project to go ahead  
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Arts & Culture Policy: The Board understands that the council is considering an arts & culture policy 

and supports the council working with Creative Northland to develop this. 

Security Cameras: The Board requests the council to consider funding towards security camera 

infrastructure in the Te Hiku ward. 

Housing for the Elderly: The Board supports option 3 – forming a partnership with another party. It 

suggests that Far North Holdings Ltd would be an appropriate partner, as there are concerns other 

providers may not provide adequate security for the elderly in the long term. Far North Holdings Ltd 

also have experience in development. The Board is concerned at statements about some units being 

not fit for purpose and asks how this situation has occurred. It does not agree with housing for the 

vulnerable elderly being made available for social housing as this is not always a good mix and there 

are other social housing providers. 

Sustainable Economic Development: The Board was unable to reach a consensus on this matter. 

However community feedback has been received indicating that visitors would stay longer if there 

were more dump stations available. The Board requests that this is investigated. 

Change to Rating Methodology: - The Board does not support capital value rating. It supports the 

status quo. There are so many uncertainties in the current economic climate that a change at this time 

is not appropriate. 

The Board wishes to be heard in support of its submission. Member Bill Subritzky will speak 

on behalf of the Board. 
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Appendix 3 
 

The Case for Commissioning a Management Plan for the 
 Rangitoto Recreation Reserve 

 
1. Developing a Management Plan (MP) for the Rangitoto Recreation Reserve 

(RRR) that incorporates the Rangitoto Pa site will ensure necessary input is 
obtained from all relevant stakeholders before major intervention is undertaken. 
Key stakeholders being: 

 
a. Iwi, 
b. Heritage NZ (HNZ), 
c. The adjoining landowners. 

 
Other relevant stakeholders include NRC, DoC, Community Conservation groups 
such as Friends of Rangikapiti and Whakaangi Land Care Trust (that currently trap 
pest animals on the RRR). 

 
2. A major intervention prior to establishing the long-term objectives for the site is 

‘putting the cart before horse’, and could result in regretted missteps, poor 
prioritisation of resourcing and offended stake-holders. 

 
3. Given the FNDC’s resource constraints and historic disinclination to fund work on a 

reserve such as RRR which has limited public accessibility, it will be important to be 
able to seek funding for ongoing vegetation management/replanting from other 
Government and charitable sources. Applying for such funding is only possible if it 
can be evidenced that the proposed activity is supported by an approved MP that has 
buy-in from all key stake-holders –  particularly Iwi given the cultural and historical 
significance of the Rangitoto Pa site. 

 
4. Part of the scope for the preparation of a MP will be to survey the site and map what 

vegetation (desirable and undesirable) exists on what topographies. This is essential 
for determining the most appropriate interventions and for quantifying the resources 
that will be required. Both  LiDAR and high-resolution multispectral imagery (from 
LINZ’s 2021  Hihi  UAV  Pilot  Study) exists over the site which would facilitate the use 
of specialist imagining technology to help cost effectively achieve such mapping. 

 
5. A MP prepared by someone with the requisite expertise and experience has the 

greatest chance of coming up with the best approach to vegetation management, 
balancing all stakeholders concerns and accounting for the site’s particular 
characteristics, including its cultural and archaeological sensitivities and its 
access issues. 

 
6. A MP will establish the long-term goal as to what the RRR should end up looking like 

and how    it should be managed sustainably to achieve the goal. Certain areas may 
be best left in grass and periodically mowed, while for other areas native vegetation 
might be encouraged by  removal of weeds and/or new native planting, while it might 
be appropriate to have stock graze some areas that have previously been in pasture 
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but are too steep to mow, at least as an  interim approach until funding is available to 
replant in natives. 

7. A one-off intervention by FNDC to mulch wattle trees on the most accessible parts
of the Pa site may be a positive step but won’t be sufficient as such trees will
quickly regrow and there are plenty of other invasive vegetation species in a variety
of settings including some weed infested slopes that will be too steep for heavy
machinery.

8. Advice given to the FNDC by Heritage NZ (Nov 6th 2020 email from James Robinson
to Rob Stewart) is that the FNDC’s suggested plan for a one off campaign to fell and
mulch in situ the wattle trees on the Pa site should not proceed without an
Archaeological Authority issued by HNZ. HNZ suggests that the authorising process
will require significant HNZ-FNDC   discussions and will take 2 months. Presumably
the same will be a prerequisite anytime the FNDC proposes a significant intervention
on the RRR. This could be avoided if a MP was in place that had the buy-in of all
stakeholders including HNZ.

9. S. 41 of the Reserves Act 1977 requiring that the FNDC has a MP in place for the
RRR is not discretionary. FNDC has an ongoing legal exposure until they come into
compliance with this law, particularly if they undertake major interventions or authorise
activities on the RRR by others. Also, arguably, their legal rights to police activity on
the RRR by others is compromised while there is no MP defining what is and isn’t
appropriate and permitted.

10. It is acknowledged that the FNDC is investigating divesting the RRR back to the
Crown. The degradation of the site has occurred largely during the 58 years that
Council has had responsibility for caring for it, and has accelerated in recent years
(after stock were excluded which allowed invasive vegetation to gain a foothold). It
would therefore not be socially responsible to allow the prospect of divestment to
become an excuse not to progress a MP without delay.

Ian Palmer 
(Adjoining landowner to 
the RRR) Mar 2021 
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The 1985 photo clearly shows the pa terraces which as seen in the 2017 photo have now become 

overgrown with weeds including wattle trees. 
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PROPOSED PUKENUI 
SCENIC WALKWAY 
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PROPOSED PUKENUI SCENIC WALKWAY 
LINKING ARETHUSA RESERVE WITH COASTAL BOARDWALK AND CONTAINER SHOPS NORTH OF HARBOUR VIEW ROAD
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BOARDWALK FROM COMMERCIAL WHARF - LAMB ROAD BRIDGE RESERVE 465m
To include possible fishing platform. Information plaques of local history and fish species
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Any foundations for the Boardwalk will reduce future erosion 

Proposed Boardwalk
Distance = Approx 465m
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Proposed Boardwalk
Distance = Approx 465m

PUKENUI BOARDWALK
APPROX 465 METRES
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Dear Kerrie 

We feel that the Mangonui Informatio� Centre is extremely important, not
just for our businesses being promoted but as a central hub providing 
information and local knowledge for tourists. You and the volunteers do an
outstanding job making sure everyone is welcomed in the Centre. People 
leave with enthusiasm for all the wonderful places they can go and visit 
a-fter calling in. There is nothing like local information to make a holiday
just that more special. It would be a very sad day if the Centre could no 
longer be kept open. 

We thank you for all you and your volunteers do for this community and wish
you everything of the very best. 

Warm regards 

John and Sue Oxley
Directors 
Doubtless Bay Villas 

--

I have been very grateful for the services the Doubtless Bay Information Centre has provided for our vineyard. 
People come to Doubtless Bay and do not have any idea about the things they can do. The beaches and fishing 
are a draw card, but there is so much more . .Without the info centre we would have had significantly fewer 
visitors to our cellar door. I get to talk to the people and they often they comment about how helpful the 
centre was and how they hadn't realised what was available in the district. 
Our region is getting more and more visitors. The service must be getting very stretched. I can only say they 
achieve a lot from very little. The economic health of our district is definitely enhanced by the work this group 
does. I would like to thank the team for the work they do and hope they can get some financial support to 
ensure they can continue to provide their excellent service. 

Kind regards 
Kim Gilkison 
Dancing Petrel Wines

+64212413221

----------

GoldenSandBeachfront and northland rentals fully support the Mangonui information centre. 
We feel the community focus and support provided for guests is marvellous. They can access 
local attractions, get the gen on arranging visits to wineries and museums in the area and 
all in all enrich our visitors experience in the far north Great to have volunteers giving
their time to support tourism in our area. Support for tourism businesses creates much 
needed employment in the area - cleaners,plumbers, electricians, maintenance, restaurants,
butchers etc. 
Rosemary Archibald 
Sent from my iPhone 

----·----------------

Hi Kerrie 
From o�r point of_view the info centre is an invaluable service in our �==::�in� many clients.to our transport business. We have been financia�

rea

,s or the past five years and have every intention of continuing 
Kind Regards 

Peter & Raewyn Ellicott 
Northland Taxi Shuttles & Tours 

;;��:;_:t1ia�;l;;;�;-.-�l�:l:.�fji:;.;i����{����

·- - -- ---- ---·-··--------
·----------------
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We highly value our membership of Doubtless Bay Info Centre, and that we can have our 

business info cards there on display. 

Our business and visiting family have very much benefited and enjoyed this Centre since its 

inception. We know it has taken a lot of focus and volunteer support to establish and maintain 

it over the years. 

The Mangonul Info Centre gives our business excellent direct exposure to visitors, and we have 

had many customers make the trip out to our workshop and display, having been directed by 

them to contact us. 

The volunteers and staff are all friendly and helpful, and they make an effort to personally know 

all the local activities and business. 

We have lived in the region over 30 years and have run our sculpture business for over 20 

years. We very much value this local promotion, and without it our business would struggle. 

Sincerely, Yvonne & Wayne 

Hi Kerrie 

: -, . .

• ...., .. 
.!. 

\l· r ' -
: . .,, . 

As aver� small business, we really appreciate the work of the DB
I�f�rmation Centre. We are not on the main drag so don't ·receive a lot of
visitor�, but when we do we check how they found us and do find that some of
our business does come through the Info Centre. The work of the always
helpful volunteers is very much valued. 
Kind regards 
Jan and Hubert Neeson 

Jan Neeson 

The Neeson Gallery 
(Art and Woodturning) 
29 Lori Lane, Coopers Beach 
Phone: 09 4060227 
Mobile: 0273548412 
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Surname Baldock 

First name Lisa 

Organisation Position 

Project / Main topic FN2100 Submission - Support Flora & Fauna (Asha Andersen) 

Notes Refer to submission Response ID: 3418857 

Additional supporting 
information 

Which ward do you live in? Bay of Islands-Whangaroa 

ID Number IBS87 

Date 6/04/2021 
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Surname Bambus 

First name Bernd 

Organisation  Position  

Project / Main topic Cycle Trail Opua - Tamihere/ Creating and keeping great places/ 
Encourage exercise and create communities that arter healthy, safe 
and above all - benefit the local people 

Notes Good afternoon, 
I have been informed that the railway will be re-installed on the 
section from Opua to Tamihere. 
This particular part of the Cycle trail - the part from Opua to 
Kawakawa is the most used cycle trail in all of New Zealand. It is 
even more used than the Otago Rail Trail. It is flat and easy to use 
by anyone. The trail is not a resource just for a few cyclists: it is a 
community asset for all the local people from Opua and Kawakawa 
and surroundings. It is used by parents walking and cycling with 
their children, dog walkers, runner, joggers and of course a huge 
number of cyclists. These, of course, are all people without political 
connections and therefore without a voice. 
Council long term strategy focusses on health and well-being - here 
is an asset which is used to enhance exactly that. 
The Train: Is and will not be used by locals because it does not 
provide exercise and is way too expensive. It would be there for a 
few tourists on weekends only - not for any locals. We had a 
vintage train going to Opua before - and what happened? Nobody 
used it and it stopped. 
Of course, the promoters of the historic train are well connected to 
local politicians and know exactly to whom and how to talk to the 
important people. In contrast the community does not even know 
what is planned for the cycle trail and is not a coherent body; and 
therefore without a voice. 
It would be absolutely insane to destroy such a well-used asset, an 
asset council and central government have spent a lot of money on 
- just for a vintage train very, very few people will ever use. 
If the train is really going to re-use the existing trail - A NEW 
CYCLE/WALKING TRAIL SHOULD BE BUILT FIRST before the 
destruction of the existing trail commences. Otherwise, there will 
be nothing left and a new trial will never be built. 
Please, let common sense prevail and DO NOT destroy such a 
valuable community asset. 

Additional supporting 
information 

 

Which ward do you live in?  

 

ID Number IBS4 

Date  30/03/2021 
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Surname Bates 

First name David 

Organisation Position 

Project / Main topic LTP - support vision Kerikeri submission 

Notes Refer to submission document 

Additional supporting 
information 

Which ward do you live in? Bay of Islands-Whangaroa 

ID Number IBS70 

Date 6/04/2021 

See attachment next page
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Surname Batham 

First name Michael & Tere 

Organisation  Position  

Project / Main topic Rates Review 2021 

Notes Dear Councillors 
In response to your request for ideas and comments regarding the 
Northland Rates, I would ask you to consider the following points. 
They may not all be appropriate but the sentiments they contain 
are consistent with the approach that could be taken.  
  
Fairer and Simpler Rates 
Northland is a very diverse community, or should I say, several 
communities; 
Multi-generational home and land owners 
Suburban Working families 
Farmers and farm-workers 
Established Retirees and fixed income residents 
Newly arrived Senior Citizens, Relocated from further south 
And “Swallows” who fly in to invest and enjoy our country. 
  
It is imperative that any changes to the rating system look at the 
long term consequences for all these people. It is the Council’s 
responsibility to legislate so that the residents of Northland are 
not, in the future, rated out of their homes. 
  
Many years ago, California -  America’s playground on the Pacific -  
was faced with the very same problem: A steady flow of wealthy 
new investors who just wanted a piece of the beach and who 
would pay any price to buy out the locals. 
In response to this the State froze the property rates at a 
percentage of the purchase price.  
proposition 13 california 1978 - Tìm trên Google 
    
Proposition 13 declared property taxes were to be assessed at their 
1976 value and restricted annual increases of the tax to an inflation 
factor, not to exceed 2% per year. A reassessment of the property 
tax can only be made a) when the property ownership changes or 
b) there is construction done. 
The most beneficial point of the Proposition 13 response was that 
long term ‘locals’ were not displaced by ever rising rates during 
their lifetime. And, that all new development or property 
purchases were rated in accordance with the actual money 
invested. Note that a “local”, who sells and then buys a new 
property, will, like any new purchaser, also be rated on the new 
purchase price. 
The question for FNDC is how to apply new measure along these 
lines. 
Currently: 
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By attaching rates to just the Capital Value and/or the ‘Land Value’ 
(which will forever go up) this will seriously hurt the long term 
residents and those on fixed incomes. 
By having Targeted Rates for each district, again, the long term 
residents of a district are penalised by, and forced to pay, for 
services provided extensively for the new developments going up 
around them.  
 Why should our kids grow up on dusty metal roads and why should 
the septic tank cleaner be put out of business because our uniform 
rates go to building a fancy new sewage system for all the new 
arrivals? 
The Rates of Northland should be set to reflect the Property’s 
Capital Improvements. Each property’s rates should reflect the real 
value of the ‘the money’, and hence the year, that the purchase or 
investment was made. 
The major portion of the rates should be a uniform percentage of 
the most recent sale price (less the land value) or else the recent 
building price on any property.  
Currently, the “General Rate Differential”, based solely on land 
value, flattens out the rates paid in any area without any reference 
to the age or the investment value of the home on the property.  
An established old family home should pay one level of rates, 
whereas the property next door that has a Million dollar, brand 
new, house built on it, should pay substantially higher rates. (And 
these two levels of Rates would probably reflect the owner’s 
incomes)  
And in keeping with the time factor; the investor who rips down an 
old house to build his spread in five years time for say three million 
(newly inflated) dollars should be rated accordingly. 
Any property, when sold or re-developed should have the rates re-
assessed on the basis of the money invested. 
Currently, by using a factor of just the Land Value, the rates are 
increasing far in excess of the actual value of the improvements on 
the property. (which in real terms are Depreciating with age)  This 
will soon force long term residents to be forced out of their 
properties by “New” overseas investors and developers.  
The current practice of allowing new sub-divisions to be built 
without “‘development Contributions” and retirement homes to be 
built without “medical facilities” is a recipe for a financial disaster 
in the near future. 
By changing the “General Rate Differential” to a uniform “Rate or 
Charge” that is applied to a new “Value Factor” that in turn is 
based on the actual value (and year) of Improvements made on any 
land, would help to create a more user-pays system that is 
balanced to the wide variety of Northland incomes.  
Unlike Proposition 13, this proposal would Not limit the Council’s 
ability to raise the uniform “Rate or Charge”, and so this factor 
could always be adjusted uniformly across the district so as to meet 
the budget 
As an example of the current in-balance, I would ask, how do the 
current rates on the houses in the Old Kerikeri Retirement Village 
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compare with one of the new mansions at Quail Ridge Country 
Club?  
How do their respective rates compare with what each one cost?  
And what did each one cost the council to service this past year, 
including infrastructure, planning and road damage by trucks? 
In conclusion; I feel that this Council’s initiative is very appropriate 
at this time. Northland is becoming three worlds: the long 
established permanent residents: the new “summer only” arrivals; 
and the retirement communities. Let the rates reflect the incomes 
of those three groups so that the first group does not feel that they 
are unduly subsidizing new infrastructure for the later. 
As to ‘3’, the ‘public good charge’. NO. This should be reflected in 
the commercial rates that are then recovered from all the tourists 
when they have their cappuccinos. 
As to ‘5’, ‘Availability Charges’; again do not penalize the old time 
residents just because the district is being built up. 

Additional supporting 
information 

 

Which ward do you live in?  

 

ID Number IBS119 

Date  3/26/2021 
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Surname Baxter 

First name Kevin 

Organisation  Position  

Project / Main topic Submission - Rates 

Notes Rating Submission 
Valuation number 00227-09600-A 
I wish to object to the proposed rate on my farm  which will 
increase from $34788.00 pa to $44039.00 pa which is a 26% 
increase.  While I don’t have a major issue with capital value rating  
I do object to increasing the rate in the dollar on the General 
Differential. 
I wish to be heard and to speak to my submission. 

Additional supporting 
information 

 

Which ward do you live in?  

 

ID Number IBS36 

Date  5/04/2021 
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Surname Bentley 

First name Joshua 

Organisation Position 

Project / Main topic FN2100 Submission - Support Flora & Fauna (Asha Andersen) 

Notes Refer to submission Response ID: 3418857 

Additional supporting 
information 

Which ward do you live in? Bay of Islands-Whangaroa 

ID Number IBS79 

Date 6/04/2021 
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Surname Bentley 

First name Leisa 

Organisation Position 

Project / Main topic FN2100 Submission - Support Flora & Fauna (Asha Andersen) 

Notes Refer to submission Response ID: 3418857 

Additional supporting 
information 

Which ward do you live in? Bay of Islands-Whangaroa 

ID Number IBS80 

Date 6/04/2021 
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Surname Bentley 

First name Shane 

Organisation Position 

Project / Main topic FN2100 Submission - Support Flora & Fauna (Asha Andersen) 

Notes Refer to submission Response ID: 3418857 

Additional supporting 
information 

Which ward do you live in? Bay of Islands-Whangaroa 

ID Number IBS81 

Date 6/04/2021 
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Surname Bleakley 

First name Warrick 

Organisation Position 

Project / Main topic Opposes transiton to capital value 

Notes Oral submission - argues strongly against transition to capital value 
because it is punitive - punishing people who have worked hard to 
build up an asset and Council want a share, whereas third 
generation on benefit and don't build a house then you pay only on 
land value. 

Additional supporting 
information 

Which ward do you live in? Bay of Islands-Whangaroa 

ID Number IBS102 

Date 8/04/2021 
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Surname Brocx 

First name Suzanne 

Organisation Position 

Which option do you think 
will work best for our 147 
Housing for the elderly 
units? 

Would you like to expand 
on your answer? 

I support the Council’s preferred option to transition Housing for 
the Elderly units to another party. 
In the meantime occupancy of the units is to be kept as high as 
possible. As an interim maybe management of these could be 
taken over by the other party to relieve some of the rates burden 
and increase service. 
It is imperative that the other party has a continuum of care to 
allow the elderly to be cared for until their death NOT just while 
independent. The far north is critically short of care facility options 
for the Elderly and such a caveat would ensure these people can 
have priority to the next step if/when needed. 

Do you support the option 
to enable sustainable 
economic development? 

We don't become a shareholder and don't contribute any 
additional funds 

Would you like to expand 
on your answer? 

Until our regional infrastructure for water and sewerage is up to 
scratch and able to sustain the current and projected growth then 
no other funds should be spent on expanding other things. 

Do you agree with the 
changes to providing fairer 
and simpler rates 

YES but the fairer needs to be across the board. Rate those that 
use the services for what they use where they use it. Currently this 
is not so. Rural dwellers do not have access to services such as 
rubbish collection, sewerage and water but pay for these within 
the rating structure. 

Would you like to expand 
on your answer? 

The Rating calculator does not show HOW the rates will be 
calculated. As well as this, the percentages in the document do not 
show the overall impact of the rates increase but an annual year-
on-year increase which masks the overall rate increase over the 
decade. 

Is there any other feedback 
you would like to share? 

Remove flat rate Sewage - Leave as scheme by scheme. If the 
transfer of 3 waters Public Good rate. - NO Rural dwellers already 
pay septic tank cleaning charges for monitoring, cleaning or 
monitoring and installing. 
Stormwater - YES and apportioned where it is applied. 

Additional supporting 
information 

Which ward do you live in? Bay of Islands-Whangaroa 

Receipt No IBS66 

Date and time 6/04/2021 
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Surname Brocx 

First name Terrance 

Organisation Position 

Project / Main topic Rating Proposal & Mid North Water Storage Project 

Notes Refer to Submission document 

Additional supporting 
information 

Which ward do you live in? 

ID Number IBS68 

Date 6/04/2021 

See attachment next page
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To FNDC 

Thank you for allowing opportunity to give feedback on the direction of this Plan 

Before I begin I must complain about the amount of information available for the New Rating 
Proposals and the accuracy of this information.  

- Calling it a Fairer Rating System is propaganda and merely an opinion. Fairness as a
definition infers that all people are treated equally without favouritism or discrimination.

- FNDC should present facts and be accurate in their statements
- The Rating calculator does not show us the proposed impact of Capital Rating on Farmers. It

should go to the full 10yr transition period.
- On the 1st April the FNDC changed the information presented in its Rating Calculator. See

attached. This made a difference of $6000 or 20% to my rates. What assurance do I have
that the information presented is relevant to the proposed rating system?

- On this basis I request that the FNDC correct the information and follow correct process and
present the correct information and restart the process providing accurate information.

FEEDBACK ON RATING PROPOSAL 
- I support the change to Capital Value Rating. I do not support the long timeframe of 10yr

transition. I suggest 3 yrs
- I do not support removing the UAGC
- I support reducing the Commercial differential
- I do not support Shifting away from a Regressive Rating system beyond Capital Value Rating.

Affordability is subjective and not measured. To argue that Commercial rates should drop
because it is “ tough for them “without financial data and reduce Kaikohe residential rates
on an affordability basis then put Rural rates up 30% is not consistent. Using this same
affordability methodology should result in farming rates dropping as well.  Return ON Capital
is lower on Farming Properties than Commercial ( often intergenerational as people can’t
afford to borrow to buy a Farm ) so on this basis Farming Business’s should have their rates
go down not up.

- Note – I will submit on Farming subdivision in District Plan as for example a Farmer to retire
or allow the next generation/young Farmer to come into farm , the farmer needs to find
some Capital to buy a house in town. The smaller that land/subdivision is the better. A ¼
acre lost from the farm is better than a 25ha block.

- I do not support moving away from scheme-based capital rates. The reason is this cross
subsidy will distort land values. If an area has a high cost ( due to location/size of
scheme/topography etc. )  to comply with wastewater it should lower land values due to
that cost which makes buying in those areas more affordable. It is no different to buying a
flat section to build on vs a hilly one. You pay more for flat land as it is cheaper to build on.

- I support reducing the Water and Wastewater availability charge. This charge must
recognize the Capital cost and Depreciation of the scheme but not have the running costs in
there.

- I do not support a small public good charge on water and wastewater. This cost should be
charged to the cost of buying a tanker of water and cost of emptying the septic. This new
rate would discourage water storage on site and efficient sewage systems

- I do not support the change in the storm water targeted rate. This must sit with the users.
This would discourage development of local schemes as it would pull money away from
other ratepayers that already have their rates allocated. A user pays philosophy increases
ratepayers attention to the efficiency which helps drive performance of Council. This cost
must sit with the users.
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- I do not support any general rate increase due to cross subsidy and targeted at farmers.
Costs of wastewater/sewage and water supply must sit with the users. Farmers already pay
high rates relative to the services they receive. Farmers have a high environmental burden
often running into hundreds of thousands of dollars to fence waterways and riparian
planting. Often this requires a farmer to put in a water supply and reticulation which FNDC is
well aware of these costs. To add other people’s environmental costs onto farmers is
extremely unfair and unacceptable.

- Our Farm rates have been climbing at a rate faster than urban rates – see attached. 2012/13
was $20,526 to $37,148 in 2020/21. This is already unfair.

- 

MID NORTH WATER STORAGE PROJECT 
I would like FNDC to support the Central Govt initiative to intensify our top soils by building water 
storage. I note there is a number of objections from some local community members. Kerikeri 
prospered once water storage arrived for Horticulture. Urban and Horticulture live happily next to 
each other and we have a vibrant town / industry that is an asset to the Far North. Let’s replicate 
this in Ohaeawai and Kaikohe. I note that a number of people who are objecting are people who 
have bought next to an orchard then now want to change their neighbours land use. The issues are 
often management and compliance issues not industry issues.  

Regards 
Terence Brocx 
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4/1/2021 Sample rates database Far North District Council 

Property Details for Valuation:  (Details withheld for privacy)

Property Address: 

Current Legal Description:  Title References : 

Values for Property ID : 

Code Type 

CV 

IV 

LA 

LV 

Capital Value ($) 

Improvement Value($) 

Land Area (sq metres) 

Land Value ($) 

Rateability : Rateable 
Land Use : 11 - Primary Industry-Dairying 

Value 

5840000 

1640000 

1864144 

4200000 

Section 20 Local Government (Rating) Act 2002 - Rating units in common ov 
Main assessment: None 
Linked assessment(s) : None 

Nature of Improvements: 3 dwelling fencing other buildings other improvement 

Rates for 2022 for rate assessment: 5014751 

Rate Type Type Value Rate or Charge 

Stormwater General Differential 

Sewerage Public Good Rate 

Water Public Good Rate 

General Rates General Differential 

Ward Services Rate BO1-Whangaroa Differential 

General Rate General Differential 

NRC Council Services Rate 

NRC Pest Management Rate 

NRC Flood Infrastructure Rate 

Capital Value 5840000 

Separate Part 3 

Separate Part 3 

Capital Value 5840000 

Separate Part 3 

Land Value 4200000 

Separate Part 3 

Separate Part 3 

Separate Part 3 

0.00001450 

15.00 

15.00 

0.00037140 

317.90 

0.00628830 

61.55 

31.98 

NRC Civil Defence and Hazard Management Rate Separate Part 3 30.89 

NRC Emergency Services Rate 

NRC Sporting Facilities Rate 

NRC Far North Transport Rate 

Separate Part 3 

Separate Part 3 

Separate Part 3 

11.61 

16.61 

8.54 

Land Value 

Land Value 

4200000 0.00002370 

4200000 0.00036280 

-

-

NRC Infrastructure Rate - Far North District 

NRC Land and Freshwater Management Rate 

Total Years Rates -f 3 :l. /u.-1 ,.;l:l.._

ZG,4-(0-�& � 

f; :;_ 6 2J O . (j_ �

https://www.fndc.govt.nz/Whats-new/Have-your-say/Long-Term-Plan-2021-31 /Sample-rates-database 2/3 
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Surname Brown 

First name Wayne 

Organisation Position 

Project / Main topic Population 

Notes I submit that your population figures are too low for both Kerikeri 
and Kaitaia. 
As usual it is because of faulty thinking at council who use grids 
from statistics Nz who made a hash of the last census 
Do what retail industry people do and use reliable bases such as 
school roles. 
In Kerikeri there are 2000 kids at high school and another 1200 at 
two primaries and another 400 at private schools, making around 
3600. Check these figures but it is the methodology that is 
important here. 
School children make up about one sixth of the population so if 
there are 3600 at school then there must be 21600 total people. 
This feels a lot closer than council’s estimate which leaves out 
whole areas who think they live in Kerikeri. 
Ditto for Kaitaia 
Wayne Brown 

Additional supporting 
information 

Which ward do you live in? 

ID Number IBS10 

Date 31/03/2021 
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Surname Brown 

First name Rod  

Organisation Position 

Project / Main topic LTP Submission 

Notes Refer to Submission document 

Additional supporting 
information 

Which ward do you live in? Bay of Islands-Whangaroa 

ID Number IBS71 

Date 6/04/2021 

See attachment next page

Vision Kerikeri
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Growth with Vision  

5 Manako Place, RD 3 
KERIKERI 0230 

visionkerikeri@gmail.com 
www.visionkerikeri.org.nz 

 
Submission	on	FNDC	LTP	2021-31	

Vision for Kerikeri & Environs (VKK) is a community group focussing on sustainable town planning 
www.visionkerikeri.org.nz in considera?on of the four aspects of community wellbeing - social, 
economic, environmental and cultural.  Together with our spun-off sister organisa?on, the charitable 
Carbon Neutral NZ Trust, we are also raising awareness about Climate Change and what households 
can do to mi?gate by using our free and easy carbon calculator www.carbonneutraltrust.org.nz. 

Three	waters		
P5.We are pleased to see forward planning with  expansion of Kerikeri waste water in yrs. 8 to 10 
shown the 10 year capital programme.  

Nearly 20 years aPer the Waipapa commercial/industrial area opened there is s?ll no  waste water 
system programmed for Waipapa. 

There is no waste water project programmed for  Riverview or Skudders Beach with poten?al, even 
likely pollu?on, of KK Inlet from their sep?c tanks. 

It seems necessary for FNDC to join the MOU non-binding agreement. It appears that numerous 
Councils, including FNDC, are unable to fund the 3 waters demands of their district and that 
deprecia?on has not been necessarily used for this purpose With so many 3 Waters systems 
distributed throughout the Far North, that FNDC has li]le choice and we have the impression that 
FNDC has insufficient exper?se. We would not be happy however to be incorporated with Auckland 
because of its size and would prefer to be associated with other Northland Councils 

P5.	Adaption	to	Climate	Change	
While the recogni?on in the LTP is welcomed. To date the Council commitment in prac?ce has been 
underwhelming. Our sister organisa?on Carbon Neutral Kerikeri has been seeking to influence 
Council to contribute to the discussion by proposing Council employees make use of its Carbon 
Calculator. Behavioural change in the community is essen?al and if Council employees have  
appropriate leadership and adopted a culture this would greatly influence the community. We 
consider that a champion for climate change as a high-level appointment would make a considerable 
difference. 

P5.	Transport	and	roading	
We welcome the coopera?on between the four councils. This is a marked contrast to the frac?ous 
rela?onship which FNDC had with NRC about 6 or 7 years ago. 

The	CBD	planning	and	a	bypass	
• At the last 3 year review, roading in Kerikeri, which included yet again a CBD bypass, was lost 

because Council voted in lieu to have a strategic plan for roading for all the Far North.  
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•  VKK is very disappointed that the CBD bypass is again not incorporated in the LTP. 

• Another three years has passed by without ac?on.   

• The greater Kerikeri popula?on is about 16,500, about 26% of the en?re Far North 
popula?on, and con?nues to grow.  This far exceeds the oPen-quoted Kerikeri figure of 
about 7,500 which comprises just the town ship and township surrounds but excludes outer 
areas where many Kerikeri people live.  

•  The KK popula?on visits the CBD for services, schooling etc., while some traffic passes 
through it. Both streams must use the Kerikeri Road one way system which passes through 
the CBD.   

The Regional Land Transport Plan does list a project named the Kerikeri Strategic Network Plan in 
2021-2024, We welcome this planning at last.  Conges?on is now daily not just at holiday 
peaks. Planning is well overdue and growth con?nues, but only $1.2M is allocated for it 
presumably for study and fees and will take years to plan and implement. 

• We trust that the CBD bypass will be included in the above Strategic Network Plan. For us it 
is a long-needed project of community well-being and social interconnec?vity. 

• The reason for using the name ‘bypass’ is to differentiate it from a mere road which tends to 
mean vehicles to a road engineer and apparently to the Council. To the community it means 
a short, local adjunct and necessary condition for our wellbeing in the CBD of the CBD, 
although it may be part of a wider community network. It is about facilitating pedestrians, 
cycling and minimal traffic in the main Street. 

• It is part of a well-defined urban planning project and must not wait un?l the en?re KK road 
strategy is resolved. It will be part of a wider Kerikeri roading network but there is no reason 
to delay it since it will not inhibit the future.  The Kerikeri-Waipapa Structure Plan 2007 never 
led to a plan for the Kerikeri CBD, as intended. We have failed to get support from successive 
Councils to plan for the CBD to make it more pedestrian friendly and also safer for 
pedestrians. 

• We view our main street as a space to embrace living and community interaction to 
achieve a better and safer quality of life. We view our main street as a space to be 
shared by pedestrians, cyclists and low-speed vehicles. In short it is about our well-
being. 

• A Kerikeri two-way CBD bypass would enable traffic through the main street, dominated by 
cars, contrary to modern urban design prac?ce, to be minimised and made more pedestrian 
friendly. 11000 v.p.d pass through the Kerikeri Road/Cobham Road roundabout much of it 
passing through the CBD. 
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The FN 2100 Plan for 2021 to 2024, P25 & 26, includes: 

• Puing the wellbeing of the communi?es and people first.  Developing and enhancing social 
connec?vity and well-being  

• Develop or enhance social connec?vity wellbeing measures  

• Take stock of plans and strategies of agencies and community groups that share common 
wellbeing outcomes with Council 

• Develop and implement a placemaking policy, including the form in which community views 
are captured and realised to ensure wellbeing principles are central to any spa?al or 
placemaking plan or project 

• Apply the placemaking policy to developing f spa?al plans for: • Kaikohe • Kerikeri/Bay of 
Islands/ Russell • Doubtless Bay • Kaitāia • Moerewa/O?ria • Pukenui • Kawakawa • South 
Hokianga • North Hokianga • Karikari Peninsula. 

Kerikeri is further advanced than other Far North townships. We have a Structure Plan which remains 
valid for the CBD and have had recent well a]ended public consulta?on by Our Kerikeri. 

Council has failed for a long period to take into account the well-being of our community and its 
social connec?vity and to plan for it.  

We need a placemaking plan for the CBD in the form in which it captures our community views as 
expressed by Our Kerikeri public mee?ngs with 300 people a]ending.  

Funding	the	bypass	
 If the CBD bypass is accepted by NZTA it would provide a 69% subsidy. Council already owns the 
land. 

What we want included in the Dra5 LTP: 

1. A project for the spa?al plan of the CBD which captures the community wellbeing and 
social connec?vity principles already expressed publicly by the community and promoted 
in the FN 2100 Plan  

2. A project for a CBD bypass as an integral part of the above to minimise traffic in the Main 
Street. 

3. Consider funding the council 31% contribu?on, assuming an NZTA subsidy,  from a targeted 
rate for KK for the CBD bypass.  Council already owns the land.  
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4. Work in partnership with Council to achieve these goals. 

Further	LTP	roading	comments	
Wider planning does not appear to be included in terms of climate change or known Kerikeri 
developments in the LTP.  

Contribu?ons towards a safe cycling network for Kerikeri is crucial in enabling an alterna?ve 
commuter op?on and equity for our community. Not only to ease current traffic conges?on but also 
to ease future conges?on from infrastructure projects already funded.  

With improvements to Kerikeri Domain Recrea?on and Leisure infrastructure addi?onal traffic is 
expected in CBD. The new Sports Hub development in Waipapa must drive spend on viable safe 
cycling access op?ons for equity reasons, allowing children without the support of parental transport 
to access the facility. It is a very short drive from our most populated areas to the loca?on but it is a 
very long walk.  

What most likely has not been considered as yet is the latent sta?s?cs around addi?onal traffic 
created in and around the Waipapa area due to the Sports Hub. With all traffic arriving and leaving 
via State Highway 10, the new Waipapa Roundabout will be under increasing pressure as will the 
Sports Hub SH 10 intersec?on.  

We ques?on why so much is being spent on tourism cycling infrastructure and not on door to door 
safe cycling access for our people. Who are we looking aPer here. Wellbeing of our community 
members is a local government policy direc?ve, the LTP seems to be largely ignoring this. Pushing 
safe cycling infrastructure from tourism routes into residen?al and business districts will add huge 
well-being value to both our residents and tourists alike. 

What	we	would	like	in	the	10	year	plan		
Include projects to recognise developments associated with connec?vity to the new Sports Hub 
par?cularly for cycling. 

P6	Community	Facilities:	
 It is acknowledged that Far North Holdings Ltd has been efficient at planning for and implemen?ng 
projects and FNDC was thus able to take quick advantage of the Provincial Growth Fund e.g. Paihia 
and Russell wharf upgrades and the Kerikeri Airport well ahead of other parts of the country.  It is 
important that these projects are run by an organisa?on with business skills rather than in house by 
Council. 

There has however been some cri?cism about FNHL not consul?ng adequately with the community 
for some projects and its community consulta?on needs to be considered by Council without 
strangling an otherwise effec?ve organisa?on with red tape. 
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P6	Strategic	Planning:		
We are surprised to learn that there have been improvements made in strategic planning although 
they are needed. We are certainly not aware of any fruits of it for Kerikeri. Informa?on from VKK and 
Our Kerikeri vanishes into council. There is no two-way-exchange of informa?on and we feel that 
there is a lack of informa?on and consulta?on.  Inputs into Climate Change seem to have been 
ignored.  

P6 Crown Funded Economic S?mulus Projects:  
 It is good to have won some funding for projects in the Far North.  However, the procedure of FNDC 
Admin applying for funding of projects under urgency under exclusion of Councillors (!!) and the 
public based on “shovel-ready” rather than “future oriented” projects in considera?on of Climate 
Change is seen as inappropriate.  Numerous projects are “nice to have” but not essen?al.   
The high pressure climate under which funding has been granted has also lead to minimisa?on of 
community input, lack of climate change lens, innova?on and inefficiency in terms of long-term 
thinking. 

P7 Our Infrastructure Strategy:  
The planning is described as responsible and forward-looking for the next 30 years with the 
expecta?ons that the asset infrastructure will work for the next 10 years.  We certainly hope that 
there will be improvement as there are numbers of l water and wastewater systems being used on 
expired consents and/or not working properly.  (See above P5 Three Waters).  The very lengthy 
planning and rounds of public consulta?on for the Kerikeri wastewater plant resulted in an 
enormously expensive and already nearly fully u?ilised facility.   

P9	Key	Financial	Goals		
- Moderate impact of funding deprecia?on on strategic assets: See above P5 - The proceeds of 
deprecia?on need to be kept in reserve to fund maintenance, repair and renewal.  Misappropria?on 
leads to increased cost later. 
- Limit Debt:  To strictly limit debt at this ?me of extremely low cost borrowing, when some 
infrastructure improvements/renewals are urgently required may not be the best strategy 
 Borrowing at  low cost to build the infrastructure now at lower prices than in the future. This will 
support the economy and reduce unemployment, especially with local procurement.  - Use low 
interest borrowing possibili?es provided by the Local Government Commission/Central Government. 
  
P18	Housing	for	the	Elderly:	
 Op?on 4 is preferred. 

P20	Enable	sustainable	economic	development:	
Prefer Op?on 2 in order that FNDC has a stronger voice at the table   
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P22	Fairer	and	Simpler	Rates:			
Op?on 1 - keep the exis?ng land-based system.  In the past VKK has supported ra?ng by capital value 
but circumstances are now different.  

The LTP consulta?on document  assumes that the value of a ratepayer’s property is ‘considered the 1

best measure of a person’s ability to pay’ (p.22, para 2). 

That was true in the past. But now the value of a person’s house is no longer a good measure of their 
ability to pay.  

Sta?s?cs show that many people’s incomes in New Zealand have fallen a long way below house 
values, and ‘New Zealand has one of the highest house price-to-income raDos in the world.’  2

Average property values in NZ rose by more than 11% during 2020, for example, and prices of many 
basic goods have also increased, while many people’s income fell behind.  

The value of a house is not a good indicator of a person’s income in areas of the District where 
property values have experienced significant infla?on (such as Kerikeri), for the following reasons: 

• Many residents bought their home several years ago, before house values became grossly 
inflated.  

• Many people could not afford to buy their exis?ng house if they had to purchase it now.   
• A significant percentage of people around Kerikeri have low or very modest incomes – many 

re?red people, for example, rely on a state pension and don’t have significant savings (or 
earn almost no interest on bank savings), so house value is definitely NOT an indicator of 
their income. 

Basing the rates on the paper value of a person’s home is simply unfair and unaffordable in the 
situa?on where incomes have fallen a long way behind house prices. 

Although some people in the District have very high incomes, many of us have low or modest 
incomes and simply cannot afford the huge rate increases proposed by Council. 

Examples of proposed rate increases in the coming decade: 
The LTP consulta?on document (p.23) gives an example of proposed rate increases in Kerikeri for the 
next 10 years, based on a house with average land value $271,289 and capital value $672,475: 

  h]ps://www.fndc.govt.nz/files/assets/public/documents/spp/long-term-plan-2021-31-consulta?on-1

document.pdf 

 The ra?o was calculated by dividing nominal house prices by nominal disposable income per head and is 2

considered a measure of affordability. Sta?sta.com, h]ps://www.sta?sta.com/sta?s?cs/1026956/house-price-
to-income-ra?o-new-zealand/
#:~:text=New%20Zealand%20has%20one%20of,considered%20a%20measure%20of%20affordability. 
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• Rates for that house would rise from approx. $2500 last year, to about $4000 in 4 years’ ?me 

(2025/26) and more than $5000 in 2030/31. 
• That indicates a rate increase (since last year) of more than 100% over the coming decade.  3

• Annual average increase is about 9.4% per year for 11 years. 
These eye-watering rate increases are way higher than the general level of infla?on. 

Rates as percentage of income:  The LTP example for Kerikeri (p.23) indicates that rates will take a 
large por?on of the income of people on low or modest incomes: 

• A re?red couple that has a joint aPer-tax income of $34k (i.e. annual superannua?on aPer 
tax, and receiving negligible interest on any bank savings) would be expected to pay rates of 
$3000 in 2021-22 (almost 9% of their total income) rising to $5000 (taking 15% of their total 
income).  4

5. However, it is well known that Northland’s inhabitants include a high percentage of re?rees 
without other income than their Super.  They might own a property with a high capital value, 
but have no regular income to pay high rates.  Younger property owners might have to use a 
large income por?on on mortgages. 

Development	Contributions	
 Development contribu?ons should be re-instated without further delay.  Kerikeri has been growing 
rapidly without necessary infrastructure. The Council lacks funding sources.  Necessary investment in 
roading, water services and other infrastructure will result in unaffordable and unfair rate increases. 
 Investment contribu?ons vanished by Council decision with rapidity. We do not understand the 
difficulty or reluctance to reinstate them. 

 An increase from about $2500 (last year) to $5097 (in 2030/31) indicates almost 104% increase over 11 years.3

 These examples have not taken account of likely future infla?on, but the general picture would be the same 4

wherever incomes remain significantly below house values and con?nuing infla?on in the cost of living. 
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First name Roderick 
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Project / Main topic LTP Submission 

Notes With regards to the LTP consultation document 
Rates 
1.      Change to CV method- I oppose this change.  I do not think 
this is a fairer method as the value of our house is not a fair 
indication of our ability to pay. Rates currently make up about 8% 
of our annual household expenses and the increases proposed look 
to almost double this. 
2.      Removal of UAGC and roading flat rate costs- I oppose this 
change.  It is fairer for all SUIPS to contribute a minimum amount 
to cover basic costs that all the community benefit equally from. 
3.      Reduce extra charged to commercial - I agree with this. 
4.      Move away from scheme based capital rates for water and 
wastewater- I oppose this change.  If water and wastewater can’t 
be supplied at a reasonable cost to those that benefit then 
alternatives should be investigated and encouraged rather than 
just spreading the cost amongst more people. For example, 
alternatives could be composting toilets, greywater reuse and 
rainwater collection. 
5.      Reduce availability charge- I agree in principal. However costs 
should be being covered more via usage charges, not though fixed 
costs.  That way those who are connected but do not use the 
service would also benefit. For example I have metered water to 
my gate but hardly use it as I have a water tank.  I would not 
benefit from the reduced availability charge even though I use 
almost no reticulated water.  I understand that system capacity still 
has to be provided because I “could” use this connection. However 
better recognition of my current reduced load on the systems 
would be appreciated. 
6.      Introduce a small public good charge for water and 
wastewater- I oppose this change.  Potable water supplied via a 
tanker is still paid for via the metered costs.  Septic emptying costs 
should be levied through the service provider. 
7.      Stormwater targeted rate- I agree with this. However in the 
past I have paid a targeted stormwater rate and it’s been very 
difficult to see what the plan for stormwater infrastructure is and 
how the costs are justified and the money spent. 
In conclusion, the increases in rates proposed for the future are 
significant for our household. I believe this will have the effect of 
rating some households out of the homes.  These houses will then 
be filled with “richer” households who can afford the rates.  This 
will reduce diversity in areas like Kerikeri as the likes of people who 
attempt a simpler, low consumption lifestyle will be rated away. 

Additional supporting 
information 

 

Which ward do you live in? Bay of Islands-Whangaroa 
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Surname Butler 

First name Mike 

Organisation  Position  

Project / Main topic Otiria marae representative 

Notes Received 

Additional supporting 
information 

 

Which ward do you live in? Bay of Islands-Whangaroa 

 

ID Number IBS104 

Date  9-Apr 
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Tuesday 6th April 
 
To the Far North District Council,  
 
RE: Otiria Marae / Ngati Kopaki Hapu / Ngati Te Ara Hapu Roadshow Review 
Submission 
 
My submission as follows and I and representatives of Ngati Kopaki and Ngati Te 
Ara request to speak on behalf of this submission at the hearings. 
 
1) Long Term Plan  
 
There is insufficient korero/dialogue about Treaty Partnerships and any form of 
partnership will start in 2024. Realistically this is a conversation happening well in 
advance of the LTP consultation.  
 
2) Far North 2100 

The information on Railways development in our IMMEDIATE area/location of 
Moerewa/Otiria infers that the FNDC fully supports this development. The railway 
corridor from Ngapipito to Otiria Marae is under claim and the claimants/landowners 
are not in support of this development. Ngati Kopaki/Ngati Te Ara and Otiria marae 
fully support the landowners/claimants and opposes the re-establishment of the 
Railways at Otiria without proper, meaningful and effective consultation has occurred 
and landowners/claimants have reached a satisfactory outcome with all interested 
parties. 

FNDC lacks knowledge and understanding of our local history and makes changes 
or decisions on changes in and around our hapu locations without seeking local 
opinions and knowledge That’s because Council focuses on expensive research and 
aerial photography/aerial research etc and not past Maori knowledge which has 
caused issues with flooding etc. This has created some of the current issues we 
have locally and left us in a civil defence predicament and severely disadvantaged. 

All of the resources to effect meaningful positive improvements and changes sits 
with the FNDC. In the Maori world view we mahi tahi – work together and share the 
load and responsibilities. FNDC needs to establish meaningful partnerships, with us, 
either via effective MOU’s, MOA’s, and Manawhakahono a Rohe agreements, where 
we, as tangata whenua has a say in the decisions being made in our rohe. In these 
we can work for the betterment of our communities, whanau, marae, hapu and Iwi.  

What does Te Ao Maori look like in a FNDC world?  
 
Acknowledge Te Tiriti and Te Whakaputanga. None of the roadshow review 
documents have addressed Te Tiriti o Waitangi or He Whakaputanga in any 
meaningful way or stated how the FNDC will give effect to the principles of 
partnership, participation and protection. Nor do they indicate how Te Tiriti or He 
Whakaputanga will be introduced and included in the policies and strategies of the 
FNDC going forward. 
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We speak for ourselves. Ngati Kopaki/Ngati Te Ara hapu have our own mandated 
representatives who have the knowledge, scope and qualifications to represent both 
hapu when dealing with Councils and Government/Crown organisations. Please see 
that this is convey to all who should know this for future refence and update Council 
databases. Those people are Hikumutu Taylor-Wineera, Mylie George, Wylie 
Cherrington and Marlema Baker. 

Likewise, Ngati Hine speaks for Ngati Hine. 

Where do Maori fit in the Council system, we Maori have offered solution after 
solution and sought meaningful outcomes from Council for years without any positive 
major changes for them, as tangata whenua and Treaty partners? 

When we say the environment, what would this look like from a Hapu/Iwi 
perspective? Who defines that when no one from the Council actively comes out to 
talk to us or engage us in ongoing conversations about these things? Say that a 3 
years plan is implemented, how many of the objectives will be achieved in 3 years 
and how many will be deferred and deferred? 

3) Maori Ward – Nga hapu of Ngati Kopaki and Ngati Te Ara (with 4500 registered
hapu members) supports the implementation of Maori Wards in the Far North. Far
North District Council, in particular Mayor John Carter needs to lead this change, like
he’s been saying publicly this should have been done 6 years ago.

4) What is the “tikanga” of the Council in regards to tangata whenua and Maori?
What does the word Tikanga mean to the FNDC and what would this look like and
how is Tikanga this be implemented and reflected in the Councils policies and
procedures?

What is Te Hono and what does that department do? What is their role. Also, how 
does Council ensure it that its staff have the cultural competencies needed to 
engage with tangata whenua when consulting and seeking tangata, whanau, hapu 
and Iwi input on projects? 

NOTE: Te Kahu o Taonui and the Iwi Chairs forum do not represent Ngati Kopaki 
and Ngati Te Ara nor does Te Runanga a Iwi o Ngapuhi Charitable Trust.  

Submitted by Mike Butler on behalf of Ngati Kopaki / Ngati Te Ara / Otiria Marae 
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Surname Byrne 

First name Mary 

Organisation Position 

Project / Main topic LTP Submission form received 

Notes 

Additional supporting 
information 

Which ward do you live in? 

ID Number IBS15 

Date 1/04/2021 

See attachment next page

Fluoride Free NZ
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Fluoride Free New Zealand 
P O Box 40 
Featherston 5710 
 
25th March 2021 
 
 

 
 

Feedback to Long Term Annual Plan 2021 
 

Dear Mayor and councillors, 
 
You will be aware that the Government is set to move decision making on fluoridation solely to 
the Director General of Health.  
However, considering:  

• the growing research being carried out in fluoridated countries showing harm to health, 
including research showing beyond reasonable scientific doubt that it causes IQ loss as 
much or greater than leaded petrol was before we banned it  

• the increased pressures on council finances 
• the fact that a large section of the community, probably the majority, does not want 

fluoridation chemicals added to their water 
• the fact that the NZ Supreme Court has ruled that fluoridation is compulsory medical 

treatment, invoking s11 of the NZ Bill of Rights Act 1990, and came to no majority view 
on whether it was justifiable under s5 of that Act 

• it was clear from the first reading of the Bill (and from statements since) that the “decision’ 
has already been predetermined by Government policy, and this is “mandatory fluoridation 
by the back door” 

 
We propose that Council carry out a survey to find out exactly what the residents would like. It is 
the responsibility of the councillors, who have been voted in and are paid to represent and protect 
the community, to stand up to the Government and demand that they retain the right to decide what 
goes into their community’s water. This was what the Royal Commission of Inquiry clearly 
concluded in 1956/57. 
 
We also recommend that your Council consider whether it would be open to joining a class action 
lawsuit against the inevitable “decision”. We consider there will be several grounds for judicial 
review of the inevitable decision. 
 
As of February 2021 there are a total of 68 studies have found that elevated fluoride exposure is 
associated with reduced IQ in human which you can find here http://fluoridealert.org/studies/brain01/   

Here are short summaries of just a few of the studies on neurotoxicity: 

2006: The National Research Council published Fluoride in Drinking Water,1 the most 
authoritative review of fluoride’s toxicity. It stated unequivocally that “fluorides have the 
ability to interfere with the functions of the brain and the body.” 

2012: A Harvard-funded meta-analysis2 found that children ingesting higher levels of fluoride 
tested an average 7 IQ points lower in 26 out of 27 studies. Most had higher fluoride 
concentrations than in U.S. water, but many had total exposures to fluoride no more than what 
millions of Americans receive. The same is true of New Zealand exposures. In fact the US level is 
now a maximum of 0.7ppm, whereas Hutt City levels are 0.85ppm. 
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2017: A National Institutes of Health (NIH) – funded study3 in Mexico covering 13 years found 
that every one half milligram per liter (mg/L) increase in fluoride in pregnant women’s urine – 
approximately the difference caused by ingestion of fluoridated water4 – was associated with a 
reduction of their children’s IQ by about 3 points. Leonardo Trasande, a leading physician 
unaffiliated with the study, said it “raises serious concerns about fluoride supplementation in 
water.”5 

2018: A Canadian study6 found iodine-deficient adults (nearly 18% of the population) with higher 
fluoride levels had a greater risk of hypothyroidism (known to be linked to lower IQs). Author 
Ashley Malin said “I have grave concerns about the health effects of fluoride exposure.”7 

2019: Another NIH-funded study8 published in Journal of the American Medical Association 
Pediatricfound every 1 mg/L increase in fluoride in Canadian pregnant women’s urine was linked 
to a 4.5 decrease in IQ in their male children. The physician editor of JAMA Pediatrics said “I 
would not have my wife drink fluoridated water”9 if she was pregnant. 

2019: A Canadian study10 found a nearly 300% higher risk of ADHD for children living in 
fluoridated areas. This reinforced earlier study linking fluoride to ADHD in Mexico (2018)11 and 
the U.S. (2015).12 

2019: A systematic review of 149 human studies and 339 animal studies by the U.S. National 
Toxicology Program13 concluded that “fluoride is presumed to be a cognitive neurodevelopmental 
hazard to humans.” The report is still in draft form, but NTP has also said there is little chance they 
will change their finding. 

2020: Another NIH-funded study14 in Canada found that for babies fed formula mixed with 
fluoridated water, every additional 0.5 mg/litre fluoride reduced their IQ by 4.4 points. In NZ, 
where we typically fluoridate at 0.85 ppm and natural levels are very low, this represents a 7 IQ 
point loss (Half a Standard Deviation, which is significant).,. Losses of non-verbal IQ were even 
more serious, an average of 9 points. 

More research, one a whole host of various adverse health effects can be found on our website 
under the Science tab. https://fluoridefree.org.nz/  

And information about dental studies and the successful Scottish CHILDSMILE programme can 
be found under the Dental Health tab. 

Please take the time to become fully informed on this most important issue. 

We would like to speak to our submission if possible. 

 

Regards 

Mary Byrne 

National Coordinator Fluoride Free New Zealand 

www.fluoridefree.org.nz 

0273615951 
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Surname Campbell 

First name Trish 

Organisation Position 

Project / Main topic Roading issues 

Notes Refer to Broadwood meeting notes 

Additional supporting 
information 

Which ward do you live in? Kaikohe-Hokianga 

ID Number IBS7 

Date 30/03/2021 

Oral submission
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Surname Cannon 

First name Marie 

Organisation  Position  

Project / Main topic Rates 

Notes I made a submission and neglected to say that I do wish to speak to 
it at the hearing.  
I am concerned at the FNDC's proposal to increase the rates over 
the next 10 years along with a change to capital value. 
For my rates at  53 Doves Bay Rd.  could you please outline what 
rates would  be owed along with the percentage increase for each 
year over the next 10 years. 
 It needs to be done on both scenarios. 
 1.  rated on land value  
 2. rated on capital value.  
 I need this information to make an informed decision. 
For the 2021 -2022 year, by my calculations.....if rates are 
calculated on land value, it would  be a 6.25% increase. 
If rates were calculated using 10% of capital value, it would  be a 
20.14% increase. 
Is this correct? 
Properties  owned by me and Waimont Trust at 25 Cannon Drive 
appear to have a 14.+% increase. That is when rated on land value. 
Rated on capital value, it appears to be slightly less....between 10 
and 13%.  Could you outline the 10 year plan for rates required for 
25D, 25A and B using land value and propsed capital value? 
I need to know what rates would be owed on these 4 properties 10 
years from now using your propsed plan for rate increases and/or 
propsed capital value. 
I want to point out that Doves Bay residents paid for the sealing of 
this road over 10 years of rates.  I end up paying 4 times for all the 
so called services in Kerikeri.  No water or separate connection at 
Doves Bay. 
Thank you for helping my understanding of future rates. 
Kind Regards 
Marie Cannon 
 

Additional supporting 
information 

 

Which ward do you live in? Bay of Islands-Whangaroa 

 

ID Number IBS118 

Date  3/26/2021 
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Surname Carapiet 

First name 

Organisation Position 

Project / Main topic Submission to the FNDC Long Term Plan from AGEFC 

Notes Refer to submission document 

Additional supporting 
information 

Which ward do you live in? 

ID Number IBS58 

Date 6/04/2021 

Jon 
AGEFC

See attachment next page
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from: Auckland GE-Free Coalition (AGEFC) 

Contact: Jon Carapiet - spokesman 
(Contact number and email address withheld for privacy) 

Post: 3/11 Patterson St, Auckland,  1041 

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission to the FNDC draft Long Term Plan 
2021/31. 

The FNDC Long Term Plan is the Council's key strategic planning document. It sets out what 
the Council plans to do over the next 10 years and how it will pay for these.  

The issue of funding for local precautionary oversight of the risks from commercial release of 
GMOs is an area that AGEFC ask council to prioritise to support people’s social, cultural, 
environmental and economic wellbeing.  

Auckland GE-Free Coalition (AGEFC) is a network of community members and 
environmental groups concerned for regulation of the risks of Genetic Engineering, and has 
long contributed to Council community consultations and plans. 

The AGEFC submission recognises the common concerns of communities across the rohe 
and neighbouring jurisdictions, and supports the collaborative work by different councils in 
the work of the NRDC/WDC/Auckland ICWP on GMOs. 

AGEFC- and communities concerned for regulation of GE support the work in the Inter 
Council Working Group on GMOS. For Northland, as with the Auckland Plan's section AUP 
E37 precautionary approach and cost-recovery policies, it is important that the NRDC 
continue to work to protect Ratepayers from exposure to the financial risk of GMO use. 

This responds to deficiencies in the HSNO Act including inadequate liability provisions and 
no mandatory requirement for the EPA to take a precautionary approach to outdoor GE/GMO 
applications. 
Key points for the FNDC draft LTP 2021/31on GE/GMOs (including novel gene edited 
organisms and new gene-silencing pesticides) 

• AGEFC would like to see the existing precautionary and prohibitive GE/GMO
policy of council (FNDC) retained and strengthened (to address the risks of gene
edited organisms, which are GMOs and carry gene-silencing pesticides) and placed in
the new Long Term Plan 2021/31.

• AGEFC support the council's precautionary and prohibitive GE/GMO
provisions/ policies/ rules in the operative FNDC District Plan (as a result of
successful GE/GMO plan change #18).
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This important council policy reflects the Far North District's farmer/primary 
producer and other ratepayer/residents wishes and aspirations, sets council policy 
direction, helps protect our existing valuable GE/GMO free status, as well as 
financial/ budgetary requirements. 

• AGEFC thank council for its important work as an individual council and as a 
full member of the Northland/ Auckland Inter Council Working Party On GMO 
Risk Evaluation and Management Options. 
This is cost-efficiently and responsibly addressing the risks of any outdoor GE/GMOs 
experiments/ field trials/ releases to our biosecurity, unique biodiversity, wider 
environment, existing GM/GMO free primary producers, growing organic sector, 
food sovereignty, economy, cultural values, and the public health. 

• AGEFC ask that council ensure funds are budgeted so that FNDC can continue 
to participate in the good work of the Northland/ Auckland ICWP on GMOs 
(particularly in the event of an application for an outdoor GE/GMO experiment/ field 
trial in Northland to the EPA). A $10,000 or more contingency fund would be 
appropriate. 

• AGEFC ask that the plan specifically mention in the NRDC LTP that GMOs 
(genetically modified organisms) now includes risky gene edited organisms (new 
CRISPR technique), and Gene Silencing Pesticides. 

For reference: 
Gene edited organisms  

These have been shown to have unexpected/unforseen off target adverse effects and should 
not be allowed in NZ. The Civil Society Working Group on Gene Drives have produced a 
briefing on gene drives 
see:   https://etcgroup.org/content/reckless-driving-gene-drives-and-end-nature  
 

Gene Silencing Pesticides are an emerging risk. 
https://foe.org/resources/gene-silencing-pesticides-risks-and-
concerns/?eType=EmailBlastContent&eId=5d267046-1c08-430b-86e6-b0aeffc109cc  

AGEFC oppose any outdoor use of risky and controversial Gene Drive (a sterility technique 
that has grave risks). 
 
Scrutinising Claims for Addressing Climate Change 
There are some claims that demand all councils be critical of the hype of the biotech industry 
which has made some false claims that GE /GMO/ gene edited trees, grasses or animals are 
the answer to NZ addressing climate change.  

Protection of soil health and biodiversity are integral for authentic climate- smart and 
regenerative agriculture. Regulation of GMOs and protections in the FNDC Long Term Plan 
are part of this kaupapa. 

The FSC and PEFC (global certification bodies for truly sustainable forestry) prohibit the use 
of any GE/GMO trees, due to the serious ecological risks, their adherence to the 
Precautionary Principle, and market aversion.  
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GE/GMO grasses and trees are of particular concern, and would impossible to contain / 
prevent from contaminating our existing GMO free agriculture, horticulture, apiculture, 
forestry, etc. 
 

Council and strategic planners are urged to continue to benefit from independent 
scientific advice provided to Councils. See: 

• https://www.psgr.org.nz/genetic-engineering-new-breeding-technologies/faqs 
Physicians & Scientists for Global Responsibility/ Responsible Genetics 
Charitable Trust (NZ) 

Thank you for listening to your ratepayers and ratepayers and protecting people, exporters 
and the environment from the risks of outdoor use of GE/GMOs. 

We wish to be heard. 
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Surname Carr 

First name Joe (IR) + Kate (CF) 

Organisation  Position  

Which option do you think 
will work best for our 147 
Housing for the elderly 
units? 

 

Would you like to expand 
on your answer? 

I will not comment as I do not have sufficient information, but at a 
cost of 1 cent dollar of rates, why sell? 

Do you support the option 
to enable sustainable 
economic development? 

We do become a shareholder and contribute to the wider 
investment and Growth Reserve Funds (Councils’ preferred option) 

Would you like to expand 
on your answer? 

Roading I am concerned about services delivery, council 
monitoring, value for money. 

Do you agree with the 
changes to providing fairer 
and simpler rates 

Don't change the rating system (significantly) 

Would you like to expand 
on your answer? 

I support using the UAGC to the maximum. Ie 30% of town rates 
collection. Further refinement similar to the roading differential 
should be used for town maintenance.  

Is there any other feedback 
you would like to share? 

 

Additional supporting 
information 

 

Which ward do you live in? Kaikohe-Hokianga (West) 

 

Receipt No IBS46 

Date and time  06/04/2021 
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Surname Chapman 

First name Cyril 

Organisation Position 

Project / Main topic Investment in Mangamuka, toilets in Mangamuka partnership with iwi/hapu
Notes Mangamuka Toilets – no funding, feasibility study What about 

those communities that don’t have a voice. Attendance on marae 
meetings – hapu, treaty partner – important. How do you support 
communities that don’t have ability / infrastructure to talk to 
Council. Concern re Fn2100 – how 80 year plan will accommodate 
hapu management plan. Interdependence. Gateway to the 
Hokianga. 

Additional supporting 
information 

Which ward do you live in? Kaikohe-Hokianga 

ID Number IBS6 / IBS8 (duplicate submission)
Date 30/03/2021 

Refer to Broadwood meeting notes 
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Surname Clegg (Belger) 

First name Barbara 

Organisation Position 

Project / Main topic FN2100 Submission - Support Flora & Fauna (Asha Andersen) 

Notes Refer to submission Response ID: 3418857 

Additional supporting 
information 

Which ward do you live in? Bay of Islands-Whangaroa 

ID Number IBS83 

Date 6/04/2021 
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Surname Cleghorn 

First name Peter 

Organisation  Position  

Project / Main topic Proposed rate 2021-2022 

Notes We agree that the move to Capital Rating is fairer than Land Value 
Rating, however we are concerned that the rates on our Beach 
Property at Mahinepua (00123-32208) is increasing from $6558.44 
this year to $8297.39 next year.   An increase of 26.5%    This is a 
property with virtually no Council services apart from roading.  
Our residential property in Inlet Rd (000219-40100) is increasing 
from $2767 to $3457     An increase of 24.9%. 
For retirees on fixed incomes these increases are hard to swallow. 
We are also bewildered at the relictance of the Council to charge 
developers for Contributions to the Sewage and Water demands 
that their developments require.     Why should  the ratepayer pay 
for this when they have already paid for the infrastructure on thier 
existing properties? 
 

Additional supporting 
information 

 

Which ward do you live in? Bay of Islands-Whangaroa 

 

ID Number IBS2 

Date  24/03/2021 
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Surname Cox 

First name Alec 

Organisation Position 

Project / Main topic LTP Submission 

Notes Submission to the Draft Long-term Plan 2021-31 
Which option do you think will work best for our 147 Housing for 
the elderly units? 
Option 3. We continue to own the units but form a partnership 
with an existing registered community housing provider to manage 
and maintain the units on Council’s behalf. 
Given the rapid increase in residential property values why would 
Council even consider disposing of theses assets. 
Do you support councils preferred option to enable sustainable 
economic development? 
Option 1. We don’t become a shareholder and don’t contribute any 
additional funds. 
Council already has invested large sums, funded by debt, into it’s 
own CCO who’s mandate overlaps that proposed for Northland Inc. 
Their website claims much has been done but almost all of these 
claims are for projects managed and funded by parties other than 
Northland Inc. They appear to be a total waste of ratepayer funds. 
I would ask that great care be taken in assessing the results of the 
submissions as the Consultative document pages re this matter and 
the submission form have numbered the options in opposite 
orders. Very open to confusion. 
Do you agree with the changes to providing fairer and simpler rates 
See separate document Submission to Rates Review 2021. 
Other matters from the LTP. 
Rate Remission Policies 
Council proposes to the existing policy on Wastewater Charges on 
Government Funded Subsidy Schemes on the grounds that this is 
now addressed by the change to accounting polices from 1 July 
2020. I would draw your attention to the need for some such policy 
if the proposal to move to district-wide charging of wastewater 
capital rates proceeds. In such a case the benefit will be shared 
district wide rather than to the specific group of ratepayers for 
which it was provided. Council would then be in violation of the 
terms of the subsidy. 
Roading and Footpaths Capital Expenditure. 
The table of capital new works shows 15% of the expenditure is on 
cycle projects. Unless this is fully funded, with no ratepayer 
contributions, this is excessive. Given the state of Council's roads 
and footpaths this money should be redirected to benefit 
ratepayers in general rather than the few commercial users who 
benefit from cycle tourists. Better still identify and rate those 
businesses for the ratepayer contribution. 

Additional supporting 
information 

I wish to be heard in relation to this submission in Kerikeri. I am 
affiliated to Kerikeri Ratepayers association but this is not a 
submission on their behalf
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Which ward do you live in? Bay of Islands-Whangaroa 

 

ID Number IBS39 

Date  5/04/2021 
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Surname Crawford 

First name M & JN 

Organisation Position 

Project / Main topic Rates Review 

Notes Refer to submission document 

Additional supporting 
information 

Which ward do you live in? Bay of Islands-Whangaroa 

ID Number IBS92 

Date 6/04/2021 

See attachment next page
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Submission on the Proposed new Rating method 
I do wish to be heard in support of my submission 

On the matters of “fairness”and “simplicity” 

It is not clear within the information provided by FNDC, exactly what Council identified and 
accepted as ‘unfair’ about the current rating method, other than by inference given the proposed 
changes.   

The use of Rating Act provisions for raising revenue must be considered alongside the proposed 
“Fees & Charges Policy”, as well as the proposed “Remissions Policy”. 

It is noted that fees are charged for activities that are deemed to attract private benefit, verses 
those are deemed to have a ‘public good’ component.  Consequently, we see a user-pays or cost 
recovery approach to activities such as inspecting properties to ensure compliance with various 
national or local regulations. For example, “Fencing of Swimming Pools Act”.  The interactions of 
households and businesses with FNDC as a regulatory agency tasked with administration of 
legislation are able to be charged on a cost recovery basis. For example, Resource Consenting, 
Building Consenting, and Dog Control.  

I support that approach to fees and charges generally speaking. 

Rates are then used to raise revenue to provide communal services to property and community 
facilities (District Facilities). Council proposed to continue to use a mix of Targeted Rates and 
General Rates.  

The proposed system, arguably is not simpler however.  Rather it is more convenient for Council 
and for its contractors to bundle all water and wastewater systems together (and potentially 
stormwater networks) for the purpose of setting a price at the District level, rather than having to 
reveal the actual cost associated with each scheme and being transparent about the cost of living 
in each settlement.   

This proposed approach is the opposite of “new localism” that FNDC and LGNZ have been espousing 
as the way forward for the local government sector. It is the opposite of transparent, and it is the 
opposite of democratic and of a free market.   If where one lives, or locates their business or home 
is a private choice, the questions of exacerbator (those that give rise to ‘demand’) and of user pays 
is relevant. Council is prepared to charge fees for services deemed to deliver a private benefit in 
other aspects of life choices, why a different assumption when it comes to providing water and 
wastewater services. Council has not made a good economic or even social or environmental case 
for socializing the capital costs of water and wastewater infrastructure, other than asserting we all 
benefit from diversity of having numerous small settlements across the District. While we enjoy 
diversity, that is not a strong rationale for socializing all of the costs of core infrastructure across 
all SUIPs on a sliding scale based on QVs limited view and assessment of “improvements”. 

The proposed move to socializing the costs of inefficiencies associated with the Far North’s historic 
settlement pattern, and of poor urban form is warranted if it is necessary to protect and maintain 
communities that otherwise allegedly cannot afford to pay for their own scheme. But there has 
been no evidence provided that there are any communities that can not afford to service debt to 
pay for their own scheme.  Also, if it was simply a matter of socializing the costs of all schemes, 
then Council would have proposed an equal share in the form of a targeted rate to apply to all 
properties, regardless of if connected into some scheme or other or not.  But that isn’t what FNDC 
has proposed, rather you have suggested a sliding scale of Rates be charged based on a limited view 
of ‘improvements’ to property as used by QV is setting CV. As one participant in the public meeting 
(held to discuss rates) observed, this is ‘wealth redistribution’, whereby some who have invested 
heavily in property are assumed to have higher incomes than those who haven’t invested in 
property. That assumption has not been tested, and we consider it doesn’t always hold true. There 
are exceptions.  The Far North has a high proportion of over 65yr olds (32 – 37% of all residents). 
These are pensioners, often living in the family home purchased decades ago, whose income is 
superannuation, which provides them a net income of just $15,000 per annum – less than the 
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average income for the Far North.  The fact that they managed to remain in their home and it has 
appreciated in value relative to other areas, does not mean they have a greater ability to pay 
Rates.  

I submit that wealth redistribution on this scale is a question for central Government, which is 
better placed to evaluate real net income of households and disposable income available to pay 
rates, along with access to other grants or subsidies via the social welfare system, or to bring 
Government to the table in providing adequate infrastructure for struggling (arguably, 
unsustainable) townships.  I suggest that lateral thinking on development opportunities, in 
partnership with Government and Iwi is necessary, to reinvigorate our small settlements and 
communities, rather than sweeping the issue under the rug by ‘socialising’ the cost via a poorly 
conceived of wealth tax.  

The effect of the proposals, from a Ratepayer perspective, is that this new method will conceal, 
rather than make transparent the actual variable costs arising from different settlements and from 
the nature of the systems serving each settlement, when it comes to attributing operational 
expenses and CAPEX for renewals and upgrades. 

Economists working for Auckland City, where CV is used as the basis for general rates, and where 
the greatest experiment in ‘socialising’ costs of infrastructure (by combining what had been 5 
separate local authorities) have recently calculated that 59% of all households served by that City 
would be charged less Rates if Council moved to a Land Value basis of rating. That experiment has 
also produced no evidence that amalgamating or outsourcing to a CCO for water services 
(Metrowater) has improved efficiencies in delivery of services or saved Ratepayers any money. 

The Ratepayers of the Far North have not been privy to any equivalent analysis by FNDC in 
promoting we move from LV to CV. You have not told us what proportion of households will pay 
more and what proportion will pay less. The tables provided (p23) only show figures for ‘residential 
ratepayers’, which suggest we will all be paying much more. This implies other land-uses must be 
the beneficiaries of this proposed change… but that is not the reason given for proposing it.  

Where one lives is in part driven by ‘costs’ associated with that location, and removing the 
incentive to retrofit or to relocate into more efficient forms, FNDC is potentially perpetuating 
unsustainable forms of development. It is also discounting the need to lobby Government to assist 
in funding necessary renewals and upgrades to systems necessitated by regulation and national 
standards established by Government.  

The proposed approach also undermines the necessity for innovation to provide more affordable 
systems for smaller communities. Perhaps our contractors (whom you refer to as “our partners”) 
need to be put on notice that the old engineering solutions that have proven so expensive to 
replace and to upgrade are no longer fit-for-purpose, and our smaller townships and/or poorer 
communities will be adapting to more affordable, biological solutions for treating waste water, and 
will be shifting towards a greater self-reliance on rain-water harvesting for water supplies. 

I also note that while Government was prepared to increase the weight of trucks allowed on NZ 
rural roads, it did so apparently without factoring in the additional costs to be carried by 
Ratepayers to ensure roading infrastructure is able to carry that load. As the trucking industry and 
those it serves presumably enjoy savings as a result of the increased weights they can haul, it is fair 
to expect they will pay an additional share towards improving culverts and bridges to be able to 
carry those weights and to pay a greater share towards maintaining the extensive rural road 
network on which they rely, along with a minority of residents with low weight private vehicles 
make use of. Indeed those residents frequently submit to Council about the negative effects of 
heavy vehicles on rural roads and the difficulties and adverse effects suffered by their families who 
share these roads with heavy vehicles. If Council really is concerned about social and economic 
fairness or equity, it would have calculated the true cost of maintaining rural roads vs the cost of 
urban streets and charged a differential to rural properties reliant on heavy vehicles using the rural 
road network. 
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i) Change from Land Value to Capital Value base for General Rates 

I OPPOSE this change. 

The flyer states “this does not increase the total amount we receive in rates it just shares it out 
differently.” 

However, it doesn’t illustrate how this ‘different’ way of sharing costs is fairer. Nor does it 
illustrate what has been identified as unfair about sharing costs by applying Land Value as the basis 
for the General Rate. Either way, this is a variable amount paid by every SUIP based on their 
relative ranking in either L.V. or C.V.   

There is insufficient information about the ‘spread’ or the redistribution curves associated with 
L.V.s and with C.V. for the public to be informed about how this new method of sharing costs will 
see a redistribution in terms of which SUIPs will contribute more and which will contribute less 
during a gradual shift to full (100%) C.V. basis – and explanation as to how that is ‘fairer’ in terms of 
access to or receipt of services. 

This proposal does appear to have confounded the matter of ‘capital value’ with ‘income’ 
associated with capital improvements to properties – to the extent that it seems to conflate 
“improvements” with income earning potential.  

On the flyer, there is a definition of “Regressive tax” and of “Progressive tax” in which reference is 
made to low-income and high-income earners. Yet there is no relationship between those 
definitions and any of the proposed changes to Rating method.  If there had been a relationship, 
then land-uses associated with businesses of all kinds would have a differential applied (of at least 
1.6x the base rate for ‘residential’ which is NOT income earning, but must be paid as an after-tax 
expense for households).  However, you have not proposed an equivalent differential to rural-
producers, which are also commercial enterprises (businesses) able to claim rates as an expense, 
and so ought to be charged the same differential as ‘commercial’ land-use category of ratepayer, to 
provide a fair approach towards all businesses (as distinct to residential land uses). 

There would also have been effort made to identify home-based businesses, such as Air B&Bs, and 
charging an additional rate to account for income earning potential, such as is being applied in 
Auckland City as a ‘bed tax’. 

https://www.newshub.co.nz/home/new-zealand/2020/02/auckland-s-controversial-bed-tax-is-
here-to-stay.html 

A similar proposal for Queenstown followed a non-binding referendum in that District that saw 80% 
of respondents supporting a bed tax to fund infrastructure. 

https://www.rnz.co.nz/news/national/398561/government-supports-5-percent-bed-tax-in-
queenstown 

Similarly, Stewart Island has charged a “visitor tax” of $5/person who disembarks on the Island, as 
a contribution towards infrastructure.  

FNDC has not explored any equivalent charge for visitors arriving for day trips off cruise ships, or 
arriving by sea during yachting regatta, or by air (at airports), or by road who may not stay in any 
visitor accommodation (and so wouldn’t contribute via a bed-tax, or the additional pans charges). 

FNDC has made an assumption that income and therefore an ability to pay Rates (affordability) is 
directly correlated to Capital Value of the property. Yet, it is also noted that the Corporate 
Assumptions include that the Far North is expected to continue to have an ‘ageing’ population, 
meaning a greater proportion of residents will fall into the ‘fixed income’ bracket and likely to 
have limited earning potential as they age. It is also noted in the Corporate Assumptions that 
average household incomes are not expected to rise significantly.  

There is a saying with regards to retirees – many are “asset rich but capital poor”. FNDC has not 
shown that those residing in a higher value property do have additional disposable income to pay 
Rates, when compared to people residing in lesser valued property. It may be that households 
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residing in high value homes are fully committed to maintaining that asset and have little 
additional disposable income, while households residing in a lower value property pay less on the 
mortgage and on maintenance and have a greater disposable income.  

The ‘working poor’ is another concept NZ has grown familiar with this past decade, as incomes 
have not kept pace with housing costs, and as mortgage payments consume an ever-higher 
proportion of household income.  I make these points to underscore that the supporting material 
provided to understand FNDC’s rationale for proposing a shift from LV basis to CV basis does NOT 
provide sufficient information to allow anyone to deem it is indeed ‘fairer’.  

The information provided doesn’t illustrate which land-uses (property codes for rating purposes or 
which townships) will benefit the most. It is the case though, that forestry and dry stock farming 
will benefit from this shift, as these land uses have relatively low value “improvements” as primary 
production enterprises (according to Quotable Value), while dairying will contribute more (due to 
higher value improvements associated with dairy farm operations). Most of the rate burden, 
however, will fall on commercial and industrial properties within urban zones as well as on higher 
value residential properties.   

Yet, the Long-Term Plan explains that 17c in every dollar raised is contributed to ‘transportation’.  
The high cost of roading in the Far North is not driven by our small residential clusters and more 
intensely developed Central Business Districts and industrial precincts, but is due to the extensive 
rural roading network and high costs associated with maintenance associated with heavy vehicles 
use of these rural roads. 

This is further evidenced by the small amount each year towards “footpaths” within the 
‘transportation budget’, at just $150,000 in year 1 of the plan, in each of the Wards. That is a 
ridiculously small amount when the vastly greater share of general Rates are paid by urban 
communities, some of whom have repeatedly submit to Council requesting serious consideration be 
given to improving unsafe, deficient pedestrian environments. For example, in central Paihia.  

Wouldn’t a fairer rating system take into account who the beneficiaries of the rural transportation 
network are, and endeavour to charge them a greater share.  Primary-producers are businesses, 
which have proven resilient as a sector during the pandemic, as has been noted with FNDC’s 
COVID19 Impact Statement.  

As exporters, primary producers have not suffered the downturn experienced by Commercial 
Ratepayers and the many households reliant on international tourism for seasonal wages. The 
primary sector’s ability to access national aid or other relief following/during a drought or flood 
sees that sector in a good position to contribute fairly towards the transportation network upon 
which it relies.  

Meanwhile, FNDC’s COVID19 Impact Statement observes that FNDC will plan using the BERL forecast 
“mid-range” – that will see it take at least 3 years for the tourism sector to recover.  The COVID19 
Impact Statement notes on the last page, quoting TV1 news advising, just before Christmas, that 
there was “no accommodation in the Far North for the coming holiday period”.  That is an absurd 
statement for FNDC to have accepted, when 6/8 of the back-packer hostels in Kings Rd, Paihia are 
now under contract to MSD (for 2 years) to provide “emergency accommodation” rather than being 
available for tourists; when the Copthorne Waitangi was only operating at 30% of normal capacity; 
and, the Millenium hotel chains “Kingsgate” in Paihia remains closed other than for ‘emergency 
accommodation’ (also under contract to MSD).  An accommodation sector that ‘pivoted’ towards 
‘emergency housing’ does not support an equivalent economy to the one that had catered to 
international visitors. It is also becoming apparent that the domestic tourism is quite different, in 
terms of spending patterns, to international visitors.  The point is, don’t assume ‘commercial’ 
ratepayers are able to carry the extra cost associated with FNDC’s proposed shift from LV to CV 
basis for rates, and continuing to subsidize rural businesses need for an extensive rural road 
network. 
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ii) Removing the Uniform Annual General Rate (UAGC = $450/SUIP) and the Roading Rate 
($100/SUIP) 

I OPPOSE this change.  

I request you retain an UAGC (and perhaps absorb the Roading Rate into it). It is important that 
every SUIP be seen to contribute equally towards the kitty for the basics, as part of the community 
that must fund our local authority.  

This reflects that 4c in every $1 of Rates taken is for “Governance”, while another 10c is for 
“Regulatory Services” (presumably that portion that isn’t charged directly to users, or for the 
‘public good’ share), while 12c is to be taken for Future Planning. These are core functions of the 
territorial authority that every SUIP must support equally, because we all benefit equally as 
citizens/ratepayers having to provide for local government.  

Incidentally, the increase to 12c from just 8c in 2018, represents a serious increase for “future 
planning”.  It is presumed this is to progress the draft Proposed District Plan, and to undertake 
place-based spatial planning to better integrate infrastructure planning with development enabled 
under the new District Plan.   

It is refreshing to read in Council’s “Capital Achievability Statement” and in the “Infrastructure 
Strategy” that FNDC is acknowledging its historical failure to adequately lead-in to including 
Capital projects in the Long-Term Plan, by first undertaking the evaluations necessary to support a 
project’s inclusion in the work programme to be funded. Effort to undertake the preparatory work, 
essential to progress a Capital project efficiently from financing to delivery, is also reinforced by 
the ‘asset condition assessments’ and ‘project Darwin’.  It is still surprising though, that these 
activities are still needing to be funded at the high rates forecast, when they are initiatives that 
started some time ago. We have seen GIS and other IT improvements funded frequently over the 
years, with no evidence of any gains in productivity or improvements in strategic or forward 
planning. And our communities have not been engaged in consultation on the future form and 
functionality of our townships in over 20yrs.  

I note that the release of ‘draft’ Proposed District Plan concurrent to the consultation on this 
Rating Review and the Long Term Plan is useful as a reference, to be able to be better informed of 
the Council’s Planners’ thinking, and to be able to compare the ’30 year infrastructure strategy’ to 
the proposed new plan provisions, but it is inconsiderate of Council to also call for ‘submissions’ on 
that draft at the same time as we are preparing submissions to this important Rating review and 
the Long Term Plan.  

iii) Reduce the extra charged to commercial properties (SUIPs) 

I SUPPORT the reduction in the differential charged to commercial SUIPs.  

Commercial activities that have located in commercial zoned property have for too long paid a 
much greater share than other businesses that locate outside of ‘commercial zone’.  The Far North 
has, consequently, seen a lot of businesses establish in the rural-residential area (in workshops, 
sheds, as stand-alone secondary structures). This is inefficient for customers and undermines 
FNDC’s ability to Rate all businesses fairly and to provide for the levels of service required to 
improve central business districts (such as provision of transit hubs and parking structures).  

The Table on p12 reveals that a rural (and lifestyle) property valued at $1m will pay $7,861 Rates 
per annum (in 2030), while an equivalent $1m commercial property will pay $21,375 per annum. 
The notes to that table don’t clarify if these example rates are assuming the move to CV or is based 
on retaining the status quo. It’s also not clear if those example rates have been based on a fixed 
total rate, or has incrementally increased the size of the pie to account for new capital works as 
per the work program.  Either way, the inequity should be glaringly apparent. Both land-uses are 
‘enterprise’ engaged in producing and selling wares to customers. Both is able to pass on the costs 
to their customers, and claim ‘Rates’ as a business expense.  The local commercial enterprise is 
most likely to be serving local residents (or visitors). The rural enterprise is more likely an exporter, 
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whose produce will be sold offshore. Is there an assumption that the off-shore buyers of that 
produce are less able to pay a fair share towards the costs of production (associated with providing 
for our local council and infrastructure) than are local residents?   

I REQUEST that an equivalent differential (i.e. 1.75x ) be applied to “rural production” SUIPs – as 
these activities are enterprises able to claim ‘Rates’ as a business expense (i.e. Rates are paid out 
of before tax, gross income).  This differential, applied to all forms of enterprise (associated with 
land-use) has the effect of leveling the field with residential ratepayers who must pay Rates from 
the net (after-tax) income. The difference in effect on incomes is significant – to the tune of 1.6 x 
as a minimum to level the playing field – or making the tax system fairer. 

iv) Move away from the scheme-based CAPEX rates for water & wastewater to a District-
wide approach 

I OPPOSE the move to a District-wide approach to raising revenue for CAPEX via Targeted Rates for 
all Wastewater and Water schemes.  

It remains fair to directly pass on the CAPEX costs to those within the Area of Benefit for each 
scheme. It is also important for local democracy, transparency and accountability, that 
communities retain a very direct relationship with their Council, in determining what services are 
required to property, that Ratepayers will have to and are prepared to pay for.  There is not meant 
to be a ‘compulsion’ of Ratepayers by Council. That is why we have local democracy and elected 
representatives to oversee what will be provided. Elected representatives are to engage with local 
residents and with the assistance of experts, work to find solutions to common problems or to 
provide for communal needs.  

I strongly OPPOSE any move to distance (and potentially alienate) communities from their ability to 
influence directly what infrastructure they will or won’t be prepared to fund.  

It is particularly important for those communities based on historical pre-European settlements and 
relationships to the whenua, that they maintain a direct ability to influence local Council about 
what they require in the way of ‘communal services’ to be funded by Rates. It may be that, if 
Council is unable to find appropriate solutions, that these communities could look to other options 
for meeting their communal needs. 

If there are concerns about affordability of a particular scheme, then it may be necessary to look 
for additional revenue streams or subsidies (from Government, or other partners in the 
development of these areas).  However, it is important to retain the current ability for Council 
work together with communities to design or to choose innovative schemes that reflect the 
community’s ability to pay and/or development potential should a new scheme be established. It is 
preferrable to retain the ability to differentiate between the different townships’ schemes and 
communities of interest, over simply spreading costs over all properties throughout the District who 
happen to be connected to any scheme, as though there are no differences between them. That is 
a dis-service to all “communities” served, while at the same time claiming to support diverse 
communities.   

The Council’s proposed approach of a District-wise sharing of CAPEX would also have the effect of 
subsidizing inefficient or unsustainable (financially unviable) forms of development. Those in larger 
urban centers, which are growing will find themselves having to pay not only for development 
associated with growth, but also to maintain other areas that are not developing, but which may be 
in decline or static. Rather than a fate accompli, innovative solutions are needed to turn around 
the fate of these smaller settlements, and the provision of infrastructure solutions is a part of that.  

This issue of how to pay for renewals and upgrades would not be as relevant if Council had 
reinstated a Development Contribution Policy. There are now a lot of upgrades planned for the next 
decade, and yet rather than identifying the additional capacity to be provided for and enabling 
development in all serviced communities, Council has simply proposed to share CAPEX across all 
connected properties. 
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Sharing CAPEX across the District does not make sewerage or water more affordable, it is simply 
making living in the Far North less affordable for everyone, even those living with more affordable 
schemes. This would mean, for example, that the people of Kawakawa and of Kaeo would be made 
to help pay for the new Kerikeri Scheme, even though they have affordable schemes in their own 
town, not only in terms of CAPEX, but in terms of OPEX.  The idea that Kerikeri connections will 
someday help pay CAPEX for a new scheme for Kawakawa and potentially to reticulate Moerewa 
into such a new scheme, in addition to paying for their own new scheme and another expansion in 
7yrs time does not shout “fairer rating system”, particularly in light of an absence of Development 
Contributions. 

v) Reduce the water and wastewater availability charge 

I OPPOSE this change 

The “Availability Rate” charge recognizes sunk communal investment, intended to provide a public 
good and to enable a type of urban functionality and form of development than is possible in an 
absence of such schemes.  It is not fair to subsidise those who do not ‘opt in’ to a communal 
scheme, while still expecting their share to be held for them, potentially indefinitely. The effect of 
such subsidies is land-banking, that can force a community to have to further extend expensive 
infrastructure. The main lever a Council has to ‘encourage’ development and dissuade from land-
banking is to charge the full-share for communal infrastructure provided expressly for the purpose 
of ‘development’. I submit that you continue to charge the full “availability rate” (i.e. 100%).  

vi) Introduce a small public good charge for water and wastewater to every rateable 
property 

I SUPPORT this change 

All properties in the District benefit from the provision of town supply water and sewage schemes. 
When drought hits and tanks are dry, rural residents rely on potable water schemes supplying 
water. When one towns sewage system fails, there is a potential for other systems to assist.  When 
Waipapa private water scheme needed to close, that entire community was able to be connected 
into the Kerikeri scheme.  

Furthermore, Crown land does not contribute to Rates, yet we see Schools, Hospitals, Police 
stations, Fire Stations, Courts and the like located in townships served by FNDC provided water and 
wastewater infrastructure. That all residents across the District, whether rural or urban, avail 
themselves of Government provided services is reason to introduce a small public good charge for 
these services. 

  

vii) Change the stormwater targeted rate so that rating units in the area of benefit cover 
most of the cost 

I SUPPORT the continued use of Targeted Rates for connections to Water and Wastewater, and the 
addition of a Targeted Rate for properties within the Area of Benefit for stormwater networks, 
where such networks are provided.  

However, when properties have historically been required to provide their own stormwater 
management systems as an adjunct to development consents, then they ought to be exempt from 
contributing to any new communal scheme, until such time as they are able to retire their private 
on-site stormwater systems.  

Furthermore, on-site stormwater systems are an improvement to property that would attract a 
higher share of Rates, should FNDC shift to a Capital Value basis for rates. Similarly, rainwater 
harvesting tanks to compliment the town supply, requiring less draw on the communal system, is an 
improvement to property that would attract a higher share of Rates if FNDC shifts to a CV basis for 
Rates. Retaining walls, to prevent private property falling onto public roads similarly, are 
improvements that would attract higher rates.  These examples serve to illustrate that it is NOT 
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fairer to share costs according to ‘improvements’. It is in fact fairer to share costs according to 
land value, as land value is a better proxy for the levels of service and state of development of an 
area. 

viii) Additional Comments

The first table on page 23 of the consultation document purports to compare the original 
methodology to the potential change of moving to CV.  Yet the top table contains targeted rates… 
without explanation as to why they are all increasing considerably. I assume that table is showing 
the effect of combining all the CAPEX costs identified in the 10 year work program into a District 
Wide targeted rate, rather than illustrating the cost per connection for each of the communities 
served by a particular scheme. 

The second table on page 23 of the consultation document is insufficient to be able to compare and 
consider the impact of the shift from LV to CV basis for general rates, as it fails to provide 
information on all types of rates, in only showing “example residential rates by ward and 
community”.  It is not clear if the total amount being taken is held constant, so that it is just the 
effect of moving from LV to CV that is shown.  I suspect that the Total Rates is not held constant, 
however, as all rates increase significantly for every community – suggesting that either the Total 
Rate take is much higher, or some other category of Ratepayer is paying much less. 

NAME: Michael and Jeannette Crawford 

ADDRESS: (Contact details withheld for privacy)
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Surname Devoy 

First name Mark 

Organisation Position 

Project / Main topic Rates - no to change 

Notes Oral submission at Russell event indicating that they do not 
support the proposal to shift to capital value 

Additional supporting 
information 

Which ward do you live in? Bay of Islands-Whangaroa 

ID Number IBS108 

Date 3/11/2021 
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Surname Eastwood 

First name (Sport Northland) Brent 

Organisation Position 

Project / Main topic LTP Submission document 

Notes Refer to submission document 

Additional supporting 
information 

Which ward do you live in? 

ID Number IBS16 

Date 1/04/2021 

See attachment next page
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1 April 2021 
 
 
Far North District Council Submissions 
Private Bag 752 
KAIKOHE 0440 
Dear Madam/Sir 
 
Dear Madam/Sir 
 
Draft 2021-31 LTP 
 
In response to the draft 2021-31 LTP consultation document, we wish to comment on the following: 
 
Future financial support for the key recommendations in the draft Far North Spaces and Places Plan 
Council has been a key stakeholder in the development of Kokiri ai Te Waka Hourua (a strategy for 
play, active recreation and sport in Tai Tokerau) over the last 12 months. A key part of this strategy 
has been the development of a specific Spaces and Places Plan for the Far North district, which details 
the state of sport and recreation facilities across the district, what the challenges are and some 
recommendations for the future. 
 
We encourage and advocate for future Council support for these recommendations, some if which 
may require capital contributions and some which may just require staff resource. 
 
Recreation and Sport Position within FNDC  
During the development of Kokiri ai te Waka Hourua strategy and the Far North Spaces and Places 
Plan, Council staff highlighted that a lack of dedicated resource in parks/recreation/sport would 
likely hinder Council’s ability/capacity to facilitate those recommendations in the plan (that would 
normally be a Council’s responsibility). 
 
This lack of a dedicated resource has also manifested itself in a number of different areas within 
Sport Northland, most notably with the Bay of Islands Recreation Centre liaison and in 
representation of Council on the Northland Sports Coalition and the Northland Play, Active 
Recreation and Sport Strategy Project Steering Group. Most notably, FNDC personnel that Sport 
Northland deal with have outlined to us that recreation and sport is an ‘add-on’ for them, and 
therefore takes a back-seat to their role’s primary functions. Anecdotal evidence from other sporting 
organisations has backed this view up that they do not have relationship management options with 
respect to sport and recreation within Council. 
 
As such, Sport Northland is submitting that funding be included in this Long Term Plan for a new Far 
North District Council (internal) position, responsible for parks, recreation and sport planning, 
including relationship management with the recreation and sport sector. This is backed up by your 
consultation document that points out that 5c in every ratepayer dollar goes towards recreation 
facilities – we believe the importance of these facilities to the district deserves a dedicated position 
within Council.  
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Play 
We are also submitting that we would like to work with Council (and different departments within 
Council like roading, landscaping, libraries etc) to create more playful spaces (so beyond playground 
development). We would love to be able to pilot ideas based on community willingness around play 
streets, play on your way, utilising parks and reserves in different ways (e.g. loose parts play, sensory 
play etc) and to leverage off the work and recommendations identified in Kōkiri Ai Te Waka Hourua 
(Te Tai Tokerau moving forward in partnership – a strategy for play, active recreation and sport 
2021-2030). 
 
FNDC/Sport Northland Partnership 
Sport Northland would also like to take this opportunity to thank Council for the part that it plays in 
the strong partnership that now exists between our two organisations, as evidenced by the following 
projects for the benefit of Far North residents: 

• Bay of Islands Recreation Centre is owned and governed by Sport Northland after an approach 

was made in 2014 by Council and the local community. After much due diligence by both 

organisations, Council is providing the operational subsidy and the maintenance funding and 

Sport Northland is working with the facility contractor to increase the services in the facility 

that are available to locals 

• Sport Northland is working with Council to closely support both Te Hiku Sports Hub and 

Sportsville Kaikohe, as the two prioritised Far North facility development projects from the 

2014 Northland Sports Facilities Plan 

• FNDC has been a partner in the development of Kokiri ai te Waka Hourua, our regional 

strategy for play, active recreation and sport (this includes a review of the 2014 Northland 

Facilities Plan mentioned above). This has also included the development of the first-ever Far 

North Spaces and Places Plan which will provide a blue-print for the future of recreation and 

sport facilities and amenities in the district going forward 

• Sport Northland provides four mass participation events in the Far North (Kaitaia Run/Walk, 

Kerikeri Half, Paihia Run/Walk and The Beast), with the flagship Northland Waste Kerikeri Half 

Marathon being supported by Council through their event fund and bringing millions of dollars 

into the local economy  

• Sport Northland spends over $1,030,000 annually on its core business of a professional 

programme of play, active recreation and sport for the Far North District communities, 

including 10.5 full-time staff members dedicated to work in the District providing services in 

primary schools (5 Energizers and 1.5 Advisors), in targeted communities (2 Community 

Connectors) and in targeted initiatives (2 Healthy Lifestyle Support Staff) 

• In addition, a further 1 FTE resource provides other play, active recreation and sport services 

in the Far North, including the events described above, programmes such as the Top Energy 

Water Safety initiative, Active Workplaces, Secondary School support, Strength and Balance, 

support for Māori to get active and Tū Manawa funding (including a rural travel fund 

contribution to Council) 

• Council supports this core business through an annual grant, which Sport Northland aligns 

with our focus on community-led development in targeted communities in the Far North 

through the 2 Community Connectors – this approach is already having a positive impact on 

building local sport systems, places and facilities. We have been working with communities 

on projects important to them that were identified in our mapping phase of local systems in 
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communities in the Far North District (see Sport Northland’s 6 month report recently 

submitted to Council for more detailed information) 

• Targeted communities where this local community-led development approach is being 

applied are Kaitaia, Ahipara, Kaikohe and Moerewa/Kawakawa – we believe this supports 

Council’s strategic view of “investing in deprived communities in order to reduce inequities.” 

Summary 
Sport and recreation as an industry is recognised as a very big contributor to the nation’s economy. 
 
The play, active recreation and sport sector is the seventh biggest in Northland, employing over 
1770 people and contributing more than $172m (or 3.7%) to the region’s GDP (the national figure is 
2.8%). This includes the work of over 20,000 volunteers throughout Northland. 
 
We believe many, many positive community outcomes are attributable to the play, active recreation 
and sport sector, and as such we look forward to the outstanding partnership that Sport Northland 
has with Far North District Council continuing into the future. 
 
 
Yours sincerely 

 
Brent Eastwood 
Chief Executive 
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Surname Fuller 

First name William 

Organisation  Position  

Project / Main topic Shared paths / cyclewway. Okiato-Russell. Funding query. 

Notes Oral submission on the opportunity to develop an Okiato-Russell 
shared pathway, making use of existing infrastructure and 
community motivation. Funding? 

Additional supporting 
information 

 

Which ward do you live in? Bay of Islands-Whangaroa 

 

ID Number IBS107 

Date  3/11/2021 
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Surname Galanou 

First name Emmanouela 

Organisation 

Project / Main topic LTP Submission received 

Notes 

Additional supporting 
information 

Which ward do you live in? 

ID Number IBS13 

Date 1/04/2021 

Northland Regional Council Position 

See attachment next page
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1 April 2021 
 
 
LTP 2021 - 2031 submissions 
Far North District Council 
Private Bag 752 
Kaikohe 0440 
 
Email: submissions@fndc.govt.nz 
 
 
 
 
 

 
LONG TERM PLAN 2021-2031 SUBMISSION 
 
We enclose the Northland Regional Council's submission on your Long Term Plan 
2021-2031 proposals. 
 
Thank you for the opportunity to provide feedback. NRC wishes to be heard in support 
of this submission. Officers would be happy to clarify any matter or provide any other 
assistance that would be helpful. 
 
 
Yours sincerely 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Penny Smart  
Chair 
 
 
A1428058 
 

 
 
 

Malcolm Nicolson 
Chief Executive Officer 
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Submission 
 
To:               LTP 2021-2031 submissions 
                    Far North District Council 
                    Private Bag 752 
                    Kaikohe 0440 
 
                    Email: submissions@fndc.govt.nz  
 
By:               Northland Regional Council 
 

1. The Northland Regional Council (NRC) wishes to thank the Far North District 
Council (FNDC) for the opportunity to make this submission on their draft Long 
Term Plan 2021-2031 (LTP). 

2. NRC acknowledges that this LTP responds to the recent extraordinary 
circumstances with a focus on maintaining current assets and building new 
assets where appropriate. 

3. The consultation document, Consultation Document: Te Pae Tawhiti does a 
good job of presenting those issues and the options to Far North communities. 
NRC supports and encourages the overall focus on core infrastructure. 

4. NRC has also taken this opportunity to highlight several matters for 
consideration by FNDC, which are not specifically included within the 
consultation document. 

5. NRC wishes to speak in support of this submission at hearings in either 
Kaikohe or Kerikeri. 
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Matters raised in Consultation Document and Supporting 
Documents 
 
Transport 
NRC fully supports all efforts by FNDC to upgrade and strengthen roads and improve 
the unsealed network. NRC notes that these activities are to be undertaken in 
conjunction with the Northland Transportation Alliance. 
 
NRC supports the proposed option to develop the Twin Coast Cycle Trail to support 
tourism growth. The Trail is an important asset for the district and region that should 
continue to be developed. 
 
NRC would also like to take this opportunity to encourage FNDC to: 
 

• continue to support the operations of the Far North Link, Mid North Link and 
the Hokianga Link bus services and to provide suitable infrastructure for these 
services, such as bus stops, bus shelters, termini etc. NRC requires FNDC to 
support these services in order to strengthen future applications for national 
funding assistance. As the district councils are responsible for all on road 
infrastructure, NRC requires their assistance with bus stop and termini facilities 
installation and maintenance. 

 
• financially support the introduction of a Total Mobility Scheme in the Far North. 

NRC is wanting to introduce Total Mobility Scheme services to provide 
transport options to those who do not have access to transport in the Far North. 

 
• support the sourcing of Community Vehicles Trusts. Again, NRC is wanting to 

support the formation of Community Vehicle Trusts to provide transport options 
to those who do not have access to transport in the Far North. 

 
• continue to support NRC and NTA in their effort to provide the best possible 

transport related outcomes for Northland. 
 

• support NRC and NTA in their efforts to reduce the number of deaths and 
serious injuries and serious injuries and death crashes on the roads of 
Northland. 

 
• continue to support and assist NRC and NTA in the compilation, consultation, 

implementation and monitoring of regional transport strategies and plans.  
 
Drinking Water Supply  
NRC strongly supports the development of the Sweetwater borefield and pipeline. NRC 
understands that the work is planned for the first half of Year One of the long term plan 
and agrees with FNDC’s prioritisation. It is important that the development of the 
Sweetwater borefield and pipeline is completed so that new water supply is in place 
before next summer. 
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NRC notes that the 2019/20 drought experienced by Northland highlighted the risk 
(vulnerability) to a number of the FNDC operated public water supplies in terms of not 
being able to maintain adequate water supply to their users. Although FNDC is 
proposing to improve the resilience of the Kaitaia and Kaikohe water supplies, the 
water supplies to Kawakawa/Moerewa and Kerikeri (particularly because of its growth) 
need to be more resilient to drought. NRC recommends that FNDC includes some 
expenditure in the LTP to address the resilience of the Kawakawa/Moerewa and 
Kerikeri water supplies. 
 
NRC strongly supports the upgrade of the Watermain Heritage Bypass in Kerikeri. 
NRC acknowledges that it is important to upgrade ageing water supply reticulation so 
that it is fit for purpose and to minimise loss of water through leakage or failure. 
 
NRC supports the network modelling programme for water infrastructure. NRC also 
supports the new water connection at Lake Waingaro as the existing water supply line 
is experiencing more breakages/leaks. 
 
NRC recommends that FNDC includes some expenditure in the LTP to address 
improving water resilience of communities that currently do not have public water 
supplies. 
 
NRC would like to draw the attention of FNDC to the proposal in NRC’s LTP to improve 
water resilience for remote communities. NRC is proposing a scheme focussed on 
providing grants to those in need for essential infrastructure such as water tanks, 
guttering and spouting, and recommends that FNDC contribute to the scheme to allow 
it further reach across affected areas.  
 
Wastewater 
NRC strongly supports the proposal to reduce the wastewater overflows in Kaitāia 
given the age of the reticulation network and existing frequency of overflows. Although 
the proposed $10M budget for the work is not insubstantial, the level of service that 
this work will provide (the extent of overflow reduction) is not stated in the Infrastructure 
Strategy, and so the extent of benefit of this work is not clear. NRC agrees that this 
work should be conducted in the first five years of the LTP. 
 
NRC supports the Kaikohe wastewater upgrade. NRC appreciates that the extent of 
the upgrade required for the wastewater treatment scheme will not be known until the 
new consent for the scheme is in force, and that as such there is uncertainty as to 
whether the proposed $13.5M budget is sufficient. Therefore, NRC supports the 
approval of the budgeted amount, but notes that further budget for the upgrade of the 
scheme may be required during the period covered by the LTP. 
 
NRC supports the Kaitāia wastewater scheme improvements. NRC appreciates that 
the extent of the upgrade required for the wastewater treatment scheme will not be 
known until the new consent for the scheme is in force, and that as such there is 
uncertainty as to whether the proposed $13.1M budget is sufficient. Therefore, NRC 
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supports the approval of the budgeted amount, but notes that further budget for the 
upgrade of the scheme may be required during the period covered by the LTP. 
 
NRC supports the Kerikeri wastewater treatment plant upgrade, given the growth 
expected in Kerikeri over the term of the LTP. However, the timing of the upgrade may 
need to be brought forward if growth is more rapid than expected. 
 
NRC supports the Opononi wastewater treatment plant upgrade. NRC appreciates that 
the extent of the upgrade required will not be known until the new consent for the 
treatment plant is in force, and that as such there is uncertainty as to whether the 
proposed $4.9M budget is sufficient. Therefore, NRC supports the approval of the 
budgeted amount, but notes that further budget for the upgrade of the treatment plant 
may be required during the period covered by the LTP.  
 
NRC notes that the processing of the replacement consent for the Kohukohu 
wastewater treatment plant is at a similar stage to that of the Opononi wastewater 
treatment plant. However, the LTP does not appear to envisage that the new consent 
for the Kohukohu wastewater treatment plant will require an upgrade to the plant. 
Although NRC accepts that there is uncertainty in this regard, if an upgrade to the plant 
is required, then budget for the upgrade is likely to be required during the period 
covered by the LTP. 
 
NRC strongly supports the Taipā wastewater treatment plant upgrade. This upgrade 
is required in order for the plant to meet the requirements of the recently granted 
replacement resource consent for the discharges from the treatment plant. NRC notes 
an inconsistency in the budget cited for the project, with that Infrastructure Strategy 
referencing $7.6M in Years 1-3 (page 23), but a lesser amount of $7M state on page 
16.  
 
NRC supports the Hihi wastewater treatment upgrade. NRC believes this will 
significantly reduce the risk of failure of the structures and discharges of raw/partially 
treated wastewater to the surrounding environment. NRC notes that this is not 
mentioned in the Consultation Document, but the Infrastructure Strategy states the 
budget as $6M in Years 1-2 on page 23. NRC also notes that the Infrastructure 
Strategy states the budget as being $5.9M on page 16. 
 
Stormwater 
NRC supports the proposed Kaitaia upgrade and districtwide stormwater 
improvements. 
 
NRC is concerned about plastics entering coastal waters by way of stormwater 
systems. NRC asks that FNDC considers incorporating a catchment or filter system 
into the stormwater network, to prevent plastic pollution of coastal waters. 
 
Economic Development 
NRC strongly supports FNDC in their decision to become shareholders in the regional 
CCO (Northland Inc.) for sustainable regional economic development. The joint 
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ownership of Northland Inc. is a significant step in strengthening the delivery of 
Northland Inc.'s activities across the region. NRC looks forward to working with FNDC. 
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Other matters for consideration 
 
Climate Change 
NRC acknowledges FNDC’s involvement in the Joint Climate Change Adaptation 
Committee and encourages continued collaboration on climate change at both 
government and operational levels.  NRC requests that FNDC factors climate change 
into its LTP, particularly adaptive planning for infrastructure and communities that are 
vulnerable to climate change effects and investing in climate change mitigation and 
adaptation activities. 
 
NRC also encourages FNDC to work together with NRC in expanding electric vehicle 
infrastructure and investigating more sustainable waste management initiatives. 
 
Land Management 
NRC acknowledges the planning undertaken by FNDC in supporting the growth of the 
Far North’s food, fuel, fibre and forest-based industries while protecting the natural 
environment for future generations. 
 
NRC believes that fit-for-purpose, accurate soil information is essential for growing Far 
North’s rural economy while balancing population growth and sustainably managing 
the Far North’s wealth of natural capital. 
 
A better understanding of soil resources within Far North will support a wide range of 
district and regional planning initiatives, including spatial planning, identification of 
highly productive land, security of water supply, drought resiliency, flood prediction, 
and improved water quality.   
 
Under the framework of Northland | Forward Together, NRC requests that FNDC co-
invest in the expansion of New Zealand’s digital spatial soil information system, S-map, 
across Te Taitokerau and the revision of Land Use Capability (LUC) mapping for the 
region.  
 
As custodians of New Zealand’s national soils datasets, Manaaki Whenua – 
Landcare Research (MWLR) have the expertise and facilities to undertake the S-map 
survey for Northland. However, the scale of this 5-year project requires a unique 
partnership approach. While MWLR will lead a locally employed soil survey team to 
complete the S-map soil survey and deliver the S-map and LUC outputs, 
collaboration between stakeholders is required to deliver the greatest uptake and 
benefit. The total cost of the project is estimated at $6.9M over 5 years with $1.1M 
coming from local government partners. Northland Regional Council requests that 
FNDC invests $198,000 over the next five years (a 18% share). 
 
This work represents a generational step-change to update legacy natural resource 
information that unpins environmental modelling, management and economic 
investment uses. 
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Civil Defence and Emergency Management (CDEM) 
NRC strongly supports the proposed investment towards the Joint multi-agency 
Emergency Coordination Centre (ECC) from FNDC. 
 
NRC notes and supports FNDC’s verbal support for the proposed upgrade of the 
tsunami siren network but notes that the proposed funding is not mentioned within 
FNDC’s LTP. 
 
NRC requests the upgrade of the tsunami siren network is included in the LTP. The 
siren network assets are currently owned by the district councils and the upgrading of 
their assets, proposed funding and timelines, should be identified. 
 
NRC requests the proposed funding amounts for the joint multi-agency ECC, upgrade 
of the tsunami siren network and the ongoing CDEM Shared Services Agreements 
with the NRC are indicated in info-graphics and/or descriptions and the proposed 
timeline for funding be made visible in FNDC’s LTP. 
 
NRC also recommends that FNDC consider re-wording the FNDC Plan (public 
consultation document and Supporting documentation) in consultation with the 
Northland CDEM Group to correctly reflect the CDEM activities and arrangements. 
 
District Facilities 
NRC is aware of the ongoing operational costs associated with district facilities and 
encourages FNDC to proactively plan for these facilities through an operational 
infrastructure strategy or similar.  NRC encourages FNDC to consider alternative 
funding vehicles that may be available for supporting the cost of operating such 
facilities.  
 
NRC notes that it is proposing to continue the Targeted Regional Sporting Facilities 
Rate and if it is continued, following consultation, NRC will decide what facilities to 
support via this rate once the LTP is adopted. 
 
Water 
NRC realises the importance of water conservation and encourages FNDC to explore 
alternative methods of water conservation such as greywater diversion. 
 
Waste management  
 
NRC notes the increasing issue that waste management is presenting across all 
regions.  NRC recommends that FNDC work with the Whangārei and Kaipara district 
councils to gain regional alignment across Northland on the management of waste, 
and alignment with central government initiatives.  
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Natural Hazard Risk 
NRC encourages FNDC to collaborate with NRC and other district councils to have a 
more standardised approach in the setting of the district councils’ associated rules on 
managing natural hazard risk.  NRC notes that natural hazard maps must be included 
in district plans as required by the Regional Policy Statement. FNDC should ensure it 
is adequately resourced to implement RPS direction on natural hazards and updated 
natural hazard maps ‘as soon as practicable’. NRC also recommends that the district 
councils work together to develop natural hazard provisions that are as consistent as 
possible. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Penny Smart 
Chair 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Dated: 1 April 2021 
 
On behalf of Northland Regional Council 
Private Bag 752 
Kaikohe 0440 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Malcolm Nicolson 
Chief Executive Officer 
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Surname Gardener 

First name Richard 

Organisation Federated 
Farmers) 

Position  

Which option do you think 
will work best for our 147 
Housing for the elderly 
units? 

 

Would you like to expand 
on your answer? 

 

Do you support the option 
to enable sustainable 
economic development? 

We don't become a shareholder and don't contribute any 
additional funds 

Would you like to expand 
on your answer? 

 

Do you agree with the 
changes to providing fairer 
and simpler rates 

Don’t change the rating system 

Would you like to expand 
on your answer? 

 

Is there any other feedback 
you would like to share? 

Remove flat rate Sewage - Leave as scheme by scheme. If the 
transfer of 3 waters Public Good rate. - NO Rural dwellers already 
pay septic tank cleaning charges for monitoring, cleaning or 
monitoring and installing. 
Stormwater - YES and apportioned where it is applied. 

Additional supporting 
information 

 

Which ward do you live in? Outside Far North 

 

Receipt No IBS96 

Date and time  6/04/2021 
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SUBMISSION  
TELEPHONE 0800 327 646 I WEBSITE WWW.FEDFARM.ORG.NZ   
___________________________________________________________________ 
 
To:  FAR NORTH DISTRICT COUNCIL   
 
 
 
 
On the:  FAR NORTH DISTRICT COUNCIL’S LONG TERM PLAN 2021 - 2031 
  
 
 
Date:  6 April 2021 

 
 

 
Contact:  Richard Gardner  
  Senior Policy Advisor 

Federated Farmers of New Zealand 
 
  Private Bag 92-066  
  AUCKLAND 1142 

 
P: 09 379 0057      
F: 09 379 0782    
E: rgardner@fedfarm.org.nz  

 
 
 
Hearing: Federated Farmers wishes to be heard in relation to this submission. 
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SUBMISSION TO FAR NORTH DISTRICT COUNCIL  
 

ON: FAR NORTH DISTRICT COUNCIL’S LONG TERM PLAN 2021 - 2031 
  

 
 
Federated Farmers of New Zealand (“Federated Farmers” or ”the Federation”) thanks the Far 
North District Council for the opportunity to comment on its: Long Term Plan 2021 - 2031 (“the 
Plan”). 
 
 
General Comments 
 
The purpose of councils is stated in the relevant local government legislation as being both “to 
enable democratic local decision-making and action by, and on behalf of, communities” and 
“to promote the social, economic, environmental, and cultural well-being of communities in the 
present and for the future”. Prior to a change in 2019, the latter purpose had been stated as 
being “to meet the current and future needs of communities for good-quality local 
infrastructure, local public services, and performance of regulatory functions in a way that is 
most cost-effective for households and businesses”. Despite the changes, Federated Farmers 
continues to see the emphasis of these “purpose” provisions as being firmly on councils 
undertaking whatever activities they undertake efficiently, at low cost and in a fiscally prudent 
manner, and focussing on core services such as roading, which are the basics of local 
government.  
 
Federated Farmers is generally supportive of the Local Government Act 2002 Amendment Act 
2014, which makes it clear that the purpose of the LTP consultation document and the 
associated consultation process is to provide an effective basis for public participation in local 
authority decision-making processes relating to the content of a long-term plan, including by 
providing a fair representation of the matters that are proposed for inclusion in the plan and 
identifying and explaining significant and other important issues and choices facing the local 
authority, along with the consequences of those choices. It would seem that there is a 
requirement for a local authority to consult only in regard to issues that it determines should 
be included, having had regard to its significance and engagement policy and the importance 
of matters to the district and its communities, including significant changes that are proposed 
to the way the local authority funds its operating and capital expenditure requirements, 
including changes to the rating system. 
 
Federated Farmers recognises the challenges facing the Council that have been created by 
Covid-19, in particular the Council’s recognition that parts of our community are still dealing 
with the impacts of COVID-19 and will continue to do so for some time yet. While, a year on 
from the start of the Covid-19 pandemic, the Council has so far not had to make drastic 
changes to its work programme or reduce levels of service, it is nevertheless considered that 
now is not the time for the Council to slow down its response to the issues it faces, such as 
growth and inadequate infrastructure. Now is the time for the Council to play its part and lead 
the way in the District’s economic recovery by stimulating construction and jobs and 
maintaining and improving infrastructure and community assets. Federated Farmers 
recognises the part the Plan plays in meeting those challenges. In general terms Federated 
Farmers considers that the Plan adequately sets out the process by which Council plans its 
activities in the Far North, and the process by which it makes decisions relating to the funding 
of those activities.  
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However, Federated Farmers is very concerned about some aspects of the Plan. As regards 
the Council’s income, and while the Council is to be commended for carrying out a rates review 
to make the rating system fairer and more transparent, it is a matter of deep regret that the 
Council has not taken the opportunity to develop a rating system which: is fair and equitable 
to all sectors of the community; which properly allocates the cost of council-provided services 
to those that use those services; and which ensures that all those in the District pay their 
contribution towards the costs of running The District. The high cost of rates on farmland is a 
major issue for Federated Farmers members all around the country, with property value rates 
often amongst the highest overheads for a farm business. 
 
The land value based rating system that the Council has utilised in the past in relation to its 
General Rate disadvantages the owners of farmland, particularly when it is combined with a 
Uniform Annual General Charge (UAGC) that is set at a level which is lower than the maximum 
provided for in the rating legislation. Further, and in this same vein, Federated Farmers 
considers that insufficient use is made of the ability that Council has to charge for its services 
on a per property basis, by way of targeted rates. Yet, the proposal in the Plan to shift the 
UAGC and the flat Roading Rate to the General Rate will seriously disadvantage the owners 
of farmland and, when combined with the proposal to reduce the commercial differential from 
2.75 to 1.75, will disadvantage them even more, in comparison to the disadvantage to them 
under the rating system that is proposed to be replaced.1  
 
Federated Farmers prefers a funding system whereby the use made by each sector of the 
community for each of the Council’s services is established, and sheeted home to that sector 
of the community. For example, farmers have full access to the Council’s roading network, but 
generally poor access to facilities such as swimming pools and passenger transport, and they 
receive no benefit at all from such things as stormwater services. 
 
As regards rating, generally Federated Farmers supports the following principles: 
 

• the use of modifiers such as differentials, to reduce the high general rates on farms; 
• the use of the UAGC and Targeted Rates; they are generally fairer for farms than is 

property value; 
• transparent processes, and a robust LTP consultation document that shows who 

pays for what; 
• the funding of expenditure on big new projects being transparent, particularly when 

they are based on property value rates; 
• the promotion of tourism or other businesses not being funded from rates on farm 

businesses: Farmers pay for their own industry promotion. 
 
Generally, in the light of these principles, Federated Farmers favours the use of a capital value 
based rating system, over land value based systems. Capital value based rating systems 
better reflect the use made by individual ratepayers of Council assets and resources, than do 
land value based rating systems. 
 
With respect to the proposed overall general rate increase of 5.5%, Federated Farmers 
considers that, in general terms, rate increases should be kept in line with inflation. While on 
the one hand the increase represents a rate rise that is considerably more than the annual rate 
of inflation (1.4% in the December 2020 quarter) and the Local Government Cost Index 
(forecast at 2.2% for the 2020 / 2021 year), nevertheless, as will be apparent from Federated 

1  While the Council is to be commended for setting up the “Sample Rates Database”, a snapshot of the rate accounts as at 19 
February 2021 which allows ratepayers to compare their current year’s rates with potential rates based on the Council adopting 
the options outlined in the consultation document and associated material, Federated Farmers’ members have reported that the 
Database produces variable results, a matter which has served to heighten concerns about the proposed changes to the rating 
system. 
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Farmers’ responses in the Submission Form, Federated Farmers does generally support an 
increase in rates of greater than the sum of the annual rate of inflation and the Local 
Government Cost Index of 3.6% which, although it exceeds the rate of inflation, adequately 
reflects the challenges to Council created by Covid-19.  
 
But Federated Farmers does want the Council to focus more on the basics of local government, 
the core services, in particular transport. We continue to be concerned about the state of Far 
North’s rural roads and the quality of some rural road sealing and repairs, and we continue to 
be concerned at how much is being spent on the nice to haves, such as the new cultural hub 
in Kawakawa, and the new terminal at Bay of Islands airport, compared to spending on the 
basics such as rural roads. We want to be sure that Far North’s rural areas are getting their 
fair share of the basics of Council’s expenditure, in particular a fair share of the Council’s capital 
spending programs.  
 
Nonetheless, in addition to the matters about which the Council is seeking feedback, 
Federated Farmers takes the opportunity to comment, in the Specific Comments section 
below, on some more general aspects of the Plan, with some comment also being provided 
on other matters that are discussed in the Plan. 
 
On a positive note, Federated Farmers notes that the Council’s approach to many of its 
functions is inclusive and co-operative. Federated Farmers supports Council adopting a 
"partnership" approach in the performance of its functions. Federated Farmers is pleased to 
be able to participate in forums such as the Rural Advisory Panel.  
 
 
Specific Comments 
 

Rating Policies 
 
While Federated Farmers welcomes the Council carrying out a comprehensive review of 
its rating system, and while the review was considered timely in light of the economic 
challenges that have faced the Council’s ratepayers, the outcome, as reflected in the 
Long Term Plan, is something of a travesty. As noted above, the proposals to shift the 
UAGC and the flat Roading Rate to the General Rate and to reduce the commercial 
differential from 2.75 to 1.75 will seriously disadvantage the owners of farmland. While 
the move towards a capital value based rating system is welcomed, in no way is the 10% 
move towards capital value sufficient to even start to offset the disadvantage brought 
about by the changes proposed to the UAGC, the flat Roading Rate and the commercial 
differential. 
 
Federated Farmers is concerned where councils are using land value rating, in that it 
prejudices higher valued properties that are less intensively developed, such as farms. 
It is also noted that land value rating systems without differentials is not common in local 
government. Federated Farmers supports a move to a mixture of land and capital value 
rating, depending on the purpose of the rate. 
 
Federated Farmers supports the maximum use being made of the facility provided by 
section 21 of the Local Government (Rating) Act whereby councils can apply rates on a 
uniform basis. It is considered that Uniform Annual General Charges (UAGC) and the 
eligible targeted rates should make up the 30% maximum allowable under the Act. 
Federated Farmers considers that the UAGC should be set considerably higher than the 
20% proposed for the current year, eventually reaching at a level which is at, or close to, 
the maximum allowable. It is of considerable concern that the UAGC is in fact budgeted 
to diminish as a percentage of the allowable maximum, over the term of the LTP. 
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Federated Farmers encourages the Council to lobby central Government to address 
inequities in the current funding mechanisms that councils can use. Land and capital 
value does not reflect income or relative ability to pay. Modern local government also 
provides a wide range of ratepayer funded facilities and services, which are valued and 
accessed differently by residents. Basing general rates on land and capital value 
inevitably means that farmers pay higher rates than others but benefit less from many 
services such as footpaths, street lighting, rubbish collection, reticulated water and 
sewage, public transport etc. 
 

Recommendation: That Council:  
Continue with its move towards a capital value rating system; 
instigate a policy for the UAGC to reach the maximum level allowable under 

the law over the next few years, and decrease the general rate 
accordingly; 

make greater use of targeted rates (including for waste disposal) and user 
fees and charges; 

ask central Government to provide for more equitable rating policies for local 
Government. 

 
 
Climate Change 
 

Introduction 
 

This section of the submission provides a brief response to the Council’s consultation 
on climate change.  
 
Federated Farmers generally supports the Council responding to climate change. 
Federated Farmers also considers it important that Council recognise that the Far 
North’s farmers and growers will be contributing through their rates bills to the 
Council’s climate change response, as well as funding the changes that central 
government will require to their own production systems, themselves. 
 
Federated Farmers and its farming members take climate change very seriously and 
are keenly aware of the need to meet the challenges posed by the issue, including by 
mitigating the impacts of primary production on New Zealand’s emissions profile. For 
farmers, this involves balancing a fundamental requirement for food and fibre 
production, a requirement to reduce the warming from our emissions and the need to 
prepare for the potential future impacts caused by a more variable and changing 
climate.  
 
Food production is, however, also an essential process that cannot be sacrificed. For 
those products it produces, New Zealand is comparatively a low emission producer, 
with the country’s farmers nevertheless confident that they can continue to improve 
production systems if given the chance.  
 
Federated Farmers supports New Zealand playing its part in addressing climate 
change by pursuing action consistent with the goals of the 2015 Paris Agreement, 
including recognising the fundamental priority of food production. New Zealand 
farmers are world leaders in the highly efficient production of safe, protein-dense, and 
low-emissions food. Per kilogram of product, New Zealand sheep meat is twice as 
emissions efficient as the global average, our dairy milk is over three times as 
emissions efficient, and Kiwi beef is over four times as emissions efficient. 
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Demand for New Zealand livestock-based products (such as red meat and dairy milk) 
is strong and has remained so throughout the Covid-19 pandemic. Any reduction in 
New Zealand food production will be replaced by production in other countries, which 
is often subsidised and results in higher emissions per unit of output. The concept of 
“emissions leakage” (or “carbon leakage”) from New Zealand needs to be avoided, 
as it will result in increased global greenhouse gas emissions, decreased global food 
security, and decreased economic growth in New Zealand.  
 
Federated Farmers considers that, when taking action to mitigate emissions in New 
Zealand, it is important to recognise not only the need for global food production and 
the impressive emissions efficiency of New Zealand products, but also the 
fundamental difference between:  

 
• Short-lived biological emissions, which involve the short- term recycling of 

carbon between various states (such as those produced from growing plants 
and livestock) and,  

• Long-lived fossil emissions, which involve the effectively permanent 
conversion of solid and liquid forms of carbon (such as coal and oil) into 
atmospheric carbon dioxide.  

 
Federated Farmers is pleased that the Climate Change Response (Zero Carbon) 
Amendment Act 2019 implemented a split-gas approach for New Zealand’s emissions 
reduction targets. This split gas approach recognises the fundamental differences 
between biogenic methane and other GHG and the inability of the current GWP100 
metric to account for these differences.  
 
Under current inaccurate GHG accounting methods (which rely on GWP100) methane 
is reported to comprise 78% of the total warming from the agriculture sector.2 For this 
reason, it is critically important that biogenic methane is reported in a manner that 
accurately reflects the best available science on the GHGs radiative impact, by either 
using an improved metric (such as GWP* or CO2-we) or by using a split gas approach 
(as taken for New Zealand’s domestic emissions reduction targets).   
 
Federated Farmers was closely involved in the development of, and is a signatory to, 
the historic He Waka Eke Noa Primary Sector Climate Action Partnership.3 This 
industry-driven commitment was accepted by Government in late 2019, and 
Federated Farmers has since been an active member of the co-development process. 
This partnership is working on ways to equip farmers and growers with the knowledge 
and tools they need to reduce emissions, while continuing to sustainably produce 
quality food and fibre products for domestic and international markets.   
 
He Waka Eke Noa includes collaboration on the detailed development of an 
appropriate farm gate emissions pricing mechanism by 2025. The Climate Change 
Commission has been asked to assess progress under He Waka Eke Noa and 
provide this no later than July 2022. It is important to Federated Farmers that any 
pricing mechanism developed through He Waka Eke Noa, is consistent with its 
emissions pricing principals, namely that; 

• Pricing occurs at the margin for methane (where additional warming occurs) 
and not on the inaccurate GWP100 value.  

• Pricing exclusively occurs to incentivise the use of a cost-effective mitigation 
tool that is available, with regulatory approval, to farmers. 

2  The 2018 New Zealand National Greenhouse Gas National Inventory. 
3 Available at <https://hewakaekenoa.nz/about/#sec-story>. 
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• New Zealand farmers are not put at a disadvantage to our main international 
competitors. Any reduction will be replaced with production in countries that 
have higher emissions per unit of output, and often subsidised. This is known 
as “emissions leakage” and results in higher greenhouse gas emissions and 
higher food costs.  

 
The Appropriate Role for Local Government in Climate Change 
 

While Federated Farmers is generally supportive of the Far North District Council’s 
overall response to climate change, there is concern that the local government sector 
as a whole may be considering undertaking, or is being encouraged to undertake, 
actions to manage agricultural emissions, especially methane and nitrous oxide. The 
concern is that, by doing so, some councils may end up acting inappropriately prior to 
the completion of work taking place under He Waka Eke Noa, which would be at best 
duplicate and at worst could undermine this work (along with other work underway at 
a national and international level). 
 
As a general principle, Federated Farmers considers that councils should focus on 
ensuring their districts and regions can best adapt to the expected impacts of climate 
change and only seek to mitigate emissions which they themselves are directly 
responsible for. Without direct agreement with central government, local authorities 
should not seek to independently manage emissions that are already subject to 
management at central government level and, in particular as regards agricultural 
emissions, are the subject of management by central government in partnership with 
Iwi/Maori and the agricultural sector under the historic He Waka Eke Noa partnership 
approach.  
 
The mitigation of GHG emissions at a national level is being guided by the Climate 
Change Commission, with central government ministries, industry peak bodies and 
non-governmental organisations all playing a part. Councils developing regional or 
district climate plans in isolation from these organisations would risk duplicating or 
undermining these processes. Federated Farmers consider that those councils 
wishing to mitigate GHG emissions should only do so in the areas in which they have 
direct control, including by ensuring that council buildings are appropriately 
constructed and insulated, by electrifying council vehicles and by providing affordable 
low emissions public transport. 
  
While there is undoubtably a need to mitigate GHG in all sectors of the economy in 
New Zealand (including agriculture), there is also a need to ensure that New Zealand 
can better adapt to the expected impacts of climate change.  
 
The complex impacts of climate change will vary widely between regions in New 
Zealand, with some expected to experience hotter drier climatic conditions while 
others are expected to become colder and wetter. These expected localised impacts 
of climate change make it appropriate for local government to consider how best to 
adapt to the expected impacts of climate change in their region when preparing district 
or regional plans and other local government regulatory processes.  
 
Mitigation and adaptation policies should not be considered independent of each 
other. While Federated Farmers supports New Zealand playing its part and 
transitioning the economy to one that is warming neutral by 2050, this must be done 
in a manner that enhances the ability of rural communities to adapt to the potential 
impacts of climate change. Bridging this gap and ensuring regional adaptation factors 
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are adequately considered when national GHG mitigation policies are being designed 
is an area in which local government is required.  
 
Federated Farmers is concerned that climate change mitigation and adaptation 
policies are being viewed in a silo to the detriment of rural communities. One 
prominent example is policies that have incentivised the rapid blanket afforestation of 
productive sheep and beef farms on the East Coast of the North Island while not 
adequately factoring the predicted increased fire risk that will result from climate 
change potentially making the region hotter and drier.  
 
Another example of the siloed nature of climate change policy in New Zealand is a 
reluctance to support, or even to enable, infrastructure projects that improve 
community water security and generate renewable hydroelectricity. Water storage 
infrastructure projects have the potential to mitigate emissions (by producing 
renewable electricity) and to improve New Zealand’s ability to adapt to the impacts of 
climate change by enabling communities to resiliently store water during times of 
plenty and draw upon reserves during time  
 

Action Being Taken on Agricultural Emissions  
 

New Zealand farmers want to play their part in tackling greenhouse gas emissions. 
They are prepared to work hard to do their fair share and Federated Farmers support 
the agricultural sector achieving the goal of becoming warming neutral by 2050. 
 
New Zealand farmers are proud to be amongst the most efficient producers in the 
world and, unlike many of their overseas competitors, essentially stand on their own 
two feet, largely unsubsidised by consumers (by way of inflated prices) or taxpayers, 
and they have done so for over 30 years. The unsubsidised nature of farming in New 
Zealand has resulted in farmers becoming economically and emissions efficient. The 
impressive emissions efficiency of New Zealand milk and lamb meat is demonstrated 
in the graph below.4 

  

4  Climate Change and the Global Dairy Cattle Sector: The role of the dairy sector in a low-carbon future, the Food and 
Agriculture Organisation of the United Nations and the Global Dairy Platform Inc, Rome 2019, pp.26. 

 
Clune, Stephen, Enda Crossin, and Karli Verghese. "Systematic review of greenhouse gas emissions for different fresh food 
categories. 

 
Ledgard, S.F., Chobtang, J., Falconer, S.J. and McLaren, S., 2016. Life cycle assessment of dairy production systems in New 
Zealand, Integrated nutrient and water management for sustainable farming. (Eds L.D. Currie and R.Singh). 
http://flrc.massey.ac.nz/publications.html. Occasional Report No. 29. Fertilizer and Lime Research Centre, Massey University, 
Palmerston North, New Zealand. 8 pages. 1 LIFE CYCLE ASSESSMENT.  
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Far from being satisfied with this impressive emissions efficiency, since 2003 the 
Pastoral Greenhouse Gas Research Consortium (PGGRC) has directed about $75 
million of industry and Crown funding to the challenge of lowering New Zealand 
agricultural emissions, including by attempting to decouple the relationship between 
the feed consumed by a ruminant animal and methane produced. Much valuable 
knowledge has been gained, but the program has yet to be successful. 
  
This cutting edge research is also being supported by an ambitious co-development 
policy framework underway. In October 2019, government agreed to work with the 
primary sector and iwi/Māori to equip farmers and growers with the knowledge and 
tools they need to reduce warming from GHG emissions, while continuing to 
sustainably produce quality food and fibre products for domestic and international 
markets.  This work involves designing a practical and cost-effective system for 
reducing the warming from GHG emissions at the farm level by 2025. It also includes 
designing an appropriate farm-level pricing mechanism building on the principles set 
out in He Waka Eke Noa. 
 

Recommendation: That Council take note of this discussion on climate 
change as it affects the primary production sector. 
 

 
The Federation 
 
Federated Farmers of New Zealand is a primary sector organisation that represents the 
majority of the country’s farming businesses.  The Federation has a long and proud history of 
representing the interests of New Zealand’s farming communities, primary producers, and 
agricultural exporters. 
 
The Federation aims to add value to its members’ farming business.  Our key strategic outcomes 
include the need for New Zealand to provide an economic and social environment within which: 
 

• Our members may operate their business in a fair and flexible commercial environment 
 

• Our members’ families and their staff have access to services essential to the needs of 
the rural community 
 

• Our members adopt responsible management and environmental practices. 
 
The total agricultural sector is even more important to the economy than it was fifteen years ago. 
Its contribution to the New Zealand economy has risen from around 14.2 percent of GDP in 
1986/87 to around 17 percent today (including downstream processing). Some authorities 
consider agriculture’s current contribution to the New Zealand economy to be about 20 percent 
of GDP.  
 
Federated Farmers looks forward to further consultation with the Far North District Council on 
the Annual Plan. 
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Submission on the Proposed New Rating Method 

I do wish to be heard in support of my submission 

On the matters of “fairness”and “simplicity”, and the Long Term and District 

Plans 

It is not clear within the information provided by FNDC, exactly what Council identified and accepted as ‘unfair’ 

about the current rating method, other than by inference given the proposed changes.   

The use of Rating Act provisions for raising revenue must be considered alongside the proposed “Fees & 

Charges Policy”, as well as the proposed “Remissions Policy”. 

It is noted that fees are charged for activities that are deemed to attract private benefit, verses those are 

deemed to have a ‘public good’ component.  Consequently, we see a user-pays or cost recovery approach to 

activities such as inspecting properties to ensure compliance with various national or local regulations. For 

example, “Fencing of Swimming Pools Act”.  The interactions of households and businesses with FNDC as a 

regulatory agency tasked with administration of legislation are able to be charged on a cost recovery basis. For 

example, Resource Consenting, Building Consenting, and Dog Control.  

I support that approach to fees and charges generally speaking. 

Rates are then used to raise revenue to provide communal services to property and community facilities 

(District Facilities). Council proposed to continue to use a mix of Targeted Rates and General Rates.  

The proposed system, arguably is not simpler however.  Rather it is more convenient for Council and for its 

contractors to bundle all water and wastewater systems together (and potentially stormwater networks) for 

the purpose of setting a price at the District level, rather than having to reveal the actual cost associated with 

each scheme and being transparent about the cost of living in each settlement.   

This proposed approach is the opposite of “new localism” that FNDC and LGNZ have been espousing as the 

way forward for the local government sector. It is the opposite of transparent, and it is the opposite of 

democratic and of a free market.   If where one lives, or locates their business or home is a private choice, the 

questions of exacerbator (those that give rise to ‘demand’) and of user pays is relevant. Council is prepared to 

charge fees for services deemed to deliver a private benefit in other aspects of life choices, why a different 

assumption when it comes to providing water and wastewater services. Council has not made a good 

economic or even social or environmental case for socializing the capital costs of water and wastewater 

infrastructure, other than asserting we all benefit from diversity of having numerous small settlements across 

the District. While we enjoy diversity, that is not a strong rationale for socializing all of the costs of core 

infrastructure across all SUIPs on a sliding scale based on QVs limited view and assessment of “improvements”. 

The proposed move to socializing the costs of inefficiencies associated with the Far North’s historic settlement 

pattern, and of poor urban form is warranted if it is necessary to protect and maintain communities that 

otherwise allegedly cannot afford to pay for their own scheme. But there has been no evidence provided that 

there are any communities that cannot afford to service debt to pay for their own scheme.  Also, if it was 

simply a matter of socializing the costs of all schemes, then Council would have proposed an equal share in the 

form of a targeted rate to apply to all properties, regardless of if connected into some scheme or other or not.  

But that isn’t what FNDC has proposed, rather you have suggested a sliding scale of Rates be charged based on 

a limited view of ‘improvements’ to property as used by QV is setting CV. As one participant in the public 

meeting (held to discuss rates) observed, this is ‘wealth redistribution’, whereby some who have invested 

heavily in property are assumed to have higher incomes than those who haven’t invested in property. That 

assumption has not been tested, and we consider it doesn’t always hold true. There are exceptions.  The Far 

North has a high proportion of over 65yr olds (32 – 37% of all residents). These are pensioners, often living in 

the family home purchased decades ago, whose income is superannuation, which provides them a net income 

of just $15,000 per annum – less than the average income for the Far North.  The fact that they managed to 
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remain in their home and it has appreciated in value relative to other areas, does not mean they have a 

greater ability to pay Rates.  

I submit that wealth redistribution on this scale is a question for central Government, which is better placed to 

evaluate real net income of households and disposable income available to pay rates, along with access to 

other grants or subsidies via the social welfare system, or to bring Government to the table in providing 

adequate infrastructure for struggling (arguably, unsustainable) townships.  I suggest that lateral thinking on 

development opportunities, in partnership with Government and Iwi is necessary, to reinvigorate our small 

settlements and communities, rather than sweeping the issue under the rug by ‘socialising’ the cost via a 

poorly conceived of wealth tax.  

The effect of the proposals, from a Ratepayer perspective, is that this new method will conceal, rather than 

make transparent the actual variable costs arising from different settlements and from the nature of the 

systems serving each settlement, when it comes to attributing operational expenses and CAPEX for renewals 

and upgrades. 

Economists working for Auckland City, where CV is used as the basis for general rates, and where the greatest 

experiment in ‘socialising’ costs of infrastructure (by combining what had been 5 separate local authorities) 

have recently calculated that 59% of all households served by that City would be charged less Rates if Council 

moved to a Land Value basis of rating. That experiment has also produced no evidence that amalgamating or 

outsourcing to a CCO for water services (Metrowater) has improved efficiencies in delivery of services or saved 

Ratepayers any money. 

The Ratepayers of the Far North have not been privy to any equivalent analysis by FNDC in promoting we 

move from LV to CV. You have not told us what proportion of households will pay more and what proportion 

will pay less. The tables provided (p23) only show figures for ‘residential ratepayers’, which suggest we will all 

be paying much more. This implies other land-uses must be the beneficiaries of this proposed change… but 

that is not the reason given for proposing it.  

Where one lives is in part driven by ‘costs’ associated with that location, and removing the incentive to retrofit 

or to relocate into more efficient forms, FNDC is potentially perpetuating unsustainable forms of development. 

It is also discounting the need to lobby Government to assist in funding necessary renewals and upgrades to 

systems necessitated by regulation and national standards established by Government.  

The proposed approach also undermines the necessity for innovation to provide more affordable systems for 

smaller communities. Perhaps our contractors (whom you refer to as “our partners”) need to be put on notice 

that the old engineering solutions that have proven so expensive to replace and to upgrade are no longer fit-

for-purpose, and our smaller townships and/or poorer communities will be adapting to more affordable, 

biological solutions for treating waste water, and will be shifting towards a greater self-reliance on rain-water 

harvesting for water supplies. 

I also note that while Government was prepared to increase the weight of trucks allowed on NZ rural roads, it 

did so apparently without factoring in the additional costs to be carried by Ratepayers to ensure roading 

infrastructure is able to carry that load. As the trucking industry and those it serves presumably enjoy savings 

as a result of the increased weights they can haul, it is fair to expect they will pay an additional share towards 

improving culverts and bridges to be able to carry those weights and to pay a greater share towards 

maintaining the extensive rural road network on which they rely, along with a minority of residents with low 

weight private vehicles make use of. Indeed those residents frequently submit to Council about the negative 

effects of heavy vehicles on rural roads and the difficulties and adverse effects suffered by their families who 

share these roads with heavy vehicles. If Council really is concerned about social and economic fairness or 

equity, it would have calculated the true cost of maintaining rural roads vs the cost of urban streets and 

charged a differential to rural properties reliant on heavy vehicles using the rural road network. 
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i) Change from Land Value to Capital Value base for General Rates 

I OPPOSE this change. 

The flyer states “this does not increase the total amount we receive in rates it just shares it out differently.” 

However, it doesn’t illustrate how this ‘different’ way of sharing costs is fairer. Nor does it illustrate what has 

been identified as unfair about sharing costs by applying Land Value as the basis for the General Rate. Either 

way, this is a variable amount paid by every SUIP based on their relative ranking in either L.V. or C.V.   

There is insufficient information about the ‘spread’ or the redistribution curves associated with L.V.s and with 

C.V. for the public to be informed about how this new method of sharing costs will see a redistribution in 

terms of which SUIPs will contribute more and which will contribute less during a gradual shift to full (100%) 

C.V. basis – and explanation as to how that is ‘fairer’ in terms of access to or receipt of services. 

This proposal does appear to have confounded the matter of ‘capital value’ with ‘income’ associated with 

capital improvements to properties – to the extent that it seems to conflate “improvements” with income 

earning potential.  

On the flyer, there is a definition of “Regressive tax” and of “Progressive tax” in which reference is made to 

low-income and high-income earners. Yet there is no relationship between those definitions and any of the 

proposed changes to Rating method.  If there had been a relationship, then land-uses associated with 

businesses of all kinds would have a differential applied (of at least 1.6x the base rate for ‘residential’ which is 

NOT income earning, but must be paid as an after-tax expense for households).  However, you have not 

proposed an equivalent differential to rural-producers, which are also commercial enterprises (businesses) 

able to claim rates as an expense, and so ought to be charged the same differential as ‘commercial’ land-use 

category of ratepayer, to provide a fair approach towards all businesses (as distinct to residential land uses). 

There would also have been effort made to identify home-based businesses, such as Air B&Bs, and charging an 

additional rate to account for income earning potential, such as is being applied in Auckland City as a ‘bed tax’. 

https://www.newshub.co.nz/home/new-zealand/2020/02/auckland-s-controversial-bed-tax-is-here-to-

stay.html 

A similar proposal for Queenstown followed a non-binding referendum in that District that saw 80% of 

respondents supporting a bed tax to fund infrastructure. 

https://www.rnz.co.nz/news/national/398561/government-supports-5-percent-bed-tax-in-queenstown 

Similarly, Stewart Island has charged a “visitor tax” of $5/person who disembarks on the Island, as a 

contribution towards infrastructure.  

FNDC has not explored any equivalent charge for visitors arriving for day trips off cruise ships, or arriving by 

sea during yachting regatta, or by air (at airports), or by road who may not stay in any visitor accommodation 

(and so wouldn’t contribute via a bed-tax, or the additional pans charges). 

FNDC has made an assumption that income and therefore an ability to pay Rates (affordability) is directly 

correlated to Capital Value of the property. Yet, it is also noted that the Corporate Assumptions include that 

the Far North is expected to continue to have an ‘aging’ population, meaning a greater proportion of residents 

will fall into the ‘fixed income’ bracket and likely to have limited earning potential as they age. It is also noted 

in the Corporate Assumptions that average household incomes are not expected to rise significantly.  

There is a saying with regards to retirees – many are “asset rich but capital poor”. FNDC has not shown that 

those residing in a higher value property do have additional disposable income to pay Rates, when compared 

to people residing in lesser valued property. It may be that households residing in high value homes are fully 

committed to maintaining that asset and have little additional disposable income, while households residing in 

a lower value property pay less on the mortgage and on maintenance and have a greater disposable income.  
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The ‘working poor’ is another concept NZ has grown familiar with this past decade, as incomes have not kept 

pace with housing costs, and as mortgage payments consume an ever-higher proportion of household income.  

I make these points to underscore that the supporting material provided to understand FNDC’s rationale for 

proposing a shift from LV basis to CV basis does NOT provide sufficient information to allow anyone to deem it 

is indeed ‘fairer’.  

The information provided doesn’t illustrate which land-uses (property codes for rating purposes or which 

townships) will benefit the most. It is the case though, that forestry and dry stock farming will benefit from this 

shift, as these land uses have relatively low value “improvements” as primary production enterprises 

(according to Quotable Value), while dairying will contribute more (due to higher value improvements 

associated with dairy farm operations). Most of the rate burden, however, will fall on commercial and 

industrial properties within urban zones as well as on higher value residential properties.   

Yet, the Long-Term Plan explains that 17c in every dollar raised is contributed to ‘transportation’.  The high 

cost of roading in the Far North is not driven by our small residential clusters and more intensely developed 

Central Business Districts and industrial precincts, but is due to the extensive rural roading network and high 

costs associated with maintenance associated with heavy vehicles use of these rural roads. 

This is further evidenced by the small amount each year towards “footpaths” within the ‘transportation 

budget’, at just $150,000 in year 1 of the plan, in each of the Wards. That is a ridiculously small amount when 

the vastly greater share of general Rates are paid by urban communities, some of whom have repeatedly 

submit to Council requesting serious consideration be given to improving unsafe, deficient pedestrian 

environments. For example, in central Paihia.  

Wouldn’t a fairer rating system take into account who the beneficiaries of the rural transportation network 

are, and endeavor to charge them a greater share.  Primary-producers are businesses, which have proven 

resilient as a sector during the pandemic, as has been noted with FNDC’s COVID19 Impact Statement.  

As exporters, primary producers have not suffered the downturn experienced by Commercial Ratepayers and 

the many households reliant on international tourism for seasonal wages. The primary sector’s ability to access 

national aid or other relief following/during a drought or flood sees that sector in a good position to contribute 

fairly towards the transportation network upon which it relies.  

Meanwhile, FNDC’s COVID19 Impact Statement observes that FNDC will plan using the BERL forecast “mid-

range” – that will see it take at least 3 years for the tourism sector to recover.  The COVID19 Impact Statement 

notes on the last page, quoting TV1 news advising, just before Christmas, that there was “no accommodation 

in the Far North for the coming holiday period”.  That is an absurd statement for FNDC to have accepted, when 

6/8 of the back-packer hostels in Kings Rd, Paihia are now under contract to MSD (for 2 years) to provide 

“emergency accommodation” rather than being available for tourists; when the Copthorne Waitangi was only 

operating at 30% of normal capacity; and, the Millenium hotel chains “Kingsgate” in Paihia remains closed 

other than for ‘emergency accommodation’ (also under contract to MSD).  An accommodation sector that 

‘pivoted’ towards ‘emergency housing’ does not support an equivalent economy to the one that had catered 

to international visitors. It is also becoming apparent that the domestic tourism is quite different, in terms of 

spending patterns, to international visitors.  The point is, don’t assume ‘commercial’ ratepayers are able to 

carry the extra cost associated with FNDC’s proposed shift from LV to CV basis for rates, and continuing to 

subsidize rural businesses need for an extensive rural road network. 

 

ii) Removing the Uniform Annual General Rate (UAGC = $450/SUIP) and the Roading Rate 

($100/SUIP) 

I OPPOSE this change.  
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I request you retain an UAGC (and perhaps absorb the Roading Rate into it). It is important that every SUIP be 

seen to contribute equally towards the kitty for the basics, as part of the community that must fund our local 

authority.  

This reflects that 4c in every $1 of Rates taken is for “Governance”, while another 10c is for “Regulatory 

Services” (presumably that portion that isn’t charged directly to users, or for the ‘public good’ share), while 

12c is to be taken for Future Planning. These are core functions of the territorial authority that every SUIP 

must support equally, because we all benefit equally as citizens/ratepayers having to provide for local 

government.  

Incidentally, the increase to 12c from just 8c in 2018, represents a serious increase for “future planning”.  It is 

presumed this is to progress the draft Proposed District Plan, and to undertake place-based spatial planning to 

better integrate infrastructure planning with development enabled under the new District Plan.   

It is refreshing to read in Council’s “Capital Achievability Statement” and in the “Infrastructure Strategy” that 

FNDC is acknowledging its historical failure to adequately lead-in to including Capital projects in the Long-Term 

Plan, by first undertaking the evaluations necessary to support a project’s inclusion in the work programme to 

be funded. Effort to undertake the preparatory work, essential to progress a Capital project efficiently from 

financing to delivery, is also reinforced by the ‘asset condition assessments’ and ‘project Darwin’.  It is still 

surprising though, that these activities are still needing to be funded at the high rates forecast, when they are 

initiatives that started some time ago. We have seen GIS and other IT improvements funded frequently over 

the years, with no evidence of any gains in productivity or improvements in strategic or forward planning. And 

our communities have not been engaged in consultation on the future form and functionality of our townships 

in over 20yrs.  

I note that the release of ‘draft’ Proposed District Plan concurrent to the consultation on this Rating Review 

and the Long Term Plan is useful as a reference, to be able to be better informed of the Council’s Planners’ 

thinking, and to be able to compare the ’30 year infrastructure strategy’ to the proposed new plan provisions, 

but it is inconsiderate of Council to also call for ‘submissions’ on that draft at the same time as we are 

preparing submissions to this important Rating review and the Long Term Plan.  

 

iii) Reduce the extra charged to commercial properties (SUIPs) 

I SUPPORT the reduction in the differential charged to commercial SUIPs.  

Commercial activities that have located in commercial zoned property have for too long paid a much greater 

share than other businesses that locate outside of ‘commercial zone’.  The Far North has, consequently, seen a 

lot of businesses establish in the rural-residential area (in workshops, sheds, as stand-alone secondary 

structures). This is inefficient for customers and undermines FNDC’s ability to Rate all businesses fairly and to 

provide for the levels of service required to improve central business districts (such as provision of transit hubs 

and parking structures).  

The Table on p12 reveals that a rural (and lifestyle) property valued at $1m will pay $7,861 Rates per annum 

(in 2030), while an equivalent $1m commercial property will pay $21,375 per annum. The notes to that table 

don’t clarify if these example rates are assuming the move to CV or is based on retaining the status quo. It’s 

also not clear if those example rates have been based on a fixed total rate, or has incrementally increased the 

size of the pie to account for new capital works as per the work program.  Either way, the inequity should be 

glaringly apparent. Both land-uses are ‘enterprise’ engaged in producing and selling wares to customers. Both 

is able to pass on the costs to their customers, and claim ‘Rates’ as a business expense.  The local commercial 

enterprise is most likely to be serving local residents (or visitors). The rural enterprise is more likely an 

exporter, whose produce will be sold offshore. Is there an assumption that the off-shore buyers of that 

produce are less able to pay a fair share towards the costs of production (associated with providing for our 

local council and infrastructure) than are local residents?   
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I REQUEST that an equivalent differential (i.e. 1.75x ) be applied to “rural production” SUIPs – as these 

activities are enterprises able to claim ‘Rates’ as a business expense (i.e. Rates are paid out of before tax, gross 

income).  This differential, applied to all forms of enterprise (associated with land-use) has the effect of 

leveling the field with residential ratepayers who must pay Rates from the net (after-tax) income. The 

difference in effect on incomes is significant – to the tune of 1.6 x as a minimum to level the playing field – or 

making the tax system fairer. 

 

iv) Move away from the scheme-based CAPEX rates for water & wastewater to a District-wide 

approach 

I strongly OPPOSE the move to a District-wide approach to raising revenue for CAPEX via Targeted Rates for all 

Wastewater and Water schemes.  

It remains fair to directly pass on the CAPEX costs to those within the Area of Benefit for each scheme. It is also 

important for local democracy, transparency and accountability, that communities retain a very direct 

relationship with their Council, in determining what services are required to property, that Ratepayers will 

have to and are prepared to pay for.  There is not meant to be a ‘compulsion’ of Ratepayers by Council. That is 

why we have local democracy and elected representatives to oversee what will be provided. Elected 

representatives are to engage with local residents and with the assistance of experts, work to find solutions to 

common problems or to provide for communal needs.  

I strongly OPPOSE any move to distance (and potentially alienate) communities from their ability to influence 

directly what infrastructure they will or won’t be prepared to fund.  

It is particularly important for those communities based on historical pre-European settlements and 

relationships to the whenua, that they maintain a direct ability to influence local Council about what they 

require in the way of ‘communal services’ to be funded by Rates. It may be that, if Council is unable to find 

appropriate solutions, that these communities could look to other options for meeting their communal needs. 

If there are concerns about affordability of a particular scheme, then it may be necessary to look for additional 

revenue streams or subsidies (from Government, or other partners in the development of these areas).  

However, it is important to retain the current ability for Council work together with communities to design or 

to choose innovative schemes that reflect the community’s ability to pay and/or development potential should 

a new scheme be established. It is preferrable to retain the ability to differentiate between the different 

townships’ schemes and communities of interest, over simply spreading costs over all properties throughout 

the District who happen to be connected to any scheme, as though there are no differences between them. 

That is a dis-service to all “communities” served, while at the same time claiming to support diverse 

communities.   

The Council’s proposed approach of a District-wise sharing of CAPEX would also have the effect of subsidizing 

inefficient or unsustainable (financially unviable) forms of development. Those in larger urban centers, which 

are growing will find themselves having to pay not only for development associated with growth, but also to 

maintain other areas that are not developing, but which may be in decline or static. Rather than a fate 

accompli, innovative solutions are needed to turn around the fate of these smaller settlements, and the 

provision of infrastructure solutions is a part of that.  

This issue of how to pay for renewals and upgrades would not be as relevant if Council had reinstated a 

Development Contribution Policy. There are now a lot of upgrades planned for the next decade, and yet rather 

than identifying the additional capacity to be provided for and enabling development in all serviced 

communities, Council has simply proposed to share CAPEX across all connected properties. 

Sharing CAPEX across the District does not make sewerage or water more affordable, it is simply making living 

in the Far North less affordable for everyone, even those living with more affordable schemes. This would 
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mean, for example, that the people of Kawakawa and of Kaeo would be made to help pay for the new Kerikeri 

Scheme, even though they have affordable schemes in their own town, not only in terms of CAPEX, but in 

terms of OPEX.  The idea that Kerikeri connections will someday help pay CAPEX for a new scheme for 

Kawakawa and potentially to reticulate Moerewa into such a new scheme, in addition to paying for their own 

new scheme and another expansion in 7yrs time does not shout “fairer rating system”, particularly in light of 

an absence of Development Contributions. 

Largely we have moved away from septic tanks to bio-systems for sewerage in areas not connected to the 

sewerage system. This has created quite a substantial cost to any build and on-going maintenance required 

and yet there has been no revision of lot sizes with this advance in technology. Do we still need minimum 

3,000m² sections to cater for sewer drainage when using a bio system? In the 1980s sections much smaller 

than that were approved in coastal zones and are still on septic systems. What work has gone into calculating 

the land size required when utilising a bio-system versus an old fashioned septic system? Efficiency of land use 

in the right areas for housing is critical and can be one component, of many to help with housing affordability. 

 

v) Reduce the water and wastewater availability charge 

I OPPOSE this change 

The “Availability Rate” charge recognizes sunk communal investment, intended to provide a public good and 

to enable a type of urban functionality and form of development than is possible in an absence of such 

schemes.  It is not fair to subsidise those who do not ‘opt in’ to a communal scheme, while still expecting their 

share to be held for them, potentially indefinitely. The effect of such subsidies is land-banking, that can force a 

community to have to further extend expensive infrastructure. The main lever a Council has to ‘encourage’ 

development and dissuade from land-banking is to charge the full-share for communal infrastructure provided 

expressly for the purpose of ‘development’. I submit that you continue to charge the full “availability rate” (i.e. 

100%).  

vi) Introduce a small public good charge for water and wastewater to every rateable property 

I SUPPORT this change 

All properties in the District benefit from the provision of town supply water and sewage schemes. When 

drought hits and tanks are dry, rural residents rely on potable water schemes supplying water. When one 

towns sewage system fails, there is a potential for other systems to assist.  When Waipapa private water 

scheme needed to close, that entire community was able to be connected into the Kerikeri scheme.  

Furthermore, Crown land does not contribute to Rates, yet we see Schools, Hospitals, Police stations, Fire 

Stations, Courts and the like located in townships served by FNDC provided water and wastewater 

infrastructure. That all residents across the District, whether rural or urban, avail themselves of Government 

provided services is reason to introduce a small public good charge for these services. 

  

vii) Change the stormwater targeted rate so that rating units in the area of benefit cover most 

of the cost 

I SUPPORT the continued use of Targeted Rates for connections to Water and Wastewater, and the addition of 

a Targeted Rate for properties within the Area of Benefit for stormwater networks, where such networks are 

provided.  

However, when properties have historically been required to provide their own stormwater management 

systems as an adjunct to development consents, then they ought to be exempt from contributing to any new 

communal scheme, until such time as they are able to retire their private on-site stormwater systems.  
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Furthermore, on-site stormwater systems are an improvement to property that would attract a higher share of 

Rates, should FNDC shift to a Capital Value basis for rates. Similarly, rainwater harvesting tanks to compliment 

the town supply, requiring less draw on the communal system, is an improvement to property that would 

attract a higher share of Rates if FNDC shifts to a CV basis for Rates. Retaining walls, to prevent private 

property falling onto public roads similarly, are improvements that would attract higher rates.  These examples 

serve to illustrate that it is NOT fairer to share costs according to ‘improvements’. It is in fact fairer to share 

costs according to land value, as land value is a better proxy for the levels of service and state of development 

of an area. 

 

viii)  Additional Comments 

The first table on page 23 of the consultation document purports to compare the original methodology to the 

potential change of moving to CV.  Yet the top table contains targeted rates… without explanation as to why 

they are all increasing considerably. I assume that table is showing the effect of combining all the CAPEX costs 

identified in the 10 year work program into a District Wide targeted rate, rather than illustrating the cost per 

connection for each of the communities served by a particular scheme. 

The second table on page 23 of the consultation document is insufficient to be able to compare and consider 

the impact of the shift from LV to CV basis for general rates, as it fails to provide information on all types of 

rates, in only showing “example residential rates by ward and community”.  It is not clear if the total amount 

being taken is held constant, so that it is just the effect of moving from LV to CV that is shown.  I suspect that 

the Total Rates is not held constant, however, as all rates increase significantly for every community – 

suggesting that either the Total Rate take is much higher, or some other category of Ratepayer is paying much 

less. 

Debt levels of $333M by 2031 will create an unsustainable debt burden on rate payers if and when interest 

rates increase. The mechanism that interest payments cannot exceed 10% of revenue cannot be guaranteed in 

a rising interest rate environment and debt cannot be reduced overnight. I understand Councils get special 

rates via the Government however Reserve Bank interest rates have averaged 7% since 1985. The only way to 

reduce debt if interest rates rise is an extreme increase to rate payers or a Central Government bailout. 

Potentially allocating 10% of income to interest repayment on an on-going basis is not a smart policy and does 

now allow for debt capacity in the future when required. 

 

By 2031 the average residential rate payer in Kerikeri will be paying well in excess of $100 per week in rates 

including connected services but not including the NRC levy, no matter what rates model is used going 

forward. This will be unaffordable for many, not just in Kerikeri or Russell but even in lower rateable areas. We 

cannot have continued increases in rates that far exceed the rate of inflation and on the current inflation rate 

would be more than double. 

 

The Far North, like much of the country has a major infrastructure deficit and the Plans are looking to address 

this partially by increasing debt and rates substantially to fund increases in financing costs, infrastructure 

spending and increased operational costs. In order to pay for infrastructure and increased costs without 

dramatically increasing debt and income, two measures may be effective: 

a) Greater efficiency operationally. The FNDC operational budget has ballooned in recent years and this needs 

to be curbed. Efficiencies need to be found and operational costs reduced. I am sure the Council thinks it 

already does this as a matter of course, but the evidence strongly suggests otherwise. 

b) Central Government funding. As you are no doubt aware NZ has one of the lowest central government 

redistributions to regions in the OECD by some margin. This has to change and its only if the Local 

Governments around the country stand together can this be altered. The current model of bidding / 
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competing for funds and not having known infrastructure budget or reliable funding from Central Government 

needs to be challenged and needs to be done as a combined voice from all Councils. There has been for 

decades a divide and conquer strategy from Central Government so Councils scrap to obtain their fair share 

and this funding has in the past been a political hot potato, with areas that are marginal seats receiving more 

funding than others. Northland’s recent change in the political landscape is a perfect example of this. Regional 

infrastructure or Local Body government funding should be apolitical. This is not just a Far North but a 

nationwide issue, and it needs to be addressed. There is $3.8 billion available right now; per capita the Far 

North should be entitled to at least $60M of this. Ensure we at least get that. 

The LTP is also impacted by the DP and this is where considerable changes to the DP can positively impact the 

outcomes for the LTP. Kerikeri being the growth engine of the Far North needs far more land rezoned for 

residential development close to town. The south side of Waipapa Road between Rainbow Falls road and 

Waipapa needs to re-zoned to rural living from rural production. This area is already compromised and also 

backs onto the land holding the Council has purchased for the new Waipapa Sports Hub. By rezoning this area 

it will create more land supply close to town and also an opportunity for the Council to develop their own 

subdivision with the surplus land not required for the Sports Hub. This could be a substantial revenue earner 

for the FNDC. The area of benefit for the Kerikeri sewerage scheme needs to be expanded immediately. In the 

LTP it is scheduled for 2029 at an estimated cost of $35M. If this was brought forward creating 1000+ new 

connections not only would there be a significant saving in inflationary costs the large increase in the rate 

payer base would largely pay for the capital cost within 10 years. It would also create more supply of land / 

housing close to town, something we need as a town, a region and as a country. 

Within the capital works program in the LTP, I cannot see any budget for the change to the Kerikeri one way 

system or to create a bypass, nor any other major roading projects, such as the long-mooted road from SH10 

Bulls Gorge connecting Maraenui, Hall roads and through to Mill Lane. This is a long term plan, is it not? 

Kerikeri is one of the fastest growing small towns in New Zealand and yet as far as I can see there is no 

substantial investment in new roads to divert traffic from the CBD. It’s quite incredible! Where is the planning 

for growth? 

I am confused whether a developer contribution levy will be re-introduced in the LTP? It’s not clear one way or 

the other. In the past developer contributions were too high in relation to property values, however they 

should never have been scrapped altogether, rather the contribution should be a percentage of around 3% of 

the developed value or and paid once the development is completed from the sale proceeds. 

In summary, unfortunately the plans submitted for consultation fall far short of the ambition and innovation 

required. It’s a difficult position for Councils where there has been a large underspend on infrastructure for 

decades and the funding from Central Government has and still is inadequate. But there is no use just carrying 

on the same old unsustainable way and old ideas. Methods need to be challenged as does Central 

Government. 

NAME: Karen Gilhespy 

ADDRESS: (contact details withheld for privacy)

I am affiliated to the Kerikeri & Surrounds Ratepayers & Residents Association. 

I am affiliated to the Paihia & Districts Residents & Ratepayers Association 
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Surname Going 

First name Colleen 

Organisation  Position  

Project / Main topic Objection to Rates Increase submission 

Notes To whom it may concern 
We wish to strongly object to the increase of rates on the 
properties that we have an interest in within the FNDC boundaries, 
listed below. 
RA 5013202-6 
RA 2420153-5 
RA 2420154-3 
On your website we note that there is a proposal to restructure the 
rating system to make it fairer and simpler, we do NOT think this is 
so. On each of these properties the rating increase percentage 
varies from 15.12%, 20.2% to 28.15%. 
Can you please explain how this will be fairer!!! 

Additional supporting 
information 

 

Which ward do you live in? Bay of Islands-Whangaroa 

 

ID Number IBS59 

Date  6/04/2021 
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Surname Goodall 

First name Terry 

Organisation Position 

Project / Main topic FN2100 Submission - Support Flora & Fauna (Asha Andersen) 

Notes Refer to submission Response ID: 3418857 

Additional supporting 
information 

Which ward do you live in? Bay of Islands-Whangaroa 

ID Number IBS89 

Date 6/04/2021 
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Surname Goodhue 

First name Brett 

Organisation  Position  

Project / Main topic Rates Review 

Notes The figures you outline on page 23 of the consultation document 
are based on a capital value of for Whatuwhiwhi of $347000. The 
figure at year 10 is that still based on $347000? or will it be the real 
capital value in ten years time more like double that which will 
double your stated figures?  
Is this just a smoke screen for you to take more money off me? 
Tell me what my rates would be if the capital valuation of my 
house was $650000? 
Your rates are far higher than Auckland rates and you seem to be 
trying to find a way to get more under the guise of fairness. 
Not in favour of any change at all unless I pay less. 
Your whole graph on page 23 does not factor in capital gain.  
So in essence I live in Whatuwhiwhi but my house is more likely to 
be worth in ten years the stated figures you have for Kerikeri now 
ie $672000, so in ten years time under your new fairness proposal I 
would be paying something more like $5097 not $3364, correct? 
If this is true you have misrepresented yourselves to the 
community (lied), Correct? 
Not everyone is as stupid as you would think. 

Additional supporting 
information 

 

Which ward do you live in? Te Hiku 

 

ID Number IBS25 

Date  4/04/2021 
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Surname Grammer 

First name Zelka 

Organisation Position 

Project / Main topic LTP 2021/31 Ge/GMOs issue 

Notes Refer to Submission 

Additional supporting 
information 

Which ward do you live in? 

ID Number IBS21 

Date 3/04/2021 

See attachment next page
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Submission to: 

Far North District Council 

FNDC draft Long Term Plan 2021/31 

Private Bag 752, Kaikohe 0440Submission by: 

Zelka Linda Grammer 

 

Contact details: 

Zelka L Grammer 

c/o 64  Raewyn St 

Whangarei 0110 

Te Tai Tokerau 

 

Preferred contact: 

Email: 

 linda.grammer@gmail.com 

 

 

Tēnā koutou katoa 
 

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission today. 
 

I wish to be heard.  
 

 
I am a primary producer and member of Rural Women NZ. RWNZ has a proud history of acting to protect the 
interests of rural communities, our biosecurity, wider environment, economy, and food sovereignty.  RWNZ 
has released many media releases in the past questioning the wisdom of outdoor use of GE/GMOs and 
supporting our right to eat GE/GMO free food.  RWNZ also addressed the important issue of protection of 
Third World Women from harm resulting from GMOs and pesticides and participated in the Bioethics 
Council. 
 
The Bioethics Council (which was set up after a key recommendation of the Royal Commission into Genetic 
Modification 2001) was subsequently disbanded when the National Party was in government and it has 
unfortunately not been resurrected.   
 
The Bioethics Council took an important stance advocating for animal welfare (addressing concerns about 
GE/GMO experimentation on innocent animals, resulting in high animal mortality rates and gross 
deformities).  The Bioethics Council position was in compliance with one of the key recommendations of the 
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Royal Commission into Genetic Modification (RCGM Report 2001) that animals should not be genetically 
engineered and used as "bio-reactors". 
Sadly, various NZ Crown Research Institutes including NZ CRI AgResearch have ignored this important 
advice. 
 
 

I am extremely concerned about the risks of any outdoor GE/GMO experiments, 

field trials or releases (this includes controversial "gene edited organisms, 

which are GMOs). These risks have been identified by the Northland/ Auckland 

"Inter Council Working Party on GMO Risk Evaluation & Management Options" 

(of which FNDC has been a full member since its inception in 2003). 
 
I would like to thank FNDC for its hard work to date on the important GE/GMOs issue (including its 
participation as a full member of the Northland/ Auckland ICWP on  GMOs). This has meant so much to 
those of us farming in Whangarei, Far North, and Kaipara District, whose livelihoods (as GE/GMO free 
primary producers) and access to key markets / premiums would have been put at risk. 
 
My farming colleagues and I are particularly glad that the Northland / Auckland ICWP on GMOs has taken 
action to create a much needed additional tier of local protection against the risks of outdoor use of 
GE/GMOs in the face of the failure of central government to fix significant deficiencies in the Hazardous 
Substances and New Organisms (HSNO) Act. 
 
Deficiencies in HSNO include inadequate liability provisions and no mandatory requirement for the EPA to 
take a precautionary approach to outdoor GE/GMO applications. 
 
GMOs include controversial and risky gene edited organisms. The CRISPR technique has been shown to be 
unstable and problematic.  It is also offensive that gene editing proponents argue that gene edited food 
should not be labelled! 
This would undermine consumer right to know/ traceability and our ability to eat GE/GMO free food. 
 
My farming colleagues and I  urge council to ensure that the new FNDC LTP 2021-31 contains precautionary 
and prohibitive GE/GMOs wording/ policy. This would reflect strong community concerns (expressed to 
FNDC over many years by farmers and other ratepayers/residents), adhere to FNDC's policy direction 
(detailed in the operative Far North District Plan), as well as budgetary requirements.  
 

I support the councils precautionary and prohibitive GE/GMO provisions/ policies/ rules in 

the operative FNDC District Plan (as a result of successful GE/GMO plan change #18, 

undertaken in a fiscally responsible collaborative process with Whangarei District 

Council- WDC PC#131). 
 

This excellent FNDC decision/ policy reflects Far North Districts farmer/primary producer 

and other ratepayer/residents wishes and aspirations, sets council policy direction, helps 

protect our existing valuable GE/GMO free status, as well as financial/ budgetary 

requirements. 
 
 

Please ensure precautionary and prohibitive GE/GMO wording/ policy is placed in the 

new Far North LTP 2021/31 and that funds are budgeted in the new LTP 2021/31 so that 

FNDC can continue to participate in the good work of the Northland/ Auckland ICWP on 

GMOs (particularly in the event of an application for an outdoor GE/GMO experiment/ 

field trial in Northland to the EPA).  A basic $10,000 contingency fund is extremely 

important. 
 
 

I ask that FNDC continue to participate fully (as a full member of the ICWP on 

GMOs) in any work done by the Northland/ Auckland "Inter Council Working 

Party on GMO Risk Evaluation & Management Options".  The good work of the 
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ICWP on GMOs is not done (there is now the threat of gene edited organisms 

and "gene drive").  I am delighted that Kaipara District Council has voted to 

progress a similar precautionary and prohibitive GE/GMO plan change as WDC 

and FNDC have already achieved (FNDC PC 18 and WDC PC 131).  
 

I also thank FNDC for collaboratively (with WDC) lodging an appeal against 

Northland Regional Council (regarding the proposed new Regional Plan for 

Northland). Northlanders like myself are delighted that there are now 

precautionary and prohibitive GE/GMO provisions in the Coastal Marine Area of 

the Northland Regional Plan. This complements the precautionary and 

prohibitive GE/GMO provisions/ policies/ rules in the WDC/FNDC District Plans, 

the operative Northland "RPS", the operative Auckland Unitary Plan and the 

policies of all Tai Tokerau Iwi authorities for all their respective rohe* (see 

2015 Radio NZ item and 23 November 2012 panui below). 
 
I support the more substantive submission by GE Free Northland (in food & environment). I would like to 
see more support and protection for our growing organic sector (Hua Parakore) and regenerative primary 
production. 
 
I wish to be heard, please keep me informed. 
Thank you. 
 
https://www.rnz.co.nz/news/te-manu-korihi/276271/iwi-fight-to-stay-gmo-free 
 
T E  A O  MĀOR I  
15 Jun 2015 
Iwi fight to stay GMO free 

8:07 am on 15 June 2015  
Share this   

• Share on Twitter 

• Share on Facebook 

• Share via email 

• Share on Reddit 

• Share on Linked In 
Iwi in Tai Tokerau are fighting to keep their rohe free of Genetically Modified Organisms. 

Tai Tokerau and environmental groups supported Whangarei District Council in successfully 
defending the right of local authorities to manage the use of Genetically Modified Organisms. 

Federated Farmers took a test case to the Environment Court arguing Northland Regional Council had 
acted outside the law in taking that view managing their use. The farming lobby group lost and is now 
appealing that decision in the High Court. 

Representative for Ngāti Hau, Benjamin Pittman, said they were "standing up for what they believe", 
because tikanga Māori held strict divisions between human and non-human things, and those to do 
with the body and food. 

"Under the principles of tikanga, which are the all-guiding principles for us - how we live and 
everything; the notion of combining things like genetic materials from one organism to another is 
really quite offensive," he said. 

Mr Pittman said as kaitiaki, or guardians, iwi felt they had the right to be part of any process that 
controls Genetically Modified Organisms. 

"There's this thing that is there called Te Tiriti o Waitangi, and under Te Tiriti o Waitangi our tūpuna 
(ancestors) - people like my great-great grandfather, Patuone, and all the other chiefs - agreed to 
certain things," he said. 
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"We believe that as kaitiaki, as guardians of that heritage, we do have a right to have a say of what is 
done in our environment and that means the total environment. 

"So we feel we have a right to make comment and be part of the consultative processes about the 
experimentation on or release of things like Genetically Modified Organisms in our areas." 

A date has not yet been set for the appeal. 

ENDS 

 

next: 
 
https://www.scoop.co.nz/stories/PO1211/S00302/tai-tokerau-iwi-organise-to-challenge-gegmo-concerns.htm 
 
* 

Tai Tokerau Iwi Organise to Challenge Ge/GMO Concerns 

Tuesday, 20 November 2012, 7:52 pm 
Press Release: Tai Tokerua Iwi 

Media Release 

Date: 23 November 2012 

 

Tai Tokerau Iwi Organise to Challenge Ge/GMO Concerns in Northland 

 

Tai Tokerau Iwi have expressed their concerns regarding the removal of Genetically Modified 

Organisms from the proposed Northland Regional Policy Statement. 

A Hui to discuss Genetically Modified Organisms (GMOs) was hosted by Te Runanga A Iwi O 

Ngapuhi last week. 

Iwi and invited guests were called upon to discuss Northland Regional Councils proposed Regional 

Policy Statement which has removed any provisions for managing or controlling Genetically Modified 

Organisms throughout Northland. 
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“GMOs are an affront to Tikanga Maori and whakapapa, a breach of the Treaty of Waitangi and a 

threat to both the health and wellbeing of Maori, including the environment and conventional and 

organic agriculture,” declared Percy Tipene, hui attendee. 

Under the Hazardous Substances and New Organisms Act (HSNO), there is insufficient liability for 

GMOs and it is unacceptable that ratepayers will be paying the price for unforseen or forewarned 

problems relating to GMOs. 

powered by Rubicon Project 

Representatives from Iwi throughout the north agreed that the analysis must be flawed to exclude 

GE/GMO from the Regional Policy Statement as a significant risk. One of the many reasons behind 

this conclusion is that GMO release has huge cultural, economic and environmental risks. Issues that 

have a positive or negative effect on Northland must be included in the Regional Policy Statement. 

Abe Witana, Te Rarawa’s Environmental Manager revealed, “there must be consistency similar to 

heritage management that has many protective layers. Leaving one agency, the sole protector and 

gatekeeper will fail not only Maori but all New Zealanders”. 

In light of this, some called for a total ban on all GMOs within Tai Tokerau, capturing NZ’s ‘Clean 

Green’ image. Unanimous in their decision, those in attendance demanded robust local control and at 

the very least a Precautionary Approach be reflected through the Northland Regional Policy 

Statement to protect both local communities and local environments. 

ends 
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Submission to: 

Far North District Council 

Private Bag 752, Kaikohe 0440 

Te Tai Tokerau 

 

In response to: 

FNDC draft Long Term Plan 2021/31 

 

Submission by: 
 

GE Free Tai Tokerau 
 

Contact details: 
 

secretary, GE Free Tai Tokerau 
PO Box 1439 
Whangarei 0140 
Te Tai Tokerau 
 

email: organics@value.net.nz 
    cc:  linda.grammer@gmail.com 
 

 

Tēnā koutou katoa 
 

Thank you for the opportunity to make a submission so that together we can 

achieve sound biosecurity, biodiversity, environmental, economic, cultural, food 

sovereignty, public health, and other important outcomes. 
 

We wish to be heard. 
 

Who we are: 
 

Our community group works constructively with all Northland territorial authorities, the 

Northland Regional Council, Tai Tokerau and Tāmaki Makaurau mana whenua, Northland 

Conservation Board, Northland/ Auckland primary producers, and various other 

organisations as well as Landcare groups to protect our existing valuable GE/GMO free 

status...to protect our biosecurity, unique biodiversity, conventional, IPM and organic 

primary producers, our economy and the public health from the risks/ adverse impacts 

of outdoor use of GMOs.  
 

We also support comprehensive GE/GMO labelling of all imported foodstuffs to protect 

"consumer right to know" and traceability. We support NZ's existing Zero Tolerance 

Policy for any GE content in imported seeds, including adventitious presence. We support 

the precautionary and prohibitive GE/GMO policies of all Taitokerau Iwi authorities for 

their respective rohe, Bombay Hills north to Reinga. 
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We support the innovative work of all the member councils of the Northland/ Auckland 

"Inter Council Working Party on GMO Risk Evaluation & Management Options", working 

to create an additional (much needed) tier of local protection against the risks of outdoor 

use of GMOs. We work to keep unwanted new organisms (GMO and otherwise) out of Tai 

Tokerau and Tāmaki Makaurau region.  
 

We applaud the efforts of various NZ councils (including Hastings District Council, Bay of 

Plenty Regional Council, Wellington Regional Council, and Nelson City Council) to put in 

place a much-needed additional tier of local protection against the risks of outdoor use of 

GMOs to their regions biosecurity, unique biodiversity, wider environment, GE free 

primary producers, economy, cultural values, and food sovereignty.  This action is 

necessary given serious deficiencies in the Hazardous Substances and New Organisms 

(HSNO) Act.  Deficiencies in HSNO (as identified by Local Government NZ, many 

councils, and the Northland/Auckland ICWP on GMOs) inadequate liability provisions and 

no mandatory requirement for the EPA to take a precautionary approach to outdoor 

GE/GMO applications. 
 

Our community group, a key stakeholder, is extremely concerned about the 

risks of any outdoor GE/GMO experiments, field trials or releases (this includes 

controversial "gene edited organisms, which are GMOs). These risks have been 

identified by the Northland/ Auckland "Inter Council Working Party on GMO 

Risk Evaluation & Management Options" (of which FNDC has been a full 

member since its inception in 2003). 
 

We urge council to ensure that the FNDC new Long Term Plan 2021-31 contains 

precautionary and prohibitive GE/GMOs wording/ policy. Such wording would 

reflect strong community concerns (expressed to FNDC over many years by 

ratepayers/residents including local mana whenua), set policy direction, and 

budgetary requirements. Previous FNDC Long Term Council Community Plans 

have included precautionary GE/GMO wording and remarks about inadequate 

liability provisions under the HSNO Act. 
 

We support the councils precautionary and prohibitive GE/GMO provisions/ policies/ rules 

in the operative FNDC District Plan (as a result of successful GE/GMO plan change #18, 

undertaken in a fiscally responsible collaborative process with Whangarei District 

Council- WDC PC#131. 
 

This excellent FNDC decision/ policy reflects Far North Districts farmer/primary producer 

and other ratepayer/residents wishes and aspirations, sets council policy direction, helps 

protect our existing valuable GE/GMO free status, as well as financial/ budgetary 

requirements. 
 

We thank council for its hard work to date (both as an individual council and as a full 

member of the Northland/ Auckland INTER COUNCIL WORKING PARTY ON GMO RISK 

EVALUATION AND MANAGEMENT OPTIONS*) addressing the risks of any outdoor 

GE/GMOs experiments/ field trials/ releases to our biosecurity, unique biodiversity, wider 

environment, existing GM/GMO free primary producers, growing organic sector, food 

sovereignty, economy, cultural values, and the public health. 
 

Please ensure funds are budgeted in the FNDC new LTP 2021/31 so that FNDC can 

continue to participate in the good work of the Northland/ Auckland ICWP on GMOs 

(particularly in the event of an application for an outdoor GE/GMO experiment/ field trial 

in Northland to the EPA).  A $10,000 contingency fund is necessary. 
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We ask that FNDC continue to participate fully (as a full member of the ICWP 

on GMOs) in any work done by the Northland/ Auckland "Inter Council Working 

Party on GMO Risk Evaluation & Management Options".  It would be useful if 

FNDC would identify an appropriate FNDC staff member and FNDC elected 

representative to sit on the ICWP on GMOs as necessary (previously this role 

has been held by staff member Tammy Wooster and various councillors). 
 

Our community group shares the concerns of many Far North ratepayers/ residents 

about climate change (as well as any outdoor use of GE/GMOs) and would like to see 

FNDC join other councils (as well as the relevant agencies in NZ government) in 

prioritizing swift and appropriate action to combat climate change (while continuing to 

oppose any outdoor use of GE/GMOs, including risky, controversial, and unproven 

GE/GMO/gene edited grasses, trees, or animals). 
 

Plans by irresponsible parties (including overseas multinational companies) to develop 

GE/GMO grasses, trees or animals (without being held liable for unintended/unforseen 

adverse impacts of EPA approved activities) are ill-advised and of particular concern . 

Such new organisms would be impossible to prevent from contaminating our existing 

GMO free agriculture, horticulture, apiculture, forestry, as well as the wider 

environment/ finite resources like soils and waterways.  Vectors for GE/GMO 

contamination including soils, water, wind, pollen, seeds, vegetative material, insects, 

animals, machinery, human error, extreme weather events including floods, etc.   
 

To date proponents of these hazardous new technologies 
 

- refuse to be personally and financially liable for unintended or unforseen adverse 

impacts of an EPA approved outdoor GE/GMO experiment/field trial or release. 
 

-are comfortable with the fact that under the Hazardous Substances and New Organisms 

(HSNO) Act there are inadequate liability provisions and no mandatory requirement for 

the EPA to take a precautionary approach to outdoor GE/GMO applications.  Ie. they 

oppose the concept of "the polluter shall pay" and the Precautionary Principle.  
 

NZ is a signatory to the Cartegena Biosafety Procol (the Precautionary Principle, as 

formulated in the Cartagena Protocol on Biosafety to the Convention on Biological 

Diversity, was based on the presumption that living modified organisms (LMOs or GMOs) 

were likely to have adverse effects on the environment and human health). 
 

We thank council for it's hard work addressing the risks of GE/GMOs to date (initially 

under the leadership of former Mayor Yvonne Sharp and subsequently Mayor John 

Carter). 
 

We stress that gene edited organisms (CRISPR controversial technique) are GMOs, under 

NZ law and as ruled by the highest court in the EU.  Gene edited organisms have been 

shown (various independent reports and peer reviewed scientific papers (see Appendix 

below at **) to have unexpected/unforseen, off target adverse effects (undesirable traits 

manifesting in the organism) and should not be allowed in Far North District or the wider 

region. 
 

We've studied quite a few reports/fact sheets on gene editing. You can find some of 

these here: http://emergingtech.foe.org.au/synthetic-biology/ 
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You may also want to look at this CBAN report which is hot off the press. As more and 

more science about how risky gene editing is coming out all the time (some former 

supporters of "gene editing" are now distancing themselves from this technique and 

claiming that "prime editing" is a better bet 

https://cban.ca/genome-editing-in-food-and-farming-risks-and-unexpected-

consequences/ 

 

We oppose any outdoor use of risky and controversial gene edited organisms (CRISPR) 

or "gene drive" (a sterility technique that presents grave risks to NZ's biosecurity, 

indigenous biodiversity, and wider environment).  While we strongly support robust 

protection of native flora and fauna, use of such risky new genetic technologies on our 

public conservation lands (or elsewhere) would be counter productive and potentially 

create far more serious problems than it solves. 
 

Forest and Bird's updated precautionary GE/GMOs policy specifically states the societies 

opposition to any genetic modification (including gene editing) of indigenous flora and 

fauna. 
See  
https://www.forestandbird.org.nz/resources/genetic-modification-policy 
https://www.forestandbird.org.nz/sites/default/files/2020-

08/Genetic%20Modification%20Policy.pd 
 

The immediate past Minister of Conservation Hon Eugenie Sage clearly stated her 

opposition to any outdoor use of GE/GMOs, including gene edited organisms/ CRISPR or 

"gene drive", which was conveyed in no uncertain terms to both the Department of 

Conservation and Predator Free 2050 Ltd. 
 

"Gene editing is an unproven technology for predator control. Gene technologies are 

problematic and untested and have significant risks. 
 

"They have no social licence to operate. There is a lot at stake and there is a need for 

the utmost caution. 
 

"There would be serious questions around the risks to New Zealand's GE-Free reputation 

from being associated with any field trials of gene technology." 
-Minister of Conservation Hon Eugenie Sage 
 

 

In our view, we need to focus on organic/ regenerative agriculture/horticulture and 

forestry, and humane, ground based feral control.  We believe the greatest impacts for 

global warming in New Zealand are in land management, and therefore the most 

pressing area for immediate constructive action to address harmful climate change. 
 

Adoption of existing sound and sustainable farming methods like organic farming (and 

Forest Stewardship Council -FSC- and Programme for the Certification of Forestry-PEFC 

certified forestry) has many advantages including protecting our food sovereignty, 

access to key markets and premiums, and protecting the right of Far North residents to 

eat GE/GMO free food (as well as assisting in the reduction of greenhouse gas 

emissions.  
 

If such sound and sustainable methods (in primary production) are more widely adopted 

it would protect our ability to nourish ourselves (food supply/sovereignty, protect the 

public health, achieve truly sustainable forestry, and create safe habitat for endangered 
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species, as well as increase the ability to reach the 2050 emissions targets proposed by 

the Climate Change Commission in NZ. 
 

We urge FNDC to prioritize reduction of the exposure of Far North residents to toxic 

herbicides and pesticides (this should include a blanket ban on the spraying of such 

substances aerially and on the roadside). There are non-toxic and organic alternatives to 

dangerous herbicides and pesticides that should be used instead (as well as mechanical 

means and use of appropriate animals and tools). 
 

Hua Parakore (Maori organic primary producers) valuable businesses need protection 

from any outdoor use of GE/GMOs, including those certified under the National Maori 

Organic Authority- Te Waka Kai Ora.  The various organic standards (including under 

Organics Aotearoa NZ and Te Waka Kai Ora) do not permit the use of any GE/GMOs (this 

includes gene edited organisms). 
 

see 
 

Ntional Māori Organic Authority 
https://www.tewakakaiora.co.nz/ 
 

 

Forestry: 
We would like to draw councils attention to the fact that the Forest Stewardship Council 

(FSC) and PEFC (Programme for the Endorsement of Forest Certification) prohibit the 

use of any GE/GMO trees, due to the serious ecological risks, their adherence to the 

Precautionary Principle, and market aversion.   
 

The FSC and PEFC are global certification bodies for truly sustainable forestry. The 

National Environmental Standards for Plantation Forestry (NES-PF) also prohibits the use 

of any GE/GMO trees or rootstocks in NZ. 
 

Scrutinising Claims for Addressing Climate Change 

In our view, council needs to critically examine the promotion by the biotech industry of 

outdoor use of controversial "gene edited organisms" (which are GMOs).  GE/GMO 

proponents have made various false claims recently that gene edited trees, grasses or 

animals will be the "answer" to NZ addressing climate change (or could have benefits for 

pest control). 

 

We and our members (Pakeha and Maori) oppose any outdoor use of GE/GMOs including 

gene edited organisms / grasses/ trees. We are familiar with NZ CRI AgResearch's 

controversial GE/GMO activities at Ruakura (Waikato)  (controversial cruel transgenic 

experimentation on cows/goats  high animal mortality / gross deformities with no benefit 

after 10 years or more). There have also been biosecurity breaches at Ruakura involving 

inappropriate disposal of transgenic carcasses at the Waikato site. 

 

Genetically modified cows were born with ovaries that grew so large they caused 

ruptures and killed the animals. 

 

The bungled experiment happened during a study by AgResearch scientists at Ruakura 

(near Hamilton) in an attempt to find human fertility treatments through GE cows' milk. 
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see 
"Mutant cows die in GM Trial"  front page NZ Herald 1 May 2010* 
 

http://www.nzherald.co.nz/nz/news/article.cfm?c_id=1&objectid=10642031 
 

After more than 10 years and expenditure of millions of NZ taxpayer dollars (by 

AgResearch), no benefit whatsoever has been achieved by this cruel transgenic 

experimentation on innocent animals to date (moves are being made to shut down this 

controversial trial).  Breaches by AgResearch include inappropriate disposal of transgenic 

carcassess.  
 

We are pleased that such activities are prohibited in Whangarei and Far District as well 

as in Auckland.  We were pleased to learn that KDC is taking steps (since the successful 

resolution of the excellent FNDC and WDC appeal against a GE/GMO decision of 

Northland Regional Council on the Proposed Regional Plan for Northland "PRP")  to 

protect Kaipara primary producers and other ratepayers, as well as the 

environment/finite resources likes soils and waterways, in Kaipara from any outdoor use 

of GE/GMOs.  This is part of the KDC rolling review of the Kaipara District Plan.  
https://www.nrc.govt.nz/media/sqxkm4pa/wdc-fndc-gmo-appeal-web-optimised.pdf 
 

ENV-2019-AKL-000177 - Whangarei District Council & Far North District Council v 

Northland Regional Council 
 

We are delighted with the NRC's 16 June 2020 formal decision to place precautionary 

and prohibitive GE/GMO provisions in the CMA of the new Regional Plan for Northland 

(this complements the WDC and FNDC precautionary and prohibitive GE/GMO policies 

and rules in the District Plans, precautionary and prohibitive GE/GMO provisions on land 

and in the CMA in the operative Auckland Unitary Plan, and precautionary provisions and 

other wording in the operative Northland Regional Policy Statement- which contains 

precautionary GE/GMO Policy 6.1.2 and Method 6.1.5 as well as identifying the GE/GMOs 

issue as an Issue of Significance for Northland tangata whenua, an issue of concern for 

Northland communities, and the risks of outdoor use of GE/GMOs to indigenous 

biodiversity of particular concern to Tai Tokerau mana whenua). 
 

The operative Northland RPS also mention that the risks of any outdoor use of GE/GMOs 

to indigenous biodiversity is of particular concern to Maori.   Section D.1.1. of the 

operative RPS (Tangata whenua section) also states that 
"An analysis of effects on tangāta whenua and their taonga/ cultural values is required 

when 4)the use of genetic engineering/GMOs is proposed and the release of 

genetically modified organisms to the environment," 
 

KAIPARA DISTRICT COUNCIL 

Good news- Kaipara District Council (a full member of the ICWP on GMOs) 

recently voted to progress a similar GE/GMO plan change (as FNDC and WDC 

have already achieved, with their excellent precautionary and prohibitive 

GE/GMO content/ policies/ rules in their operative District Plans). 
 

See further details in KDC 5 September 2018 GE/GMO decision 

 Dargaville 

Agenda item: 4.1  Genetically Modified Organisms -District Plan Position 

https://www.kaipara.govt.nz/uploads/meetings/kdc/Cagenda%2005%20Sep

tember%202018%20EO%20PUB%20complete.pdf 
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Risks of GE/GMO grasses 

 

We would like to point out that the same NZ Crown Research Institute (CRI) mentioned 

above (AgResearch) has been advocating of late the use of controversial and risky gene 

edited ryegrass (despite no evidence that this would help address climate change and 

the impossibility of keeping such a GMO separate from non GMO grasses).   
 

This NZ CRI (who has a history of poor compliance with conditions of approval set by the 

EPA for other GE/GMO experiments) is currently involved in experimentation with gene 

edited/GMO ryegrass in the USA.   
 
 

Gene Drive: 
 

Our community group shares the concerns of many councils, environmental groups/ 

NGOs, organisations and Iwi/ hapu about the risks of "gene drive", a particularly 

dangerous type of sterility experimentation (in the case of possums, completely 

unsuitable and unethical, as the risks are huge and possums are indigenous just across 

the ditch in Australia).  
 

See attached and at link below 
"Reckless Driving: Gene Drives and the end of Nature" by Civil Society Working Group on 

Gene Drives 
 

https://etcgroup.org/content/reckless-driving-gene-drives-and-end-nature 
 

 (controversial new sterility technology, touted by the biotech industry as the "answer" 

to kill "all possums "with "negligible risk". However, proponents of this controversial new 

technology refuse to take responsibility for any unintended/unforseen adverse impacts/ 

effects (and they would not be liable for harm caused to NZ's biosecurity/ unique 

biodiversity/ wider environment/ existing GM free primary producers/ economy etc... as 

long as they are in compliance with any  minimal conditions that might be set by the 

EPA). 
 
 

See also 

Sustainability Council of NZ publications regarding gene drive 

  

30 July 2018 

http://www.sustainabilitynz.org/gene-drive-gmos-would-need-nzs-neighbours-to-agree/ 

  

http://www.sustainabilitynz.org/a-constitutional-moment-gene-drive-and-international-

governance/ 
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5 October 2018 

article by Simon Terry and Stephanie Howard, Sustainability Council of NZ 

published in New Scientist magazine 

https://www.newscientist.com/article/2181693-how-should-we-control-the-power-to-

genetically-eliminate-a-species/ 

 

 

Thank you again for the opportunity to submit and participate, in order to help achieve 

sound integrated management, protect finite resources and our unique biodiversity, 

existing GMO free primary producers and their access to key markets and premiums, our 

existing valuable GE/GMO free status (and valuable "Northland, naturally" brand), as 

well as the Four "Well Beings" stipulated under the Local Government Act. 
 

We wish to be heard. 
_______________________________________________________________ 

 

Further background for new FNDC councillors and staff: 
 

For information on the innovative Northland/ Auckland ICWP on GMOs and the 

reasons why so many local councils are taking action in the face of serious 

deficiencies in the Hazardous Substances and New Organisms (HSNO) Act see 

the link to the Whangarei District Council GE/GMO page (ICWP on GMOs 

information).  Deficiencies in HSNO including inadequate liability provisions and 

no mandatory requirement for the EPA to take a precautionary approach to 

outdoor GE/GMO applications. 
 

see 
Genetic Engineering Review 
Whangarei District Council GE /GMO webpage detailing the collaborative and 

fiscally responsible work of the Northland/ Auckland ICWP on GMOs 
https://www.wdc.govt.nz/Council/Council-Documents/Reports/Genetic-

Engineering-Review?BestBetMatch=genetic%20enginering|6e9e70d9-9f02-

4800-b0d5-b879edb5ecb8|fb4ea860-87cd-4828-9087-4d6b196c76ec|en-AU 
 

 
 

Genetic Engineering Review 

The Inter-Council working party on Genetically Modified Organisms (GMO) Risk Evaluation and Management 

Options was established to respond to community concerns in the Northland region about GMOs.  

The Far North, Whangārei, and Kaipara District Councils, Auckland Council and Northland Regional Council 

are represented on the working party. 

Risk Evaluation and Management Options 

(hide below) 

Three major reports commissioned by the working party have identified a range of risks involved with the 

trialling and release of GMOs. They also include approaches to managing those risks.  
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GMO Reports [link to documents] 

Environmental risks 

• GMOs becoming invasive and affecting other species including native flora and fauna 

• the development of herbicide or pesticide resistance creating 'super-weeds' or 'super-pests' 

• long term effects on ecosystem functioning. 

Socio-cultural risks 

• effects on Maori cultural beliefs of whakapapa, mauri, tikanga 

• ethical concerns about mixing genes from different species including human genes 

• concerns about the long term safety of genetically engineered food.  

Economic risks 

• loss of income through contamination (or perceived contamination) of non-GMO food products 

• negative effects on marketing and branding opportunities such as 'clean and green' or 'naturally 

Northland' 

• costs associated with environmental damage such as clean-up costs for invasive weeds or pests. 

Associated with these risks are limited liability provisions under the Hazardous Substances and New 

Organisms (HSNO) Act 1996. (ENDS excerpt from ICWP on GMOs information on Whangarei District Council 

GE/GMO webpage) 

 

The legal and planning context is now clear- case law from Principal Environment Court 

Judge Newhook- May 2015- and High Court Justice Mary Peters- August 2016- as well as 

FNDC and WDC's recent victory in the Environment Court against Northland Regional 

Council regarding precautionary and prohibitive GE/GMO provisions in the Coastal Marine 

Area of the new Regional Plan for Northland.   
ENV-2019-AKL-000177 - Whangarei District Council & Far North District Council v 

Northland Regional Council 
 

see 17 June 2020 Northern Advocate 
VICTORY FOR GMO OPPOSITION 
NRC votes to reverse position 
https://www.nzherald.co.nz/northern-advocate/news/victory-for-gmo-opposition-

northland-regional-council-votes-to-reverse-position/73MWEVADCIYXPVARBHC4FA62XQ/ 
 

17 June 2020 
https://www.nrc.govt.nz/news/2020/june/regional-council-to-support-inclusion-of-

coastal-gmo-provisions/ 
 

All Northland and Auckland councils have precautionary and prohibitive GE/GMOs 

provisions (this applies to all gene edited organisms which are GMOs) in local plans, 

including the Auckland Unitary Plan, Northland Regional Plan, Regional Policy Statement 

for Northland, and the various Northland District Councils district plans.  The 

precautionary and prohibitive GE/GMO provisions in the new Regional Plan (Northland) 

are now operative.  District Councils must be in compliance with the precautionary 

GE/GMO provisions and policies (Policy 6.1.2 and Method 6.1.5) when reviewing local 

plans. 
 

The above mentioned case law and actions taken by many councils, and the Resource 

Legislation Amendment Act 2017 (in which Parliament recognized the right of local 
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councils to create enforceable GE Free Zones) confirms that local authorities have 

authority/ jurisdiction/ the right to control GMOs under the RMA via local planning 

instruments.  This is an integral part of truly sustainable integrated management. 
 

**Appendix 
Further Evidence GE/GMOs issues 
 

Gene Silencing Pesticides are an emerging risk. 

https://foe.org/resources/gene-silencing-pesticides-risks-and-

concerns/?eType=EmailBlastContent&eId=5d267046-1c08-430b-86e6-b0aeffc109cc 

 

 

ANIMAL WELFARE issues (further background/ concerns about transgenic/ gene edited 

cattle at Ruakura, Waikato by NZ CRI AgResearch) 

 

 

**1.Mutant cows die in GM trial 

Eloise Gibson 

New Zealand Herald, May 1 2010 

http://www.nzherald.co.nz/nz/news/article.cfm?c_id=1&objectid=10642031 

 

Genetically modified cows were born with ovaries that grew so large they caused 

ruptures and killed the animals. 

 

The bungled experiment happened during a study by AgResearch scientists at Ruakura, 

Hamilton, to find human fertility treatments through GM cows' milk. 

 

AgResearch is studying tissue from one of three dead calves to try to find out what made 

the ovaries grow up to the size of tennis balls rather than the usual thumbnail-size. 

 

Details of the deaths - in veterinary reports released to the Weekend Herald under the 

Official Information Act - have reignited debate over the ethics of GM trials on animals. 

 

AgResearch's applied technologies group manager, Dr Jimmy Suttie, said he did not see 

the deaths as a "big deal", and they were part of the learning process for scientists. 

 

But GE-Free NZ spokesman Jon Carapiet said details of the calf trial showed the animal 

welfare committee overseeing AgResearch's work was "miles away from the ethics and 

values of the community". 

 

The calves died last year, aged six months. They were formed when human genetic code 

injected into a cow cell was added to an egg from a cow's ovary and put into a cow's 

uterus. 

CCID: 32947 

 

The scientists hoped that the genetic code, a human follicle stimulating hormone (FSH), 

would enable the cows that were produced to produce milk containing compounds that 

could be used as a human fertility treatment. 
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Under permits issued by the Environmental Risk Management Authority last month, 

AgResearch can put human genes into goats, sheep and cows for 20 years to see if the 

animals produce human proteins in their milk. 

The proteins could eventually be used to treat human disorders. 

Anti-GM groups said the cost to animal welfare was too high, citing cases of aborted and 

deformed fetuses, deformed calves and respiratory conditions among animals bred at 

Ruakura. 

The Official Information Act documents show a Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry (MAF) 

investigation found deformities and respiratory problems among animals at the facility - 

something AgResearch had been open about - but said that was a foreseeable by-

product of the project. 

Overall, the investigator found cows were better cared for by vets at Ruakura than they 

would be on a standard dairy farm. 

Scientists noticed that four calves carrying the FSH gene grew more quickly than their 

clone sister, which did not have the gene. 

The FSH calves had bigger abdomens and thicker necks but seemed otherwise healthy, 

apart from one that easily grew short of breath, said a vet's report. 

Dr Suttie said the abnormalities were reported to the animal ethics committee, which 

told the company to monitor the calves. 

Tests five months later found three of the four calves had abnormally large ovaries. 

When the calves were six months old, one died suddenly of a haemorrhage to her 

uterine artery, probably because of stretching and distortion caused by her deformed 

ovaries. 

Five days later, a second calf died, after her ovary became twisted and separated from 

her uterus. 

The third calf with over-sized ovaries was killed the same day so scientists could study 

her tissue. 

Dr Suttie said the root of the trouble was that the human FSH genes had affected the 

whole calf and not the mammary glands only, as was intended - a problem that did not 

show up in trials on mice. 

"This was not intended to happen. But, bluntly, this is what research is all about." 

Emails between AgResearch and MAF reveal Agriculture Minister David Carter sought 

more information about animal welfare when he learned of the calves deaths last year. 

He said yesterday that he was satisfied with AgResearch's response. 

--- 

--- 

2.Cows die in GM experiment

NZTV, Source: ONE News

http://tvnz.co.nz/national-news/cows-die-in-gm-experiment-gone-wrong-3504561

WATCH the video (1:59) 
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http://tvnz.co.nz/national-news/cows-die-in-gm-experiment-gone-wrong-

3504561/video?vid=3505454 

 

Three genetically modified cows are dead after being born with with ovaries that grew so 

large they caused ruptures and killed them. 

 

The animals were being used in a study by the AgResearch centre at Ruakura, Hamilton. 

AgResearch scientists are seeking human fertility treatments through GM cows' milk. 

 

"(An animal) was found dead in a paddock. It showed no previous exterior symptoms or 

anything like that, and a few days later a second animal died," says Dr Jimmy Suttie, 

AgResearch's applied technologies group manager. 

 

A third animal was put down for scientists to study. They are studying its tissue to try to 

find out what made the ovaries grow to the size of tennis balls rather than the usual 

thumbnail-size, the Weekend Herald reported today. 

 

The newspaper obtained details of the deaths in an Official Information Act request and 

says it has reignited debate over the ethics of GM trials on animals. 

 

Suttie says the deaths are not a big deal and told the newspaper they are part of the 

learning process for scientists. 

 

He says all the right procedures were followed after the deaths - the animal ethics 

committee was notified and MAF. 

 

But he says it is impossible to say if the animals were in pain. 

 

"The Ethics Committee and the vets have the power to stop any experiment if they see 

any sign of distress, and at no time did they ask us to do that," he says. 

 

AgResearch has permits to put human genes into goats, sheep and cows for the next 20 

years to see if the animals can produce human proteins in their milk, which could be 

used to treat human disorders in the future. 

 

But the deaths will reignite debate around genetic modification. 

 

GE-Free NZ spokesman Jon Carapiet says details of the calf trial show the animal welfare 

committee overseeing AgResearch's work is "miles away from the ethics and values of 

the community". 

 

"The latest story is quite horrifying for most New Zealanders. I guess the question is - 

when you have very powerful and extreme science practices, we have got to have some 

ethics. We've got to have some values," he says. 

 

The animals died last year, aged six months. 

 

They were formed when human genetic code injected into a cow cell was added to an 

egg from a cow's ovary and put into a cow's uterus. 

 

It was part of an experiment to see if the genetic code would enable the cows that were 

produced to produce milk containing compounds that could be used as a human fertility 

treatment. 

 

The one cow left is producing human protein as it was meant to and it is being 

intensively monitored by the research company. 
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ENDS 

 

next: 

further background: 

 

PESTICIDES/HERBICIDES 
 

There is a very clear and concerning link between GE/GMOs/ gene edited organisms and 

toxic poisons/ pesticides (and herbicides, a lot of GE/GMO crops are engineered to be 

"tolerant"/ resistant to proprietary herbicides that have been shown to harm soils, 

mycorrhizal activity and other soil life). We urge FNDC to prioritize reduction of Far North 

residents exposure to toxic herbicides and pesticides (this should include a blanket ban 

on the spraying of such substances aerially and on the roadside). There are non-toxic 

and organic alternatives to dangerous herbicides and pesticides. 
 

see 

New pesticides will modify insect genes: What could go wrong? 

By Kendra Klein 

EcoWatch, 9 Mar 2021 

https://www.ecowatch.com/pesticides-modify-insect-genes-2650992311.html 

 

Biden's election has boosted hopes that scientific integrity will be restored in the federal 

government. To make good on that promise, the administration will need to take action 

to safeguard against the risks of an entirely new type of pesticide, one developed by 

genetic engineers rather than chemists. 

 

These pesticides will broadcast "gene silencing" agents across our farm fields — resulting 

in an open-air genetic engineering experiment. Among the concerns that scientists have 

raised are threats to bees and other beneficial insects essential to food production. 

Others have called out potential impacts on human health, including for some of our 

most essential frontline workers — farmworkers — and rural communities. 

 

Farmers across the U.S. could soon fill their pesticide spray tanks with a substance 

known as interfering RNA (RNAi). (RNA is a molecule similar to DNA.) Insects that are 

exposed to it — either by eating crops sprayed with the substance or by landing on a 

crop and absorbing it through their bodies — would be genetically modified right there in 

the field. The pesticide would trigger a process inside the insects' cells to switch off or 

"silence" genes that are essential for survival — like those needed to make new, healthy 

cells — thus killing them. 

 

At least one product has already been submitted to the Environmental Protection Agency 
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for approval. But unless Biden's administration takes action, companies will be able to 

commercialize these new RNAi pesticides without submitting meaningful health or 

environmental risk assessments. 

 

The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency's pesticide rules were written fifty years ago, 

long before regulators could imagine a class of pesticides that could genetically modify 

living organisms. Perhaps most concerning is that once gene-silencing agents are 

released into the environment, there's no clean-up process when things go awry. 

Evidence shows that RNAi-related genetic modifications could be passed on for up to 80 

generations in some cases. 

 

What could go wrong? Quite a bit, according to scientific research summarized in a 

report from Friends of the Earth. 

 

RNAi and the "Insect Apocalypse" 

ENDS 

 

next: 

 

Gene edited organisms are GMOs under NZ law and as ruled by the highest Court in the 

EU. There has been mounting evidence over the last two years of the imprecision/ 

unpredictability of the CRISPR technique. This has have been documented in various 

reputable scientific publications (including peer reviewed  papers). What is happening is 

a large # of instances of unintended/ unforseen off-target adverse impacts (undesirable 

traits manifesting in the gene edited organisms) 
 

** 
 

Some background info/ links 

New analytical tool reveals massive DNA damage caused by CRISPR/Cas9 gene 

editing 

https://www.gmwatch.org/en/news/latest-news/19732-new-analytical-tool-reveals-

massive-dna-damage-caused-by-crispr-cas9-gene-

editing?fbclid=IwAR29Ht3tK2C6UDlYWdrey6aSYrpS5dHTFtXYpQdR-

l7m1xOAc7CXIf7MP5o 
 

Relevance to plant gene editing 

How are the findings of the study relevant to plant gene editing? London-based 

molecular geneticist Dr Michael Antoniou explained, "The mechanisms of gene editing 

and the subsequent DNA repair processes are the same in animal and plant cells. Given 

that fact, the implications of the new research are clear. The genome sequencing 
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analysis conducted by the scientists shows that all analyses of gene-edited plants done 

thus far need to be re-evaluated with this new tool to get a more complete picture of the 

DNA damage arising from gene editing." 

  

Dr Antoniou and GMWatch have said previously that long range PCR and whole genome 

long-read DNA sequencing must be applied to gene-edited plants and other organisms. 

Dr Antoniou commented that the new tool does not replace those analyses, but adds to 

them: "This latest study adds another invaluable tool allowing a greater depth of analysis 

of raw DNA sequence data, so that you see a more complete spectrum of outcomes, 

both on-target (at the intended edit site) and off-target (at other locations in the 

genome)." 

 

Dr Antoniou added, "This new tool is a major step forward. It is important that it gets 

widely adopted and used – not just within a medical gene therapy context, as the 

authors of the new study suggest, but also in the gene editing of crops and animals." 

 

The new research is described in a pre-print published on bioRxiv and has not yet been 

peer reviewed. 

--- 

Global detection of DNA repair outcomes induced by CRISPR-Cas9 

Mengzhu Liu, Weiwei Zhang, Changchang Xin, Jianhang Yin, Yafang Shang, Chen Ai, 

Jiaxin Li, Fei-long Meng, View ORCID ProfileJiazhi Hu 

bioRxiv, 16 Feb 2021 

doi: https://doi.org/10.1101/2021.02.15.431335 

https://www.biorxiv.org/content/10.1101/2021.02.15.431335v1 

 

 

See 
https://www.independentsciencenews.org/news/fda-finds-unexpected-antibiotic-

resistance-genes-in-gene-edited-dehorned-cattle/ 
 

Gene-edited cattle have a major screwup in their DNA | MIT Technology Review 
https://www.technologyreview.com/2019/08/29/65364/recombinetics-gene-edited-

hornless-cattle-major-dna-screwup/ 
"Bid for barnyard revolution is set back after regulators find celebrity “hornless” bovines 

contaminated by bacterial genes. They were the poster animals for the so called 

" gene-editing revolution", 
 

23 September 2019 
 

Gene-Editing Unintentionally Adds Bovine DNA, Goat DNA, and Bacterial DNA, 

Mouse Researchers Find 
by Jonathan Latham, PhD 
https://www.independentsciencenews.org/health/gene-editing-unintentionally-adds-

bovine-dna-goat-dna-and-bacterial-dna-mouse-researchers-find/ 
Gene-Editing Unintentionally Adds Bovine DNA, Goat DNA, and Bacterial DNA, Mouse 

Researchers Find - Independent Science News | Food, Health and Agriculture Bioscience 

News 
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Reckless Driving: 
Gene drives and the end of nature

Given the current feeble restraints on existing genetic
engineering technologies, how would anyone be able to

assess the risks of gene drives? Would the public be
informed and have a say in how they would

be used? And if an accident were to occur,
given that the damage would be

massive and irreversible, who would
be held accountable?

The ethical, cultural and societal
implications of gene drives are as

enormous as the ecological
consequences. Civil society groups (and

even some gene drive researchers) are
alarmed by this newfound ability to reshape

the natural world. However, such an omnipotent power
to control nature is immensely tempting to those who
may not be constrained by either common decency or
common sense. Gene drive technology is commanding
the attention of the world’s most powerful military,
agribusiness, and social change organizations. Gene
drive technology also appears to be relatively simple and
cheap, so it could easily fall into the hands of those,
including governments, who might use it as a weapon. 

How does a gene drive work? 
A trait is a genetically determined characteristic of an
organism (e.g. eye color). In normal sexual

reproduction, a trait generally has only
a 50% chance of being expressed. With
a gene drive, however, that trait is
“driven” into the organism’s
reproductive cycle so that every single
offspring always carries and expresses
the specified trait. 

Imagine that by releasing a single fly into the wild
you could genetically alter all the flies on the
planet—causing them all to turn yellow, carry a
toxin, or go extinct. This is the terrifyingly
powerful premise behind gene drives: a
new and controversial genetic
engineering technology that can
permanently alter an entire species
by releasing one bioengineered
individual. 

Gene drives can entirely re-engineer
ecosystems, create fast spreading
extinctions, and intervene in living
systems at a scale far beyond anything ever
imagined. When gene drives are engineered into a fast-
reproducing species they could alter their populations
within short timeframes, from months to a few years,
and rapidly cause extinction. This radical new
technology, also called a “mutagenic chain reaction,”1 is
unlike anything seen before. It combines the extreme
genetic engineering of synthetic biology and new gene
editing techniques with the idea that humans can and
should use such powerful unlimited tools to control
nature. Gene drives will change the fundamental
relationship between humanity and the natural world
forever.

The implications for the environment, food security,
peace, and even social stability are significant. Dealing
with this run-away technology is
already being compared to the
challenge of governing nuclear power.2

Existing government regulations for the
use of genetic engineering in agriculture
have allowed widespread genetic
contamination of the food supply and
the environment. 

The ethical,
cultural and societal

implications of Gene drives
are as enormous as the

ecological consequences. Civil
society groups are alarmed by

this newfound ability to
reshape the natural

world. 

This briefing was produced
by the Civil Society Working
Group on Gene Drives which

includes  Biofuelwatch,
Econexus, ETC Group,

Friends of the Earth US,
Hawai’i SEED and Navdanya.
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If someone wanted to ‘crash’ a species and cause its
extinction, they would simply engineer a gene drive that
makes all the offspring into males, for instance. This
approach is being taken with the so-called ‘daughterless'
mouse gene drive. Any mouse that the  daughterless
mouse mates with will only give birth to males. In turn,
all their progeny will only produce males and they will
spread the ‘daughterless’ trait until they overwhelm that
mouse species and crash the population. Theoretically,
this “male-only” mechanism could be used with any
sexually reproducing organism. 

Gene drives force an artificially engineered
trait to spread through the natural
population until it becomes ubiquitous or
crashes that population. 

The first working gene drives were
demonstrated at the end of 2014 using a
new gene-editing technique known as
CRISPR-CAS9. They work by setting up
a genetic enforcement mechanism which
copies itself from parent to child, cascading
from one generation to the next by sexual
reproduction. Gene drives only work in
sexually reproducing species. The natural
process of inheritance through sexual
reproduction is the cornerstone of
biological diversity within a species. But
gene drives force a species towards
uniformity or extinction—a perfectly anti-
ecological outcome and a violation of the
fundamentals of evolution.

For example, when a gene drive
commands an organism to glow green, the
“mutagenic chain reaction” that follows
ensures that all future progeny of that
organism, and all its descendants, also glow
green. This violates the normal rules of
species evolution, which usually limits the
passing on of a new trait to only some
offspring and limits its survival to those
that have a selective advantage. 

The implications for natural populations are striking.
Figure 1a. shows the normal pattern of inheritance
across the generations. Following the established rules
of genetics, we can expect roughly 50% of an organism’s
offspring to carry a specific gene. Once that altered
organism is introduced into a population, the number
of affected organisms can dilute through the
generations. But with a gene drive (see Figure 1b.) there
is 100% inheritance of the new trait enforced among all
descendants. Instead of being diluted, the new trait
takes over.

Fig 1a. Normal inheritance in 4 generations of flies:

Fig 1b. Gene drive inheritance in 4 generations of flies:

Altered gene
does not spread

Altered gene
always spreads
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Split drive: a technique where half a gene drive is
engineered into an organism’s DNA, and half into a
piece of associated virus DNA, so that the organism
won’t pass on the full instructions for a new gene
drive.4 This is intended for lab safety but is
impractical as a technology in the wild.

Daisy drive: a proposed gene drive that theoretically
stops working after a certain number of generations.
This is supposed to create ‘local’ gene drives that
won’t spread uncontrollably.5 The inventor, Kevin
Esvelt, acknowledges that a daisy drive could mutate
into a global drive accidentally. 

Examples of various gene drives 

Global drives: a “standard” gene drive that continues
to spread, potentially until it takes over the entire
species (or causes the entire species to go extinct).

Reversal Drive: a speculative proposal to ‘undo’ the
effects of a gene drive by sending a second drive after
the first. A recent report from the US National
Academy of Sciences was skeptical that this idea
would reliably work.3

How can gene drives be used?
1. Industrial Agriculture 
Gene drive developers acknowledge that agribusiness is
interested in this technology for many uses. These
include eradicating weeds (a “sensitizing gene drive”
could be released into wild weed species to make it
more susceptible to a proprietary herbicide such as
roundup),  or eliminating pests. For example, gene drive
research on fruit flies—specifically on species like
Drosophila Suzukii, which attack soft fruit harvests—is
intended to eradicate it globally and save on the costs of
both pesticides and lost crop damages.6 Other pests
that might be driven to extinction to protect industrial
agriculture include mice, moths and locusts. Gene
drives may also be used to speed up the introduction of
a genetically modified trait into seed harvests.

2. Military 
Gene drives are a classic ‘dual use’ technology, meaning
that the technology for gene drives developed for one
use could also be used as a weapon or biological agent.
For example, work is already underway to equip
parasitic worms with gene drives in order to eradicate
them7–the same technology could be used to make
them spread disease or toxins. Gene-drive yeasts have
been created in the lab and these could be engineered to
be harmful to humans. 

Releasing an engineered gene drive into agricultural
fields could attack a country’s food production. And
gene drive mosquitoes and other insects could be
engineered to spread lethal toxins in their bite.8

3. Attacking Disease 
Much of the hype around pesticides promised that they
would safely eradicate pests, but in fact they are, as
Rachel Carson called them, “biocides” that kill
indiscriminately. While the promised benefits of gene
drives are that they will target organisms that carry
disease, there is no firm scientific basis for the claim that
their impact will not spread beyond the intended target.
The following are currently being developed as gene
drive organisms under the guise of eradicating disease:

Mosquitoes: Several teams are working on gene drives
that would eradicate mosquitoes or re-engineer them
so they are unable to carry malaria. Theoretically the
mosquitoes that carry Zika and Dengue could also be
attacked with gene drive systems.

Parasitic worms: At least one team is working on gene
drives to attack the worms that cause schistosomiasis
and others propose gene drives for whipworm and
threadworm.9
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They call this the GBIRd project (Genetic Biocontrol
of Invasive Rodents) and intend to release these gene
drives by 2020.10 Additionally, there is a highly
promoted proposal to develop gene drive mosquitoes
for release in Hawaii where one species of mosquito
carries a form of avian malaria that affects native birds,11

despite the fact that at least one targeted bird species
has developed a natural resistance to avian malaria and
there are still disease free areas.12 This project is being
promoted by The Long Now Foundation’s Revive and
Restore project.13

4. Artificially Enhancing Conservation 
A small group of conservationists argue that tools that
cause deliberate extinction could be harnessed for good.
A consortium of 5 partners (including two government
agencies) led by the conservation group Island
Conservation is developing gene drive-equipped mice
that will be released on islands ostensibly to kill the
mice that harm birds. 

Greater threat of unintended consequences
Gene drives carry the same biosafety risks that other
genetically engineered organisms carry and more. We
know the track record of genetically modified
organisms (GMOs) acting in unexpected ways and
causing a variety of environmental harms, while not
delivering on their promised benefits. Gene drives are
designed not only to spread rapidly but also to do it
with exponential efficiency. There is nothing in the
natural world to compare them to and that limits our
capacity to predict their behavior.

Severing a strand in the ecological web
Gene drives are designed to create large-scale changes in
populations and intentionally impact entire ecosystems.
We know so little about the web of life as it is, are we
really ready to take such radical steps to alter the course
of evolution? It’s impossible to predict the ecological
consequences of such a rapid, massive, unprecedented
disruption. Removing a pest may seem attractive, but
even pests have their place in the food chain.
Additionally, eradicating one species might
unpredictably open up space for the expansion of
another species which may carry diseases, affect
pollination or otherwise threaten biodiversity. 

Could gene drives jump species? 
Promoters of gene drives present them as precise
mechanisms, just as GMO promoters did. But living
systems and sexual reproduction processes are messy
and unpredictable. We now know there is occasional
horizontal gene transfer (movement of genes between
different species) and that some genes do cross over into
related species.

Applying gene drives to agriculture will intensify
existing concerns about the use of genetic engineering
and monocultures in industrial agriculture. Gene drive
strategies may strengthen the market monopoly of
agribusiness giants such as Monsanto and Syngenta,
especially if wild weed populations are altered to
respond to their proprietary chemicals or wide patent
claims are applied. The decision to eradicate wild weed
populations may also harm culturally significant crops
and indigenous species. For example, proposals to use
gene drives against pigweed in North America (Palmer
Amaranth) could also eradicate species of amaranth
used for food and cultural purposes in Central
America.14

What are the environmental dangers of gene drives? 
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The need to police gene drives as a
potential bioweapon may expand and

deepen military control and
collusion in biotechnology
developments.

Proposals to unleash gene drives
as a ‘silver bullet’ for health and
conservation challenges are highly

risky and speculative. But these
“technofixes” continue to be over-

sold to the public through deceptive
media campaigns, corruption of regulatory

agencies, and by inflaming the public’s fears and
anxieties about disease, climate change, and species
extinction. “Silver bullet” technologies distract from,
rather than contribute to, the work that needs to be
done to root out the systemic causes of these problems
– such as providing sanitation, defending human rights,
addressing poverty and upholding community land
rights and stewardship over nature.

Dangers to society
The ethical, cultural and societal
implications of gene drives are
especially complex and challenging.
Civil society groups, and even
some gene drive researchers, are
raising the alarm about the power
of this technology. Such a powerful
tool may be too tempting to
military funding agencies and hi-tech
agribusiness who see advantages to
exploring this Pandora’s box. This raises the
basic question: who will this technology  benefit
and who decides how it will be used?  

The potential threat of weaponized gene drives can’t
be overstated. While a harmful gene drive could
theoretically be engineered into a fast-spreading parasite
to ‘wipe out’ a population or used to crash a food
harvest, the bigger threat may come from the changing
geopolitics and security requirements that the existence
of gene drives may unleash. 

“We are walking
forwards blind. We are

opening boxes without thinking
about consequences. We are going

to fall off the tightrope and lose the
trust of public.” 

– Gene drive developer 
Kevin Esvelt, MIT, on the current

rising interest in gene drive
applications.15

What should be done?
The Civil Society Working Group
on Gene Drives prepared this
briefing.17 We believe that no
case can be made for proceeding
with gene drive experiments or
developments at this time. 

Moreover, in our view, recent
proposals to move ahead with real
world gene drive trials (e.g. the GBIRd
project led by Island Conservation and the
gene drive mosquito in Hawaii) are reckless and
irresponsible and do not reflect the essential values of
the conservation movement. Such projects should not
be funded or promoted by non-profit groups or
philanthropic organizations whose social contract and
tax-exempt status is founded on the principle that
they are doing a public service.

We recommend:

•  An immediate and international
halt to gene drive releases and

experimentation.

•  All existing patents on this
technology should be either
extinguished as against the

public interest or handed to an
international agency charged with

preventing licensing or use of the
technology.

•  Scientists, ethicists, environmental groups, civil
society groups, lawyers and even artists and poets
must speak out clearly against gene drives in a
concerted and public way, calling for the
withdrawal of support for the funding and
continued promotion of gene drive technology. 

“The project of
deliberately exterminating

species is a crime against nature
and humanity… Developing tools

of extermination in the garb of
saving the world is a crime. A

crime that must not be allowed
to continue any further.” 

– Dr. Vandana Shiva,
India16
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16  Vandana Shiva, “Biodiversity, GMOs, Gene Drives and the Militarized Mind” Common Dreams. July 10th 2016.

http://www.commondreams.org/views/2016/07/10/biodiversity-gmos-gene-drivesand-militarized-mind
17  The Civil Society Working Group on Gene Drives includes Biofuelwatch, Econexus, ETC Group, Friends of the Earth US,

Hawai’i SEED, Navdanya and independent author and lawyer Claire Hope Cummings, M.A., J.D. 
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Surname Grande 

First name Carlos 

Organisation Position 

Project / Main topic FN2100 Submission - Support Flora & Fauna (Asha Andersen) 

Notes Refer to submission Response ID: 3418857 

Additional supporting 
information 

Which ward do you live in? 

ID Number IBS72 

Date 6/04/2021 
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Surname Grimshaw 

First name 

Organisation Position 

Project / Main topic HFFN LTP & FN2100 submissions 

Notes Refer to submission document 

Additional supporting 
information 

Which ward do you live in? Bay of Islands-Whangaroa 

ID Number IBS65 

Date 6/04/2021 

See attachment next page

Phill 
HFFN
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Details of the Submitter: 

Healthy Families NZ is a large-scale prevention initiative that brings community leadership together in 

a united effort for better health.  It aims to improve people’s health where they live, learn, work, and 

play by taking a dynamic system approach to the reduction of risk factors for major health loss and to 

increasing equity in health outcomes. 

Healthy Families Far North (HFFN) is one of the Healthy Families NZ locations, each chosen for having 

some of the worse health statistics in the country.  HFFN covers the same boundaries as the Far North 

District Council and is funded by the Ministry of Health and is being led by Te Rūnanga o Whaingaroa. 

This submission is written on behalf of the HFFN team and provides evidence and support to ensure 

we continue to strengthen the health, social, economic, cultural, and environmental wellbeing, and 

aspirations of our communities. 

We are happy to provide further advice and clarification on any of the points raised in this submission.  

HFFN wishes to be heard on its submission. 

The contact for this submission is Phill Grimshaw, Lead Systems Innovator, HFFN.  

Email:  Phillip.Grimshaw@whaingaroa.iwi.nz  

 

Mauri ora 

 

 

Bree Davis 

Manager, Healthy Families Far North 
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Background: 

The goal of HFFN is to encourage whānau and to bring community leadership together in a united 

effort to improve people’s health where they live, learn, work, and play by taking a dynamic systems 

approach to preventing chronic disease in the Far North region. 

The following are HFFNs Key Focus Areas and Council has a range of levers and tools to help promote: 

• Increased physical activity 

• Improved nutrition 

• More people becoming smokefree 

• Reducing alcohol related harm 

• Improving mental health; and 

• Focusing on equity by improving Māori health and wellbeing and reducing inequalities. 

The following are HFFNs Position Statements: 

• HFFN recognises that the widespread promotion of and accessibility to alcohol has a 

significant role to play in peoples drinking behaviour.  Similarly, HFFN understands that the 

strongest measures to reduce alcohol related harm operate at a policy level where HFFN will 

support price increases, reducing availability and reducing advertising. 

• In supporting and advocating for improving nutrition and levels of physical activity, HFFN will: 

• Support a collaborative approach with key stakeholders to explore and address issues 

impacting poor nutrition and physical inactivity.  This will include co-designing 

interventions with affected communities and groups 

• Support submissions on issues impacting nutrition and physical activity at local, 

regional, and national levels 

• Advocate for and initiate collaborative partnerships to make the healthy choice the 

easy choice. 

• HFFN supports strategies and initiatives that increase the provision and use of active transport 

in our communities.  Active Transport results in a broad range of everyday convenience, health 

and environmental benefits for individuals and our communities. 

• HFFN supports and advocates for actions to achieve the Government’s Smokefree Aotearoa 

2025 Goal.  Despite significant decline in the overall number of people smoking some stark 

inequalities remain, particularly for Māori and Pacific peoples.  HFFN is committed to 

achieving equity for all sub-populations within the Far North. 

• As a basic human right all, New Zealanders should have sufficient access to healthy food that 

is affordable and safe to eat.  HFFN supports and advocates for the collective responsibility of 

central and local government, agriculture and the food industry, and community groups to 

address and to improve affordable access to healthy, safe, and nutritious food.  

• Māori health equity is a key priority area for HFFN.  Health equity also means addressing all 

forms of institutional racism and discrimination, and in improving Māori health HFFN will 

advocate and facilitate tikanga best practices. 
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• HFFN supports and advocates for the prevention of early intervention strategies that helps 

improve mental health.  Which includes, but not limited to increased physical activity, active 

transport, improved nutrition, becoming smokefree, reducing alcohol consumption and by 

reducing inequities. 
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General Comments: 

1) This submission is to be considered in tandem with the FN2100, with the intention that the 
appropriate funding streams identified to implement FN2100 wellbeing initiatives are available 
now rather than via the next Annual Planning round and/or the next LTP. 

2) Major infrastructure is increasingly becoming regionalised (e.g., Northland Transportation 
Alliance, Three Waters Reform Programme) which will enable Council to focus and provide more 
emphasis and direction around the wellbeing of its communities. 

3) COVID-19 caught many nations unprepared and has exposed numerous flaws in global health, 
public health, and economic and social welfare infrastructures. 

Unfortunately, the most fragile and vulnerable sectors of our communities are enduring the social 
and economic effects of the pandemic and exposes the impact of social inequalities whereby 
social and policy issues such as food insecurity, financial hardship, addictions, housing and income 
support and employment that predated the COVID-19 crisis are being exacerbated by the 
pandemic.1 

4) ‘Business as Usual’ (BAU) will further intensify social and economic inequalities and is no longer 
a valid option.  Council now has an opportunity to reconsider and reset its social and economic 
philosophies and policies as a result of the pandemic.  

5) The following are a snapshot of statements that HFFN gathered from engaging with its 

community post lockdown and they represent how COVID-19 affected the health and social 

wellbeing of communities in Whangaroa. 

Why isn’t there a proper food bank set up?  Why haven’t we got one for Whangaroa? 

A lot of people don’t know how to plant veges because we’ve been colonised, so we just go to New 

World to buy our cabbage or whatever it is 

Auntie was more lonely than anything and the social lockdown for her was very hard 

Called in to see kaumātua and kuia even between the distribution of kai packs because they were 
so lonely, and we could only spend 5mins per household when delivering 

You would’ve thought that during the lockdown there was so much opportunity to spend time 

with their kids, but instead all you saw was drinking and DV 

What I found disappointing was that people were still able to go and buy alcohol.  You knew that 
whānau were struggling but some were still going to the 4 Square and buying alcohol 

The roadblocks were very good and run really well.  This was a leadership initiative taken by our 
own community to protect our kaumātua and kuia 

Whānau up the Wainui Valley are pretty resilient.  There is still a kaumātua up there that has no 
power, and we can learn so much from him 

The whole whānau and even the kuri were able to regularly walk safely along the main road 

The internet speeds were useless, and this impacted on all the kids schoolwork 

6) Legislative Backdrop: 

The purpose of the Local Government Act (LGA) 2002 is to: 

a) enable democratic local decision-making and action by, and on behalf of, 
communities; and 

1 https://www.salvationarmy.org.nz/research-policy/social-policy-parliamentary-unit/reports 
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b) promote the social, economic, environmental, and cultural well-being of communities 
in the present and for the future. 

Coupled with the above local government also has a duty of care under The Health Act 1956 to 

‘improve, promote and protect public health within its district’ which in lieu of COVID requires 

Council to become more progressive in its health response and should consider tools like: 

• Health Promotion and Sustainability through Environmental Design 

• Integrated Planning Guides 

• Health Impact Assessments 

• Enquiry by Design Processes 

• Health Equity Assessment Tools2 

Civil Defence Emergency Management Amendment Act 2016 defines recovery as holistic 

regeneration and enhancement of a community and in particular, Councils are to: 

• support well-being of individuals and communities 

• build resilience; and 

• regenerate and enhance communities in ways that will meet future needs across the 

social, economic, cultural, natural, and built environments. 

In lieu of COVID-19 from a recovery perspective, Councils social (and health) wellbeing response 

can no longer be BAU and there is now an urgent requirement to develop clear response plans 

and/or integrated strategies to deliver on Councils community outcomes. 

7) Community Outcomes: 

In order to promote the wellbeing of its communities, Council has identified the following 

community outcomes: 

• Communities that are healthy, safe, connected, and sustainable 

• Connected communities that are prepared for the unexpected 

• Proud, vibrant communities 

• Prosperous communities supported by a sustainable economy 

• A wisely managed and treasured environment that recognises the role of tāngata 

whenua as kaitiaki 

• We embrace and celebrate our unique culture and heritage and value it as a source 

of enduring pride. 

8) The role of Local Government as stated in legislation has significant overlap with wellbeing and 
prevention and from a HFFN perspective the integrated and holistic concept of the 4 well-beings 
is similar to systems thinking provided that well-beings are not developed in isolation. 

9) In order to support Council directing investment into policies and plans that improves our 
community’s health and wellbeing, HHFN is in a position to support by providing the following: 

• Data and evidence  

• An equity lens 

2 See https://www.cph.co.nz/wp-content/uploads/HiAPToolkit.pdf  
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• Systems thinking and determinants of wellbeing 

• Community voice and insights (reports) 

• Hosting workshops; and 

• Being a partner. 

10) The major thrust of HFFNs submission is around strategic wellbeing strategies and initiatives that 
promote: 

• Increased physical activity 

• Improved nutrition 

• More people becoming smokefree 

• Reducing alcohol related harm 

• Improving mental health; and 

• Focusing on equity by improving Māori health and wellbeing and reducing 

inequalities. 

Notwithstanding high-level strategies there are simple changes that could easily be made to at 
least show communities that Council is promoting health and wellbeing initiatives.  For example, 
Council funds community events however, there is no requirement for event organisers to 
promote healthy foods and water rather than sugar sweetened beverages (SSBs). 

HFFN supports the proposed wording changes inserted below. 

Events Investment Funding Application Form 

BUSINESS PLAN3 

We ask all applicants to provide a business plan for their event. This business plan must include 
the following information:  

Event background  

• How did your event start?  

• Why is it being held?  

• What other funding has been secured to enable the event to proceed?  

• What previous experience do you have running events?  

• Please include a waste minimisation plan. 

How will your event meet the following principles?  

• Events and festivals help us celebrate our culture and the place in which we live in.  

• Events contribute to building stronger communities.  

• Events support water as a first choice and the promotion of healthy foods. 

• Events showcase the best a community has to offer in terms of sports, arts, culture, 
natural environment, and facilities.  

3 https://www.fndc.govt.nz/files/assets/public/objectivedocuments/economic-development-ecd/events-
investment-funding/website-documents/event-investment-application-form.pdf  
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• Events enhance the quality of facilities, promote the district, and deliver economic 
benefit.  

• Sustainable events implement environmentally responsible practices, minimise 
negative impacts on neighbourhoods and natural areas, optimise use of resources and 
are financially sustainable.  

• Event identity – the festival or event celebrates the Far North in an exciting and vibrant 
way. Consideration will be given to its uniqueness in the Far North. 
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Specific Comments: 

Housing for the Elderly: 

HFFN supports Councils maintaining its social housing whilst increasing this infrastructure and other 
social housing initiatives over time. 

HFFN supports Council partnering with Iwi Authorities that currently have Community Housing 
Provider (CHP) status. 

 

Enable sustainable economic development: 

HFFN supports enabling sustainable economic development via Northland Inc (NINC), provided that 
the following can be delivered: 

1) Far North cycleway and walkway projects, as per Northland Integrated Cycle Plan are 
prioritised 

2) That Council looks to develop a wider Far North Walking and Cycling Strategy alongside the 
above to provide more active transport options AND to complement connection via Town 
Plans 

3) When Council develops its long-term economic development plan in partnership with Māori, 
that it looks to leverage off and update He Tāngata, He Whenua, He Oranga 

4) That Council develops a Social Wellbeing Strategy that integrates with its Economic 
Development Plan. 

 

Providing fairer and simpler rates: 

HFFN understands the conundrum that Council faces between the acquisition of rates and the 
provision of services for the District. 

HFFN supports a fairer or equitable rating process and would like to see greater emphasis placed on 
those vulnerable whānau who are in need of rating relief and/or postponement. 

That in lieu of COVID-19 that the Extreme Financial Hardship Policy criteria be expanded to include 
more social determinants of health, which may include but not limited to the following: 

1) Active Lifestyles 

2) Transport Accessibility 

3) Social and Community Capital 

4) Equity 

5) Community Resilience 

6) Food Security 

7) Housing Stock 

8) Public Services 

9) Community Safety4 

HFFN supports rating relief for Community Housing Providers that deliver Emergency Housing Relief 
for vulnerable whānau. 

4 For more in-depth analysis see the ‘Integrated Planning Guide for a healthy, sustainable and resilient future’ 
at https://www.cph.co.nz/wp-content/uploads/IntegratedPlanningGuideV3.pdf  
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HFFN would like to see new innovative ways to support the health of our communities (e.g.) Hurunui 
District Council has an aging population and has a targeted rate for medical centres.  These rural 
centres ensure that health services are adequately provided to support their communities to lead 
healthy lives.5 

 

LTP Supporting Information: 

COVID-19 Statement: 

HFFN supports more social determinants of health criteria being considered in the decision-making 
process which would help provide more robust information/options for decision-makers (and report 
writers). 

 

Proposed Significance and Engagement Policy: 

Significance relates to the likely impact on the wellbeing of the district, however within Councils Policy, 
and Councils subsequent decision-making process, there is limited to no information on social impacts. 

Recommendations: 

1) A Social Wellbeing Strategy is developed to guide report writers 

2) Within Councils Report Template, specifically its Compliance Schedule, that the impact on 
Social Wellbeing be specifically identified 

 

Criteria Threshold 

Of specific interest to Māori The proposal has a major and long-term impact on the health and wellbeing 
of iwi/hapū/whanau and their culture and traditions with their ancestral land, 
water, sites, wāhi tapu, valued flora and fauna, and other taonga 

Level of public interest The proposal is likely to generate considerable interest or community views 
render the community deeply divided 

Effect on the community and 
its demographics 

The proposal is likely to have an impact on the social, economic, 
environmental and6 or cultural wellbeing of the District or an aspect of the 
District (e.g., a particular ward, a community of interest, a geographic area, 
or demographic) 

Level of service The proposal is likely to result in a change in the level of service and that the 
change will be major and long-term 

 

Proposed Significant Forecasting Assumptions: 

HFFN does not support the statement that ‘Deprivation levels throughout the District are expected to 
remain unchanged from current levels’ 

Dependent upon the social indicators used there are a range of entities that have noted that the Far 
Norths deprivation statistics have increased between 2013 – 2018 (See Maps 1 & 2) 

5 Hurunui District Councils Long Term Plan 2018-2028: pp14 
6 This addition more appropriately reflects the purpose of local government 
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Unofficial information from the Northland DHB identifies that from a homelessness perspective the 
statistics have worsened post COVID7. 

Map 1:  Deprivation Statistics 2013 

 

Map 2:  Deprivation Statistics 2018 

 

(Sourced from https://ehinz.ac.nz/indicators/population-vulnerability/socioeconomic-deprivation-profile/) 

 

Proposed 30-year Infrastructure Strategy: 

In order to achieve ‘Communities that are healthy, safe, connected and sustainable’, HFFN proposes 
that the 30-year Infrastructure Strategy needs to include the following: 

1) FN2100 Wellbeing Strategies that are integrated across the infrastructure platforms 

7 Pers comm Dr Lily George Policy Analyst, Te Tai Mahere - Public Health Intelligence Team, Northland DHB 
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2) In responding to managing infrastructure challenges that Council utilises Health Assessment 
Tools to provide a wider view or perspective of responding to demographic change especially 
when considering issues like: 

a. Speed limits past rural schools / kura 

b. Pedestrian/cyclists safety alongside state highways; and 

c. Dust nuisance on unsealed roads. 

3) Reserves / Playground infrastructure is adequately supported by quality drinking water 
(fountains) and shade cloth. 

 

Conclusion: 

Due to COVID-19 BAU for Council has to change significantly to the point that it now has to reconsider 
and redesign what its total wellbeing response needs to be. 

To a degree Council has started this process with the adoption of its Sustainable Outcomes 
Framework, however, there needs to be an increased emphasis across the whole of the organisation 
to provide a more holistic and consistent social (or health and wellbeing) response. 

Council has recognised and considered the economic impacts and recovery on the Far North by putting 
an economic recovery lens over their strategies, plans, policies, and bylaws8 and so it is now 
appropriate that a consistent social (or health and wellbeing) response is developed and implemented 
via the LTP to complement this approach. 

Thank you for the opportunity to submit on Councils LTP 2021-31. 

 

 

 

8 See Information Report:  Far North Economic Impacts and Recovery (A2941888) 
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Surname Hauraki 

First name Pani 

Organisation  Position  

Project / Main topic Various Issues 

Notes been here for an awful long time, where is the Maori engagement. 
Where is the person who can speak the language of Maori with 
comfort? For true communication.  
Let you when CE and Mayor are at events. 
If you do what you’ve always done, you’ll get what you always got. 
Definite challenge to access this on line plan due to wifi strength. 
No updated fiber link available on Kohukohu Rd or in the township 
of Kohukohu. 
Why are we expected to pay for services we do not access-
water/waste water, we pay for sewerage to be collected and 
disposed of NOW. Na te Atua i homaitia te wai inu, ko wai koutou 
ki te pa utu i runga i tena. This recommendation favours the people 
who USE this system, this is NOT of benefit to us. 
Availability rate for water charge? What a joke! There should be no 
charge, they are not users-kei hea te tino rangatiratanga? Kei hea 
te mana whenua? 
Introduce a public good charge? These changes are the fairest, best 
options for people who live in towns, not us who choose to live on 
whenua tuku iho! 
This is NOT a system that will improve conditions for the majority 
of hau kainga of Hokianga. What consultation was held with hapu 
regarding these proposals? 
Money used by Council to fund public services is inequitable eg 
cemeteries......What Maori cemeteries are maintained by Council? 
What cemeteries are maintained by Council? 
Is the Motukohu rugby field maintained by Council, is any 
assistance at all given to the committees that are responsible for 
sports complexes? 
Why are Parks maintained and not sports complexes? 
Why are Town Halls and Public libraries supported and not marae? 
Businesses should expect to pay a higher rate than domestic 
dwellers, there are privilege that business folk receive that others 
are not. Allow ALL rate able properties to be used for business 
purposes without any charge. 
Why are we expected to pay for services we do not access-
water/waste water, we pay for sewerage to be collected and 
disposed of NOW. Na te Atua i homaitia te wai inu, ko wai koutou 
ki te pa utu i runga i tena. This recommendation favours the people 
who USE this system, this is NOT of benefit to us. 
Availability rate for water charge? What a joke! There should be no 
charge, they are not users-kei hea te tino rangatiratanga? Kei hea 
te mana whenua? 
Introduce a public good charge? These changes are the fairest, best 
options for people who live in towns, not us who choose to live on 
whenua tuku iho! 
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This is NOT a system that will improve conditions for the majority 
of hau kainga of Hokianga. What consultation was held with hapu 
regarding these proposals? 
Money used by Council to fund public services is inequitable eg 
cemeteries......What Maori cemeteries are maintained by Council? 
What cemeteries are maintained by Council? 
Is the Motukohu rugby field maintained by Council, is any 
assistance at all given to the committees that are responsible for 
sports complexes? 
Why are Parks maintained and not sports complexes? 
Why are Town Halls and Public libraries supported and not marae? 
Businesses should expect to pay a higher rate than domestic 
dwellers, there are privilege that business folk receive that others 
are not. Allow ALL rate able properties to be used for business 
purposes without any charge. 

Additional supporting 
information 

 

Which ward do you live in?  

 

ID Number IBS113 

Date  3/20/2021 
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Surname Herbert 

First name Maraea 

Organisation Position 

Project / Main topic Roading in Pawarenga 

Notes Oral submission, Broadwood - printed submission with photos on 
road safety issues, already being addressed by NTA 

Additional supporting 
information 

Which ward do you live in? Kaikohe-Hokianga 

ID Number IBS5 

Date 30/03/2021 
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Surname Hohaia 

First name Maraiao (Tapuaetahi Incorporation) 

Organisation Position 

Project / Main topic Submission on proposed rate changes 

Notes Refer to Submission document 

Additional supporting 
information 

Which ward do you live in? Bay of Islands-Whangaroa 

ID Number IBS69 

Date 6/04/2021 

See attachment next page
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PO Box 76 
Kerikeri 0230 

By Email 

6 April 2021 

REGARDING: Proposed rate changes 

To whom it may concern. 

Please find attached Tapuaetahi Incorporation’s submission to the proposed changes for rating. 
If you have any further questions, please do not hesitate to call me on 0274 776 414 or 09 407 
6525. 

Mauri Ora 

Mariao Hohaia 
Executive Manager 
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Tapuaetahi Submission on FNDC proposed rate changes 
1 

Submission on FNDC proposed rate changes 

Background 
The context for rating Maori freehold land is unfair for a number of reasons.  Now FNDC 
propose to make further changes to the rating scheme that could further discriminate against 
Maori land owners by assessing any improvements, that the owners collectively manage to 
achieve (with far greater challenges than that of non-Maori land tenure), for their revenue 
collection purposes. 

What is perhaps even more alarming is that this proposal, which seems like a significant and 
radical change to the way things have been done in past, fails to present any attempts of a 
meaningful process to engage and gather feedback with Maori land owners, hapu and iwi.  

Issue 1: Valuation methodology for rating purposes and geographical inequities.  
Maori land tenure does not realise its market value potential like general title because it is 
not transacted in the open market. It is typically “whenua tuku iho” and holds an intrinsic 
value that is not measurable against comparative market value.  

Maori land tenure is also unable to be used for security to raise capital for reinvestment and 
new investment unlike general title. For example, non-Maori land tenure farm blocks are able 
to leverage the capital values of their properties to grow their personal and intergenerational 
wealth whereas for Maori land owners this is near impossible.  

There needs to be a clear distinction and rating mechanism to assign a fair and equitable 
rating scheme. The land adjustments applied by Quotable Value do not make sufficient 
adjustment for this and are grossly inequitable both with non-Maori land tenure and Maori 
land tenure based on comparative market value. 

In addition to the market forces and constraints, Whanau Maori do not define or compare 
the value of their whenua based on the perceptions and measures of the general market, or 
foreign desires to acquire it. The value is rather based on an interdependent relationship of 
obligation and belonging.  This value is the same, as it links to the same sense of ownership 
that the whenua has of whanau Maori and whanau Maori of the whenua irrespective of 
locality and potential. 

We say that the introduction of capital value assessment could compound what is already a 
flawed process for Whenua Maori contributions to local government. It will further 
discriminate against whanau Maori with trying to preserve, protect and restore what little 
whenua we have as a result of policies and legislation just like this that have resulted in 
dispossessed whanau and whenua.  
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Tapuaetahi Submission on FNDC proposed rate changes 
2 

For example, all land blocks who received well needed grants from the provincial growth fund 
to make remedial works to the land blocks they applied for, will now have the council taxing 
them for this, collecting revenue from the improvements that for many, would not have been 
achievable without the PGF.   

More consultation needs to be discussed with Maori Land owners on how this will actually 
work.  

We also say that there needs to be a standard generic rate for Whenua Maori across Te Tai o 
Tokerau, with a range of rating concessions based on structure, uses and potential for 
commercial viability.   

Issue 2: Due engagement and consultation with Maori Land owners, hapu and Iwi.  
There appears to have been an extraordinary lack of both consideration and consultation with 
Maori in the mid north on this. When a staff member and councilor, promoting engagement 
at Te Runanga o Ngati Rehia, were questioned on what consideration or consultation had 
taken place on the proposed rate changes with Maori, neither could advise what or who had 
been consulted. In fact, neither could confirm either the council’s general dissemination 
methods beyond “our key networks”.  

In speaking with the Iwi Development Leader of Te Runanga a Iwi o Ngapuhi, she advised that 
they had not received any notice on the proposed rate changes or had any request for a 
consultation meeting. Te Runanga a Iwi o Ngapuhi, is well known to have strong Maori 
networks through its takiwa structure, natural networks and distribution lists. One would 
reasonably assume that they would have at least been engaged for feedback prior to any 
announcement.  

This is the same for Te Runanga o Ngati Rehia which seemed somewhat ironic that the council 
were seeking community engagement out of the offices of Te Runanga o Ngati Rehia. Had 
they been consulted we would have been informed and able to participate in some honest 
engagement to raise concerns before any announcement or call for submissions. In ringing 
around a few other significant Maori Land owners, we find they too are unaware of what has 
been proposed and are concerned as well. 

Even general rate payers have been left to their own devices to stumble across one of FNDC 
“key networks” for information dissemination. If public submissions have been called for, why 
wouldn’t council notify with a special notice through the same channels that the rating 
notices and invoices are sent out through? 

We propose that a much more informed engagement process with Maori land owners take 
place to discuss the impacts. A series of hui where the champions of the proposed changes 
can come and illustrate why and how this is equitable.  
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Surname Houry 

First name George 

Organisation Position 

Project / Main topic rates review submission 

Notes Refer to the submission document 

Additional supporting 
information 

Which ward do you live in? Bay of Islands-Whangaroa 

ID Number IBS40 

Date 5/04/2021 

See attachment next page
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Submission on the Proposed new Rating method 

I do wish to be heard in support of my submission 

On the matters of “fairness”and “simplicity” 

It is not clear within the information provided by FNDC, exactly what Council identified and accepted as ‘unfair’ 

about the current rating method, other than by inference given the proposed changes.   

The use of Rating Act provisions for raising revenue must be considered alongside the proposed “Fees & 

Charges Policy”, as well as the proposed “Remissions Policy”. 

It is noted that fees are charged for activities that are deemed to attract private benefit, verses those are 

deemed to have a ‘public good’ component.  Consequently, we see a user-pays or cost recovery approach to 

activities such as inspecting properties to ensure compliance with various national or local regulations. For 

example, “Fencing of Swimming Pools Act”.  The interactions of households and businesses with FNDC as a 

regulatory agency tasked with administration of legislation are able to be charged on a cost recovery basis. For 

example, Resource Consenting, Building Consenting, and Dog Control.  

I support that approach to fees and charges generally speaking. 

Rates are then used to raise revenue to provide communal services to property and community facilities 

(District Facilities). Council proposed to continue to use a mix of Targeted Rates and General Rates.  

The proposed system, arguably is not simpler however.  Rather it is more convenient for Council and for its 

contractors to bundle all water and wastewater systems together (and potentially stormwater networks) for 

the purpose of setting a price at the District level, rather than having to reveal the actual cost associated with 

each scheme and being transparent about the cost of living in each settlement.   

This proposed approach is the opposite of “new localism” that FNDC and LGNZ have been espousing as the 

way forward for the local government sector. It is the opposite of transparent, and it is the opposite of 

democratic and of a free market.   If where one lives, or locates their business or home is a private choice, the 

questions of exacerbator (those that give rise to ‘demand’) and of user pays is relevant. Council is prepared to 

charge fees for services deemed to deliver a private benefit in other aspects of life choices, why a different 

assumption when it comes to providing water and wastewater services. Council has not made a good 

economic or even social or environmental case for socializing the capital costs of water and wastewater 

infrastructure, other than asserting we all benefit from diversity of having numerous small settlements across 

the District. While we enjoy diversity, that is not a strong rationale for socializing all of the costs of core 

infrastructure across all SUIPs on a sliding scale based on QVs limited view and assessment of “improvements”. 

The proposed move to socializing the costs of inefficiencies associated with the Far North’s historic settlement 

pattern, and of poor urban form is warranted if it is necessary to protect and maintain communities that 

otherwise allegedly cannot afford to pay for their own scheme. But there has been no evidence provided that 

there are any communities that can not afford to service debt to pay for their own scheme.  Also, if it was 

simply a matter of socializing the costs of all schemes, then Council would have proposed an equal share in the 

form of a targeted rate to apply to all properties, regardless of if connected into some scheme or other or not.  

But that isn’t what FNDC has proposed, rather you have suggested a sliding scale of Rates be charged based on 

a limited view of ‘improvements’ to property as used by QV is setting CV. As one participant in the public 

meeting (held to discuss rates) observed, this is ‘wealth redistribution’, whereby some who have invested 

heavily in property are assumed to have higher incomes than those who haven’t invested in property. That 

assumption has not been tested, and we consider it doesn’t always hold true. There are exceptions.  The Far 

North has a high proportion of over 65yr olds (32 – 37% of all residents). These are pensioners, often living in 

the family home purchased decades ago, whose income is superannuation, which provides them a net income 

of just $15,000 per annum – less than the average income for the Far North.  The fact that they managed to 
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remain in their home and it has appreciated in value relative to other areas, does not mean they have a 

greater ability to pay Rates.  

I submit that wealth redistribution on this scale is a question for central Government, which is better placed to 

evaluate real net income of households and disposable income available to pay rates, along with access to 

other grants or subsidies via the social welfare system, or to bring Government to the table in providing 

adequate infrastructure for struggling (arguably, unsustainable) townships.  I suggest that lateral thinking on 

development opportunities, in partnership with Government and Iwi is necessary, to reinvigorate our small 

settlements and communities, rather than sweeping the issue under the rug by ‘socialising’ the cost via a 

poorly conceived of wealth tax.  

The effect of the proposals, from a Ratepayer perspective, is that this new method will conceal, rather than 

make transparent the actual variable costs arising from different settlements and from the nature of the 

systems serving each settlement, when it comes to attributing operational expenses and CAPEX for renewals 

and upgrades. 

Economists working for Auckland City, where CV is used as the basis for general rates, and where the greatest 

experiment in ‘socialising’ costs of infrastructure (by combining what had been 5 separate local authorities) 

have recently calculated that 59% of all households served by that City would be charged less Rates if Council 

moved to a Land Value basis of rating. That experiment has also produced no evidence that amalgamating or 

outsourcing to a CCO for water services (Metrowater) has improved efficiencies in delivery of services or saved 

Ratepayers any money. 

The Ratepayers of the Far North have not been privy to any equivalent analysis by FNDC in promoting we 

move from LV to CV. You have not told us what proportion of households will pay more and what proportion 

will pay less. The tables provided (p23) only show figures for ‘residential ratepayers’, which suggest we will all 

be paying much more. This implies other land-uses must be the beneficiaries of this proposed change… but 

that is not the reason given for proposing it.  

Where one lives is in part driven by ‘costs’ associated with that location, and removing the incentive to retrofit 

or to relocate into more efficient forms, FNDC is potentially perpetuating unsustainable forms of development. 

It is also discounting the need to lobby Government to assist in funding necessary renewals and upgrades to 

systems necessitated by regulation and national standards established by Government.  

The proposed approach also undermines the necessity for innovation to provide more affordable systems for 

smaller communities. Perhaps our contractors (whom you refer to as “our partners”) need to be put on notice 

that the old engineering solutions that have proven so expensive to replace and to upgrade are no longer fit-

for-purpose, and our smaller townships and/or poorer communities will be adapting to more affordable, 

biological solutions for treating waste water, and will be shifting towards a greater self-reliance on rain-water 

harvesting for water supplies. 

I also note that while Government was prepared to increase the weight of trucks allowed on NZ rural roads, it 

did so apparently without factoring in the additional costs to be carried by Ratepayers to ensure roading 

infrastructure is able to carry that load. As the trucking industry and those it serves presumably enjoy savings 

as a result of the increased weights they can haul, it is fair to expect they will pay an additional share towards 

improving culverts and bridges to be able to carry those weights and to pay a greater share towards 

maintaining the extensive rural road network on which they rely, along with a minority of residents with low 

weight private vehicles make use of. Indeed those residents frequently submit to Council about the negative 

effects of heavy vehicles on rural roads and the difficulties and adverse effects suffered by their families who 

share these roads with heavy vehicles. If Council really is concerned about social and economic fairness or 

equity, it would have calculated the true cost of maintaining rural roads vs the cost of urban streets and 

charged a differential to rural properties reliant on heavy vehicles using the rural road network. 
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i) Change from Land Value to Capital Value base for General Rates

I OPPOSE this change. 

The flyer states “this does not increase the total amount we receive in rates it just shares it out differently.” 

However, it doesn’t illustrate how this ‘different’ way of sharing costs is fairer. Nor does it illustrate what has 

been identified as unfair about sharing costs by applying Land Value as the basis for the General Rate. Either 

way, this is a variable amount paid by every SUIP based on their relative ranking in either L.V. or C.V.   

There is insufficient information about the ‘spread’ or the redistribution curves associated with L.V.s and with 

C.V. for the public to be informed about how this new method of sharing costs will see a redistribution in

terms of which SUIPs will contribute more and which will contribute less during a gradual shift to full (100%)

C.V. basis – and explanation as to how that is ‘fairer’ in terms of access to or receipt of services.

This proposal does appear to have confounded the matter of ‘capital value’ with ‘income’ associated with 

capital improvements to properties – to the extent that it seems to conflate “improvements” with income 

earning potential.  

On the flyer, there is a definition of “Regressive tax” and of “Progressive tax” in which reference is made to 

low-income and high-income earners. Yet there is no relationship between those definitions and any of the 

proposed changes to Rating method.  If there had been a relationship, then land-uses associated with 

businesses of all kinds would have a differential applied (of at least 1.6x the base rate for ‘residential’ which is 

NOT income earning, but must be paid as an after-tax expense for households).  However, you have not 

proposed an equivalent differential to rural-producers, which are also commercial enterprises (businesses) 

able to claim rates as an expense, and so ought to be charged the same differential as ‘commercial’ land-use 

category of ratepayer, to provide a fair approach towards all businesses (as distinct to residential land uses). 

There would also have been effort made to identify home-based businesses, such as Air B&Bs, and charging an 

additional rate to account for income earning potential, such as is being applied in Auckland City as a ‘bed tax’. 

https://www.newshub.co.nz/home/new-zealand/2020/02/auckland-s-controversial-bed-tax-is-here-to-

stay.html 

A similar proposal for Queenstown followed a non-binding referendum in that District that saw 80% of 

respondents supporting a bed tax to fund infrastructure. 

https://www.rnz.co.nz/news/national/398561/government-supports-5-percent-bed-tax-in-queenstown 

Similarly, Stewart Island has charged a “visitor tax” of $5/person who disembarks on the Island, as a 

contribution towards infrastructure.  

FNDC has not explored any equivalent charge for visitors arriving for day trips off cruise ships, or arriving by 

sea during yachting regatta, or by air (at airports), or by road who may not stay in any visitor accommodation 

(and so wouldn’t contribute via a bed-tax, or the additional pans charges). 

FNDC has made an assumption that income and therefore an ability to pay Rates (affordability) is directly 

correlated to Capital Value of the property. Yet, it is also noted that the Corporate Assumptions include that 

the Far North is expected to continue to have an ‘aging’ population, meaning a greater proportion of residents 

will fall into the ‘fixed income’ bracket and likely to have limited earning potential as they age. It is also noted 

in the Corporate Assumptions that average household incomes are not expected to rise significantly.  

There is a saying with regards to retirees – many are “asset rich but capital poor”. FNDC has not shown that 

those residing in a higher value property do have additional disposable income to pay Rates, when compared 

to people residing in lesser valued property. It may be that households residing in high value homes are fully 

committed to maintaining that asset and have little additional disposable income, while households residing in 

a lower value property pay less on the mortgage and on maintenance and have a greater disposable income.  
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The ‘working poor’ is another concept NZ has grown familiar with this past decade, as incomes have not kept 

pace with housing costs, and as mortgage payments consume an ever-higher proportion of household income. 

I make these points to underscore that the supporting material provided to understand FNDC’s rationale for 

proposing a shift from LV basis to CV basis does NOT provide sufficient information to allow anyone to deem it 

is indeed ‘fairer’.  

The information provided doesn’t illustrate which land-uses (property codes for rating purposes or which 

townships) will benefit the most. It is the case though, that forestry and dry stock farming will benefit from this 

shift, as these land uses have relatively low value “improvements” as primary production enterprises 

(according to Quotable Value), while dairying will contribute more (due to higher value improvements 

associated with dairy farm operations). Most of the rate burden, however, will fall on commercial and 

industrial properties within urban zones as well as on higher value residential properties.   

Yet, the Long-Term Plan explains that 17c in every dollar raised is contributed to ‘transportation’.  The high 

cost of roading in the Far North is not driven by our small residential clusters and more intensely developed 

Central Business Districts and industrial precincts, but is due to the extensive rural roading network and high 

costs associated with maintenance associated with heavy vehicles use of these rural roads. 

This is further evidenced by the small amount each year towards “footpaths” within the ‘transportation 

budget’, at just $150,000 in year 1 of the plan, in each of the Wards. That is a ridiculously small amount when 

the vastly greater share of general Rates are paid by urban communities, some of whom have repeatedly 

submit to Council requesting serious consideration be given to improving unsafe, deficient pedestrian 

environments. For example, in central Paihia.  

Wouldn’t a fairer rating system take into account who the beneficiaries of the rural transportation network 

are, and endeavor to charge them a greater share.  Primary-producers are businesses, which have proven 

resilient as a sector during the pandemic, as has been noted with FNDC’s COVID19 Impact Statement.  

As exporters, primary producers have not suffered the downturn experienced by Commercial Ratepayers and 

the many households reliant on international tourism for seasonal wages. The primary sector’s ability to access 

national aid or other relief following/during a drought or flood sees that sector in a good position to contribute 

fairly towards the transportation network upon which it relies.  

Meanwhile, FNDC’s COVID19 Impact Statement observes that FNDC will plan using the BERL forecast “mid-

range” – that will see it take at least 3 years for the tourism sector to recover.  The COVID19 Impact Statement 

notes on the last page, quoting TV1 news advising, just before Christmas, that there was “no accommodation 

in the Far North for the coming holiday period”.  That is an absurd statement for FNDC to have accepted, when 

6/8 of the back-packer hostels in Kings Rd, Paihia are now under contract to MSD (for 2 years) to provide 

“emergency accommodation” rather than being available for tourists; when the Copthorne Waitangi was only 

operating at 30% of normal capacity; and, the Millenium hotel chains “Kingsgate” in Paihia remains closed 

other than for ‘emergency accommodation’ (also under contract to MSD).  An accommodation sector that 

‘pivoted’ towards ‘emergency housing’ does not support an equivalent economy to the one that had catered 

to international visitors. It is also becoming apparent that the domestic tourism is quite different, in terms of 

spending patterns, to international visitors.  The point is, don’t assume ‘commercial’ ratepayers are able to 

carry the extra cost associated with FNDC’s proposed shift from LV to CV basis for rates, and continuing to 

subsidize rural businesses need for an extensive rural road network. 

ii) Removing the Uniform Annual General Rate (UAGC = $450/SUIP) and the Roading Rate ($100/SUIP)

I OPPOSE this change. 
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I request you retain an UAGC (and perhaps absorb the Roading Rate into it). It is important that every SUIP be 

seen to contribute equally towards the kitty for the basics, as part of the community that must fund our local 

authority.  

This reflects that 4c in every $1 of Rates taken is for “Governance”, while another 10c is for “Regulatory 

Services” (presumably that portion that isn’t charged directly to users, or for the ‘public good’ share), while 

12c is to be taken for Future Planning. These are core functions of the territorial authority that every SUIP 

must support equally, because we all benefit equally as citizens/ratepayers having to provide for local 

government.  

Incidentally, the increase to 12c from just 8c in 2018, represents a serious increase for “future planning”.  It is 

presumed this is to progress the draft Proposed District Plan, and to undertake place-based spatial planning to 

better integrate infrastructure planning with development enabled under the new District Plan.   

It is refreshing to read in Council’s “Capital Achievability Statement” and in the “Infrastructure Strategy” that 

FNDC is acknowledging its historical failure to adequately lead-in to including Capital projects in the Long-Term 

Plan, by first undertaking the evaluations necessary to support a project’s inclusion in the work programme to 

be funded. Effort to undertake the preparatory work, essential to progress a Capital project efficiently from 

financing to delivery, is also reinforced by the ‘asset condition assessments’ and ‘project Darwin’.  It is still 

surprising though, that these activities are still needing to be funded at the high rates forecast, when they are 

initiatives that started some time ago. We have seen GIS and other IT improvements funded frequently over 

the years, with no evidence of any gains in productivity or improvements in strategic or forward planning. And 

our communities have not been engaged in consultation on the future form and functionality of our townships 

in over 20yrs.  

I note that the release of ‘draft’ Proposed District Plan concurrent to the consultation on this Rating Review 

and the Long Term Plan is useful as a reference, to be able to be better informed of the Council’s Planners’ 

thinking, and to be able to compare the ’30 year infrastructure strategy’ to the proposed new plan provisions, 

but it is inconsiderate of Council to also call for ‘submissions’ on that draft at the same time as we are 

preparing submissions to this important Rating review and the Long Term Plan.  

iii) Reduce the extra charged to commercial properties (SUIPs)

I SUPPORT the reduction in the differential charged to commercial SUIPs. 

Commercial activities that have located in commercial zoned property have for too long paid a much greater 

share than other businesses that locate outside of ‘commercial zone’.  The Far North has, consequently, seen a 

lot of businesses establish in the rural-residential area (in workshops, sheds, as stand-alone secondary 

structures). This is inefficient for customers and undermines FNDC’s ability to Rate all businesses fairly and to 

provide for the levels of service required to improve central business districts (such as provision of transit hubs 

and parking structures).  

The Table on p12 reveals that a rural (and lifestyle) property valued at $1m will pay $7,861 Rates per annum 

(in 2030), while an equivalent $1m commercial property will pay $21,375 per annum. The notes to that table 

don’t clarify if these example rates are assuming the move to CV or is based on retaining the status quo. It’s 

also not clear if those example rates have been based on a fixed total rate, or has incrementally increased the 

size of the pie to account for new capital works as per the work program.  Either way, the inequity should be 

glaringly apparent. Both land-uses are ‘enterprise’ engaged in producing and selling wares to customers. Both 

is able to pass on the costs to their customers, and claim ‘Rates’ as a business expense.  The local commercial 

enterprise is most likely to be serving local residents (or visitors). The rural enterprise is more likely an 

exporter, whose produce will be sold offshore. Is there an assumption that the off-shore buyers of that 

produce are less able to pay a fair share towards the costs of production (associated with providing for our 

local council and infrastructure) than are local residents?   
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I REQUEST that an equivalent differential (i.e. 1.75x ) be applied to “rural production” SUIPs – as these 

activities are enterprises able to claim ‘Rates’ as a business expense (i.e. Rates are paid out of before tax, gross 

income).  This differential, applied to all forms of enterprise (associated with land-use) has the effect of 

leveling the field with residential ratepayers who must pay Rates from the net (after-tax) income. The 

difference in effect on incomes is significant – to the tune of 1.6 x as a minimum to level the playing field – or 

making the tax system fairer. 

iv) Move away from the scheme-based CAPEX rates for water & wastewater to a District-wide approach

I OPPOSE the move to a District-wide approach to raising revenue for CAPEX via Targeted Rates for all 

Wastewater and Water schemes.  

It remains fair to directly pass on the CAPEX costs to those within the Area of Benefit for each scheme. It is also 

important for local democracy, transparency and accountability, that communities retain a very direct 

relationship with their Council, in determining what services are required to property, that Ratepayers will 

have to and are prepared to pay for.  There is not meant to be a ‘compulsion’ of Ratepayers by Council. That is 

why we have local democracy and elected representatives to oversee what will be provided. Elected 

representatives are to engage with local residents and with the assistance of experts, work to find solutions to 

common problems or to provide for communal needs.  

I strongly OPPOSE any move to distance (and potentially alienate) communities from their ability to influence 

directly what infrastructure they will or won’t be prepared to fund.  

It is particularly important for those communities based on historical pre-European settlements and 

relationships to the whenua, that they maintain a direct ability to influence local Council about what they 

require in the way of ‘communal services’ to be funded by Rates. It may be that, if Council is unable to find 

appropriate solutions, that these communities could look to other options for meeting their communal needs. 

If there are concerns about affordability of a particular scheme, then it may be necessary to look for additional 

revenue streams or subsidies (from Government, or other partners in the development of these areas).  

However, it is important to retain the current ability for Council work together with communities to design or 

to choose innovative schemes that reflect the community’s ability to pay and/or development potential should 

a new scheme be established. It is preferrable to retain the ability to differentiate between the different 

townships’ schemes and communities of interest, over simply spreading costs over all properties throughout 

the District who happen to be connected to any scheme, as though there are no differences between them. 

That is a dis-service to all “communities” served, while at the same time claiming to support diverse 

communities.   

The Council’s proposed approach of a District-wise sharing of CAPEX would also have the effect of subsidizing 

inefficient or unsustainable (financially unviable) forms of development. Those in larger urban centers, which 

are growing will find themselves having to pay not only for development associated with growth, but also to 

maintain other areas that are not developing, but which may be in decline or static. Rather than a fate 

accompli, innovative solutions are needed to turn around the fate of these smaller settlements, and the 

provision of infrastructure solutions is a part of that.  

This issue of how to pay for renewals and upgrades would not be as relevant if Council had reinstated a 

Development Contribution Policy. There are now a lot of upgrades planned for the next decade, and yet rather 

than identifying the additional capacity to be provided for and enabling development in all serviced 

communities, Council has simply proposed to share CAPEX across all connected properties. 

Sharing CAPEX across the District does not make sewerage or water more affordable, it is simply making living 

in the Far North less affordable for everyone, even those living with more affordable schemes. This would 

mean, for example, that the people of Kawakawa and of Kaeo would be made to help pay for the new Kerikeri 
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Scheme, even though they have affordable schemes in their own town, not only in terms of CAPEX, but in 

terms of OPEX.  The idea that Kerikeri connections will someday help pay CAPEX for a new scheme for 

Kawakawa and potentially to reticulate Moerewa into such a new scheme, in addition to paying for their own 

new scheme and another expansion in 7yrs time does not shout “fairer rating system”, particularly in light of 

an absence of Development Contributions. 

v) Reduce the water and wastewater availability charge

I OPPOSE this change 

The “Availability Rate” charge recognizes sunk communal investment, intended to provide a public good and 

to enable a type of urban functionality and form of development than is possible in an absence of such 

schemes.  It is not fair to subsidise those who do not ‘opt in’ to a communal scheme, while still expecting their 

share to be held for them, potentially indefinitely. The effect of such subsidies is land-banking, that can force a 

community to have to further extend expensive infrastructure. The main lever a Council has to ‘encourage’ 

development and dissuade from land-banking is to charge the full-share for communal infrastructure provided 

expressly for the purpose of ‘development’. I submit that you continue to charge the full “availability rate” (i.e. 

100%).  

vi) Introduce a small public good charge for water and wastewater to every rateable property

I SUPPORT this change 

All properties in the District benefit from the provision of town supply water and sewage schemes. When 

drought hits and tanks are dry, rural residents rely on potable water schemes supplying water. When one 

towns sewage system fails, there is a potential for other systems to assist.  When Waipapa private water 

scheme needed to close, that entire community was able to be connected into the Kerikeri scheme.  

Furthermore, Crown land does not contribute to Rates, yet we see Schools, Hospitals, Police stations, Fire 

Stations, Courts and the like located in townships served by FNDC provided water and wastewater 

infrastructure. That all residents across the District, whether rural or urban, avail themselves of Government 

provided services is reason to introduce a small public good charge for these services. 

vii) Change the stormwater targeted rate so that rating units in the area of benefit cover most of the

cost

I SUPPORT the continued use of Targeted Rates for connections to Water and Wastewater, and the addition of 

a Targeted Rate for properties within the Area of Benefit for stormwater networks, where such networks are 

provided.  

However, when properties have historically been required to provide their own stormwater management 

systems as an adjunct to development consents, then they ought to be exempt from contributing to any new 

communal scheme, until such time as they are able to retire their private on-site stormwater systems.  

Furthermore, on-site stormwater systems are an improvement to property that would attract a higher share of 

Rates, should FNDC shift to a Capital Value basis for rates. Similarly, rainwater harvesting tanks to compliment 

the town supply, requiring less draw on the communal system, is an improvement to property that would 

attract a higher share of Rates if FNDC shifts to a CV basis for Rates. Retaining walls, to prevent private 

property falling onto public roads similarly, are improvements that would attract higher rates.  These examples 

serve to illustrate that it is NOT fairer to share costs according to ‘improvements’. It is in fact fairer to share 

costs according to land value, as land value is a better proxy for the levels of service and state of development 

of an area. 
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viii) Additional Comments

The first table on page 23 of the consultation document purports to compare the original methodology to the 

potential change of moving to CV.  Yet the top table contains targeted rates… without explanation as to why 

they are all increasing considerably. I assume that table is showing the effect of combining all the CAPEX costs 

identified in the 10 year work program into a District Wide targeted rate, rather than illustrating the cost per 

connection for each of the communities served by a particular scheme. 

The second table on page 23 of the consultation document is insufficient to be able to compare and consider 

the impact of the shift from LV to CV basis for general rates, as it fails to provide information on all types of 

rates, in only showing “example residential rates by ward and community”.  It is not clear if the total amount 

being taken is held constant, so that it is just the effect of moving from LV to CV that is shown.  I suspect that 

the Total Rates is not held constant, however, as all rates increase significantly for every community – 

suggesting that either the Total Rate take is much higher, or some other category of Ratepayer is paying much 

less. 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

I am affiliated to the Kerikeri & Surrounds Ratepayers & Residents Association. 

I am affiliated to the Paihia & Districts Residents & Ratepayers Association 
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Submission -  FNDC Proposed Rating System Changes 

 

I am writing to express my concern about Far North District Council’s proposed rating system 

changes as described in Council’s “Fairer and Simpler Rates” brochure and in the Long Term Plan 

Consultation Document. Council is proposing significant fundamental changes to the way rates are 

assessed in the district which will result in significant changes to the rates that many property 

owners pay. For example, sample rates analysis provided by Council indicates my own residential 

district rates will increase by 25% in the 1st year alone if the proposed changes are implemented. The 

information council has provided to the public about the proposed changes appears overly simplistic 

and insufficient for most ratepayers to understand how their rates will be affected. 

 

Note that I have not had a chance to discuss my concerns with anyone knowledgeable about the 

proposal, so my apologies in advance if I have misunderstood aspects of the proposal. 

Specific comments and concerns are as follows: 

1. Council has proposed to reduce the commercial rate factor from 2.75 to 1.75, however Council 

does not provide transparent guidance about the impact this will have on residential rates, or 

substantive justification for this proposed change. Based on my own calculations, the net effect 

of this proposed change in isolation from other proposed changes on the value-based rates 

component is as follows: 

Commercial rates decrease  34% 

Residential rates increase  4.3% 

It is also informative to compare our District’s rates with the Whangarei district. This proposed 

change in isolation would result in far north residential rates that are double, and commercial 

rates that are approx. one-half, respectively, of the comparable Whangarei district’s land-based 

rates.  

Commercial rates should be substantively higher than residential rates due to the higher usage 

commercial enterprises place on council resources. Any change to the way rates are allocated 

between residential and commercial ratepayers should be based either on analysis of usage 

council services or be made to keep the overall percentage of rates that each group pays 

consistent over time. Council’s proposal appears to be lacking sufficient justification, and 

instead appears to be based on residential ratepayers subsidizing commercial entities. This is 

not a fair or appropriate justification.  

 

2. Council has provided information for ratepayers about the net financial impact of the proposed 

changes on their individual rate assessments, however the impact of the proposed changes is 

reflected in aggregate, and details of the impact of components of the proposal are not 

provided. In addition, the proposal to change from land-based rates to capital value-based 

rates, which will have a significant effect on many ratepayers, is proposed to be phased in over 

10 years. Council’s sample calculations of rates giving effect to the changes only include the 1st 

year impact of this proposed change. As a result, the long-term impact of this change, which is 

likely to be very significant for many rate payers is not readily apparent in the sample 

calculations.  

 

The Long-Term Plan Consultation Document does provide average ten-year calculations for 

proposed change to capital value-based rates. These calculations appear to show that all 

residential properties in the Far North will experience substantial rate increases over the 10-
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year phase in period if this change is implemented. It is unclear why this occurs since this 

change is supposed to be revenue neutral.  

 

I have been unable to work out which of the proposed changes would cause my own rates to 

increase by 25% in the 1st year based on the information provided. 

 

3. Council has proposed eliminating the flat rate component of the rates assessment. I disagree 

with the stated justification for the proposed elimination of the flat rates. It is common for tax 

systems to have both flat and progressive components. This more fairly balances the opposing 

objectives of not placing an undue burden on those with lower value properties, and everyone 

paying their share of the underlying cost. The existing flat tax components are reasonable in this 

regard.  

 

4. Council has proposed to move away from scheme-based capital rates for water and 

wastewater. I disagree with the proposal to move to a “one network” approach to sharing the 

cost of water and wastewater. The disparate water and wastewater systems in Northland will 

always remain disparate, and are best managed as such. To the extent one party does manage 

disparate systems, costs still need to be tracked separately from a governance standpoint. 

Requiring some users to pay for the higher cost of other user’s systems is not appropriate, and 

could lead to unduly expensive systems being installed if users are not directly responsible for 

cost. I also note that no information has been provided about the stand-alone impact of this 

proposed change on general rates.  

 

5. Council has proposed reducing the water and wastewater availability charge. The stated 

justification for the change pertaining to “maintaining capacity for the connection” does not 

appear to make sense. All properties that have the ability to connect should share the 

availability charge equally whether or not they chose to connect to the system since it is an 

“availability” charge.  

 

6. Council has proposed introducing a small “public good” charge for water and wastewater to 

every rateable property. I disagree with the proposed public good charge. Water tanker and 

septic disposal services should be funded on a user pays basis. 

 

7. Many property values in the far north are increasing at significantly different rates, resulting in 

significant increases in rates paid by some ratepayers. While we all like to see the values of our 

properties increasing, many ratepayers have limited and/or fixed incomes and find it financially 

difficult to pay for the resulting rates increases that are occurring. Council should consider 

implementing an inflation-based cap on individual annual rates increases for the primary 

residence of residential ratepayers. 

Based on the above, I don’t believe the proposed changes are fairer or simpler. This proposal 
will result in significant increases for many rate payers, increases which will often be on top of 
significant increases experienced in the last revaluation. Council does not appear to have met 
its obligation to provide clear and transparent information about the effects of the proposed 
changes that is necessary for the public to make an informed response. As such, I believe these 
changes, as proposed, should not be approved at this time.  
 

Sincerely, 
 
Jay Howell 
09 403 8537 
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Submission on the Proposed new Rating method 

On the matters of “fairness”and “simplicity” 

It is not clear within the information provided by FNDC, exactly what Council identified and accepted as ‘unfair’ 

about the current rating method, other than by inference given the proposed changes.   

The use of Rating Act provisions for raising revenue must be considered alongside the proposed “Fees & 

Charges Policy”, as well as the proposed “Remissions Policy”. 

It is noted that fees are charged for activities that are deemed to attract private benefit, verses those are 

deemed to have a ‘public good’ component.  Consequently, we see a user-pays or cost recovery approach to 

activities such as inspecting properties to ensure compliance with various national or local regulations. For 

example, “Fencing of Swimming Pools Act”.  The interactions of households and businesses with FNDC as a 

regulatory agency tasked with administration of legislation are able to be charged on a cost recovery basis. For 

example, Resource Consenting, Building Consenting, and Dog Control.  

I support that approach to fees and charges generally speaking. 

Rates are then used to raise revenue to provide communal services to property and community facilities 

(District Facilities). Council proposed to continue to use a mix of Targeted Rates and General Rates.  

The proposed system, arguably is not simpler however.  Rather it is more convenient for Council and for its 

contractors to bundle all water and wastewater systems together (and potentially stormwater networks) for 

the purpose of setting a price at the District level, rather than having to reveal the actual cost associated with 

each scheme and being transparent about the cost of living in each settlement.   

This proposed approach is the opposite of “new localism” that FNDC and LGNZ have been espousing as the 

way forward for the local government sector. It is the opposite of transparent, and it is the opposite of 

democratic and of a free market.   If where one lives, or locates their business or home is a private choice, the 

questions of exacerbator (those that give rise to ‘demand’) and of user pays is relevant. Council is prepared to 

charge fees for services deemed to deliver a private benefit in other aspects of life choices, why a different 

assumption when it comes to providing water and wastewater services. Council has not made a good 

economic or even social or environmental case for socializing the capital costs of water and wastewater 

infrastructure, other than asserting we all benefit from diversity of having numerous small settlements across 

the District. While we enjoy diversity, that is not a strong rationale for socializing all of the costs of core 

infrastructure across all SUIPs on a sliding scale based on QVs limited view and assessment of “improvements”. 

The proposed move to socializing the costs of inefficiencies associated with the Far North’s historic settlement 

pattern, and of poor urban form is warranted if it is necessary to protect and maintain communities that 

otherwise allegedly cannot afford to pay for their own scheme. But there has been no evidence provided that 

there are any communities that can not afford to service debt to pay for their own scheme.  Also, if it was 

simply a matter of socializing the costs of all schemes, then Council would have proposed an equal share in the 

form of a targeted rate to apply to all properties, regardless of if connected into some scheme or other or not.  

But that isn’t what FNDC has proposed, rather you have suggested a sliding scale of Rates be charged based on 

a limited view of ‘improvements’ to property as used by QV is setting CV. As one participant in the public 

meeting (held to discuss rates) observed, this is ‘wealth redistribution’, whereby some who have invested 

heavily in property are assumed to have higher incomes than those who haven’t invested in property. That 

assumption has not been tested, and we consider it doesn’t always hold true. There are exceptions.  The Far 

North has a high proportion of over 65yr olds (32 – 37% of all residents). These are pensioners, often living in 

the family home purchased decades ago, whose income is superannuation, which provides them a net income 

of just $15,000 per annum – less than the average income for the Far North.  The fact that they managed to 

remain in their home and it has appreciated in value relative to other areas, does not mean they have a 

greater ability to pay Rates.   
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I submit that wealth redistribution on this scale is a question for central Government, which is better placed to 

evaluate real net income of households and disposable income available to pay rates, along with access to 

other grants or subsidies via the social welfare system, or to bring Government to the table in providing 

adequate infrastructure for struggling (arguably, unsustainable) townships.  I suggest that lateral thinking on 

development opportunities, in partnership with Government and Iwi is necessary, to reinvigorate our small 

settlements and communities, rather than sweeping the issue under the rug by ‘socialising’ the cost via a 

poorly conceived of wealth tax.  

The effect of the proposals, from a Ratepayer perspective, is that this new method will conceal, rather than 

make transparent the actual variable costs arising from different settlements and from the nature of the 

systems serving each settlement, when it comes to attributing operational expenses and CAPEX for renewals 

and upgrades. 

Economists working for Auckland City, where CV is used as the basis for general rates, and where the greatest 

experiment in ‘socialising’ costs of infrastructure (by combining what had been 5 separate local authorities) 

have recently calculated that 59% of all households served by that City would be charged less Rates if Council 

moved to a Land Value basis of rating. That experiment has also produced no evidence that amalgamating or 

outsourcing to a CCO for water services (Metrowater) has improved efficiencies in delivery of services or saved 

Ratepayers any money. 

The Ratepayers of the Far North have not been privy to any equivalent analysis by FNDC in promoting we 

move from LV to CV. You have not told us what proportion of households will pay more and what proportion 

will pay less. The tables provided (p23) only show figures for ‘residential ratepayers’, which suggest we will all 

be paying much more. This implies other land-uses must be the beneficiaries of this proposed change… but 

that is not the reason given for proposing it.  

Where one lives is in part driven by ‘costs’ associated with that location, and removing the incentive to retrofit 

or to relocate into more efficient forms, FNDC is potentially perpetuating unsustainable forms of development. 

It is also discounting the need to lobby Government to assist in funding necessary renewals and upgrades to 

systems necessitated by regulation and national standards established by Government.  

The proposed approach also undermines the necessity for innovation to provide more affordable systems for 

smaller communities. Perhaps our contractors (whom you refer to as “our partners”) need to be put on notice 

that the old engineering solutions that have proven so expensive to replace and to upgrade are no longer fit-

for-purpose, and our smaller townships and/or poorer communities will be adapting to more affordable, 

biological solutions for treating waste water, and will be shifting towards a greater self-reliance on rain-water 

harvesting for water supplies. 

I also note that while Government was prepared to increase the weight of trucks allowed on NZ rural roads, it 

did so apparently without factoring in the additional costs to be carried by Ratepayers to ensure roading 

infrastructure is able to carry that load. As the trucking industry and those it serves presumably enjoy savings 

as a result of the increased weights they can haul, it is fair to expect they will pay an additional share towards 

improving culverts and bridges to be able to carry those weights and to pay a greater share towards 

maintaining the extensive rural road network on which they rely, along with a minority of residents with low 

weight private vehicles make use of. Indeed those residents frequently submit to Council about the negative 

effects of heavy vehicles on rural roads and the difficulties and adverse effects suffered by their families who 

share these roads with heavy vehicles. If Council really is concerned about social and economic fairness or 

equity, it would have calculated the true cost of maintaining rural roads vs the cost of urban streets and 

charged a differential to rural properties reliant on heavy vehicles using the rural road network. 

i) Change from Land Value to Capital Value base for General Rates

I OPPOSE this change. 
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The flyer states “this does not increase the total amount we receive in rates it just shares it out differently.” 

However, it doesn’t illustrate how this ‘different’ way of sharing costs is fairer. Nor does it illustrate what has 

been identified as unfair about sharing costs by applying Land Value as the basis for the General Rate. Either 

way, this is a variable amount paid by every SUIP based on their relative ranking in either L.V. or C.V.   

There is insufficient information about the ‘spread’ or the redistribution curves associated with L.V.s and with 

C.V. for the public to be informed about how this new method of sharing costs will see a redistribution in

terms of which SUIPs will contribute more and which will contribute less during a gradual shift to full (100%)

C.V. basis – and explanation as to how that is ‘fairer’ in terms of access to or receipt of services.

This proposal does appear to have confounded the matter of ‘capital value’ with ‘income’ associated with 

capital improvements to properties – to the extent that it seems to conflate “improvements” with income 

earning potential.  

On the flyer, there is a definition of “Regressive tax” and of “Progressive tax” in which reference is made to 

low-income and high-income earners. Yet there is no relationship between those definitions and any of the 

proposed changes to Rating method.  If there had been a relationship, then land-uses associated with 

businesses of all kinds would have a differential applied (of at least 1.6x the base rate for ‘residential’ which is 

NOT income earning, but must be paid as an after-tax expense for households).  However, you have not 

proposed an equivalent differential to rural-producers, which are also commercial enterprises (businesses) 

able to claim rates as an expense, and so ought to be charged the same differential as ‘commercial’ land-use 

category of ratepayer, to provide a fair approach towards all businesses (as distinct to residential land uses). 

There would also have been effort made to identify home-based businesses, such as Air B&Bs, and charging an 

additional rate to account for income earning potential, such as is being applied in Auckland City as a ‘bed tax’. 

https://www.newshub.co.nz/home/new-zealand/2020/02/auckland-s-controversial-bed-tax-is-here-to-

stay.html 

A similar proposal for Queenstown followed a non-binding referendum in that District that saw 80% of 

respondents supporting a bed tax to fund infrastructure. 

https://www.rnz.co.nz/news/national/398561/government-supports-5-percent-bed-tax-in-queenstown 

Similarly, Stewart Island has charged a “visitor tax” of $5/person who disembarks on the Island, as a 

contribution towards infrastructure.  

FNDC has not explored any equivalent charge for visitors arriving for day trips off cruise ships, or arriving by 

sea during yachting regatta, or by air (at airports), or by road who may not stay in any visitor accommodation 

(and so wouldn’t contribute via a bed-tax, or the additional pans charges). 

FNDC has made an assumption that income and therefore an ability to pay Rates (affordability) is directly 

correlated to Capital Value of the property. Yet, it is also noted that the Corporate Assumptions include that 

the Far North is expected to continue to have an ‘aging’ population, meaning a greater proportion of residents 

will fall into the ‘fixed income’ bracket and likely to have limited earning potential as they age. It is also noted 

in the Corporate Assumptions that average household incomes are not expected to rise significantly.  

There is a saying with regards to retirees – many are “asset rich but capital poor”. FNDC has not shown that 

those residing in a higher value property do have additional disposable income to pay Rates, when compared 

to people residing in lesser valued property. It may be that households residing in high value homes are fully 

committed to maintaining that asset and have little additional disposable income, while households residing in 

a lower value property pay less on the mortgage and on maintenance and have a greater disposable income.  

The ‘working poor’ is another concept NZ has grown familiar with this past decade, as incomes have not kept 

pace with housing costs, and as mortgage payments consume an ever-higher proportion of household income. 

I make these points to underscore that the supporting material provided to understand FNDC’s rationale for 
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proposing a shift from LV basis to CV basis does NOT provide sufficient information to allow anyone to deem it 

is indeed ‘fairer’.  

The information provided doesn’t illustrate which land-uses (property codes for rating purposes or which 

townships) will benefit the most. It is the case though, that forestry and dry stock farming will benefit from this 

shift, as these land uses have relatively low value “improvements” as primary production enterprises 

(according to Quotable Value), while dairying will contribute more (due to higher value improvements 

associated with dairy farm operations). Most of the rate burden, however, will fall on commercial and 

industrial properties within urban zones as well as on higher value residential properties.   

Yet, the Long-Term Plan explains that 17c in every dollar raised is contributed to ‘transportation’.  The high 

cost of roading in the Far North is not driven by our small residential clusters and more intensely developed 

Central Business Districts and industrial precincts, but is due to the extensive rural roading network and high 

costs associated with maintenance associated with heavy vehicles use of these rural roads. 

This is further evidenced by the small amount each year towards “footpaths” within the ‘transportation 

budget’, at just $150,000 in year 1 of the plan, in each of the Wards. That is a ridiculously small amount when 

the vastly greater share of general Rates are paid by urban communities, some of whom have repeatedly 

submit to Council requesting serious consideration be given to improving unsafe, deficient pedestrian 

environments. For example, in central Paihia.  

Wouldn’t a fairer rating system take into account who the beneficiaries of the rural transportation network 

are, and endeavor to charge them a greater share.  Primary-producers are businesses, which have proven 

resilient as a sector during the pandemic, as has been noted with FNDC’s COVID19 Impact Statement.  

As exporters, primary producers have not suffered the downturn experienced by Commercial Ratepayers and 

the many households reliant on international tourism for seasonal wages. The primary sector’s ability to access 

national aid or other relief following/during a drought or flood sees that sector in a good position to contribute 

fairly towards the transportation network upon which it relies.  

Meanwhile, FNDC’s COVID19 Impact Statement observes that FNDC will plan using the BERL forecast “mid-

range” – that will see it take at least 3 years for the tourism sector to recover.  The COVID19 Impact Statement 

notes on the last page, quoting TV1 news advising, just before Christmas, that there was “no accommodation 

in the Far North for the coming holiday period”.  That is an absurd statement for FNDC to have accepted, when 

6/8 of the back-packer hostels in Kings Rd, Paihia are now under contract to MSD (for 2 years) to provide 

“emergency accommodation” rather than being available for tourists; when the Copthorne Waitangi was only 

operating at 30% of normal capacity; and, the Millenium hotel chains “Kingsgate” in Paihia remains closed 

other than for ‘emergency accommodation’ (also under contract to MSD).  An accommodation sector that 

‘pivoted’ towards ‘emergency housing’ does not support an equivalent economy to the one that had catered 

to international visitors. It is also becoming apparent that the domestic tourism is quite different, in terms of 

spending patterns, to international visitors.  The point is, don’t assume ‘commercial’ ratepayers are able to 

carry the extra cost associated with FNDC’s proposed shift from LV to CV basis for rates, and continuing to 

subsidize rural businesses need for an extensive rural road network. 

ii) Removing the Uniform Annual General Rate (UAGC = $450/SUIP) and the Roading Rate ($100/SUIP)

I OPPOSE this change. 

I request you retain an UAGC (and perhaps absorb the Roading Rate into it). It is important that every SUIP be 

seen to contribute equally towards the kitty for the basics, as part of the community that must fund our local 

authority.  

This reflects that 4c in every $1 of Rates taken is for “Governance”, while another 10c is for “Regulatory 

Services” (presumably that portion that isn’t charged directly to users, or for the ‘public good’ share), while 
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12c is to be taken for Future Planning. These are core functions of the territorial authority that every SUIP 

must support equally, because we all benefit equally as citizens/ratepayers having to provide for local 

government.  

Incidentally, the increase to 12c from just 8c in 2018, represents a serious increase for “future planning”.  It is 

presumed this is to progress the draft Proposed District Plan, and to undertake place-based spatial planning to 

better integrate infrastructure planning with development enabled under the new District Plan.   

It is refreshing to read in Council’s “Capital Achievability Statement” and in the “Infrastructure Strategy” that 

FNDC is acknowledging its historical failure to adequately lead-in to including Capital projects in the Long-Term 

Plan, by first undertaking the evaluations necessary to support a project’s inclusion in the work programme to 

be funded. Effort to undertake the preparatory work, essential to progress a Capital project efficiently from 

financing to delivery, is also reinforced by the ‘asset condition assessments’ and ‘project Darwin’.  It is still 

surprising though, that these activities are still needing to be funded at the high rates forecast, when they are 

initiatives that started some time ago. We have seen GIS and other IT improvements funded frequently over 

the years, with no evidence of any gains in productivity or improvements in strategic or forward planning. And 

our communities have not been engaged in consultation on the future form and functionality of our townships 

in over 20yrs.  

I note that the release of ‘draft’ Proposed District Plan concurrent to the consultation on this Rating Review 

and the Long Term Plan is useful as a reference, to be able to be better informed of the Council’s Planners’ 

thinking, and to be able to compare the ’30 year infrastructure strategy’ to the proposed new plan provisions, 

but it is inconsiderate of Council to also call for ‘submissions’ on that draft at the same time as we are 

preparing submissions to this important Rating review and the Long Term Plan.  

iii) Reduce the extra charged to commercial properties (SUIPs)

I SUPPORT the reduction in the differential charged to commercial SUIPs. 

Commercial activities that have located in commercial zoned property have for too long paid a much greater 

share than other businesses that locate outside of ‘commercial zone’.  The Far North has, consequently, seen a 

lot of businesses establish in the rural-residential area (in workshops, sheds, as stand-alone secondary 

structures). This is inefficient for customers and undermines FNDC’s ability to Rate all businesses fairly and to 

provide for the levels of service required to improve central business districts (such as provision of transit hubs 

and parking structures).  

The Table on p12 reveals that a rural (and lifestyle) property valued at $1m will pay $7,861 Rates per annum 

(in 2030), while an equivalent $1m commercial property will pay $21,375 per annum. The notes to that table 

don’t clarify if these example rates are assuming the move to CV or is based on retaining the status quo. It’s 

also not clear if those example rates have been based on a fixed total rate, or has incrementally increased the 

size of the pie to account for new capital works as per the work program.  Either way, the inequity should be 

glaringly apparent. Both land-uses are ‘enterprise’ engaged in producing and selling wares to customers. Both 

is able to pass on the costs to their customers, and claim ‘Rates’ as a business expense.  The local commercial 

enterprise is most likely to be serving local residents (or visitors). The rural enterprise is more likely an 

exporter, whose produce will be sold offshore. Is there an assumption that the off-shore buyers of that 

produce are less able to pay a fair share towards the costs of production (associated with providing for our 

local council and infrastructure) than are local residents?   

I REQUEST that an equivalent differential (i.e. 1.75x ) be applied to “rural production” SUIPs – as these 

activities are enterprises able to claim ‘Rates’ as a business expense (i.e. Rates are paid out of before tax, gross 

income).  This differential, applied to all forms of enterprise (associated with land-use) has the effect of 

leveling the field with residential ratepayers who must pay Rates from the net (after-tax) income. The 
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difference in effect on incomes is significant – to the tune of 1.6 x as a minimum to level the playing field – or 

making the tax system fairer. 

iv) Move away from the scheme-based CAPEX rates for water & wastewater to a District-wide approach

I OPPOSE the move to a District-wide approach to raising revenue for CAPEX via Targeted Rates for all 

Wastewater and Water schemes.  

It remains fair to directly pass on the CAPEX costs to those within the Area of Benefit for each scheme. It is also 

important for local democracy, transparency and accountability, that communities retain a very direct 

relationship with their Council, in determining what services are required to property, that Ratepayers will 

have to and are prepared to pay for.  There is not meant to be a ‘compulsion’ of Ratepayers by Council. That is 

why we have local democracy and elected representatives to oversee what will be provided. Elected 

representatives are to engage with local residents and with the assistance of experts, work to find solutions to 

common problems or to provide for communal needs.  

I strongly OPPOSE any move to distance (and potentially alienate) communities from their ability to influence 

directly what infrastructure they will or won’t be prepared to fund.  

It is particularly important for those communities based on historical pre-European settlements and 

relationships to the whenua, that they maintain a direct ability to influence local Council about what they 

require in the way of ‘communal services’ to be funded by Rates. It may be that, if Council is unable to find 

appropriate solutions, that these communities could look to other options for meeting their communal needs. 

If there are concerns about affordability of a particular scheme, then it may be necessary to look for additional 

revenue streams or subsidies (from Government, or other partners in the development of these areas).  

However, it is important to retain the current ability for Council work together with communities to design or 

to choose innovative schemes that reflect the community’s ability to pay and/or development potential should 

a new scheme be established. It is preferrable to retain the ability to differentiate between the different 

townships’ schemes and communities of interest, over simply spreading costs over all properties throughout 

the District who happen to be connected to any scheme, as though there are no differences between them. 

That is a dis-service to all “communities” served, while at the same time claiming to support diverse 

communities.   

The Council’s proposed approach of a District-wise sharing of CAPEX would also have the effect of subsidizing 

inefficient or unsustainable (financially unviable) forms of development. Those in larger urban centers, which 

are growing will find themselves having to pay not only for development associated with growth, but also to 

maintain other areas that are not developing, but which may be in decline or static. Rather than a fate 

accompli, innovative solutions are needed to turn around the fate of these smaller settlements, and the 

provision of infrastructure solutions is a part of that.  

This issue of how to pay for renewals and upgrades would not be as relevant if Council had reinstated a 

Development Contribution Policy. There are now a lot of upgrades planned for the next decade, and yet rather 

than identifying the additional capacity to be provided for and enabling development in all serviced 

communities, Council has simply proposed to share CAPEX across all connected properties. 

Sharing CAPEX across the District does not make sewerage or water more affordable, it is simply making living 

in the Far North less affordable for everyone, even those living with more affordable schemes. This would 

mean, for example, that the people of Kawakawa and of Kaeo would be made to help pay for the new Kerikeri 

Scheme, even though they have affordable schemes in their own town, not only in terms of CAPEX, but in 

terms of OPEX.  The idea that Kerikeri connections will someday help pay CAPEX for a new scheme for 

Kawakawa and potentially to reticulate Moerewa into such a new scheme, in addition to paying for their own 
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new scheme and another expansion in 7yrs time does not shout “fairer rating system”, particularly in light of 

an absence of Development Contributions. 

v) Reduce the water and wastewater availability charge

I OPPOSE this change 

The “Availability Rate” charge recognizes sunk communal investment, intended to provide a public good and 

to enable a type of urban functionality and form of development than is possible in an absence of such 

schemes.  It is not fair to subsidise those who do not ‘opt in’ to a communal scheme, while still expecting their 

share to be held for them, potentially indefinitely. The effect of such subsidies is land-banking, that can force a 

community to have to further extend expensive infrastructure. The main lever a Council has to ‘encourage’ 

development and dissuade from land-banking is to charge the full-share for communal infrastructure provided 

expressly for the purpose of ‘development’. I submit that you continue to charge the full “availability rate” (i.e. 

100%).  

vi) Introduce a small public good charge for water and wastewater to every rateable property

I SUPPORT this change 

All properties in the District benefit from the provision of town supply water and sewage schemes. When 

drought hits and tanks are dry, rural residents rely on potable water schemes supplying water. When one 

towns sewage system fails, there is a potential for other systems to assist.  When Waipapa private water 

scheme needed to close, that entire community was able to be connected into the Kerikeri scheme.  

Furthermore, Crown land does not contribute to Rates, yet we see Schools, Hospitals, Police stations, Fire 

Stations, Courts and the like located in townships served by FNDC provided water and wastewater 

infrastructure. That all residents across the District, whether rural or urban, avail themselves of Government 

provided services is reason to introduce a small public good charge for these services. 

vii) Change the stormwater targeted rate so that rating units in the area of benefit cover most of the

cost

I SUPPORT the continued use of Targeted Rates for connections to Water and Wastewater, and the addition of 

a Targeted Rate for properties within the Area of Benefit for stormwater networks, where such networks are 

provided.  

However, when properties have historically been required to provide their own stormwater management 

systems as an adjunct to development consents, then they ought to be exempt from contributing to any new 

communal scheme, until such time as they are able to retire their private on-site stormwater systems.  

Furthermore, on-site stormwater systems are an improvement to property that would attract a higher share of 

Rates, should FNDC shift to a Capital Value basis for rates. Similarly, rainwater harvesting tanks to compliment 

the town supply, requiring less draw on the communal system, is an improvement to property that would 

attract a higher share of Rates if FNDC shifts to a CV basis for Rates. Retaining walls, to prevent private 

property falling onto public roads similarly, are improvements that would attract higher rates.  These examples 

serve to illustrate that it is NOT fairer to share costs according to ‘improvements’. It is in fact fairer to share 

costs according to land value, as land value is a better proxy for the levels of service and state of development 

of an area. 

viii) Additional Comments
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The first table on page 23 of the consultation document purports to compare the original methodology to the 

potential change of moving to CV.  Yet the top table contains targeted rates… without explanation as to why 

they are all increasing considerably. I assume that table is showing the effect of combining all the CAPEX costs 

identified in the 10 year work program into a District Wide targeted rate, rather than illustrating the cost per 

connection for each of the communities served by a particular scheme. 

The second table on page 23 of the consultation document is insufficient to be able to compare and consider 

the impact of the shift from LV to CV basis for general rates, as it fails to provide information on all types of 

rates, in only showing “example residential rates by ward and community”.  It is not clear if the total amount 

being taken is held constant, so that it is just the effect of moving from LV to CV that is shown.  I suspect that 

the Total Rates is not held constant, however, as all rates increase significantly for every community – 

suggesting that either the Total Rate take is much higher, or some other category of Ratepayer is paying much 

less. 

NAME:   Imago Inocente 

ADDRESS:  (Contact details withheld for privacy) 

I am affiliated to the Kerikeri & Surrounds Ratepayers & Residents Association. 

I am affiliated to the Paihia & Districts Residents & Ratepayers Association 
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Surname Jack 

First name Alec 

Organisation Position 

Project / Main topic Rates rises 

Notes I resent paying $50,000/year on rates when I get so little for it ... 
just the grader coming down our dangerously narrow road every 
few months ... and when the road collapsed FNDC wouldn't fix it ... 
I had to hire a digger to rebuild access to our property! 
This rate system is simple (screw more cash out of farmers 
regardless of whether they're making money or not) but unfair. 
You're gutting the productive sectors ability to invest in itself with a 
tax based on asset valuations rather than profit. 
What happened to user pays ... why should I pay for resources I 
don't want? 
I'd write more but some of us have bank managers to answer to, 
and I don't have time to plead to deaf ears. 

Additional supporting 
information 

Which ward do you live in? 

ID Number IBS90 

Date 6/04/2021 
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Surname Jenkins 

First name Grant 

Organisation Position 

Project / Main topic Submission on Long Term Plan and District Plan 

Notes Refer to Submission document 

Additional supporting 
information 

Which ward do you live in? 

ID Number IBS61 

Date 6/04/2021 

See attachment next page
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Submission from Grant Jenkins on Long Term Plan & District Plan 
 
In general, both the long term and district plans lack vision, innovation, and long-term planning for growth 
and, in my opinion, are unsustainable. There is also a lack of awareness of cause and effect: if you make 
significant changes, they will have flow-on effects that are likely to be negative and cause issues that are 
worse than the initial problem. If the FNDC’s overall plan is to increase poverty, homelessness, and 
malnourishment, then bravo – you will be well on the way to achieving this with your proposed changes. 
 
Three Waters 
 
I have no confidence in a centrally managed water supply, and am strongly opposed to this.  
Look at the debacle in Auckland, with Watercare’s incompetent and overpaid CEO (earning $800k a year), 
and the company not managing to fix water leaks in a reasonable time frame during a drought. And its 
inability to manage stormwater, leaving beaches polluted after a storm. It’s a disgrace to New Zealand, and 
the Far North should have no part in a centrally managed water supply. I am also strongly opposed to water 
supplies being fluoridated.  
 
Regions need to retain control of their infrastructure, and water is no different. Instead of passing the buck on 
this matter, FNDC should learn how to manage its resources better. You owe it to your ratepayers. 
 
I have zero confidence in Labour-led initiatives. Their disastrous Kiwi Build and police recruitment campaigns 
speak for themselves. They have failed every performance target they set for themselves. For goodness 
sake don’t let them meddle with something as important as our water. 
 
So it’s a resounding “no” to Three Waters from me. 
 
Environment 
 
There is no mention in the plan about other environmental factors. I would like to see: 

• The promotion and development of organic horticulture and agriculture in the Far North. This type of 
sustainable practice should be encouraged, not hindered by red tape and compliance costs. 

• Ceasing use of toxic sprays (e.g. glyphosate, hi-cane). 
 
Rates 
 
Debt levels of $333m by 2031 will create an unsustainable debt burden on ratepayers if and when interest 
rates increase. The mechanism that interest payments cannot exceed 10% of revenue cannot be guaranteed 
in a rising interest rate environment and debt cannot be reduced overnight. I understand Councils get special 
rates via the Government however Reserve Bank interest rates have averaged 7% since 1985. The only way 
to reduce debt if interest rates rise is an extreme increase to ratepayers or a Central Government bailout. 
Potentially allocating 10% of income to interest repayment on an on-going basis is not a smart policy and 
does now allow for debt capacity in the future when required. 
 
By 2031 the average residential rate payer in Kerikeri will be paying well in excess of $100 per week in rates 
including connected services but not including the NRC levy, no matter what rates model is used going 
forward. This will be unaffordable for many, not just in Kerikeri or Russell but also in lower rateable areas. 
We cannot have continued increases in rates that far exceed the rate of inflation. 
 
The Far North, like much of the country, has a major infrastructure deficit and the Plans are looking to 
address this partially by increasing debt and rates substantially to fund increases in financing costs, 
infrastructure spending and increased operational costs. I understand this creates a conundrum, how do we 
pay for infrastructure and increased costs without dramatically increasing debt and income. i.e. rates? 
 
The answer is two-fold: 

 
a) Greater efficiency operationally. The FNDC operational budget has ballooned in recent years 
and this needs to be curbed. Efficiencies need to be found and operational costs reduced. I am sure 
the Council thinks it already does this as a matter of course, but the evidence strongly suggests 
otherwise. 
 
(One area for greater efficiency could be around asset management. The Consultation Document 
states that the council isn’t using a live reporting system. Through my work, I know that 
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organisations that use spreadsheets instead of a centralised asset database with reporting 
functionality, make many errors and also waste time and human resources as well as money.) 
 
b) Central Government funding. As you are no doubt aware NZ has one of the lowest central 
government redistributions to regions in the OECD by some margin. This has to change and its only 
if the Local Governments around the country stand together can this be altered. The current model 
of bidding/competing for funds and not having known infrastructure budget or reliable funding from 
Central Government needs to be challenged and needs to be done as a combined voice from all 
Councils. There has been for decades a divide and conquer strategy from Central Government so 
Councils scrap to obtain their fair share and this funding has in the past been a political hot potato, 
with areas that are marginal seats receiving more funding than others. Northland’s recent change in 
the political landscape is a perfect example of this. Regional infrastructure or Local Body 
government funding should be apolitical. I realise this is not just a Far North but also a nationwide 
issue, but it needs to be addressed and start somewhere. There is $3.8bn up for grabs right now; 
per capita the Far North should be entitled to at least $60m of this. Ensure we at least get that. 

 
Householders should not pay increased rates so that business’ rates can be reduced. This is just ridiculous. 
Businesses CHOOSE to have premises and pay the rates. Householders are FORCED to pay rates. Many 
householders have fixed incomes. The rates increases suggested are unaffordable, ridiculous, and will 
cause a significant increase in poverty, rents, etc. in a region that’s already struggling. If a householder has 
to pay more rates, they have less disposable income to spend with businesses in the area. So if the concept 
is to help businesses, this idea is very short-sighed and a total failure. I foresee many small businesses in 
the area going bankrupt due a drop in revenue. 
 
I am opposed to every rateable property paying water and wastewater charges, regardless of whether they 
are connected to a reticulated system or not, this is plain wrong. We are on tank water, and in over 5 years 
of living in the area, we have never needed to call on a water tanker, as we manage our water responsibly. 
Why should we be penalised when we are responsible with our water? Instead, get the tankers to on-charge 
a levy to people who use the council’s water and wastewater services. User pays is a fairer system, e.g. for 
the rich guy down the road who gets three water tankers every day in summer just to irrigate his lawns. I 
shouldn’t have to subsidise his excessive and greedy water usage.  
 
Now is a really bad time to change the rating methodology. The full economic impact of COVID-19 and the 
lockdowns hasn’t hit yet – and New Zealand is already in a recession. (According to Statistics NZ, the 
country’s GDP dropped by -2.9% annually in December 2020.) We need certainty around utilities and now is 
not the time to rock the boat and hit some people with significant rate increases full stop, including changing 
from LV to CV.  
 
It is very naïve to assume, for example, that people living in Kerikeri are rich. Many are on fixed incomes. 
And many more may be asset rich and cash poor. I don’t have the income to pay higher rates, either now, or 
in the future, and am due to retire in 5 years. Looking at the sample rates database, our rates will increase 
by $600 in one year – where are we meant to find that kind of money from? What’s more, that’s a massive 
19.1% increase, at a time when the rate of inflation in NZ is 1.4%. Who on earth does FNDC think it is to 
increase rates at over 13 times the rate of inflation?! Such a massive increase should actually be illegal. 
 
Many landlords will have no choice but to increase rents to cover this astronomical increase in rates. This will 
make the situation even harder for renters, and exacerbate the housing crisis in the district. I imagine there 
will be a significant increase in homelessness and poverty as a result. Where is the provision for homeless 
housing in the long-term plan? 
 
Paying over $5k in rates in 10 years’ time is absolute insanity, and I will be moving out of Kerikeri. I wouldn’t 
be surprised if the high rates in Kerikeri cause an exodus, foiling the Council’s plans to use Kerikeri residents 
as a golden goose. It may become the next ghost town, like Kaikohe. Beware! 
 
It seems that the Council is unaware of ‘cause and effect’ when it comes to rates increases: if you make 
(dramatic) changes to something, it will have flow-on effects. 
 
Do you have any idea of how difficult it is just to exist in the Far North, if you’re not a salaried civil servant? 
My partner and I have 3 businesses between us, and we each work 50-60 hours a week, just to keep 
ourselves afloat. Yet on paper the council probably sees us as rich Kerikeri-ites, because our house is worth 
a certain amount, but that couldn’t be further from the truth, and we qualify for the highest level of rates 
rebates due to our low income. 
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I have read that some farmers’ rates will increase 30% to 50% in one year, with similar percentage increases 
each year for the following ten years. What do you think that will do? There will be sharp increases in the 
price of food. There will be bankrupt farms. NZ will have to rely on imported food and be at the mercy of 
overseas forces. There will be hunger, malnourishment, and obesity as more people turn to junk food and 
processed food, and in turn more health problems. Is this really the future FNDC wants for its people? Surely 
producing healthy, NZ grown food should be encouraged, not penalised? 
 
Consider what else is happening in the world: China has run out of shipping containers, which has increased 
the costs of shipping. The cost of diesel is skyrocketing – another factor behind dramatic rises in shipping 
costs. Ports all around the world are congested and seriously behind schedule with offloading ships due to 
COVID-19 restrictions. With all this taking place, it really doesn’t make sense to rely on imported food, now 
or in the future. To safeguard a sustainable food supply, our country (and thus our district) should aim to be 
as self sufficient as possible, and have measures in place to encourage this, rather than hinder and tax it - 
whether by rates or other mechanisms. 
 
Furthermore, there is the strange restriction in some of the new Zoning (e.g. Rural Residential) where indoor 
food production is banned. Other countries support urban/vertical farming of nutrient dense foods such as 
microgreens, hydroponic vegetables, and mushrooms. Why ban it in the Far North? This is very short 
sighted. 
 
Zoning 
 
The LTP is also impacted by the DP and this is where considerable changes to the DP can positively impact 
the outcomes for the LTP. Kerikeri being the growth engine of the Far North needs far more land rezoned for 
residential development close to town. The south side of Waipapa Road between Rainbow Falls Road and 
Waipapa needs to be rezoned to rural living from rural production. This area is already compromised and 
also backs onto the land holding the Council has purchased for the new Waipapa Sports Hub. By rezoning 
this area it will create more land supply close to town and also an opportunity for the Council to develop their 
own subdivision with the surplus land not required for the Sports Hub. This could be a substantial revenue 
earner for the FNDC. The area of benefit for the Kerikeri sewerage scheme needs to be expanded 
immediately. In the LTP it is scheduled for 2029 at an estimated cost of $35m. If this was brought forward 
creating 1000+ new connections not only would there be a significant saving in inflationary costs the large 
increase in the rate payer base would largely pay for the capital cost within 10 years. It would also create 
more supply of land/housing close to town, something we need as a town, a region and as a country. 
 
The single-lane bridge at Waipapa Landing should be widened into a two-lane bridge to cope with the 
increased traffic from the new subdivisions.  
 
Roading 
 
Within the capital works program in the LTP I cannot see any budget to improve traffic in Kerikeri CBD, e.g. a 
bypass. Nor any other major roading projects such as the long mooted road from SH10 Bulls Gorge 
connecting Maraenui and Hall Roads and through to Mill Lane. This is a long-term plan is it not? Kerikeri is 
one of the fastest growing small towns in New Zealand and yet as far as I can see there is no substantial 
investment in new roads to divert traffic from the CBD. It’s quite incredible! Where is the planning for growth? 
 
I think the one-way system should remain, but with roads constructed to create a bypass of the town centre. 
It seems that much of the traffic that clogs the one-way system is actually travelling through, rather than 
stopping in town. The one-way system flows beautifully when it’s not overloaded. 
 
Developer contributions 
 
I am confused whether a developer contribution levy will be re-introduced in the LTP? It’s not clear one way 
or the other. In the past developer contributions were too high in relation to property values, however they 
should never have been scrapped altogether, rather the contribution should be a percentage of around 3% of 
the developed value or and paid once the development is completed from the sale proceeds. 
 
From speaking with friends, it sounds like the previous approach to developer contributions was erratic and 
badly managed. A friend building a house, for example, had no idea how much the charge would be, or how 
it would be calculated – and she was hit with an unexpectedly large bill, with no explanation or help provided. 
There would need to be much greater transparency and clarity around the process. 
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Elderly care 
 
The lack of care home spaces in the Far North should be a real concern of all living in the region, and with 
an ageing population this should be addressed in the Council’s plans for the future. It concerns me that a 
number of developers are building so-called ‘retirement villages’ – which will attract more elderly people to 
the area – but none of these developers are installing or contributing towards care beds in the region. How 
about introducing a specific levy for them that will be used for creating or expanding a care home? 
 
Septic systems and section sizes 
 
Largely we have moved away from septic tanks to bio-systems for sewerage in areas not connected to the 
sewerage system. This has created quite a substantial cost to any build and on-going maintenance required 
and yet there has been no revision of lot sizes with this advance in technology. Do we still need minimum 
3,000m² sections to cater for sewer drainage when using a bio system? In the 1980s sections much smaller 
than that were approved in coastal zones and are still on septic systems. We obviously don’t want to revert 
to that however what work has gone into calculating the land size required when utilising a bio-system 
versus an old fashioned septic system? Efficiency of land use in the right areas for housing is critical and can 
be one component, of many to help with housing affordability. 
 
Dogs 
 
I can’t see any mention of dogs in the plans. From my own experiences: 

(a) There are a significant number of nuisance dogs in the area, whether it’s wandering dogs or out-of-
control barking at all hours; 

(b) There are many irresponsible dog owners. Those who think it’s OK to chain up a dog all day. Those 
who don’t train their dogs. And so on. 

(c) There are also many responsible dog owners, who are fed up with the above 2 factors, and we 
should not be penalised for the actions of irresponsible dog owners.  

 
Other councils offer a discount of dog licences when owners have achieved Responsible Dog Ownership 
status. I can’t understand why FNDC doesn’t offer something like this, which rewards and encourages good 
dog owners, and educates others. The Far North is essentially a rural community, and positive dog 
ownership should be encouraged rather than ignored. It’s also important that the Council remembers that 
companion animals are key to many people: they help people with their physical and mental health, with 
such dogs being part of the family, rather than an animal. I would love this region to be more dog friendly, 
and with more responsible dog owners. 
 
District Plan re-zoning: Rural Residential 
 
The rules around RRZ-S7 (Home Business) are draconian and will inhibit economic growth in the region. 
Dictating working hours and only allowing one member of staff etc. is ridiculous. (So you could have a noisy 
family of eight in a property, with young kids screaming at all hours, and teenagers coming and going in their 
cars all the time, plus one staff member… but a childless couple who make no noise can only have one staff 
member too. That makes absolutely no sense.) 
 
Also, how will this be monitored? Will the Council waste more ratepayers’ funds employing staff to spy on 
ratepayers? Or will neighbours be encouraged to nark on each other, to divide our communities? 
 
How on earth are people meant to pay the already far-too-high rates when their ability to work and earn is 
being curtailed? This whole section needs to be deleted. Let people work and earn money on their property. 
So long as they don’t make excessive noise, odour or dust, let them earn a crust for heaven’s sake. People 
need to build up a business to a reasonable size before they can justify the additional costs of moving into 
commercial premises, and that’s not going to happen if the Council is prohibiting business growth. 
 
And if I’m still working at my computer at 9pm at night, is the Council going to spy on me and fine me?! What 
a ridiculous rule. 
 
I also don’t understand RRZ-S5 (Coverage): “the combined building and impervious surface coverage of the 
gross site area of any site must be no more than 12.5%”. This seems a very small percentage, and it means 
that many people can’t tarmac their driveways – which seems daft in a region where there are already issues 
with dust.   
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The percentage in the current district plan is 30% (or 5,000m²), which seems far more reasonable and 
realistic. Bear in mind that the zone is RURAL Residential, so as well as housing, people need sheds, 
workshops, greenhouses, and other ancillary buildings to service their property and lifestyle. The 12.5% limit 
doesn’t allow for this, and is at odds with the zone description and purpose. 
 
RRZ-P5 (Avoiding intensive indoor primary production) makes no sense. Other cities around the world 
encourage urban/vertical farms that produce nutrient rich food such as microgreens, hydroponic vegetables, 
and mushrooms. This is short-sighted, especially when healthy eating should be encouraged at a time of 
soaring obesity rates and high food prices. Growing healthy food indoors, such as microgreens and 
mushrooms, does not create any noise, odour or dust, so the rationale behind banning this eludes me. 
 
RRZ-R8 (Rural Produce Retail) – PER-2: Council should not have the authority to restrict what someone 
wants to sell. And why on earth should the shop be 30m away from a boundary, this is random and illogical. I 
don’t see any such limitations for Educational Facilities, yet screaming children are far noisier than someone 
buying vegetables, for example. 
Why is the Council so anti small business? 
 
Some clauses are missing from the proposed new District Plan, that exist in the Rural Living Zone rules of 
the current District Plan: 

• 8.7.5.1.10 – Keeping of Animals: the 50m minimum boundary should be maintained or increased, 
having recently experienced issues with a neighbour breeding dogs outside in their garden. 

• 8.7.5.1.12 – Helicopter landing area: This rule should be kept. 
 
Better rules and procedures need to be made to cover the problem of dogs barking non-stop and at night. 
 
Community outcomes 
 
All cultures should be embraced equally. One culture should not be elevated above others; we are a modern 
society. Equality, please, and no racism. For that reason, I am against Maori wards, as I am anti-apartheid.  
 
Summary 
 
The plans submitted for consultation fall far short of the ambition and innovation required. It’s a difficult 
position for Councils where there has been a large underspend on infrastructure for decades and the funding 
from Central Government has and still is inadequate. But there is no use just carrying on the same old 
unsustainable way and old ideas. Methods need to be challenged, as does Central Government. 
Overcharging residents in Kerikeri for rates could have major negative consequences for the town’s 
continued growth and scupper the Council’s money grab. Moreover, the Council is seriously out of touch with 
the financial challenges and realities of its residents. Many measures in the re-zoning are anti small 
business, yet somehow we are expected to pay for rate increases over 13 times the rate of inflation in the 
space of a year. The proposed changes would see an increase in poverty, homelessness, and 
malnourishment. 
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Surname Jennings 

First name David 

Organisation Position 

Project / Main topic Rates 

Notes On our small farm current rates are $9,000pa   this is 75%  of what 
we make! 

Additional supporting 
information 

Which ward do you live in? Various 

ID Number IBS125 

Date 30/03/2021 

Oral submission from Russell event
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Surname Johnston 

First name Jane 

Organisation Position 

Project / Main topic Submission on the Proposed Long-Term Plan 2021-2031 
Proposed new Rating Method

information 

Which ward do you live in? Bay of Islands-Whangaroa 

ID Number IBS48 / IBS94 (additional supporting information)
Date 6/04/2021

Additional supporting 

Refer to submission document 
Notes 

See attachments next page
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I wish to note that the public notices indicated that submissions were due by the 6th April. However, 
FNDC’s website has a closing off time of 12am.  That is absurd, as it required people to have submitted by 
11.59pm on the 5th April – which is Easter Monday.  You must continue to accept submissions until 
midnight on the 6th April.

This is not good faith consultation, and is the antithesis of what is stated in the Significance and 
Engagement Policy.
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Jane Johnston 

(Address details removed for privacy) 

Submission on the Proposed Long-Term Plan 2021-2031 

I wish to speak to my submission 

INTRODUCTION 

The core business of Council I would like to see funded from our rates are:- a quality and affordable sewerage 

scheme, water supply, storm-water system, transportation network (roads, footpaths, lighting, parking 

facilities and transit hubs), reserves management, and competent and timely performance of functions such as 

resource management and district planning under the RMA, waste management and oversight of building 

work under the Building Act, as well as environmental monitoring & compliance, and planning for climate 

change. 

I ask that these activities be conducted in the most cost effective and efficient way. 

Stick to core business. Stop tinkering with nice to haves 

I ask that you stop working to deliver lots of nice to have things, which are not necessary - such as even more 

cycle trails to attract or entertain visitors, and more and more grants for private companies to run events of 

uncertain economic benefit.   

Consultation process and the Information provided as “supporting material”. 

The consultation period was notified in newspapers and on FNDC’s website 10days prior to the proposed LTP 

2021-31 being loaded to FNDC’s website along with the required supporting material. That material wasn’t 

posted until the 6th March, with a due date for submissions of 6th April. That calendar month is barely 

adequate in light of the Easter holidays falling from 2nd to 5th April.   

The Summary Consultation Document and Supporting Material were also not available in the Paihia Library. 

A lack of consideration for the public interest in each of the statutorily required consultation exercises is 

evidenced by concurrently notifying and calling for submissions on two other planning exercises being 

undertaken by FNDC, over the past 3-6+ years – these being the Strategy FN2100 and the Draft Proposed 

District Plan. Neither are statutorily required to be consulted upon at this time, or in such a short time-frame. 

It is disingenuous of FNDC to expect the public to review and feedback of all of these documents in such a 

limited timeframe. While information being released is appreciated, about where FNDC has got to with its in-

house thinking within Strategy FN2100 and in formulating a revised District Plan, it was not necessary to call 

for submissions on these documents at this stage, or to set artificial deadlines for that feedback/input 

coinciding with the required consultation on the Rates Review and the Long-Term Plan. 

Proposed 10-Yr Financial Strategy 
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I Oppose the significant increase in debt ceiling from current 100% of Revenue up to 160% in 3 years and 280% 

from Year 5 of this LTP.   

I support serious efforts to restrict or cap the Corporate overheads of FNDC. The “wages and salaries” budget 

has increased from $16m in 2013 to close to $30m this year. There has been a serious increase in Corporate 

Overheads as a result. There has also been a significant spend on consultants, touching all aspects of councils 

functions.  The CEO’s salary is now one of the highest in the country, for a Territorial Authority.  And, there is a 

CCO, sitting alongside Council developing and managing many of our most significant infrastructure assets. 

Rather than reverting straight to increasing debt, I would like to see our elected representatives utilizing the 

power made available to them in 2014 – to cap the salary and wages spend, to drive a greater emphasis on 

fiscal prudence by the Executive Management Team.   

Similarly, there has been no effort to establish a ‘triple bottom line’ to see if the organization can conserve in 

other areas – to minimize waste. The shift to ‘working from home’ ought to have demonstrated the viability 

and efficiency of remote working, that does not rely so heavily on ‘corporate’ or head-office facilities. 

The Significance and Engagement Policy 

The policy is all well and good. The implementation of it, however is terrible, when we are notified of the 

following “consultation” processes on the same day (6th March publication on-line), and with deadlines as 

follow: 

Representation Review – 1st April (turns out, 31st March – midnight, for on-line forms) 

Rating Review – 6th April (turns out, 5th April – midnight, for on-line forms). 

Proposed Long Term Plan – 6th April ((turns out, 5th April – midnight, for on-line forms). 

Draft Proposed District Plan - 6th April ((turns out, 5th April – midnight, for on-line forms). 

Far North Strategy 2100 - 6th April ((turns out, 5th April – midnight, for on-line forms). 

That is a ridiculous amount to expect “the public” to read and comment upon within a month that includes 

school holidays and Easter.   It is not ‘good faith’ and undermines any belief in Council’s application of the 

principles of consultation. 

When it comes to “engagement” – our communities have not been engaged, in any open public process to 

describe the future development of our townships, or of infrastructure to serve the current and future needs, 

for a very long time.  There has been no “community development planning”, no spatial planning (or place-

based planning) other than what was conducted by local community groups (with their own special interests) 

and that do not reflect the diversity of needs, nor the input of expert development planners. 

The suggested “triggers” as to “matters of significance” are completely inadequate.   At 9 (within the policy) it 

is stated that a decision is of high significance if one of the following applies:   

1.a. It involves the transfer of the ownership or control of a strategic asset (Schedule 1) or other important

asset (Schedule 1a) to or from Council; or

b. It is inconsistent with Council plans or policies and meets one of the thresholds shown in the table below:

Transfer of a strategic asset… ‘to or from council’.   We are not aware of how ‘engagement’ was facilitated 

Council agreed to fund the building of a “seawall” in Paihia, or when the large property within which the Paihia 

War Memorial Hall sat was subdivided (as a non-notified consent) and the lion’s share divested to FNHL, etc. 

Of greater importance though, falls under “unbudgeted financial impacts” – where it is stated that (a matter is 

significant when…  “the proposal will incur unbudgeted net operational expenditure exceeding 2.5% of total 
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rates in the year commenced OR unbudgeted net capital expenditure exceeding 10% of total rates in the year 

commenced. 

These are both very significant targets, to trigger the special consultation procedure.  It is not fair to any 

particular community, subjected to Targeted Rates, to be usurped by a Council calculation of Total Rates, to 

determine significance. The trigger ought to be assessed against the budget associated with the specific 

Targeted Rate.  As long as Council continues to identify Areas of Benefit, and charge Targeted Rates, the 

significance policy ought to recognize that the directly affected stakeholders are not the District at large, or at 

least those subject to a share of the relevant Operational expenses; or in the case of a Capital expenditure, the 

stakeholders are only those subjected to the relevant Targeted Rate. It is ridiculous to ask the entire District 

about funding a need for a specific group of Ratepayers – when the reality is only that group of Ratepayers will 

be made to pay for it. Engagement ought to proceed with the directly affected community front and centre. 

This has been compelled to happen in the past, when local communities have strongly objected to Council’s 

misguided plans in relation to critical schemes… for example, for Kohukohu, for Opononi-Omapere, for Kaeo 

and for Moerewa. And yet when it has come to schemes for Kerikeri and for the Paihia-Bay area, and for 

Russel – there has been no meaningful engagement with the relevant local communities about critical 

decisions, rather we have been invited to submit on vague statements laid out in Long Term Plans (and more 

recently, in equally interpretative 30 Year Infrastructure Strategies). 

 

Housing for the Elderly 

At a recent Ratepayer Association hosted public meeting attended by over 100 residents in Kerikeri, people 

were asked to put their hand up if they though Council should transition its pensioner housing to another 

social housing provider (even with stipulations as to current tenancies and retaining equivalent stock). Not a 

single person agreed with Council, to transition pensioner housing. Indeed, it was suggested that more 

pensioner housing is required, as our aging population sees many very concerned they will not be able to stay 

in their homes and there is a serious deficit of 1 and 2 bedroom units on easy care sections, or of bedsits 

within easy access proximity to community facilities.   

Rather than transitioning out of pensioner housing, there is an urgent need to invest in more pensioner 

housing, as rural and small townships housing stock continues to decline and as the market has failed to 

deliver options for senior citizens to be able to down-size.  

 

Enable Economic Development 

I object to the proposal that FNDC become a shareholder in Northland Inc.s investment fund. 

Council has misinterpreted feedback from the community that we support sustainable economic development 

as a strategic priority, as meaning Ratepayers are willing to pay even more towards our Regional Economic 

Development Agency, and towards the “Investment and Growth Reserve”.  The consultation document refers 

to Far North District Council ‘having an opportunity to provide funds to the I & G Reserve.’ 

The point is - Ratepayers already have that opportunity. Far North Ratepayers do already fund Northland Inc. 

and the I&G Reserve. There is no need for FNDC to double-dip into the same pockets, and make us contribute 

via FNDC as well as directly to the NRC.  FNDC ought to be consulted by Northland Inc, and the Regional 

Council, and coordinate to ensure a fair distribution of programs or projects around the Northland Region.  

FNDC has already signaled an intention to increase its spend on ‘future planning’ (up to 12c/$1 of spend) and it 

could reasonably be expected that the products of that planning will be a significant contribution towards 

Northland Inc’s work to promote sustainable economic development. The significant investment in upgraded 

infrastructure outlined in the 10yr LTP is also the opportunity the Northland Inc ought to focus on, when 

considering our contribution to any “investment and growth reserve”.  
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What FNDC needs to do, to enable sustainable economic development, is to establish a fair rating system, that 

addresses the question of what or who is driving costs, demanding delivery of the services FNDC is tasked with 

providing (that enables economic activity to take place, as efficiently as possible), and allocate a fair share of 

those costs to those who drive costs, or the ‘beneficiaries’ of the councils work program. 

Our Financial Strategy 

Ratepayers are alarmed at the suggestion (p9 of the consultation document), that debt which currently sits at 

less than 100% of annual revenue, be allowed to climb in the first 4 yrs to 175% of annual revenue (excluding 

capital subsidies), but then from year 5, the limit will increase to 280% of revenue (based on Council obtaining 

a credit rating).  

We want to see Development Contributions reinstated. 

We also want to see effort made to control what appears to be unfettered growth of the FNDC itself, as 

evidenced by the rapid increase in the ‘wages and salaries budget’ (up from $16m in 2014, to $28m per annum 

in 2020). 

We also want to see greater effort to recover costs directly – for example, why does a seniors group have to 

pay $25 to play cards in the War Memorial Hall built in 1946, while squash, rugby and netball etc players are 

not asked to contribute anything towards their recreational pursuits. 

Cycleways and mountain bike parks attract spending by Council, with an additional $35m forecast for 

extending the cycleway network during the next 10 years. Yet these facilities are not ‘Ratepayers’. Whomever 

has a business associated with these facilities, is not necessarily paying any Rates, let alone a commercial rate.  

For example, hiring bikes or selling food and coffee out of shipping containers on D.o.C. forestry land, does not 

contribute anything towards the Rate take. It is not clear how these facilities are benefitting Ratepayers, as a 

broad public interest, greater than the private benefit to users. It is not clear why fees for use of the facility 

would not be charged, in much the same way that a dog owner must pay to register their dog. 

CBD Targeted Rate 

Currently there is a CBD Targeted Rate for Paihia. However, Council does not have any projects in central 

Paihia to justify this rate. The Corporate Assumptions and Infrastructure Strategy erroneously state Levels of 

Service with respect to ‘town maintenance’, that do not apply in Paihia given Council has an additonal 

preferred supplier arrangement with a Community Trust to provide a higher level of service during the 

summer season.   

Council has not consulted with the community over the use of a CBD Targeted Rate. There is a growing shift of 

opinion away from public litter bins, towards each of the businesses in the town reducing their supply of 

‘waste’ products to customers or being able to receive returns.  Rather than doubling the Targeted Rate (as 

Council did in 2014) without consulting the community, we ask for this Targeted Rate to be halved, to better 

reflect the real cost of the additional level of service (re: town maintenance) being provided by Focus Paihia 

for that township. 

It is rumored that a similar CBD Targeted rate is being requested, or will be considered, for the Kerikeri area – 

to fund a new Community Trust, with a similar mission to that operating in Paihia.  There has been no 

consultation with the community by Council, to support any additional CBD targeted Rate being added. It is 

not clear what such a fund would be for, and there is no clear accountability through the Community Board or 

elected reps on Council.  

Address the risks and issues associated with our outdated, non-complaint oxidation ponds – the so called 

Paihia Waste Water Treatment Plant in the Waitangi Forest 
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I am disappointed ratepayers in our ward have not been given an opportunity to comment on options and 

means to replace the Waitangi ponds sewage scheme with something not subject to “extreme risk”. I ask that 

we be given opportunity to discuss a replacement scheme at an alternative site to meet the needs of a 

growing ratepayer & resident population, as well as tourists & visitors.  

The previous LTP (2015-25) consultation document allocated $5million to attach an Ammonia treatment plant 

to achieve compliance with the discharge consent conditions. Now this LTP refers to $9million to also deal with 

Nitrogen.  This is a significant $4m increase, and escalating total cost – and yet it still does nothing to mitigate 

the “extreme risks” associated with this scheme, that led Council to decide to build a new $multimillion 

scheme for Kerikeri rather than just pipe that areas sewage to the Waitangi ponds – reportedly with ample 

capacity should that site not have been subject to “extreme risk”. Nor does this additional $9m do anything to 

provide additional capacity for the growing resident population and should the visitor economy again emerge 

as a significant influence on demand in the medium-term future (3yrs, as per your own forecasts on the 

recovery of this sector). 

The consultation documents provide a paragraph commenting on the need to address replacement of the 

scheme because of treaty claims on the forest, but there is no indication of any steps within a process to 

identify solutions to that issue. 

Rather than spending $9m just to achieve compliance with discharge consents, we need Council to act now, to 

take steps towards avoiding the “extreme risk” you have identified, from being realised in the near future.  

You ignored the best solution according to your consultants, which was to deliver a combined Bay of Islands 

Scheme, in favour of two separate schemes for Kerikeri and Paihia. You chose that option with Kerikeri 

Ratepayers in mind, as you avoided the risk to the Waitangi Ponds for that area, and yet you have done 

nothing to mitigate this “extreme risk” that remains for the Paihia Ratepayers.  

Surely it would still make sense to combine the waste water streams from this area with that of the growing 

Kerikeri area, into the one scheme, as that is the solution you have already embarked upon – and make it of 

sufficient scale to receive and treat waste-water from this wider area.  

The distance to combine these two areas is less than that between New Plymouth and the outlying areas 

hooked into that towns scheme (e.g. Hawera). It is stuck in the mud, closed-minds and narrow thinking that 

insists on treating these two growth areas in terms of both resident population and economic activity and 

insists on pursuing two separate schemes in the face of all the evidence pointing to one combined scheme 

being the best option, and most affordable for all Ratepayers served by the current two scheme solution. 

Having said that, we agree with our neighbours in the Kerikeri Ratepayers Association, that the type of 

reticulation system and waste water treatment plant you have selected are unnecessarily expensive when 

other more affordable treatment solutions are available. 

When will council decide on an alternative site for the Paihia Waste water treatment plant? 

Focusing on your proposals for the Paihia and District area 

The proposed LTP envisages rates rises. For us – the portion of the increase to achieve compliance with 

current consent conditions for our sewage ponds, is we believe, not all that we will have to cover in the near 

future, to retain an operative, outdated scheme and pipe network in this area.  

You have also raised the projected cost for a new potable water treatment source and plant (which you 

decided was the best option as part of decisions on LTP 2015-2025), now priced from approximately $6.3M at 

that time, to up to $12M now.  We must ask why, if that is a more accurate representation of the likely cost, 

you have not represented the options of storing raw water and more treated water, as either or both options 

together could mitigate risk associated with the location of the current plant, until such time that flood hazard 

risk is mitigated through better management of the Waitangi River Catchment. 
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Indeed, we have consistently advocated for stronger protection of the Waitangi River as a town supply or 

drinking water source, and that has been acknowledged by the NRC, in its Waitangi River Catchment 

Management Plan. The catchment is currently a focus for Riparian planting and fencing, and other bank 

stabilisation works has taken place (around Top Energies site, that was severely eroded during the 2014 flood 

that closed our Water Treatment Plant – because of the amount of silt carried in the water). 

Another project that was not actually flagged in the Proposed Long Term Plan 2015-25, so was not “consulted 

upon”, but which was included in the adopted LTP 2015-25, at a significant new cost of $4.3m at that time, 

was to build a seawall to protect wharf assets (owned and operated by FNHL and several private developers), 

as well as SH11 and private property opposite the waterfront in central Paihia. Several locals wrote 

submissions to you in 2016 asking why our Territorial Authority would be volunteering to pay for a natural 

hazard mitigation structure in the marine environment, when this is not a core function of a T.A., had not been 

consulted upon with Ratepayers and with not disclosure as to who the beneficiaries would be and who would 

be paid to pay for the structure. Consequently, in 2018-28, Long Term Plan – there was no mention of the 

Seawall. It appeared to have been dropped from the Work Program.  There was a new line item however, 

some $5.4m had been allocated to Stormwater Mitigation, which we presumed was to improve the 

inadequate stormwater network such as it is around this Ward (such as in School Rd, were flooding of private 

properties continues to occur). 

We note that the seawall, waterfront reclamation and beach replenishment, and the creation of a park on the 

top of whatever is engineered as ‘the reclamation’ (between the SH and the waterline) project still no longer 

appears in the proposed LTP consultation document (refer to the map of key initiatives). Now there is a so-

called “steering group”, led by FNHL, Business Paihia and Focus Paihia – driving to deliver this project (and an 

additional reclamation needing another $3m) and claiming some $1.75m has been pledged (allocated 

somehow) towards whatever is to constitute “the park”, meaning just $3.5m or so was actually needed for the 

reclamation that the PGF has agreed to help fund (along with seawall/s).   

This whole initiative had been a FNHL development or proposal. That CCO had won consents to progress in 

2009, but failed to deliver in the required time-frame (2019). In 2013 they gave part of the consent to a private 

developer who built the deck (as  private structure, not the public one we all understood it was to be, when 

consented). We assumed the rest of the waterfront proposal was dead in the water… until a PGF 

announcement in 2020 resurrected it. Then we found that FNHL had applied for extensions to its consents, 

and these were granted as a ‘non-notified application’. If it is still your intention to build a seawall and a 

reclamation using Ratepayer funds or not, because if it is, you still have not told us which Ratepayers will be 

made to pay for it, and how much each. Will this be a targeted Rate, or is this a “District Facility” – covered by 

the general rate. Who will own these structures, and will any part of it be Gazetted as a Reserve. Who will 

depreciate them, and insure them against public liability…. Etc. There are a lot of unanswered questions, and 

yet you, our Council, has apparently allocated $5.4 towards it under the line item “stormwater mitigation” – in 

2018-28 LTP. 

It is relevant that the structures over the foreshore and seabed, occupied by Charlottes Kitchen, Alongside and 

Zane Greys – not to mention the other businesses operating on the wharf or off the wharf – are NOT 

ratepayers. As there is no DP - title associated with these structure, there is no Ratepayer to send any Rates 

demand to. The Waterfront Building (FNHL structure) is occupied by multiple leases, and has been the subject 

of an objection in the past, because the entire building was being Rated as one SUIP, when clearly it supports 

water and sewage connections to very many businesses on the wharf and adjacent to it. 

There is a question of equity, in compelling Commercial and Residential Ratepayers to pay very high Rates 

(based on L.V. + the differential) to pay for hazard protection works for the benefit of competitors in trade, 

who are not contributing Ratepayers.  

I think a sea wall – designed to a scale to protect the foreshore from forecast climate change impacts - is 

necessary. However, we think a combination of targeted rates for those who directly benefit from this effort at 

risk mitigation (as proposed for Kerikeri Flood Spillway for example), and partnering up with the 
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owner/manager of the maritime assets and waterfront facilities, along with seeking a grant from NZTA (as well 

as the $8m pledged from the PGF), is the way to progress getting that hazard mitigation infrastructure in place. 

However, I do not agree that $1.75m ought to be allocated for the ‘park’ on the top of the reclamation. The 

minimalist, natural character restoration approach is all that is needed and would be most widely accepted 

and appreciated by local residents. We do not want a theme park on the waterfront. The uninterrupted views 

of the Bay, afforded from that stretch of waterfront, unencumbered with trees, buildings or play structures is 

highly regarded, with most visitors stopping to take photographs on that stretch of waterfront. 

It is also inequitable, that a particular private (vested) interest is leading the charge to raise an additional $3m 

to undertake the rest of the reclamation (interfering with the mouth of the School Rd stream, near Maiki Hill), 

and in doing so reported to a meeting attended mainly by supporters of that proposal – spoke of “leveraging” 

off the $1.75m allocated by FNDC (or is it FNHL) towards the park, to be able to fundraise for this extra 

reclamation.  

I suggest that if there is any “leveraging” to be done off $1.75m allocated towards “a park” that, it be applied 

to borrowing to support the establishment of a fit for purpose Community Centre and Haven of History, as 

these two local groups have been collaborating towards such an initiative for two years. They have a business 

Case prepared, and have land in central Paihia. The support of Council, via ‘leveraging’ $1.75m would go a long 

way to making that project viable in time for the 200th Anniversary of Marsden Williams mission station 

establishing in Paihia. 

You, Council, have taken on the cost of maintenance for the cycle-trail – a non-essential piece of infrastructure 

(the economic development brainchild of a John Key led Government in 2009). We note that you took on this 

expense without consulting the Ratepayers, and have out-sourced Governance of it to a unelected body, that 

is now funded by Ratepayers.  We object to the continuing use of Ratepayers as a slush fund for economic 

development initiatives of questionable value. There has been little reporting of the direct employment or 

spin-offs from the creation of the coast to coast cycleway. And yet, now, in the proposed LTP 2021-31 you 

proposed to spend another $35m to “extend” the cycleway. There has been no consultation with Ratepayers 

on these extensions, or explanation as to why our Council would want to undertake such an initiative, when it 

struggles to provide water and waste water treatment schemes for these same areas.   

I observe FNDC and the NRC contributing Ratepayer sourced funds towards the Waitangi Mountain Bike Park, 

a Kawakawa Freedom Camping/Tourist Hub/Community Facility. 

I must ask why such facilities are free to users, with all costs passed to Ratepayers. If these are economic 

development stimuli, then surely the costs ought to be recoverable. Perhaps the management of these 

facilities ought to be shifted to the FNHL, which could charge ‘concessions’ of businesses associated with these 

new facilities, in much the same way as marine based businesses must pay for their use of the wharf facilities 

around the Bay of Islands.   

I also note that you intend to establish more sports facilities at Kerikeri – to the tune of at least $10m allocated 

to date. That is in addition to the $3m pledged by PGF, towards the Kerikeri Domain, the cost associated with 

having demolished the pavilion that had been home to several clubs on the Domain, and the allocation of over 

$1m (at least) to the Squash Club. This is on top of the considerable investment into the Heritage grounds 

(Rugby and Netball) and the BaySports facilities at Waipapa, as well as Cherry-Tree Clubhouse (for the arts). 

We, here in the Paihia-Opua-Te Haumi-Waitangi and Haruru Falls/Watea area, object to your continuing 

obsessive focus on Kerikeri as the sole location for all community facilities being funded from across the entire 

Ward (or so it appears from here) – apart from the Bay of Islands Rec Centre that we all get targeted rate of 

$5/SUIP whether or not we avail ourselves of it, or some rugby fields.  We have requested upgrades to the 

Bledisloe Domain, and stated that is inadequate for the longer term (as leased land, and limited ability to be 

developed to an ideal extent), and we have consistently asked why our Community Centre can’t make use of 

the War Memorial Hall, or perhaps Williams house or otherwise be assisted to find a permanent, fit for 

purpose home.  
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We urge you to consider dispersing community facilities across the communities of this Ward, to enable 

accessibility for more people.  It is not equitable to have residents from everywhere outside of Kerikeri having 

to travel to Kerikeri, while those in Kerikeri enjoy a very wide array of Ratepayers funded facilities in easy 

reach. Locating so many facilities within the Kerikeri area exacerbates the transport network and parking 

issues in that township. There are other locations, more accessible and more easily developed than continuing 

to prise community facilities for this Ward into Kerikeri. 

I believe Paihia Residents and Ratepayers are poorly served with community facilities. We have a very small 

Village Green and a Community Hall used frequently by commercial interests (a Craft Market on cruise ship 

days, the Farmers Market and numerous events).  The Horotutu Park is a great addition to our small town and 

is used by visitors and residents all the year round. 

Our small library in Williams House is cramped and inadequate, as we must compete with the numerous 

visitors who fill its small spaces and spread across the gardens to use the free Wifi.   

There are no adequate active sports facilities and no community centre – both ought to be made available to 

us in our local community rather than being constantly told to travel to Kerikeri.  We do not find Kerikeri 

accessible – it is time-consuming and costly to get there, and there is a lack of parking for the elderly, and our 

children are shepherded onto buses soon after 3pm to be brought home from school. Only those with 

sufficient time and money can allow their children to participate in extra-curricular activities after school – 

parents of children who participate in these extra curricula activities have to make a return trip which is costly 

and time consuming, when their working days and evenings are mostly in hospitality or retail. 

To cater for the young and elderly folk we need a local active sports facility and a community centre space. A 

community centre to meet the needs of residents and ratepayers, not another tourist attraction.  

The Paihia area also desperately needs a transit hub, that gets buses off the waterfront and into the back of 

town. There are still properties available for such a facility, that could also be developed with multi-level 

parking. The longer you leave it, the less options you are leaving us with. Get on with transport planning that 

will lead to a Notice of Requirement for a centralised transit hub (and parking facility). 

Proposed Rates increases are unaffordable 

Elderly home-alone ratepayers on fixed incomes cannot sustain the increases in general rates, water and 

sewerage that you envisage. There are a growing number of elderly on fixed incomes living in our area and 

across the District.  These residents are not the ones causing the increased demand for new capacity and/or 

for new infrastructure.  Retired people have already paid for what we have. There needs to be a greater 

proportion paid by those causing the increased demand or wanting new facilities (such as mountain bike parks 

or cycle trails, and sports grounds). I see no good reason why these facilities are able to be accessed free of 

charge, and yet the elderly who have no use for them have no choice but to pay something towards them as 

Rates.  That is unfair. 

I ask that you make those who use these new facilities pay including those who benefit indirectly (eg 

accommodation and hospitality sector).  

Ratepayers who bought their homes before the 1980s, have been hit by having to continue paying rates for an 

oxidation pond and sewer scheme they have already paid for many times over. The ratepayers of Opua, Paihia, 

Waitangi and Haruru Falls are paying a high proportion of operational expenses for our very cheap to run aging 

system.  This situation is simply not fair and requires urgent attention by Council. 

Additionally, untreated/treated industrial waste water is fed into the Oxidation Ponds Scheme that discharges 

into the Waitangi wetlands and on to the sea. 

Pedestrian Environment 
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Our pedestrian environment in Paihia is not safe or user friendly for a growing number of elderly who wish to 

purchase and use mobility scooters.  This issue also reduces the mobility of a significant number of residents 

and reduces accessibility to community facilities and to the CBD. 

Reasons 

I have many friends as they have aged rely on a walking stick or walking frame to achieve mobility. From this 

they move onto a mobility scooter.   Some who are recovering from a stoke use crutches or a wheelchair and 

walking frame. 

Pedistrian pavements in and around Paihia are in very poor condition. 

This CBD area and the walkway around the Bluff to Waitangi Countdown is now a very busy pedestrian 

environment.  I believe Paihia and Russell have the busiest volume of foot traffic in the Far North during the 

summer peak and particularly when a cruise ship is in the Bay.   

Over the years FNDC have permitted increasing numbers of ‘alfresco dining’ on pedestrian pavement, whereby 

hospitality businesses spread tables and chairs out along the pavement. 

FNDC have also permitted street-hawkers, buskers and stalls on the pavement as well as in the War Memorial 

Hall and on the Village Green. Signage has been placed along the footpath. 

With the increasing number of visitors arriving by Cruise ships, by other boats and by bus, our local pedestrian 

environment has become congested, cluttered, chaotic and a danger to senior citizens as well as to those with 

disabilities or impairments of various kinds.  

A great deal of time and money has been spent on ramps to improve access to public buildings that the state 

of our footpaths means it is difficult to safely navigate the pedestrian approaches to these buildings.  

Pedestrian areas have not been widened to accommodate the volumes of foot traffic now seen in our CBD, 

particularly during the 4-5 months of the summer season.   

Our pavements are broken up and irregular. They offer such a bumpy ride on some routes, that the elderly on 

mobility scooters prefer to use the road carriageway.  I have a friend who has had a stroke and finds the road a 

safer place to use her walking frame than the footpath.  Obviously this is dangerous as it puts them at risk 

from vehicles being driven in a 50km zone. 

I ask that the entire area’s pedestrian pavement be assessed urgently to evaluate its suitableness as a surface 

for walking frames and mobility scooters.  In my view, some areas are inadequate and are dangerous.  

In Paihia, retired people make up a significant proportion of the resident population (at approximately 33%) 

and has been the fastest growing number of our community.  This area continues to attract retired folk from 

other parts of the District, the country and from around the world.  

While other submitters may well represent the interests of the hospitality sector and the visitor economy, I 

suggest that you must pay as much consideration to the needs of local residents, of whom very many are 

elderly.  Meeting the needs of the elderly, also serves the needs of those with disabilities and of the very 

young  all of whom share the same vulnerabilities as the very elderly. 

Designing and maintaining our public spaces to provide for these groups reduces risk and hazards for all 

groups.  The increase in cost is offset by the savings of avoiding accidents, and the improved sense of 

inclusiveness from being able to accommodate all members of our community and their visitors.  

I ask that you acknowledge that Senior Citizens are the fastest growing group in terms of residents in our 

community, and so must plan accordingly for us as well as for visitors.  

I also believe it very likely that increasingly it is elderly visitors who are making the Bay of Islands a destination 

as evidenced by the upsurge in cruise ship visits.  Cruising is the sort of holiday retired folk chose to make, and 

Paihia is not yet, a particularly friendly destination for the elderly.  
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If cruise ship visitors were largely able-bodied young and middle-aged people, there wouldn’t need to be a 

constant run of shuttle services between the Waitangi wharf and the Paihia CBD – these shuttles reflect the 

fact that very many passengers on cruise ships are elderly.  

It must also be noted that there are some seriously scary drop-offs from the pavement to the beach along the 

coast in our area.  While a new “temporary” barrier was erected following erosion of part of the beach in 2014 

– there have been no barriers erected to protect elderly people navigating a narrow footpath shared with high

numbers of pedestrians – from toppling off the pavement down a bank onto the beach below.

I believe it is your responsibility to raise this particular hazard with the NZTA – but also to ensure that 

whatever barrier is provided is in keeping with the high quality visitor environment we need to support with 

good urban design. 

In addition to poor maintenance of the footpaths, it must be noted that there are still many parts of Paihia and 

surrounding suburbs that have no footpath - including the extent of School Rd, Bay View Road, Joyces Rd and 

Kings Rd.  

With the lack of public parking facilities in town, it would make good sense to plan to establish not only 

adequate footpaths, but also dedicated walkways and cycleways including some that ought not necessarily be 

associated with roads within our growing township.   

Remedies sought: 

1. Initiate a programme to widen the pedestrian pavements in central Paihia (and Russell) and potentially in
other areas with high proportion of senior citizens competing with high numbers of visitors (who may also
be senior citizens, as seen in Paihia on cruise ship days);

2. Initiate a repairs and maintenance programme to ensure the footpaths are even and safe for mobility
scooters and those reliant on walking sticks and mobility frames;

3. Establish better controls on the occupation of the footpath by alfresco dining;

4. Establish a pedestrian friendly precinct in the one way section of Williams Rd (accessible only to short
term drop-off/pick up for retailers and mobility parking spaces.

5. Establish better controls on free-standing signage on pavements (or ban these), so they don’t clutter the
pavement and present a hazard to senior citizens and disabled and young people;

6. Reduce the speed limit along the water-front (Marsden Rd / SH11) and within the CBD (Bay View to Kings
Rd) to 30km/hour.

7. Initiate a programme to widen the pedestrian pavements in central Paihia (and Russell) and potentially in
other areas with high proportion of senior citizens competing with high numbers of visitors (who may also
be senior citizens, as seen in Paihia on cruise ship days);

Public Parking – and A Transit Hub 

There is a lack of public parking and also a lack of dedicated off-street mobility parking spaces, and of short 

term pick up / drop off bays. 

There are insufficient parking spaces for residents and visitors in Paihia.  There are few mobility parking 

spaces, and they are not necessarily near what we are trying to access. 

More consultation is needed with the community, to identify suitable locations for more mobility spaces, and 

for more public parking in general. 

Refer to the discussion above as to why more parking, and mobility parking in particular is needed. 
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The expected growth in tourism arising out of the intended developments on the waterfront, not to mention 

the uptake of vacant lots in Watea and other developments in the area suggests Council needs to act now to 

secure additional parking facilities and a public transport hub in central Paihia.   

Remedies sought 

• Address the shortfall in parking capacity in the CBD – particularly during the peak season and on
cruise ship or other ‘event’ days.

• Address the lack of off-street mobility parking, particularly in association with our community
facilities.

• Address the lack of a public transport hub and/or drop-off/pick-up bays in the CBD – suitable for use
by elderly residents and visitors.

Lack of Community Facilities 

There are few community facilities in Paihia. Those that we do have are small, and we compete for access with 

visitors, or with casual commercial use of community space. 

Ratepayers & Residents observe our community facilities being hired out to those wanting to take advantage 

of commercial opportunities associated with the visitor economy.  Pop-up markets have become a regular 

feature in our community spaces.  This use of community facilities makes it difficult for residents to use these 

spaces.  

We never know from one day to the next if we can use our Village Green or the Community Hall.  We have 

been told by businesses to avoid town on cruise ship days. That is not always feasible.   These uses of our 

community spaces is so high now, that thought needs to be given to establishing a dedicated pop-up market 

space or trade hall (akin to the Pack-house Market in Kerikeri) as a private venture or perhaps with the support 

of FNHL.  There is ample room for such a venture at Waitangi, on National Trust land or in association with Te 

Tii Marae. 

Similarly, consider the scale of the Williams House library – given its frequently over-whelmed with visitors 

seeking to use the computer and the free wifi.  Consider if it is adequate given the growing residential 

population in this area, along with its character (retired folk) together with the likely growth in visitor 

numbers.  

Remedies Sought 

1. Limit or restrict the use of our community facilities (road and recreation reserves, the Village Green and
Paihia War Memorial Hall) by commercial users, so that local residents can continue to avail themselves
of these facilities for community purposes.

2. Find alternatives spaces and arrangements for those wanting to take advantage of business
opportunities associated with cruise ship days.

3. Consider establishing a community centre, to house an expanded library service (catering to residents
and visitor demands) and better able to provide for the community.

Transportation Network 

The Paihia Ratepayers has written to FNDC in the past suggesting the following: - double lane bridge to 

Waitangi and/or parking facilities associated with Waitangi (not on the foreshore, perhaps near Countdown). 

To seal the road from Waitangi to Bledisloe Domain (and a bike path). 

We also want to see a designated light vehicle corridor through the Waitangi forest between Kerikeri and 

Waitangi or Haruru – as an alternative route to increase our resilience to various potential natural disasters, 

and the potential closure of the SH network. Besides, allowing for the option of cycling and even walking, given 

the close proximity as the crow flies between these two areas. 
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It is disappointing to see no evidence of progress in resolving the transportation network issues on the 

approaches to and within Kerikeri. This Long Term Plan does not repeat the mistake of the Proposed 2018-28 

one, in suddenly landing $45m worth of new roads around Kerikeri, without having first presented any of the 

requisite information to support such significant new roading projects. However, this time round, the LTP is 

silent on any new roads, or any processes to deliver Notices of Requirement that we would expect to see at 

this stage in planning to notify a revised “Proposed District Plan”. Certainly, the communities of Kerikeri-

Waipapa and of Paihia and surrounds have not been engaged more broadly in the Transportation Network 

Strategy work that some of us have been privy to, (via workshops with invited stakeholders, held in 2019, and 

facilitated by Auckland consultancy firm). I would have anticipated that draft strategy being published and 

consulted upon in the lead up to notifying the Proposed Long Term Plan. Now we are left wondering if the 

adopted plan is going to drop some new roads into the mix, or if we have to wait another 3 years to see what 

Council has determined might be the best way to proceed. 
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Submission on the Proposed new Rating method 

I do wish to be heard in support of my submission 

On the matters of “fairness”and “simplicity” 

It is not clear within the information provided by FNDC, exactly what Council identified and accepted as ‘unfair’ 

about the current rating method, other than by inference given the proposed changes.   

The use of Rating Act provisions for raising revenue must be considered alongside the proposed “Fees & 

Charges Policy”, as well as the proposed “Remissions Policy”. 

It is noted that fees are charged for activities that are deemed to attract private benefit, verses those are 

deemed to have a ‘public good’ component.  Consequently, we see a user-pays or cost recovery approach to 

activities such as inspecting properties to ensure compliance with various national or local regulations. For 

example, “Fencing of Swimming Pools Act”.  The interactions of households and businesses with FNDC as a 

regulatory agency tasked with administration of legislation are able to be charged on a cost recovery basis. For 

example, Resource Consenting, Building Consenting, and Dog Control.  

I support that approach to fees and charges generally speaking. 

Rates are then used to raise revenue to provide communal services to property and community facilities 

(District Facilities). Council proposed to continue to use a mix of Targeted Rates and General Rates.  

The proposed system, arguably is not simpler however.  Rather it is more convenient for Council and for its 

contractors to bundle all water and wastewater systems together (and potentially stormwater networks) for 

the purpose of setting a price at the District level, rather than having to reveal the actual cost associated with 

each scheme and being transparent about the cost of living in each settlement.   

This proposed approach is the opposite of “new localism” that FNDC and LGNZ have been espousing as the 

way forward for the local government sector. It is the opposite of transparent, and it is the opposite of 

democratic and of a free market.   If where one lives, or locates their business or home is a private choice, the 

questions of exacerbator (those that give rise to ‘demand’) and of user pays is relevant. Council is prepared to 

charge fees for services deemed to deliver a private benefit in other aspects of life choices, why a different 

assumption when it comes to providing water and wastewater services. Council has not made a good 

economic or even social or environmental case for socializing the capital costs of water and wastewater 

infrastructure, other than asserting we all benefit from diversity of having numerous small settlements across 

the District. While we enjoy diversity, that is not a strong rationale for socializing all of the costs of core 

infrastructure across all SUIPs on a sliding scale based on QVs limited view and assessment of “improvements”. 

The proposed move to socializing the costs of inefficiencies associated with the Far North’s historic settlement 

pattern, and of poor urban form is warranted if it is necessary to protect and maintain communities that 

otherwise allegedly cannot afford to pay for their own scheme. But there has been no evidence provided that 

there are any communities that can not afford to service debt to pay for their own scheme.  Also, if it was 

simply a matter of socializing the costs of all schemes, then Council would have proposed an equal share in the 

form of a targeted rate to apply to all properties, regardless of if connected into some scheme or other or not.  

But that isn’t what FNDC has proposed, rather you have suggested a sliding scale of Rates be charged based on 

a limited view of ‘improvements’ to property as used by QV is setting CV. As one participant in the public 

meeting (held to discuss rates) observed, this is ‘wealth redistribution’, whereby some who have invested 

heavily in property are assumed to have higher incomes than those who haven’t invested in property. That 

assumption has not been tested, and we consider it doesn’t always hold true. There are exceptions.  The Far 

North has a high proportion of over 65yr olds (32 – 37% of all residents). These are pensioners, often living in 

the family home purchased decades ago, whose income is superannuation, which provides them a net income 

of just $15,000 per annum – less than the average income for the Far North.  The fact that they managed to 
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remain in their home and it has appreciated in value relative to other areas, does not mean they have a 

greater ability to pay Rates.  

I submit that wealth redistribution on this scale is a question for central Government, which is better placed to 

evaluate real net income of households and disposable income available to pay rates, along with access to 

other grants or subsidies via the social welfare system, or to bring Government to the table in providing 

adequate infrastructure for struggling (arguably, unsustainable) townships.  I suggest that lateral thinking on 

development opportunities, in partnership with Government and Iwi is necessary, to reinvigorate our small 

settlements and communities, rather than sweeping the issue under the rug by ‘socialising’ the cost via a 

poorly conceived of wealth tax.  

The effect of the proposals, from a Ratepayer perspective, is that this new method will conceal, rather than 

make transparent the actual variable costs arising from different settlements and from the nature of the 

systems serving each settlement, when it comes to attributing operational expenses and CAPEX for renewals 

and upgrades. 

Economists working for Auckland City, where CV is used as the basis for general rates, and where the greatest 

experiment in ‘socialising’ costs of infrastructure (by combining what had been 5 separate local authorities) 

have recently calculated that 59% of all households served by that City would be charged less Rates if Council 

moved to a Land Value basis of rating. That experiment has also produced no evidence that amalgamating or 

outsourcing to a CCO for water services (Metrowater) has improved efficiencies in delivery of services or saved 

Ratepayers any money. 

The Ratepayers of the Far North have not been privy to any equivalent analysis by FNDC in promoting we 

move from LV to CV. You have not told us what proportion of households will pay more and what proportion 

will pay less. The tables provided (p23) only show figures for ‘residential ratepayers’, which suggest we will all 

be paying much more. This implies other land-uses must be the beneficiaries of this proposed change… but 

that is not the reason given for proposing it.  

Where one lives is in part driven by ‘costs’ associated with that location, and removing the incentive to retrofit 

or to relocate into more efficient forms, FNDC is potentially perpetuating unsustainable forms of development. 

It is also discounting the need to lobby Government to assist in funding necessary renewals and upgrades to 

systems necessitated by regulation and national standards established by Government.  

The proposed approach also undermines the necessity for innovation to provide more affordable systems for 

smaller communities. Perhaps our contractors (whom you refer to as “our partners”) need to be put on notice 

that the old engineering solutions that have proven so expensive to replace and to upgrade are no longer fit-

for-purpose, and our smaller townships and/or poorer communities will be adapting to more affordable, 

biological solutions for treating waste water, and will be shifting towards a greater self-reliance on rain-water 

harvesting for water supplies. 

I also note that while Government was prepared to increase the weight of trucks allowed on NZ rural roads, it 

did so apparently without factoring in the additional costs to be carried by Ratepayers to ensure roading 

infrastructure is able to carry that load. As the trucking industry and those it serves presumably enjoy savings 

as a result of the increased weights they can haul, it is fair to expect they will pay an additional share towards 

improving culverts and bridges to be able to carry those weights and to pay a greater share towards 

maintaining the extensive rural road network on which they rely, along with a minority of residents with low 

weight private vehicles make use of. Indeed those residents frequently submit to Council about the negative 

effects of heavy vehicles on rural roads and the difficulties and adverse effects suffered by their families who 

share these roads with heavy vehicles. If Council really is concerned about social and economic fairness or 

equity, it would have calculated the true cost of maintaining rural roads vs the cost of urban streets and 

charged a differential to rural properties reliant on heavy vehicles using the rural road network. 
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i) Change from Land Value to Capital Value base for General Rates

I OPPOSE this change. 

The flyer states “this does not increase the total amount we receive in rates it just shares it out differently.” 

However, it doesn’t illustrate how this ‘different’ way of sharing costs is fairer. Nor does it illustrate what has 

been identified as unfair about sharing costs by applying Land Value as the basis for the General Rate. Either 

way, this is a variable amount paid by every SUIP based on their relative ranking in either L.V. or C.V.   

There is insufficient information about the ‘spread’ or the redistribution curves associated with L.V.s and with 

C.V. for the public to be informed about how this new method of sharing costs will see a redistribution in

terms of which SUIPs will contribute more and which will contribute less during a gradual shift to full (100%)

C.V. basis – and explanation as to how that is ‘fairer’ in terms of access to or receipt of services.

This proposal does appear to have confounded the matter of ‘capital value’ with ‘income’ associated with 

capital improvements to properties – to the extent that it seems to conflate “improvements” with income 

earning potential.  

On the flyer, there is a definition of “Regressive tax” and of “Progressive tax” in which reference is made to 

low-income and high-income earners. Yet there is no relationship between those definitions and any of the 

proposed changes to Rating method.  If there had been a relationship, then land-uses associated with 

businesses of all kinds would have a differential applied (of at least 1.6x the base rate for ‘residential’ which is 

NOT income earning, but must be paid as an after-tax expense for households).  However, you have not 

proposed an equivalent differential to rural-producers, which are also commercial enterprises (businesses) 

able to claim rates as an expense, and so ought to be charged the same differential as ‘commercial’ land-use 

category of ratepayer, to provide a fair approach towards all businesses (as distinct to residential land uses). 

There would also have been effort made to identify home-based businesses, such as Air B&Bs, and charging an 

additional rate to account for income earning potential, such as is being applied in Auckland City as a ‘bed tax’. 

https://www.newshub.co.nz/home/new-zealand/2020/02/auckland-s-controversial-bed-tax-is-here-to-

stay.html 

A similar proposal for Queenstown followed a non-binding referendum in that District that saw 80% of 

respondents supporting a bed tax to fund infrastructure. 

https://www.rnz.co.nz/news/national/398561/government-supports-5-percent-bed-tax-in-queenstown 

Similarly, Stewart Island has charged a “visitor tax” of $5/person who disembarks on the Island, as a 

contribution towards infrastructure.  

FNDC has not explored any equivalent charge for visitors arriving for day trips off cruise ships, or arriving by 

sea during yachting regatta, or by air (at airports), or by road who may not stay in any visitor accommodation 

(and so wouldn’t contribute via a bed-tax, or the additional pans charges). 

FNDC has made an assumption that income and therefore an ability to pay Rates (affordability) is directly 

correlated to Capital Value of the property. Yet, it is also noted that the Corporate Assumptions include that 

the Far North is expected to continue to have an ‘aging’ population, meaning a greater proportion of residents 

will fall into the ‘fixed income’ bracket and likely to have limited earning potential as they age. It is also noted 

in the Corporate Assumptions that average household incomes are not expected to rise significantly.  

There is a saying with regards to retirees – many are “asset rich but capital poor”. FNDC has not shown that 

those residing in a higher value property do have additional disposable income to pay Rates, when compared 

to people residing in lesser valued property. It may be that households residing in high value homes are fully 

committed to maintaining that asset and have little additional disposable income, while households residing in 

a lower value property pay less on the mortgage and on maintenance and have a greater disposable income.  
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The ‘working poor’ is another concept NZ has grown familiar with this past decade, as incomes have not kept 

pace with housing costs, and as mortgage payments consume an ever-higher proportion of household income. 

I make these points to underscore that the supporting material provided to understand FNDC’s rationale for 

proposing a shift from LV basis to CV basis does NOT provide sufficient information to allow anyone to deem it 

is indeed ‘fairer’.  

The information provided doesn’t illustrate which land-uses (property codes for rating purposes or which 

townships) will benefit the most. It is the case though, that forestry and dry stock farming will benefit from this 

shift, as these land uses have relatively low value “improvements” as primary production enterprises 

(according to Quotable Value), while dairying will contribute more (due to higher value improvements 

associated with dairy farm operations). Most of the rate burden, however, will fall on commercial and 

industrial properties within urban zones as well as on higher value residential properties.   

Yet, the Long-Term Plan explains that 17c in every dollar raised is contributed to ‘transportation’.  The high 

cost of roading in the Far North is not driven by our small residential clusters and more intensely developed 

Central Business Districts and industrial precincts, but is due to the extensive rural roading network and high 

costs associated with maintenance associated with heavy vehicles use of these rural roads. 

This is further evidenced by the small amount each year towards “footpaths” within the ‘transportation 

budget’, at just $150,000 in year 1 of the plan, in each of the Wards. That is a ridiculously small amount when 

the vastly greater share of general Rates are paid by urban communities, some of whom have repeatedly 

submit to Council requesting serious consideration be given to improving unsafe, deficient pedestrian 

environments. For example, in central Paihia.  

Wouldn’t a fairer rating system take into account who the beneficiaries of the rural transportation network 

are, and endeavor to charge them a greater share.  Primary-producers are businesses, which have proven 

resilient as a sector during the pandemic, as has been noted with FNDC’s COVID19 Impact Statement.  

As exporters, primary producers have not suffered the downturn experienced by Commercial Ratepayers and 

the many households reliant on international tourism for seasonal wages. The primary sector’s ability to access 

national aid or other relief following/during a drought or flood sees that sector in a good position to contribute 

fairly towards the transportation network upon which it relies.  

Meanwhile, FNDC’s COVID19 Impact Statement observes that FNDC will plan using the BERL forecast “mid-

range” – that will see it take at least 3 years for the tourism sector to recover.  The COVID19 Impact Statement 

notes on the last page, quoting TV1 news advising, just before Christmas, that there was “no accommodation 

in the Far North for the coming holiday period”.  That is an absurd statement for FNDC to have accepted, when 

6/8 of the back-packer hostels in Kings Rd, Paihia are now under contract to MSD (for 2 years) to provide 

“emergency accommodation” rather than being available for tourists; when the Copthorne Waitangi was only 

operating at 30% of normal capacity; and, the Millenium hotel chains “Kingsgate” in Paihia remains closed 

other than for ‘emergency accommodation’ (also under contract to MSD).  An accommodation sector that 

‘pivoted’ towards ‘emergency housing’ does not support an equivalent economy to the one that had catered 

to international visitors. It is also becoming apparent that the domestic tourism is quite different, in terms of 

spending patterns, to international visitors.  The point is, don’t assume ‘commercial’ ratepayers are able to 

carry the extra cost associated with FNDC’s proposed shift from LV to CV basis for rates, and continuing to 

subsidize rural businesses need for an extensive rural road network. 

ii) Removing the Uniform Annual General Rate (UAGC = $450/SUIP) and the Roading Rate ($100/SUIP)

I OPPOSE this change. 
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I request you retain an UAGC (and perhaps absorb the Roading Rate into it). It is important that every SUIP be 

seen to contribute equally towards the kitty for the basics, as part of the community that must fund our local 

authority.  

This reflects that 4c in every $1 of Rates taken is for “Governance”, while another 10c is for “Regulatory 

Services” (presumably that portion that isn’t charged directly to users, or for the ‘public good’ share), while 

12c is to be taken for Future Planning. These are core functions of the territorial authority that every SUIP 

must support equally, because we all benefit equally as citizens/ratepayers having to provide for local 

government.  

Incidentally, the increase to 12c from just 8c in 2018, represents a serious increase for “future planning”.  It is 

presumed this is to progress the draft Proposed District Plan, and to undertake place-based spatial planning to 

better integrate infrastructure planning with development enabled under the new District Plan.   

It is refreshing to read in Council’s “Capital Achievability Statement” and in the “Infrastructure Strategy” that 

FNDC is acknowledging its historical failure to adequately lead-in to including Capital projects in the Long-Term 

Plan, by first undertaking the evaluations necessary to support a project’s inclusion in the work programme to 

be funded. Effort to undertake the preparatory work, essential to progress a Capital project efficiently from 

financing to delivery, is also reinforced by the ‘asset condition assessments’ and ‘project Darwin’.  It is still 

surprising though, that these activities are still needing to be funded at the high rates forecast, when they are 

initiatives that started some time ago. We have seen GIS and other IT improvements funded frequently over 

the years, with no evidence of any gains in productivity or improvements in strategic or forward planning. And 

our communities have not been engaged in consultation on the future form and functionality of our townships 

in over 20yrs.  

I note that the release of ‘draft’ Proposed District Plan concurrent to the consultation on this Rating Review 

and the Long Term Plan is useful as a reference, to be able to be better informed of the Council’s Planners’ 

thinking, and to be able to compare the ’30 year infrastructure strategy’ to the proposed new plan provisions, 

but it is inconsiderate of Council to also call for ‘submissions’ on that draft at the same time as we are 

preparing submissions to this important Rating review and the Long Term Plan.  

iii) Reduce the extra charged to commercial properties (SUIPs)

I SUPPORT the reduction in the differential charged to commercial SUIPs. 

Commercial activities that have located in commercial zoned property have for too long paid a much greater 

share than other businesses that locate outside of ‘commercial zone’.  The Far North has, consequently, seen a 

lot of businesses establish in the rural-residential area (in workshops, sheds, as stand-alone secondary 

structures). This is inefficient for customers and undermines FNDC’s ability to Rate all businesses fairly and to 

provide for the levels of service required to improve central business districts (such as provision of transit hubs 

and parking structures).  

The Table on p12 reveals that a rural (and lifestyle) property valued at $1m will pay $7,861 Rates per annum 

(in 2030), while an equivalent $1m commercial property will pay $21,375 per annum. The notes to that table 

don’t clarify if these example rates are assuming the move to CV or is based on retaining the status quo. It’s 

also not clear if those example rates have been based on a fixed total rate, or has incrementally increased the 

size of the pie to account for new capital works as per the work program.  Either way, the inequity should be 

glaringly apparent. Both land-uses are ‘enterprise’ engaged in producing and selling wares to customers. Both 

is able to pass on the costs to their customers, and claim ‘Rates’ as a business expense.  The local commercial 

enterprise is most likely to be serving local residents (or visitors). The rural enterprise is more likely an 

exporter, whose produce will be sold offshore. Is there an assumption that the off-shore buyers of that 

produce are less able to pay a fair share towards the costs of production (associated with providing for our 

local council and infrastructure) than are local residents?   
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I REQUEST that an equivalent differential (i.e. 1.75x ) be applied to “rural production” SUIPs – as these 

activities are enterprises able to claim ‘Rates’ as a business expense (i.e. Rates are paid out of before tax, gross 

income).  This differential, applied to all forms of enterprise (associated with land-use) has the effect of 

leveling the field with residential ratepayers who must pay Rates from the net (after-tax) income. The 

difference in effect on incomes is significant – to the tune of 1.6 x as a minimum to level the playing field – or 

making the tax system fairer. 

iv) Move away from the scheme-based CAPEX rates for water & wastewater to a District-wide approach

I OPPOSE the move to a District-wide approach to raising revenue for CAPEX via Targeted Rates for all 

Wastewater and Water schemes.  

It remains fair to directly pass on the CAPEX costs to those within the Area of Benefit for each scheme. It is also 

important for local democracy, transparency and accountability, that communities retain a very direct 

relationship with their Council, in determining what services are required to property, that Ratepayers will 

have to and are prepared to pay for.  There is not meant to be a ‘compulsion’ of Ratepayers by Council. That is 

why we have local democracy and elected representatives to oversee what will be provided. Elected 

representatives are to engage with local residents and with the assistance of experts, work to find solutions to 

common problems or to provide for communal needs.  

I strongly OPPOSE any move to distance (and potentially alienate) communities from their ability to influence 

directly what infrastructure they will or won’t be prepared to fund.  

It is particularly important for those communities based on historical pre-European settlements and 

relationships to the whenua, that they maintain a direct ability to influence local Council about what they 

require in the way of ‘communal services’ to be funded by Rates. It may be that, if Council is unable to find 

appropriate solutions, that these communities could look to other options for meeting their communal needs. 

If there are concerns about affordability of a particular scheme, then it may be necessary to look for additional 

revenue streams or subsidies (from Government, or other partners in the development of these areas).  

However, it is important to retain the current ability for Council work together with communities to design or 

to choose innovative schemes that reflect the community’s ability to pay and/or development potential should 

a new scheme be established. It is preferrable to retain the ability to differentiate between the different 

townships’ schemes and communities of interest, over simply spreading costs over all properties throughout 

the District who happen to be connected to any scheme, as though there are no differences between them. 

That is a dis-service to all “communities” served, while at the same time claiming to support diverse 

communities.   

The Council’s proposed approach of a District-wise sharing of CAPEX would also have the effect of subsidizing 

inefficient or unsustainable (financially unviable) forms of development. Those in larger urban centers, which 

are growing will find themselves having to pay not only for development associated with growth, but also to 

maintain other areas that are not developing, but which may be in decline or static. Rather than a fate 

accompli, innovative solutions are needed to turn around the fate of these smaller settlements, and the 

provision of infrastructure solutions is a part of that.  

This issue of how to pay for renewals and upgrades would not be as relevant if Council had reinstated a 

Development Contribution Policy. There are now a lot of upgrades planned for the next decade, and yet rather 

than identifying the additional capacity to be provided for and enabling development in all serviced 

communities, Council has simply proposed to share CAPEX across all connected properties. 

Sharing CAPEX across the District does not make sewerage or water more affordable, it is simply making living 

in the Far North less affordable for everyone, even those living with more affordable schemes. This would 

mean, for example, that the people of Kawakawa and of Kaeo would be made to help pay for the new Kerikeri 
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Scheme, even though they have affordable schemes in their own town, not only in terms of CAPEX, but in 

terms of OPEX.  The idea that Kerikeri connections will someday help pay CAPEX for a new scheme for 

Kawakawa and potentially to reticulate Moerewa into such a new scheme, in addition to paying for their own 

new scheme and another expansion in 7yrs time does not shout “fairer rating system”, particularly in light of 

an absence of Development Contributions. 

 

v) Reduce the water and wastewater availability charge 

I OPPOSE this change 

The “Availability Rate” charge recognizes sunk communal investment, intended to provide a public good and 

to enable a type of urban functionality and form of development than is possible in an absence of such 

schemes.  It is not fair to subsidise those who do not ‘opt in’ to a communal scheme, while still expecting their 

share to be held for them, potentially indefinitely. The effect of such subsidies is land-banking, that can force a 

community to have to further extend expensive infrastructure. The main lever a Council has to ‘encourage’ 

development and dissuade from land-banking is to charge the full-share for communal infrastructure provided 

expressly for the purpose of ‘development’. I submit that you continue to charge the full “availability rate” (i.e. 

100%).  

vi) Introduce a small public good charge for water and wastewater to every rateable property 

I SUPPORT this change 

All properties in the District benefit from the provision of town supply water and sewage schemes. When 

drought hits and tanks are dry, rural residents rely on potable water schemes supplying water. When one 

towns sewage system fails, there is a potential for other systems to assist.  When Waipapa private water 

scheme needed to close, that entire community was able to be connected into the Kerikeri scheme.  

Furthermore, Crown land does not contribute to Rates, yet we see Schools, Hospitals, Police stations, Fire 

Stations, Courts and the like located in townships served by FNDC provided water and wastewater 

infrastructure. That all residents across the District, whether rural or urban, avail themselves of Government 

provided services is reason to introduce a small public good charge for these services. 

  

vii) Change the stormwater targeted rate so that rating units in the area of benefit cover most of the 

cost 

I SUPPORT the continued use of Targeted Rates for connections to Water and Wastewater, and the addition of 

a Targeted Rate for properties within the Area of Benefit for stormwater networks, where such networks are 

provided.  

However, when properties have historically been required to provide their own stormwater management 

systems as an adjunct to development consents, then they ought to be exempt from contributing to any new 

communal scheme, until such time as they are able to retire their private on-site stormwater systems.  

Furthermore, on-site stormwater systems are an improvement to property that would attract a higher share of 

Rates, should FNDC shift to a Capital Value basis for rates. Similarly, rainwater harvesting tanks to compliment 

the town supply, requiring less draw on the communal system, is an improvement to property that would 

attract a higher share of Rates if FNDC shifts to a CV basis for Rates. Retaining walls, to prevent private 

property falling onto public roads similarly, are improvements that would attract higher rates.  These examples 

serve to illustrate that it is NOT fairer to share costs according to ‘improvements’. It is in fact fairer to share 

costs according to land value, as land value is a better proxy for the levels of service and state of development 

of an area. 
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viii) Additional Comments

The first table on page 23 of the consultation document purports to compare the original methodology to the 

potential change of moving to CV.  Yet the top table contains targeted rates… without explanation as to why 

they are all increasing considerably. I assume that table is showing the effect of combining all the CAPEX costs 

identified in the 10 year work program into a District Wide targeted rate, rather than illustrating the cost per 

connection for each of the communities served by a particular scheme. 

The second table on page 23 of the consultation document is insufficient to be able to compare and consider 

the impact of the shift from LV to CV basis for general rates, as it fails to provide information on all types of 

rates, in only showing “example residential rates by ward and community”.  It is not clear if the total amount 

being taken is held constant, so that it is just the effect of moving from LV to CV that is shown.  I suspect that 

the Total Rates is not held constant, however, as all rates increase significantly for every community – 

suggesting that either the Total Rate take is much higher, or some other category of Ratepayer is paying much 

less. 

NAME 

ADDRESS 

Jane Johnston 

Contact details withheld for privacy 

I am affiliated to the Kerikeri & Surrounds Ratepayers & Residents Association. 

I am affiliated to the Paihia & Districts Residents & Ratepayers Association 
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Surname Kathryn  

First name Johnston 

Organisation  Position  

Which option do you think 
will work best for our 147 
Housing for the elderly 
units? 

Council fully transition its Housing for the Elderly units to another 
party or parties with strict requirements such as protection of 
existing tenant arrangements and the number of units is 
maintained or increased over time (Council's preferred option)  

Would you like to expand 
on your answer? 

 

Do you support the option 
to enable sustainable 
economic development? 

We do become a shareholder and contribute to the wider 
Investment and Growth Reserve Fund (Council's preferred option) 

Would you like to expand 
on your answer? 

 

Do you agree with the 
changes to providing fairer 
and simpler rates 

Don't change the rating system 

Would you like to expand 
on your answer? 

Yes, Hokianga (& Kaikohe) pay too high rates for what is provided 

Is there any other feedback 
you would like to share? 

 

Additional supporting 
information 

 

Which ward do you live in? Kaikohe-Hokianga (West) 

 

Receipt No IBS122 

Date and time  06/04/2021 
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Surname Jordan 

First name Helena 

Organisation Position 

Project / Main topic Submission on the Proposed new Rating method 

Notes Refer to submission document 

Additional supporting 
information 

Which ward do you live in? Bay of Islands-Whangaroa 

ID Number IBS43 

Date 6/04/2021 

See attachment next page
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I do wish to be heard in support of my submission 

On the matters of “fairness”and “simplicity” 

It is not clear within the information provided by FNDC, exactly what Council identified and 
accepted as ‘unfair’ about the current rating method, other than by inference given the 
proposed changes.  

The use of Rating Act provisions for raising revenue must be considered alongside the 
proposed “Fees & Charges Policy”, as well as the proposed “Remissions Policy”. 

It is noted that fees are charged for activities that are deemed to attract private benefit, verses 
those are deemed to have a ‘public good’ component. Consequently, we see a user-pays or 
cost recovery approach to activities such as inspecting properties to ensure compliance with 
various national or local regulations. For example, “Fencing of Swimming Pools Act”. The 
interactions of households and businesses with FNDC as a regulatory agency tasked with 
administration of legislation are able to be charged on a cost recovery basis. For example, 
Resource Consenting, Building Consenting, and Dog Control.  

I support that approach to fees and charges generally speaking. 

Rates are then used to raise revenue to provide communal services to property and 
community facilities (District Facilities). Council proposed to continue to use a mix of 
Targeted Rates and General Rates.  

The proposed system, arguably is not simpler however. Rather it is more convenient for 
Council and for its contractors to bundle all water and wastewater systems together (and 
potentially stormwater networks) for the purpose of setting a price at the District level, rather 
than having to reveal the actual cost associated with each scheme and being transparent about 
the cost of living in each settlement.  

This proposed approach is the opposite of “new localism” that FNDC and LGNZ have been 
espousing as the way forward for the local government sector. It is the opposite of 
transparent, and it is the opposite of democratic and of a free market. If where one lives, or 
locates their business or home is a private choice, the questions of exacerbator (those that 
give rise to ‘demand’) and of user pays is relevant. Council is prepared to charge fees for 
services deemed to deliver a private benefit in other aspects of life choices, why a different 
assumption when it comes to providing water and wastewater services. Council has not made 
a good economic or even social or environmental case for socializing the capital costs of 
water and wastewater infrastructure, other than asserting we all benefit from diversity of 
having numerous small settlements across the District. While we enjoy diversity, that is not a 
strong rationale for socializing all of the costs of core infrastructure across all SUIPs on a 
sliding scale based on QVs limited view and assessment of “improvements”. 

The proposed move to socializing the costs of inefficiencies associated with the Far North’s 
historic settlement pattern, and of poor urban form is warranted if it is necessary to protect 
and maintain communities that otherwise allegedly cannot afford to pay for their own 
scheme. But there has been no evidence provided that there are any communities that can not 
afford to service debt to pay for their own scheme. Also, if it was simply a matter of 
socializing the costs of all schemes, then Council would have proposed an equal share in the 
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form of a targeted rate to apply to all properties, regardless of if connected into some scheme 
or other or not. But that isn’t what FNDC has proposed, rather you have suggested a sliding 
scale of Rates be charged based on a limited view of ‘improvements’ to property as used by 
QV is setting CV. As one participant in the public meeting (held to discuss rates) observed, 
this is ‘wealth redistribution’, whereby some who have invested heavily in property are 
assumed to have higher incomes than those who haven’t invested in property. That 
assumption has not been tested, and we consider it doesn’t always hold true. There are 
exceptions. The Far North has a high proportion of over 65yr olds (32 – 37% of all residents). 
These are pensioners, often living in the family home purchased decades ago, whose income 
is superannuation, which provides them a net income of just $15,000 per annum – less than 
the average income for the Far North. The fact that they managed to remain in their home and 
it has appreciated in value relative to other areas, does not mean they have a greater ability to 
pay Rates.  

I submit that wealth redistribution on this scale is a question for central Government, which is 
better placed to evaluate real net income of households and disposable income available to 
pay rates, along with access to other grants or subsidies via the social welfare system, or to 
bring Government to the table in providing adequate infrastructure for struggling (arguably, 
unsustainable) townships. I suggest that lateral thinking on development opportunities, in 
partnership with Government and Iwi is necessary, to reinvigorate our small settlements and 
communities, rather than sweeping the issue under the rug by ‘socialising’ the cost via a 
poorly conceived of wealth tax.  

The effect of the proposals, from a Ratepayer perspective, is that this new method will 
conceal, rather than make transparent the actual variable costs arising from different 
settlements and from the nature of the systems serving each settlement, when it comes to 
attributing operational expenses and CAPEX for renewals and upgrades. 

Economists working for Auckland City, where CV is used as the basis for general rates, and 
where the greatest experiment in ‘socialising’ costs of infrastructure (by combining what had 
been 5 separate local authorities) have recently calculated that 59% of all households served 
by that City would be charged less Rates if Council moved to a Land Value basis of rating. 
That experiment has also produced no evidence that amalgamating or outsourcing to a CCO 
for water services (Metrowater) has improved efficiencies in delivery of services or saved 
Ratepayers any money. 

The Ratepayers of the Far North have not been privy to any equivalent analysis by FNDC in 
promoting we move from LV to CV. You have not told us what proportion of households 
will pay more and what proportion will pay less. The tables provided (p23) only show figures 
for ‘residential ratepayers’, which suggest we will all be paying much more. This implies 
other land-uses must be the beneficiaries of this proposed change… but that is not the reason 
given for proposing it.  

Where one lives is in part driven by ‘costs’ associated with that location, and removing the 
incentive to retrofit or to relocate into more efficient forms, FNDC is potentially perpetuating 
unsustainable forms of development. It is also discounting the need to lobby Government to 
assist in funding necessary renewals and upgrades to systems necessitated by regulation and 
national standards established by Government.  
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The proposed approach also undermines the necessity for innovation to provide more 
affordable systems for smaller communities. Perhaps our contractors (whom you refer to as 
“our partners”) need to be put on notice that the old engineering solutions that have proven so 
expensive to replace and to upgrade are no longer fit-for-purpose, and our smaller townships 
and/or poorer communities will be adapting to more affordable, biological solutions for 
treating waste water, and will be shifting towards a greater self-reliance on rain-water 
harvesting for water supplies. 

I also note that while Government was prepared to increase the weight of trucks allowed on 
NZ rural roads, it did so apparently without factoring in the additional costs to be carried by 
Ratepayers to ensure roading infrastructure is able to carry that load. As the trucking industry 
and those it serves presumably enjoy savings as a result of the increased weights they can 
haul, it is fair to expect they will pay an additional share towards improving culverts and 
bridges to be able to carry those weights and to pay a greater share towards maintaining the 
extensive rural road network on which they rely, along with a minority of residents with low 
weight private vehicles make use of. Indeed those residents frequently submit to Council 
about the negative effects of heavy vehicles on rural roads and the difficulties and adverse 
effects suffered by their families who share these roads with heavy vehicles. If Council really 
is concerned about social and economic fairness or equity, it would have calculated the true 
cost of maintaining rural roads vs the cost of urban streets and charged a differential to rural 
properties reliant on heavy vehicles using the rural road network. 

i. Change from Land Value to Capital Value base for General Rates

I OPPOSE this change. 

The flyer states “this does not increase the total amount we receive in rates it just shares it out 
differently.” 

However, it doesn’t illustrate how this ‘different’ way of sharing costs is fairer. Nor does it 
illustrate what has been identified as unfair about sharing costs by applying Land Value as 
the basis for the General Rate. Either way, this is a variable amount paid by every SUIP 
based on their relative ranking in either L.V. or C.V.  

There is insufficient information about the ‘spread’ or the redistribution curves associated 
with L.V.s and with C.V. for the public to be informed about how this new method of sharing 
costs will see a redistribution in terms of which SUIPs will contribute more and which will 
contribute less during a gradual shift to full (100%) C.V. basis – and explanation as to how 
that is ‘fairer’ in terms of access to or receipt of services. 

This proposal does appear to have confounded the matter of ‘capital value’ with ‘income’ 
associated with capital improvements to properties – to the extent that it seems to conflate 
“improvements” with income earning potential.  

On the flyer, there is a definition of “Regressive tax” and of “Progressive tax” in which 
reference is made to low-income and high-income earners. Yet there is no relationship 
between those definitions and any of the proposed changes to Rating method. If there had 
been a relationship, then land-uses associated with businesses of all kinds would have a 
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differential applied (of at least 1.6x the base rate for ‘residential’ which is NOT income 
earning, but must be paid as an after-tax expense for households). However, you have not 
proposed an equivalent differential to rural-producers, which are also commercial enterprises 
(businesses) able to claim rates as an expense, and so ought to be charged the same 
differential as ‘commercial’ land-use category of ratepayer, to provide a fair approach 
towards all businesses (as distinct to residential land uses). 

There would also have been effort made to identify home-based businesses, such as Air 
B&Bs, and charging an additional rate to account for income earning potential, such as is 
being applied in Auckland City as a ‘bed tax’. 

https://www.newshub.co.nz/home/new-zealand/2020/02/auckland-s-controversial-bed-tax-is-
here-to-stay.html 

A similar proposal for Queenstown followed a non-binding referendum in that District that 
saw 80% of respondents supporting a bed tax to fund infrastructure. 

https://www.rnz.co.nz/news/national/398561/government-supports-5-percent-bed-tax-in-
queenstown 

Similarly, Stewart Island has charged a “visitor tax” of $5/person who disembarks on the 
Island, as a contribution towards infrastructure.  

FNDC has not explored any equivalent charge for visitors arriving for day trips off cruise 
ships, or arriving by sea during yachting regatta, or by air (at airports), or by road who may 
not stay in any visitor accommodation (and so wouldn’t contribute via a bed-tax, or the 
additional pans charges). 

FNDC has made an assumption that income and therefore an ability to pay Rates 
(affordability) is directly correlated to Capital Value of the property. Yet, it is also noted that 
the Corporate Assumptions include that the Far North is expected to continue to have an 
‘aging’ population, meaning a greater proportion of residents will fall into the ‘fixed income’ 
bracket and likely to have limited earning potential as they age. It is also noted in the 
Corporate Assumptions that average household incomes are not expected to rise significantly. 

There is a saying with regards to retirees – many are “asset rich but capital poor”. FNDC has 
not shown that those residing in a higher value property do have additional disposable income 
to pay Rates, when compared to people residing in lesser valued property. It may be that 
households residing in high value homes are fully committed to maintaining that asset and 
have little additional disposable income, while households residing in a lower value property 
pay less on the mortgage and on maintenance and have a greater disposable income.  

The ‘working poor’ is another concept NZ has grown familiar with this past decade, as 
incomes have not kept pace with housing costs, and as mortgage payments consume an ever-
higher proportion of household income. I make these points to underscore that the supporting 
material provided to understand FNDC’s rationale for proposing a shift from LV basis to CV 
basis does NOT provide sufficient information to allow anyone to deem it is indeed ‘fairer’.  

The information provided doesn’t illustrate which land-uses (property codes for rating 
purposes or which townships) will benefit the most. It is the case though, that forestry and dry 
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stock farming will benefit from this shift, as these land uses have relatively low value 
“improvements” as primary production enterprises (according to Quotable Value), while 
dairying will contribute more (due to higher value improvements associated with dairy farm 
operations). Most of the rate burden, however, will fall on commercial and industrial 
properties within urban zones as well as on higher value residential properties.  

Yet, the Long-Term Plan explains that 17c in every dollar raised is contributed to 
‘transportation’. The high cost of roading in the Far North is not driven by our small 
residential clusters and more intensely developed Central Business Districts and industrial 
precincts, but is due to the extensive rural roading network and high costs associated with 
maintenance associated with heavy vehicles use of these rural roads. 

This is further evidenced by the small amount each year towards “footpaths” within the 
‘transportation budget’, at just $150,000 in year 1 of the plan, in each of the Wards. That is a 
ridiculously small amount when the vastly greater share of general Rates are paid by urban 
communities, some of whom have repeatedly submit to Council requesting serious 
consideration be given to improving unsafe, deficient pedestrian environments. For example, 
in central Paihia.  

Wouldn’t a fairer rating system take into account who the beneficiaries of the rural 
transportation network are, and endeavor to charge them a greater share. Primary-producers 
are businesses, which have proven resilient as a sector during the pandemic, as has been 
noted with FNDC’s COVID19 Impact Statement.  

As exporters, primary producers have not suffered the downturn experienced by Commercial 
Ratepayers and the many households reliant on international tourism for seasonal wages. The 
primary sector’s ability to access national aid or other relief following/during a drought or 
flood sees that sector in a good position to contribute fairly towards the transportation 
network upon which it relies.  

Meanwhile, FNDC’s COVID19 Impact Statement observes that FNDC will plan using the 
BERL forecast “mid-range” – that will see it take at least 3 years for the tourism sector to 
recover. The COVID19 Impact Statement notes on the last page, quoting TV1 news advising, 
just before Christmas, that there was “no accommodation in the Far North for the coming 
holiday period”. That is an absurd statement for FNDC to have accepted, when 6/8 of the 
back-packer hostels in Kings Rd, Paihia are now under contract to MSD (for 2 years) to 
provide “emergency accommodation” rather than being available for tourists; when the 
Copthorne Waitangi was only operating at 30% of normal capacity; and, the Millenium hotel 
chains “Kingsgate” in Paihia remains closed other than for ‘emergency accommodation’ (also 
under contract to MSD). An accommodation sector that ‘pivoted’ towards ‘emergency 
housing’ does not support an equivalent economy to the one that had catered to international 
visitors. It is also becoming apparent that the domestic tourism is quite different, in terms of 
spending patterns, to international visitors. The point is, don’t assume ‘commercial’ 
ratepayers are able to carry the extra cost associated with FNDC’s proposed shift from LV to 
CV basis for rates, and continuing to subsidize rural businesses need for an extensive rural 
road network. 
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ii. Removing the Uniform Annual General Rate (UAGC = $450/SUIP) and the 

Roading Rate ($100/SUIP) 

I OPPOSE this change.  

I request you retain an UAGC (and perhaps absorb the Roading Rate into it). It is important 
that every SUIP be seen to contribute equally towards the kitty for the basics, as part of the 
community that must fund our local authority.  

This reflects that 4c in every $1 of Rates taken is for “Governance”, while another 10c is for 
“Regulatory Services” (presumably that portion that isn’t charged directly to users, or for the 
‘public good’ share), while 12c is to be taken for Future Planning. These are core functions of 
the territorial authority that every SUIP must support equally, because we all benefit equally 
as citizens/ratepayers having to provide for local government.  

Incidentally, the increase to 12c from just 8c in 2018, represents a serious increase for “future 
planning”. It is presumed this is to progress the draft Proposed District Plan, and to undertake 
place-based spatial planning to better integrate infrastructure planning with development 
enabled under the new District Plan.  

It is refreshing to read in Council’s “Capital Achievability Statement” and in the 
“Infrastructure Strategy” that FNDC is acknowledging its historical failure to adequately 
lead-in to including Capital projects in the Long-Term Plan, by first undertaking the 
evaluations necessary to support a project’s inclusion in the work programme to be funded. 
Effort to undertake the preparatory work, essential to progress a Capital project efficiently 
from financing to delivery, is also reinforced by the ‘asset condition assessments’ and 
‘project Darwin’. It is still surprising though, that these activities are still needing to be 
funded at the high rates forecast, when they are initiatives that started some time ago. We 
have seen GIS and other IT improvements funded frequently over the years, with no evidence 
of any gains in productivity or improvements in strategic or forward planning. And our 
communities have not been engaged in consultation on the future form and functionality of 
our townships in over 20yrs.  

I note that the release of ‘draft’ Proposed District Plan concurrent to the consultation on this 
Rating Review and the Long Term Plan is useful as a reference, to be able to be better 
informed of the Council’s Planners’ thinking, and to be able to compare the ’30 year 
infrastructure strategy’ to the proposed new plan provisions, but it is inconsiderate of Council 
to also call for ‘submissions’ on that draft at the same time as we are preparing submissions 
to this important Rating review and the Long Term Plan.  

  

iii. Reduce the extra charged to commercial properties (SUIPs) 

I SUPPORT the reduction in the differential charged to commercial SUIPs.  

Commercial activities that have located in commercial zoned property have for too long paid 
a much greater share than other businesses that locate outside of ‘commercial zone’. The Far 
North has, consequently, seen a lot of businesses establish in the rural-residential area (in 
workshops, sheds, as stand-alone secondary structures). This is inefficient for customers and 
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undermines FNDC’s ability to Rate all businesses fairly and to provide for the levels of 
service required to improve central business districts (such as provision of transit hubs and 
parking structures).  

The Table on p12 reveals that a rural (and lifestyle) property valued at $1m will pay $7,861 
Rates per annum (in 2030), while an equivalent $1m commercial property will pay $21,375 
per annum. The notes to that table don’t clarify if these example rates are assuming the move 
to CV or is based on retaining the status quo. It’s also not clear if those example rates have 
been based on a fixed total rate, or has incrementally increased the size of the pie to account 
for new capital works as per the work program. Either way, the inequity should be glaringly 
apparent. Both land-uses are ‘enterprise’ engaged in producing and selling wares to 
customers. Both is able to pass on the costs to their customers, and claim ‘Rates’ as a 
business expense. The local commercial enterprise is most likely to be serving local residents 
(or visitors). The rural enterprise is more likely an exporter, whose produce will be sold 
offshore. Is there an assumption that the off-shore buyers of that produce are less able to pay 
a fair share towards the costs of production (associated with providing for our local council 
and infrastructure) than are local residents?  

I REQUEST that an equivalent differential (i.e. 1.75x ) be applied to “rural production” 
SUIPs – as these activities are enterprises able to claim ‘Rates’ as a business expense (i.e. 
Rates are paid out of before tax, gross income). This differential, applied to all forms of 
enterprise (associated with land-use) has the effect of leveling the field with residential 
ratepayers who must pay Rates from the net (after-tax) income. The difference in effect on 
incomes is significant – to the tune of 1.6 x as a minimum to level the playing field – or 
making the tax system fairer. 

iv. Move away from the scheme-based CAPEX rates for water & wastewater to a

District-wide approach

I OPPOSE the move to a District-wide approach to raising revenue for CAPEX via Targeted 
Rates for all Wastewater and Water schemes.  

It remains fair to directly pass on the CAPEX costs to those within the Area of Benefit for 
each scheme. It is also important for local democracy, transparency and accountability, that 
communities retain a very direct relationship with their Council, in determining what services 
are required to property, that Ratepayers will have to and are prepared to pay for. There is not 
meant to be a ‘compulsion’ of Ratepayers by Council. That is why we have local democracy 
and elected representatives to oversee what will be provided. Elected representatives are to 
engage with local residents and with the assistance of experts, work to find solutions to 
common problems or to provide for communal needs.  

I strongly OPPOSE any move to distance (and potentially alienate) communities from their 
ability to influence directly what infrastructure they will or won’t be prepared to fund.  

It is particularly important for those communities based on historical pre-European 
settlements and relationships to the whenua, that they maintain a direct ability to influence 
local Council about what they require in the way of ‘communal services’ to be funded by 
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Rates. It may be that, if Council is unable to find appropriate solutions, that these 
communities could look to other options for meeting their communal needs. 

If there are concerns about affordability of a particular scheme, then it may be necessary to 
look for additional revenue streams or subsidies (from Government, or other partners in the 
development of these areas). However, it is important to retain the current ability for Council 
work together with communities to design or to choose innovative schemes that reflect the 
community’s ability to pay and/or development potential should a new scheme be 
established. It is preferable to retain the ability to differentiate between the different 
townships’ schemes and communities of interest, over simply spreading costs over all 
properties throughout the District who happen to be connected to any scheme, as though there 
are no differences between them. That is a dis-service to all “communities” served, while at 
the same time claiming to support diverse communities.  

The Council’s proposed approach of a District-wise sharing of CAPEX would also have the 
effect of subsidizing inefficient or unsustainable (financially unviable) forms of development. 
Those in larger urban centers, which are growing will find themselves having to pay not only 
for development associated with growth, but also to maintain other areas that are not 
developing, but which may be in decline or static. Rather than a fate accompli, innovative 
solutions are needed to turn around the fate of these smaller settlements, and the provision of 
infrastructure solutions is a part of that.  

This issue of how to pay for renewals and upgrades would not be as relevant if Council had 
reinstated a Development Contribution Policy. There are now a lot of upgrades planned for 
the next decade, and yet rather than identifying the additional capacity to be provided for and 
enabling development in all serviced communities, Council has simply proposed to share 
CAPEX across all connected properties. 

Sharing CAPEX across the District does not make sewerage or water more affordable, it is 
simply making living in the Far North less affordable for everyone, even those living with 
more affordable schemes. This would mean, for example, that the people of Kawakawa and 
of Kaeo would be made to help pay for the new Kerikeri Scheme, even though they have 
affordable schemes in their own town, not only in terms of CAPEX, but in terms of OPEX. 
The idea that Kerikeri connections will someday help pay CAPEX for a new scheme for 
Kawakawa and potentially to reticulate Moerewa into such a new scheme, in addition to 
paying for their own new scheme and another expansion in 7yrs time does not shout “fairer 
rating system”, particularly in light of an absence of Development Contributions. 

v. Reduce the water and wastewater availability charge

I OPPOSE this change 

The “Availability Rate” charge recognizes sunk communal investment, intended to provide a 
public good and to enable a type of urban functionality and form of development than is 
possible in an absence of such schemes. It is not fair to subsidise those who do not ‘opt in’ to 
a communal scheme, while still expecting their share to be held for them, potentially 
indefinitely. The effect of such subsidies is land-banking, that can force a community to have 
to further extend expensive infrastructure. The main lever a Council has to ‘encourage’ 
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development and dissuade from land-banking is to charge the full-share for communal 
infrastructure provided expressly for the purpose of ‘development’. I submit that you 
continue to charge the full “availability rate” (i.e. 100%).  

vi. Introduce a small public good charge for water and wastewater to every rateable

property

I SUPPORT this change 

All properties in the District benefit from the provision of town supply water and sewage 
schemes. When drought hits and tanks are dry, rural residents rely on potable water schemes 
supplying water. When one towns sewage system fails, there is a potential for other systems 
to assist. When Waipapa private water scheme needed to close, that entire community was 
able to be connected into the Kerikeri scheme.  

Furthermore, Crown land does not contribute to Rates, yet we see Schools, Hospitals, Police 
stations, Fire Stations, Courts and the like located in townships served by FNDC provided 
water and wastewater infrastructure. That all residents across the District, whether rural or 
urban, avail themselves of Government provided services is reason to introduce a small 
public good charge for these services. 

vii. Change the stormwater targeted rate so that rating units in the area of benefit cover

most of the cost

I SUPPORT the continued use of Targeted Rates for connections to Water and Wastewater, 
and the addition of a Targeted Rate for properties within the Area of Benefit for stormwater 
networks, where such networks are provided.  

However, when properties have historically been required to provide their own stormwater 
management systems as an adjunct to development consents, then they ought to be exempt 
from contributing to any new communal scheme, until such time as they are able to retire 
their private on-site stormwater systems.  

Furthermore, on-site stormwater systems are an improvement to property that would attract a 
higher share of Rates, should FNDC shift to a Capital Value basis for rates. Similarly, 
rainwater harvesting tanks to compliment the town supply, requiring less draw on the 
communal system, is an improvement to property that would attract a higher share of Rates if 
FNDC shifts to a CV basis for Rates. Retaining walls, to prevent private property falling onto 
public roads similarly, are improvements that would attract higher rates. These examples 
serve to illustrate that it is NOT fairer to share costs according to ‘improvements’. It is in fact 
fairer to share costs according to land value, as land value is a better proxy for the levels of 
service and state of development of an area. 

viii) Additional Comments

The first table on page 23 of the consultation document purports to compare the original 
methodology to the potential change of moving to CV. Yet the top table contains targeted 
rates… without explanation as to why they are all increasing considerably. I assume that table 
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is showing the effect of combining all the CAPEX costs identified in the 10 year work 
program into a District Wide targeted rate, rather than illustrating the cost per connection for 
each of the communities served by a particular scheme. 

The second table on page 23 of the consultation document is insufficient to be able to 
compare and consider the impact of the shift from LV to CV basis for general rates, as it fails 
to provide information on all types of rates, in only showing “example residential rates by 
ward and community”. It is not clear if the total amount being taken is held constant, so that it 
is just the effect of moving from LV to CV that is shown. I suspect that the Total Rates is not 
held constant, however, as all rates increase significantly for every community – suggesting 
that either the Total Rate take is much higher, or some other category of Ratepayer is paying 
much less. 

NAME Helena Marcia Jordan 

ADDRESS (Contact details withheld for privacy) 

I am affiliated to the Kerikeri & Surrounds Ratepayers & Residents Association. 

I am affiliated to the Paihia & Districts Residents & Ratepayers Association 
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Surname Jordan 

First name Eric 

Organisation Position 

Project / Main topic FN2100 Submission - Support Flora & Fauna (Asha Andersen) 

Notes Refer to submission Response ID: 3418857 

Additional supporting 
information 

Which ward do you live in? Bay of Islands-Whangaroa 

ID Number IBS76 

Date 6/04/2021 
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Surname Jordan 

First name Rachel 

Organisation Position 

Project / Main topic FN2100 Submission - Support Flora & Fauna (Asha Andersen) 

Notes Refer to submission Response ID: 3418857 

Additional supporting 
information 

Which ward do you live in? Bay of Islands-Whangaroa 

ID Number IBS84 

Date 6/04/2021 
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Surname Keith 

First name George 

Organisation Position 

Project / Main topic RFS referred - Email to Councils NZ Wide - Mobility Toilets 

Notes RFS 4050891 
Mobility Toilets 
This email is being sent to hopefully all Council's throughout New 
Zealand in the hope that when you are looking at putting in 
Mobility enabled Toilets that in the Planning you think of the 
People that will be using them with input from them not from 
someone that is not Mobility Impaired which going by some of the 
ones we have seen would fit the bill. 
My Wife had a severe Stroke back in 2006 which left her basically 
Paralyzed right down her Left side and in most cases I have to help 
her in Toilets when we are out because of the way they are set up. 
Two things I would like to see that would make using Toilets for the 
Disabled on their own would be 
1/ The way hand Rails are set up. 
The Photos enclosed need no explanation so won't go into it unless 
you would like them explained, 
and 
2/ Door lock Mechanism handy in arms reach of Toilet. 
The reason for the second is that once my Wife went to a Toilet on 
her own locking the door ect. 
Once she was finished she was unable to get up off the Toilet 
because the Rail was on the wrong side. 
She was unable to unlock the door so I could help because of the 
distance from her to the door. 
Now if the Door controls were handy by Toilets then there would 
be no problem. 
This was at a Sub Way and person in charge had to ring Manager to 
see how to get in. 
So as you can see Door Mechanisms close to Toilet in this case 
would have saved a lot of Stress for all. 
Thank You for taking the time to read through this, and hope you 
can understand that Disability isn't a chosen way of life and 
wherever possible Independence for those affected is what they 
want. 
Yours 
George Keith. 
(contact details withheld for privacy) 

Additional supporting 
information 

Which ward do you live in? Nation Wide 

ID Number IBS110 

Date 3/16/2021 
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Surname Kelly 

First name David 

Organisation Position 

Project / Main topic Proposed new rating method 

Notes Refer to Submission document 

Additional supporting 
information 

Which ward do you live in? Bay of Islands-Whangaroa 

ID Number IBS95 

Date 6/04/2021 

See attachment next page
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viii) Additional Comments

The first table on page 23 of the consultation document purports to compare the original methodology to the 
potential change of moving to CV. Yet the top table contains targeted rates ... without explanation as to why 
they are all increasing considerably. I assume that table is showing the effect of combining all the CAPEX costs 
identified in the 10 year work program into a District Wide targeted rate, rather than illustrating the cost per 
connection for each of the communities served by a particular scheme. 

The second table on page 23 of the consultation document is insufficient to be able to compare and consider 
the impact of the shift from LV to CV basis for general rates, as it fails to provide information on all types of 
rates, in only showing "example residential rates by ward and community". It is not clear if the total amount 
being taken is held constant, so that it is just the effect of moving from LV to CV that is shown. I suspect that 
the Total Rates is not held constant, however, as all rates increase significantly for every community
suggesting that either e Total Rate take is much higher, or some other category of Ratepayer is paying much 
less. ' 

�-
� 

NAME: D;J Kelly

ADDRESS Contact details withheld for privacy
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Surname Kenworthy 

First name Leona 

Organisation  Position  

Which option do you think 
will work best for our 147 
Housing for the elderly 
units? 

Council fully transition its Housing for the Elderly units to another 
party or parties with strict requirements such as protection of 
existing tenant arrangements and the number of units is 
maintained or increased over time (Council's preferred option)  

Would you like to expand 
on your answer? 

 

Do you support the option 
to enable sustainable 
economic development? 

We do become a shareholder and contribute to the wider 
Investment and Growth Reserve Fund (Council's preferred option) 

Would you like to expand 
on your answer? 

 

Do you agree with the 
changes to providing fairer 
and simpler rates 

Change the rating system 

Would you like to expand 
on your answer? 

 

Is there any other feedback 
you would like to share? 

 

Additional supporting 
information 

 

Which ward do you live in? Kaikohe-Hokianga (West) 

 

Receipt No IBS123 

Date and time  06/04/2021 
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